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STAFF REQUIREMENTS — A TION/DISCUSSION
AND VOTEf 8 15 A M f F I AYf JUNE 28f 1991I
COMMISSIONERS CONFERENCE ROOMI ONE WHITE
FLINT NORTH, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND,(OPEN TO
PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

SECY-91-150 — Pro osed Amendments to 10 CFR Part 21
»Re ortin of Defects and Noncom liance" and 10 CFR 50.55 e
"Conditions of Construction Permits"

The Commission, by a 3-0 vote, approved final amendments to 10
CFR Parts 21 and 50.55(e) that clarify the criteria and
procedures for the reporting of safety defects by licensees and
non-licensees and reduces duplicate reporting, subject to
modifying the rule to require a consistent period of 60 days for
both reporting defects or reporting that the analysis of a
potential defect is underway. The attached edits (Enclosure 1)
should also be incorporated.

Chairman Carr did not participate in this matter.

Commissioner Remick noted on page 11 of the SECY paper, that the
staff is evaluating possible modifications to Sections 50.72 andy/:g
50.73. He would like an update of the staff's progress and
schedule for this evaluation.

gBDO)- (AEQp) (SECY Suspense: 8/16/91) 91QQ155 g ~~~
, I„L.C4'/t&lll

The Federal Register Notice should be revised as noted, reviewed
by the Regulatory Publications Branch, ADM, and forsarded for
signature and publication.
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II. SECY-91-165 — Emer enc Res onse Data S stem

The Commission, by a 3-1 vote, approved a final -rule'o require
licensees of all operating nuclear power facilities, except Big
Rock Point, to participate in the Emergency Response Data System
program. Commissioner Remick disapproved the rule; he does not
believe that the cost to implement the ERDS is justified when
balanced against the potential increase in the overall protection
of the public health and safety, and would prefer to gain
additional experience with ERDS through voluntary participation.
The attached (Enclosure 2) editorial comments should be
incorporated into the Federal Register Notice, and the Notice
should be reviewed by the Regulatory Publications Branch, ADM,
and forwarded for signature and publication.

(BBe) (RES) (SECY Suspense: 7/29/91) 8900089

II. SECY-91-110 — Staff Evaluation and Recommendation on
Maintenance Rulemakin

.The Commission, with all Commissioners agreeing, approved the
staff's proposed revision to the enforcement policy to delete the
maintenance escalation factor in the enforcement policy and to
provide a specific maintenance-related example in 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C. {0E) 9000212

The Commission (with Chairman Carr and Commissioners Rogers and
Curtiss agreeing) disapproved the staff's recommendation to issue
a final policy statement. Instead, the Commission agreed to
direct the staff to proceed with issuance of the attached final
rule, "Monitoring the effectiveness of maintenance at nuclear
power plants" (Enclosure 3). The basis for the Commission's
decision on this matter is set forth in the Statement of
Considerations accompanying the rule. Commissioner Remick
disagrees with this decision, he would have issued a policy
statement. His dissenting views are attached to be published
with the rule.
Commissioner Curtiss'dditional comments (attached)'lso will be
published with the Federal Register Notice.

The staff should proceed to develop regulatory guidance for
implementing the provisions of the rule, including the issuance

.of draft guidance for public comment, with an objective of
issuing final guidance within two years of publication of the
rule in the Federal Register. The Commission desires to be
closely involved in the development of the regulatory guidance
and, as such, the staff is directed to keep the Commission
informed as development of the guidance progresses and to
promptly identify to the Commission any policy issues which may
arise in the course of developing the guidance. (RES) 9100156
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In parallel with the development of regulatory guidance, the
staff should develop inspection guidance which adopts the
results-oriented focus of the rule and which can be used to
inspect the maintenance area after the effective date of the
rule. In the interim, the staff should not incorporate the
programmatic inspection guidance used for the conduct of the
Maintenance Team Inspections into the routine inspection program,
as proposed in SECY-91-110. (NRR) 9100157

(SECY Suspense: 7/29/91)

IV. SECY-91-138 - Final Rule on Nuclear Power License Renewal

Instead, the staff sh'ould reserve the use of this type of
inspection guidance for conducting special diagnostic-type
inspections of licensee maintenance programs where the staff
perceives wide-spread deficiencies in a licensee's maintenance
program. The Commission should be apprised of any instance where
the staff intends to use the Maintenance Team Inspection guidance
to perform this type of inspection. (NRR)

The Federal Register Notice should be reviewed by the Regulatory
Publications Branch, ADM, and returned for signature and
publication.

(pygmy) (RES)

The Commission, by a 4-0 vote, approved a delegation of authority
under the Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1980 and 10 CFR Section
1.31(c) which authorizes the EDO to prepare and issue a final
license renewal rule (see attached delegation dated 6/28/91).
Commissioner Remick approved the rule but would not have
broadened the definition of structures, systems and components
important to license renewal to include all SSCs subject to
operability requirements contained in the facility technical
specifications limiting conditions for operation.

The modification to 10 CFR 54.3(ii) is solely intended to make
clear in the language of the rule that it is not intended that
licensees do a full scope systems interaction analysis.

Commissioner Rogers noted that the SSCs defined in the license
renewal rule "differ somewhat from those in the maintenance rule.
While there are differences in focus between the License Renewal
Rule and the Maintenance Rule, I believe that the SSCs involved
should be as consistently defined as possible. Therefore, I
request the staff in revising the License Renewal Rule strive for
maximum compatibility between the License Renewal Rule and the
Maintenance Rule in defining scope and in avoiding requirements
for new analyses and justifications wherever existing maintenance
programs clearly assure continuing capability of the equipment."
(RES) 8600233
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proposed rule. The DOE wrote generally in support of the rule. Two agencies

from the State of Ohio responded: Ohio EPA and Emergency Management Agency.

Included in the State agency classification is the Massachusetts State

Senate Office of Senator John Diver who represents a district near the

Yankee .Rowe plant.

An analysis of the public coaeents and the Coaeission's response to

these comments are documented in NUREG-1428, "Analysis of Public Comments

on the Proposed Rule on Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal." The Com-

mission's consideration of principal issues raised by the comw.nters is

also incorporated in the pertinent sections of this Statement of

Considerations.

Implementation guidance for 10 CFR Part 54 has been drafted on the

basis of the proposed rule and issued as drafts for public comment on

December 10, 1990. Two staff guidance documents were included: Draft
r

Regulatory Guide DG-1009, "Standard Format and Content of Technical In-

formation Nor Applications to Renew Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licens-

es," December 1990, and NUREG-1299, "Standard Review Plan for the Review

of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants," November 1990.

The public coaeent period closed on March 8, 1991. These documents will
be revised aoe-oatp as a resuit of public comeots>

~ this final rule o~ ~4. ~~s~~ %~'
~Cc a pl~+ r~~oA a.~p(t~<'~~

The environmental impacts of individual nuclear power plant license

renewals are the sub)ect of a generic environmental impact statement

(GEIS) and a separate rulemaking action proposing changes to 10 CFR Part

51. An Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking invited early public com-

'ents concerning this Part 51 rulemaking (55 FR 29964; July 28, 1990).

A Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare a GEIS was simultaneously published

with the notice of proposed rulemaking (55 FR 29967; July 23, 1990).

10 CFR 54 FR9
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four other industry organizations responded: Electric Power Research

Institute, Nuclear Uti1ity Group on Equipment gualification, Nuclear

UtilityBackfitting and Reform Group, and UtilityDecommissioning Group.

Eighteen organizations representing vendors and manufacturers of nuclear-

related equipment submitted coneents, including bfestinghouse Corporation

and Asea Brown Boveri-Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power. In addition,

two engineering firms responded. Thirty-five nuclear utility companies

provided separate responses. Many of them did not provide detailed com-

ments but simply endorsed the coaeents provided by NNARC.

Three law firms submitted comments on behalf of utilities, nuclear

industry groups, and other organizations. Spiegel and HcDiarwid submit-

ted comments on behalf of the American Public Power Association (APPA)
E

and Power Systems. Minston and Strawn submitted five separate sets of

comments. One set was on behalf of the UtilityDecommissioning Group,

one set was on behalf of the Nuclear UtilityBackfitting and Reform Group

(NUBARG), two were on behalf of nine utilities, and one was for seven

utilities. Newman and Holtzinger submitted comments on behalf of 15

utilities.
J

Nonindustry groups comprised 15 public interest groups, a publishing

company (Nuclear Plant Journal), a business organization (V.S. Chamber of

'Commerce), a professional organization (American Nuclear Society), a law

firm (Hopkins and Sutter), three Federal agencies, and nine State agen-

cies. Some public interest groups submitted coaeents )ointly with others

(e.g., )oint response by UCS and New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollu-

tion (NECNP); and NIRS and Greenpeace). Fifteen residents near the Yankee

~ Rowe plant stated their opposition to renewal of that plant's operating

license. Forty-six other individuals submitted letters supporting the

10 CFR 54 FR9



assessment techniques could a1so be used as a supplemental tool in the

renewal applicant's integrated plant assessment. The Coneission recog-

nizes that PRA can be an effective tool to provide added assurance that

all SSCs important to license renewal have been evaluated, as further

discussed in Section IV.e, below.

The Commission received a number of contrasting coeoents concerning

the use of PRA or severe accident management studies for license renewal.

The industry commented that completion of the individual'lant examina-

tion (IPE) and individual, plant examination for external events (IPEEE)

programs for severe accident management using PRA-type ynalysis should

not be a prerequisite to license renewal. Current severe accident pro-

grams, namely the IPE and IPEEE programs, although important to the Com-

mission, are considered safety enhancements and, as such, their

completion will not be a requirement for license renewal. For many

. licensees, the IPE and IPEEE programs may be completed before a license

renewal application is submitted.

~'s~Y CUP'~~+ wl m~~ippgy g;5 ~lac LA$5 4Q ~ AQ~+

(vii) Summary Concerning First Principle.

The Commission process for requiring changes to a plant's licensing

basis in light of new inforaation and issues provides sufficient assurance

that the original Commission conclusion of adequate protection of the

health and safety and coaeon defense and security remains valid throughout

the remaining tera of the facility's operating license. Thus, the discip-

line of a formal relicensing review of all new inforaation and issues
~ JL

arising after initial licensing is not needed for reaionable assurance of

adequate protection.

10 CFR 54 FR9 26



process to be used, during the review and prioritization of the SEP lessons

learned issues should prove to be adequate in the future to resolve these

issues.

(v) Severe Accident Policy.

The regulatory philosophy containing the two fundamental principles

is also consistent with the Coamission's policy statement entitled "Se-

vere Reactor Accidents Regarding Future Designs and Existing Plants

(50 FR 23138; August 8, 1985)." In this policy statement, the Commission

concluded that existing plants pose no undue risk to public health and

safety. Noreover, the Commission stated that't has ongoing nuclear

safety programs, described in HUREG-1070, that include the resolution of

unresolved safety issues and generic safety issues, the Severe Accident

Research Program, operating experience and data evaluation concerning

equipment failures and human error, and review by HRC inspectors to monitor

the quality of plant construction, operation, and maintenance. If new

safety information were to become available, from any source, to question

the Commission's conclusion of no undue risk, then any technical issues

so identified would be resolved by the NRC under its backfit policy and

other existing procedures, including the possibility of generic rulemaking.

(vi) Probabi)istic Risk Assessaent.

Although a plant-specific probabilistic risk assessnent (PRA) will
not be a requirement for the renewal of plant operating licenses, the

'oaeissionrecognizes that a plant-specific PRA can be used as an'effec-

tive tool to provide integrated insights into the plant design, resulting

in an additional relative Neasure of overall plant safety. Probabilistic

10 CFR 54 FR9
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worthwhile safety enhancements. This regulatory process also ensures

that the licensinp bases of older plants not required to comply with spe-

cific new requirements remain acceptable.

A large number of public commenters expressed concern that the

proposed definition of CLB restricted the CLB to the specific inforaation

on the docket at the tiwe of the filing of a license renewal application.

As such, the proposed CLB definition suggested that neither a licensee

nor the staff could make changes to the existing Part 50 license while

the Part 54 renewal application was under review. In the final rule, the

Commission has revised the definition of the CLB by removing the phrasing

that limited the CLB to that defined at the time of submittal of the re-
~ 4 -V

newal application. The Coaeission has also revised the rule (5 54.21(g)) h
to include the requirement for licensees to provide periodic updates of cL cv crea

+W'he~~ CLB ~hevaes4s. These updates should reflect any licensee or

NRC-required changes to the CLB while a renewal application is under re-

view and should contain a determination whether any such changes would

modify the renewal application, including aspects such as structures,

systems, or components important to license renewal to be incorporated in

the screening process.

Some commenters also raised a concern that the proposed CLB defini-

tion is too vague and too broad. In particular, coaaenters noted that

the words "but are not liaited to" are so broad as to render the defini-

tion meaningless<. and the proposed definition did not specify that only

written commitments should be included in the CLB. In response to these

comments, the Commission has revised the CLB definition to restrict com-

Nitments to those that are written and on the plant-specific docket. The

lO CFR 54 FR9 29
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Commission has removed the ambiguous phrasing and has enhanced the defi-

nition to include written commitments as documented fn the HRC safety

evaluation reports.

The Commission has also added 10

the CLB. Inclusion of Part: 51, which

CFR Part 51 to the definition of

contains environmental protection

regulations, fs necessary to continue the current licensing bases for a

plant licensed under Part 50.

(if) Foundation for the Adequacy of the Licensing Bases.

The Commission concludes that the dfsciplfne of. a relicensing review

process is not generally necessary for the reasonable assurance of ade-

quate protection findings during the period of license renewal.

NUREG-1412, "Foundation for the Adequacy of the Licensing Bases," de-

scribes how the licensing process has evolved fn major safety issue areas

under processes that have ensured continued adequacy of all operating

plants.- NUREG-1412 provides historical illustrations of how the process

has addressed potential safety issues and new information over the course

of time. As such, it provides additional support for the Comaissfon's

determination that it is unnecessary to rerevfew an operating plant's

licensing basis, except for age-related degradation concerns, at the time

of license renewal. NUREG-1412 docs this fn generic terms. NUREG-1412

also f11ustratcs how the regulatory process has provided and will continue

to provide assurance that an operating reactor's licensing basfi will
continue to provide an acceptable level of safety during any renewal term.

Commenters argued that the CLB of a number of plants fs fnadequate.

Hultfple examples of operational concerns and issues at specific plants

10 CFR 54 FR9 ~ ~ 30
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Commission. Exemptions that do contain time-dependent considerations

will be dressed in the license renewal application, as required by

5 A 2(R.

nges in XRC's research funding are not creating "regulatory gaps,"

as alleged by a coamenter. Tlie XRC's research funding is allocated based

upon the safety significance and priority of the issues involved. The

important issues affecting safety are funded, and it is expected that they

will continue to be funded in the future. Lower priority issues are ad-

dressed as funding permits.

The Comnission does not agree that stricter safety standards are be-

ing applied in some European countries than are those of the United

States. In many cases, the standards used by other countries are identi-

cal to those used in the United States. In other cases, there are dif-

ferences between standards or approaches to regulation, but these

differences cannot necessarily be characterized in terms of standards be-

ing stricter or less strict. The issue is not a comparison of the

strictness of specific standards but, rather, plant safety. The require-

ments and regulations when coupled with the regulatory programs must be

adequate to provide reasonable assurance that authorized activities can

be conducted without endangering the health and safety of the public. As
I

noted previously, the Coaeission concludes that the CLB for all operating

nuclear power plants in the United States is adequate.

'iii) Compliance with the Licensing Bases.

The Coaeission has deterained that a finding of compliance of a

plant with its current licensing basis is not required for issuance of a

renewed license. When a plant's original operating license was issued,

10 CFR 54 FR9
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the Coneission made a finding, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.57(a)(1), that con-

struction of the plant had been substantially completed and was "in con-

formity with" the construction permit, the operating license application,

the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act, and the NRC's rules and regu-

lations. That finding was 'essentially equivalent to a finding that the

plant was in compliance with its licensing basis as it existed at the

time of issuance of the operating license.

Once the operating license is issued, the licensee must continue to

comply with its licensing basis unless the licensing basis is properly

changed or the licensee is formally excused by the NRC prom compliance.

Assurance of continued licensee compliance during the license term rests

on two factors: (a) licensee programs required by the NRC's rules and

regulations to ensure continued safe operation of the plant, and (b) the

NRC's regulatory oversight program.
tf

The licensees'rograms include self-inspection, maintenance, 'and

surveillance programs that monitor and test the physical condition of

plant equipment as the plant operates, as well as review of systems,

structures, and components. Through these programs, licensees identify

the degradation of components due to a number of different environmental

stressors and are, in general, able to replace or refurbish their equip-

ment so that the frequency and severity of challenges to plant systems,

structures, and components would be expected to remain within acceptable

limits and the necessary safety features to work when actually called up-

on under transient or accident conditions.

The Coaeission's inspection program has been constructed around a

series of inspection procedures that provide for the routine examination

of activities at an operating nuclear facility on a periodic basis. Once

10 CFR 54 FRS



licensed, a nuclear facility remains under NRC surveillance and undergoes

periodic safety inspections during its operating ters. The inspection

program is designed to obtain sufficient information on licensee perfor

mance, through direct observation and verification of licensee activi-

ties, to determine whether the facility is being operated safely and

whether the licensee management control program is effective and to as-

certain whether there is reasonable assurance that the licensee is in

compliance with the NRC regulatory requirements. The program includes

inspection of the licensee's performance in technical disciplines such as

operations, radiological controls and protection, maintenance, surveil-

lance, emergency preparedness, physical security, and engineering. In

summary, the policy contained in NRC Inspection manual Chapters (IMC)

2500, Reactor Inspection Program, and INC-2515, Light-Mater Reactor In-

spection Program —Operations Phase, is designed to provide for'easonable

assurance that the licensee is in compliance with the NRC regulatory re-

quirements to ensure that the, plant is operated and maintained in a safe

condition and that conditions adverse to quality and safe operation are

identified and corrected. Both the licensees'rograms for ensuring safe

operation and the Commission's regulatory oversight program have been ef-

fective in identifying and correcting plant-specific noncompliance with

the licensing bases. These programs vill continue to be implemented

throughout the remaining term of the operating license, as veil as the term

of any renewed license. In view of the comprehensiveness, cffectivcness,

and continuing nature of thes~ programs, them ks no reason arfy license

renewal should necessarily be thc basis for a ncw, broad-scoped inquiry

into compliance that ks separate from and para'llel to the Coaekssion'i

T~giS~r,en O+ ~a AIRC. L&gPCCPWPm)<a ~ lheVtCL M
ALgqcv @~to d.(s~sS W44idL~W I44pe-~ I
o.~o. 6~~~4~~ %~~ ~~4p4cA-ives ~ ~ov;bi
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ongoing compliance oversight program. Noncompliances are genera11y inde-
1

pendent of (in a causal sense) the renewal decision. For example,

failures to comp1y with station blackout requirements are not "caused" by

the impending expiration of an operating license.
s

In sum, the Coneission concludes that the licensee's programs and

actions to ensure continued compliance with its evolving licensing basis,

together with the Cemission's activities to ensure continuing licensee

compliance with its licensing baiis, provide reasonable assurance that a

broad rereview of CLB compliance is not needed.

(iv)
Com.d,~c Won ~

fth 0 tll IIB
Section 54.21(a) of the proposed rule required that a licensee "com-

pile a list of documents identifying portions of the current licensing

basis relevant to the integrated plant assessment." This list was to be

submitted to the NRC as part of the renewal application. The proposed

rule also required the licensee to "review the current licensing basis

compilation for the purpose of determining the systems, structures, and

components to be evaluated and the acceptance criteria to be used in the

integrated plant assessment." Finally, the proposed rule required the

licensee to maintain "all documents describing the CLB" in an auditable

and retrievable form. A large number of public coaeents were received on
I

the need to compile the CLB. Coneenters argued that compilation of the
~ ~

However, allegations that the implementation of i licensee'i proposed
actions to address age-related degradation has or vill cause noncompliance
with the plant's current licensing basis, or that the failure of the"
lfcensee to address age-re'lated depredation $ n e part$ ~cu ar area has or
will cause such noncompliance would be valid sub]ects for contention,

'incethe claim essentially questions the adequacy of the licensee's .

program to address age-related degradation.

10 CFR 54 FR9



CLB in an auditable form is unnecessary since all such documents are al-

ready on file with the NRC and in its public document room. In addition,

these commenters also indicated that compilation of the CLB is not neces-.

sary for review of the integrated plant assessment (IPA) since

5 54.21(a)(4) of the proposed. rule requires the applicant to describe and

provide the basis for resolving issues presented by the age-related deg-

radation of SSCs. Others commented that the NRC should not only require

a list of the documents comprising the CLB, but also the documents them-

se1ves. These commenters stated that the NRC should review the documents

to ensu~e that the plant is complying with the CLB.

While the Commission agrees that the documents that comprise the CLB

have been submitted to the NRC and are part of the docket for the facility,
the docket also contains licensee commitments that may no longer be in

effect, such as FSAR coamitments that have been superseded by subsequent

license amendments. The docket also contains references to NRC require-

need to compile and review the CLB.

the CLB, the Commission has determined that compilation of and reference

to the CLB is desirable for proper implementation of the IPA.

A significant factor in this determination is the understanding that

the design of many components, including safety aargins, vas initially
based on an assumed service life of 40 years. The review of the CLB by

the licensee would be necessary to define the technical limits for opera- .

tion of important components, and these tcchnical limits wou'ld need to be

ments that have been subsequently amended or superseded and no longer form

part of the CLB for that facility. 'hus, the fact that the NRC docket RcVise
+D

files contain historical licensing basis documents does not obviate the

4)kc p'a+V

After consideration of all coaeents concerning the compilation of

10 CFR 54 FR9 37
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evaluated as part of a renewal application to ensure that operation dur

ing the renewal term would not exceed the design capability of specific

components, including appropriate safety margins. Further, the Coamis-

sion concludes that compilation of the CLB is necessary to (1) identify
1

the SSCs that are important to'icense renewal, (2) identify the type(s)

of age-related degradation aechanisa(s) to which each SSC is susceptible,

and (3) evaluate existing programs to determine whether or not these pro-

grams are technically adequate to manage the applicable degradation

mechanism(s) and, if not, what new actions or programs are necessary.

The evaluation of the effects of fatigue on SSCs is an example. In the

case of fatigue, a licensee would have to review the design assumptions

affecting service life, actual plant conditions, applicable requirements

and commitments, and existing programs in order to determine whether ex- 0 g ~

isting programs are adequate or define new actions to be initiated.

awhile the industry proposes to identify SSCs important to license

renewa1 by. identifying safety functions, there is not always clear agree-

ment with the Coaeission concerning which components perform safety func-

tions.. However, the identification of such components as important to

license renewal is clear if the CLB is compiled and used to identify com-

ponents needed for safety and compliance with existing regulations.

Therefore, the Coaeission concludes that a review of plant SSCs for iden-

tification of functions important to license renewal without the use of a

compiled CLB could lead to omission of some plant features that could be

affected by aging and yet are needed for safety.
'he

Coaeission has revised IS 54.21(a) and 54.37 to aore clearly set
~ H ~

forth the licensee's obligations with respect to the CLB. first, the

licensee aust compile and submit a'list of documents 'that establish an

l0 CFR 54 FR9
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element of the CLB. The list is to be submitted to the NRC in the FSAR

supplement. The term "compile a list" means that the licensee is to cre-

ate a list in which each document is identified by name, date of origin,

and any other information necessary to uniquely identify that document.

By "element'of the CLB," the Coaeission means the individual requirement,

license condition, or coaeitment constituting a part of the licensee's

CLB.

The rule does not require that a list or index of the specific re-

quirements and commitments that are in effect as part of the Part 50 li;
cense be submitted as part of a renewal application. Rather, the renewal

rule only requires that applicants compile the documents that contain or y~$h

establish elements of the CLB. A licensee that has a thorough technical

library that includes written coaeitments, an updated FSAR, current tech-

nical specifications, and other documents that contain or establish ele-

ments of the CLB may satisfy the requirement to compile its CLB.

However, the licensee would have to review the documents in the technical

library to identify which ones establish elements of the CLB in order to

prepare the list of such documents to be submitted as part of its renewal

application.'econd,

the licensee is required by 5 54.37(a) to maintain all docu-

ments identified in the list in an auditable and retrievable fora. By

"auditable and retrievable," the Coamission intends that the documents be

available for licensee use and NRC inspection within a reasonable tiae

period. While the documents need not be stored together at the same

physical location, the licensee should have a system such that the docu-

ments therein can be retrieved from storage.

10 CFR 54 FR9



Third, the licensee must review the listed CLB documents when imple-

menting the integrated plant assessment to ensure that all relevant CLB

requirements and commitments are properly considered at each stage of the

integrated plant assessment.

Finally, the licensee"is required by 5 54.37(b) to update the CLB

document list annually to reflect changes to the plant's licensing basis

throughout the term of the renewed license. The updated list shall be

submitted to the HRC as part of the updated FSAR required by M CFR

50. 71(e).

The Commission has also added a requirement that during the review

of an application each applicant annual'ly and near the end of the appli-

cation identify any changes to the CLB associated with the plant changes

under the existing Part 50 license and discuss whether these changes have

modified the list of SSCs important to license renewal.

d. Second Principle: Haintaining the Licensing Basis
~ During Renewal Term

(i) General.

The second principle for license renewal is that the plant-specific

licensing basis must be maintained during the renewal term. This princi-

ple is a necessary complement to the first principle. Several provisions

in the rule serve to ensure adherence to the licensing basis: (a) 5 54.22

requires the provision of technical specification changes needed for li-
cense renewal, (b) I 54.33(d) requires as a condition of the license that

the licensee maintain the effectiveness of programs approved

ga license to nanage age-related degradation, (c) $ 5 54 37(g nd

quire the licensees to periodically update their FSAR supplement to

accurately reflect the current status of systems, structures, and compo-
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nents important to license renewal, (d) 5 54.33(e) states that the li-
censing basis for the renewed license shall include the plants'urrent

licensing basis as defined in 5 54. 3(a), including those provisions ad-

dressing age-related degradation, and (e) continuing the HRC's regulatory

oversight program throughout the term of a plant's renewed license. In

this manner the current licensing basis will remain enforceable by the

Coaeission throughout the term of the renewed license in the same manner

and to the same extent as during the original licensing tera.

The Coaeission intends to continue kts regulatory oversight program

throughout the term of renewed licenses. This program, which ks discussed

kn greater detail in Section IV.c, 4Current Licensing Basks," has been

successful in the past in ensuring licensee compliance with applicable

requirements and licensee commitments, as well as identifying important

areas of noncompliance. The Commission believes that this oversight, when

. continued throughout the term of the renewed license and modified as

necessary to reflect new information and experience of extended operation,

vill also provide assurance that licensees are in compliance with their

plants'icensing bases during the term of their renewed licenses.

Several commenters expressed concern that the wording of Part 54 el-

evated all commitments of the current licensing basks to an equivalent

level of a license condition for the renewal term. The Coaeksskon did

not intend that all coaektments have equal safety importance or enforce-

ment status. The Commission recognized that the current licensing basis

consists of many diverse elements of varying safety and enforcement sta-

tus. Some elements are forwal license conditions, technical specifica-

tions, or additional conditions that require prior NRC approval before

changing; others are written commitments on the docket that Nay be

changed by the licensee.

10 CFR 54 FR9
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By stating that the current licensing basis is maintained for the

renewal term, ft was not the Coaefssfon's intent that all changes to com-

mitments fn the current licensing basis would require prior NRC approval.

To account for this concern, the Coaefssion included 5 54.33(e) to spe-
~ \

cifically state that the status of comaftments on the exfstfng Part 50

docket would remain unchanged by the renewed license. However, ff a

licensee's previous coaeitments, which are not "licensing cleftments"

fn the FSAR, are relied upon fn the renewal application as an effective

program to manage age-related degradatfon during the renewal term, these
~~n ~+'+Wc t.i~~ow~c. +skg X

commftments~become< for the renewal tera since they
t ~

would form part of the bases for the Commission's finding that

age-re1ated degradation will be effective1y managed during the renewal

term. Such commitments can only be changed in accordance with

5 54.33(d) of the final tule.

(ii) Licensing Basis Changes.

The principle of compliance wfth the licensing basis does not
R

preclude changes to the licensing basis. However, changes to the plant's

current licensing basis that arc unrelated to age-related degradatfon

will not be considered or proposid by the Commfssfon fn determining

whether to grant the renewal application.

The current licensing basis for any plant, as defined fn S 54.3 of

the final rule, generally continues to evolve and change as a result of
~ ~

both licensee and NRC action. l.fcensccs aay seek to change the current

licensing basis for fts plant as a'result of'ew fnformatfon leaned

about systems, structures, and components'used fn the operation of fts

plant. The licensing basis for a plant aay a'li'o 'change as the Coaefssfon

10 CFR 54 FR9



adopts new requirements that are implemented by existing plants or as ex-

isting requirements are modified and backfit onto the older plants.

These licensing basis changes are not intended to address age-related

degradation during the renewal terN. To focus the NRC's review of a re-
~

I'ewalapplication on age-related issues and preclude consideration of is-

sues not relevant to age-related degradation that occurs during the

renewal term, the Comaission proposed, in 5 54.3, that the current li-
censing basis become fixed at the time of application and remain fixed

during the review. Hany commenters disagreed with the Commission's pro-

posal to restrict changes to the current licensing basis, pointing out

that licensees must have the flexibilityto modify their licensing basis

to meet operational needs. Some commenters recognized, however, that the

licensing basis for the operating license and the licensing basis for the

renewal application must remain consistent throughout the review process.

They suggested that licensees be permitted to change the licensing basis

in the operating license context and periodically inform the NRC of such

changes and any potential impact upon the integrated plant assessment.

After considering these views, the Commission agrees that licensees

should be provided the flexibilityto request changes to the existing op-

erating license for reasons other than age-related degradation. These

changes must be made using current regulatory practices, c.g., under

10 CFR 50.59 or amendment to the existing operating license pursuant to

l0 CFR 50.90. A license renewal application should not request any

changes to the current licensing basis other than those necessi~ to

address age-related degradation. An opportunity for hearing on ary

license amendment is provided in accordance with Section l89 of the

Atomic Energy Act.

10 CFR 54 FR9
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To ensure that the effect of changes to a renewal applicant's exist»

ing licensing basis is evaluated during the review of a renewal applica-

tion, renewal app1icants will be required to update the renewal

application (including the integrated plant assessment)

ahnually. Each update must contain a de-

scription of the nature of the change in the licensing basis; the

systems, structures, and components affected; any additional measures

needed to ensure that age-related degradation can be managed during the

renewal term; and any change in the effectiveness of programs credited

for managing age-related degradation. whether a licensye has correctly

identified the potential impact of such changes in its renewal applica-

tion may be litigated in a hearing on the renewal application.

e. Aging management

(i) General.

The rule requires that the applicants for license renewal take nec-

essary actions to ensure that the plant will continue to meet a level of

safety provided by the Cl9 during the renewal term. Required actions

would include those necessary for the effective management of age-related

degradation of systems, structures, and components (SSCs) important to

license renewal.
44& ~

(ii) Effects of Aging..

Aging can affect all SSCs to some degree. 'Generally, the changes

due to the aging mechanisms involved're gradual. Licensees are re-

quired, by current regulations, to develop and implement programs that

10 CFR 54 FR9
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ensure that conditions adverse to quality, including degraded system per

formance, are promptly identified and corrected. As a result of these

programs, degradation due to aging mechanisms is being addressed to vary-

ing degrees, either directly or indirectly, for aany of the SSCs iapor-

tant to license renewal. Age-related degradation becomes a sub)ect of

regu1atory concern in the context of license renewal if the SSCs involved

have a ro1e in ensuring p1ant safety and the degradation of SSCs can pro-

gress to a point of impairing safety performance during the renewal term,

but the SSCs involved are not yet subject to an effective program of ag-

ing management.

Continued safe operation of a coaeercial nuclear power plant re-

quires that SSCs that perform or support safety functions continue to

perform in accordance with the applicable requirements in the licensing

basis of the plant and that other plant SSCs do not substantially in-

crease the frequency of challenges to plant safety systems. As a plant
vc,kW

ages, a variety of aging mechanisms are'perative.. They include fatigue,'y~W('w'on
erosion, corrosion, wear, thermal and radiation embrittlement, IIicrobio- o+

55C.g
logically induced effects, creep, and shrinkage. ln ~~

Existing regulatory requirements, ongoing licensee'rograms, and na-
Ii~5~

tional consensus codes and standards address the aging mechanisms indi- <
cated above and the Neans of eitigating age-related degradation.

However, the Coneission believes that not all age-related degradation

that may be important in the renewal teri will be adequately addressed by

existing regulatory or licensee programs. Age-related degradation of

some SSCs important to license renewal, if unwitigated, could affect the-

operability and reliability of those SSCs and could lead to the loss of

10 CFR 54 FR9 l5
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required functions, unacceptable reduction $ n safety nergins, or higher

rates of challenge to plant safety systems during the renewal term. Giv-

en the close connection between renewal and age-'related degradation and

the fact that NRC does not have a specific formal requirement that ad-

dresses age-related degradatfbn in a comprehensive fashion, the Coaais-

sion concludes that a foraal, disciplined licensing review of age-related

degradation is necessary.

(55i) Integrated Plant Assessment.

The approach reflected in the proposed rule is to y'equire each re-

newal applicant to address age-related degradation in an integrated plant

assessment which demonstrates that age-related degradation of the facili-
ty s SSCs important to license. renewal have been identified, evaluated,I

I(

and accounte'd for as needed to ensure that the facility's licensing basis

vill be maintained throughout the tera of the renewed license. The re-

quired assessment consists of a screening process to select SSCs important ~

to license renewal, an evaluation and demonstration of the effectiveness

of the already ongoing licensee actions under existing regulatory require- ~~
ments and plant-specific prograes to address aging concerns, and the imple-

mentation, as necessary, of supplementa1 programs'to prevent or «itigate

age-related degradation during the renewed license tera.
!

The Commission believes that the focus of an age-related degradation

evaluation for a 15cense renewa'l 'cannot be 1515ted to SSCs that are safety-

related. The initial review of the plant covered both safety-related and

nonsafety-related systeas and was priaarily'concerned with ensuring that

the systems and components would not'have to operate beyond ttN)r design

10 CFR 54 FR9
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basis during the initial 40-year license. Therefore, the Coaeission has

determined that in order to ensure the continued safe operation of the

plant during the renewa1 term, SSCs important to license renewal should

include (1) safety-related equipment, (2) nonsafety-related equipment
'I

relied upon to meet Comaission regulations or to demonstrate safe plant

operation either in a safety analysis or plant evaluation, or (3) any

SCC that supports the function of a safety-related SSC or whose failure
could prevent the performance of a safety function. Further, SSCs

important to license renewal would include those relied on to remain func-

tional during design basis events, including conditions of normal opera-
s

tion, anticipated operational occurrences, design basis accidents, external

events, and natural phenomena for which the plant was designed.

In addition, SSCs important to license renewal include those SSCs

credited or assumed to be operable in analyses performed in 'response to i
requests made pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f). Hore specifically, SSCs im-

p~5portant to license renewal include those SSCs relied upon in analyses

conducted to determine whether or not a specific plant license should be

amended to ensure that an acceptable level of safety is maintained in
light of recently identified transients or operational events. Past ex-

amples of the types of events or transients that would be included are
r

interfacing-system loss-of-coolant accidents, steam generator tube rupture

events, and fuel hand'ling events .inside containment. SSCs important to
license renewal include those SSCs that function to support safety-related

systems because their failure would render a safety-related SSC inoperable.

However, the definition of SSCs important to license renewal does

not necessarily include all equipment listed in an analysis (such as an

l0 CFR 54 FR9 ~47
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IPE) or procedure (such as an:EOP). For example, the emergency operating

procedures (EOPs) provide the operator with a full range of possible op-

tions. Some of the functions are credited or assumed to be operable in a

safety analysis and therefore, are important to license renewal. Other

options are listed in the EOPi for completeness and aay be available during

an event but are not necessarily credited or asseaed to be operable in a

safety analysis. During an earthquake, some nonseismically qualified
equipment listed in the EOP may survive and be useful to the operator.

Such equipment is listed as an available option but is not necessarily

important to license renewal.
(

Screening of SSCs will identify those that, by virtue of their roles

in ensuring the safety of plant operations, are important to license re-

newel and, accordingly, could require additionai attention. In connec-

tion with the integrated plant assessment, it is recognized that there

are many SSCs that are either covered by the existing ongoing NRC re-

quirements'nd licensee-established programs or are not subject to

age-related degradation. The integrated plant assessment is expected to

take such factors into account and will allow programs for understanding

and managing age-related degradation to be properly scoped and focused.

The renewal applicant is required to describe the aethodology to be

employed for the SSC selection procesi. The methods are expected to be
*

~

primarily deterministic. Consistent with requirements for compliance
I

with the licensing basis, the selection process 5s expected to employ a

deterainistic basis for 5dentffying SSCi Ath kr}ae'mportant required

functions or used 5n safety analyses or plant evaluations that are part

of the plant's licensing basis."

10 CFR 54 FR9
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The major technical issues raised in various comments that addressed

the proposed rule and one or more of its supporting docNaents were relat-

ed to (l) the selection of SSCs important to license renewal and

(2} what constitutes an established effective program for managing aging

in operating nuclear power plants. Three key issues related to the se-

lection of SSCs important 'to license renewal and requiring management of

aging during a renewed license term were raised. These issues and their

general proposed resolutions are suaearized below:

(1) A number of commenters referred to the HNARC "Hethodology to.

identify and Evaluate Plant Equipment for License Renewal" (December 1990) Q
and proposed changing the rule and its supporting documents in ways that

would conform to this methodology or endorse it. The Coaeission has de-

cided not to incorporate a specific methodology in the rule. The Coaeis-

sion believes that an acceptable methodology will provide latitude to

eliminate some SSCs from consideration of aging effects if justified on a

technical basis. Elimination of structures and components important to

license renewal from further aging consideration on the basis of an a

priori claim by the licensee that they are sub(eat to an effective program

is not an acceptable technical basis since it does not include an evaluat-

ion of the adequacy of the program to manage age-related degradation.

Such an approach could result in elimination of oost if not all of the

structures and components in the plant from any substantive consideration

for age-related degradation. An acceptable technical basis will include

a demonstration by appropriate technical arguments that programs for aan-

aging age-related degradation through the renewal term are effective.

10 CFR 54 FR9 l9
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(2) In a related coaeent, a stated concern was that the inclusion

of all SSCs used in safety analyses or plant evaluations could include

any work done in response to any NRC inquiry, e.g., balance-of-plant sys-

tems. In this regard, the Coeeission considers the SSCs used in safety
,~

5 ~

analyses or plant evaluations 'a part of the plant's licensing basis.

Such analyses and evaluations may include those submitted to support li-
cense amendment requests, exemption or relief requests, and those submit-

ted to demonstrate compliance with the Commission's regulations such as

10 CFR SD.62 (Anticipated Transients Mfthout Scram), 10 CFR 50.48 (Fire
~(~S

Protection), 10 CFR 50.61 (Pressurized Thermal Shock), lO CFR 50.49 (En-

vironmental gualification), and 10 CFR 50.63 (Station Blackout). As part ~
of 10 CFR 50.49, certain post-accident monitoring equipment specified as

Category 1 and 2 in Revision 2 of Regulatory guide 1.97, "Instrumentation

for Light-Mater Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs

Conditions During and Following an Accident," are covered in the scope of

the license renewal rule. Such post-accident monitoring equipment is

important to license renewal. In this context, it is expected that some

balance-of-plant components will require evaluations for aging

considerations.

(3) A commenter further stated that a systems interaction review

would be required to eeet the criterion that SSCs important to license

renewal are any, including nonsafety-related, SSCs whose failure could

prevent satisfactory accomplishment of required safety functions. It was

stated that USI A-17, Systems Interaction at Nuclear Power Plants, was

resolved via Generic Letter (GL) 89-18 with no specific action required

of licensees.

10 CFR 54 FR9
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Clearly, the Commission had in mind initial licensing and did not

consider the issue of the scope of the statutory finding with respect to

issuance of renewed licenses.

In sum, the Commission's authority to issue a renewed license is
\

governed by the "not inimical" standard of Section 103.d and the "adequate

protection" standard of Section 182.b. However, the Commission concludes

that under the AEA it may determine a scope of safety review for adequate

protection issues in a license renewal proceeding that is aore limited than.

the scope of review for initial licensing by taking into account the scope

and effectiveness of the NRC's past and ongoing regulation of operating

reactors to ensure continued adequate protection. This ongoing regulation

includes modifying plants'icensing bases when necessary in light of new

information and issues and ensuring compliance with licensing bases.

Taking these factors into account, the Commission concludes that the

discipline of a formal licensing review and finding is not needed except

for issueW that, b
*

they are relevant to adequate protection only

for extended ope tisg b ond the initial license term, are not currently

considered in ongoing regulatory processes. Only one issue falls in this

category that would be generally applicable to all plants - age-related

degradation.

The final rule is carefully structured to establish a regulatory

process that is precisely directed at age-related degradation. Sec-

tions 54.19, 54.21, 54.22, and 54.23, which specify the information that

must be submitted in a renewal application, require only information re-

garding administrative matters, age-related degradation, technical spe-

cification changes, and environmental impact.
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1984), Carstens v. NRC, 742 F.2d 1546 (D.C. Cir. 1984). Congress'ail-

ure to provide any criteria in the AEA explaining the bounds of the +not

inimical" standard for renewals suggests that Congress intended the NRC

to have substantial discretion in tailoring the scope of its licensing

review to the circumstance and type of regulatory action.

Section 50.57 does not distinguish between the issuance of initial
vs. rene~ed operating licenses. Mowever, the absence of such a distinc-

tion from 5 50.57 cannot be reasonably viewed as indicative of a prior

Coaeission view that the statutory "not inimical" standard mandates an

identical scope of review in both initial and renewal licensing. Prior

to 1960, the Commission did not have any section of findings for issuance

of operating licenses similar to 5 50.57. Rather, there was simply a pro- .

vision that permitted conversion of construction permits to operating li-
censes (now 10 CFR 50.56). Section 50.57 was adopted for:

procedures and criteria for the issuance of provisional

operating licenses in order to permit orderly and expedi-

tious transition from a construction permit to an operat-

ing license where (a) the evidence will not support a

finding of completion of construction in compliance with

the terms and conditions of the construction permit, or

(b) there are involved features, characteristics, or coa-

ponents of a proposed facility as to which it appears

desirable to obtain actual or further operating experience

before issuance of an operating license for the full,tera,

up to forty yea~s, requested by the applicant. .25 FR'712
~ ~ ' 1

(September 9, 1960); c.f. 25 FR 1225 (February 11, 1960)

(proposed rule).
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he rule does not require sub sion of

information relating to the adequacy of, or compliance with, h current

licensing basis. Section 54.29, which defines'he standard for issuance

of a renewed license, doep,not require a finding regarding the adequacy

of, or compliance with, the plant's licensing basis. The section clearly

sets forth the findings that aust be made in order to issue a renewed

license. In addition, the Coaeission s procedure for rule challenges, l0

CFR 2.758, has been amended to permit certain other issues unique to li-
cense renewal to be addressed case by case.

Hearings on individual license renewal proceedings will be generally

limited to contentions questioning the adequacy of the Commission's find-

ings made pursuant to 5 54.29. Section 189.a, the only potentially ap-

plicable provision in the AEA relating to hearings, does not mention specif-

ically renewals of licenses although it clearly applies to the initial
granting or amendment of licenses. This is not surprising, given that

P

the Congress didn't require any renewals and apparently contemplated un-

limited license terms for a whole category of nuclear power plants-

those licensed under Section 104.b. Hence, $ t is not clear that Section 189a.

dictates the holding of any hearing in connection with a license renewal.

Nevertheless, the Commission has decided that hearings should be held, if
requested, provided their scope is properly limited. For initial licens-

ing subject to Section 189.a, the scope of the regulatory findings de-

fines the scope of issues that may be litigated in a hearing. See

Union of Concerned Scientists v. NRC, 735 F.2d 1437 (O.C. Cir. 1984). The

Coaeission has chosen to apply a siailar principle to renewal hearings.

Accordingly, only contentions that question (1) whether the applicant has
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,n

properly complied with the Part 54 requirements and thereby adequately

addressed age-related degradation, or (2) whether the applicable re-

quirements of Part 51 relating to environmental protection under NEPA

.have been satisfied will normally be admitted to the hearing.

However, the final rule 'amends 5 2.758 to also make clear that chal"

lenges to the Part 54 rule could be made so that certain other issues

claimed to be necessary to ensure adequate protection or CL8 compliance only

during the renewal term could be admitted in a hearing on a case-by-case

basis, but only at the discretion of the Coaeission itself. Issues that

have relevance and could be completely resolved during the tera of operation

under the existing operating license as well as license renewal would not be

admissible under the new provisions of 5 2.758, because there is not unique

relevance of the issue to the renewal term. In addition, hypothetical or

speculative projections that a situation could occur during the renewal term

would not be a basis for admission of an issue under the new provisions of

5 2.758. On the other hand, if an intervenor could demonstrate that an

issue or circumstance would occur during the renewal term and not during the

existing operating license term, and that its resolution is necessary to

ensure adequate protection, or CLB compliance, the Comission $ n its dis-

cretion could admit that issue for resolution in the renewal hearing, or

di~ect that it be resolved in some other fashion for example by rulemaking.

g. Nature of License. --'...

~

t'n

issue that the Coaaission identified early 4n this"rulemaldng $ s

whether extended operation ($ .e., operation beyond that approved in the

lO CFR 54 FR8 '72
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The Commission does not believe that further exposition of this concept

is necessary at this time. If experience with renewals dfscloses' pre-

viously unknown aging or other time-dependent issue, appropriate regula-

tory action, including modifying the requirements for obtaining

subsequent renewals can be implemented. Further discussions of the con-

cept are not likely to be fruitful at this time.

n. Content of Application —Technical Informatfon

The rule identifies specific requirements for the content of a re-

newal application. Unless updated, the information submitted fn the

previous operating license docket continues to apply and is incorporated

into both the renewal license application and the renewed license docket

under the provisions of 55 54.19 and 54.33. In addition, the rule

(5 54.21) requires the submittal of the following technical information:

A list of the documents that describe the current licensing ba-

sis (CLB). The ilation is discussed above in Section IV.c.(iv) of

this Statement of Considera

(2) Identification and justfficatfonwf any changes fn the CLS asso-

ciated with age-related degradation. This requirement fs discussed above

in Sec ion IV.d.(fi).
~ I
(5). n integrated plant assessment (IPA) th emonstrates, through

a stepwise process specified fn the rulc fS 54.2 (Q that the facfli-
ty's systems, structures, and components important to lfccnse renewal

have been identified and evaluated, and that age-related degradation will
be managed by means of effective programs to ensure that the facility's
licensing basis will be maintained during the renewa'l term. The IPA fs

discussed above in Section IY.e.(ffi).
lO CFR 54 FR9
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A listing of all exemptions and reliefs granted and in effect

unde~ the existing license in the license renewal application. Any ex-

emption or re1ief that was granted on the basis of remaining plant life
or that otherwise relates to SSCs sub)ect to age-related degradation aust

be re)ustified before they'wi'll be granted for the renewal tera. h

coaeenter on the proposed rule argued that the staff does not need a com-

piete list of all exemptions and reliefs in effect but only needs a list
of those exemptions that contain time-dependent functions. The Coaeission

does not agree. A complete list of all exemptions and reliefs granted

and in effect is necessary for several reasons. . First, it allows the

Commission to make an independent assessment that all exemptions, and

re1iefs have been evaluated as part of the license renewal review pro-

cess. Second, the list is a suaeary of the instances in the licensing

basis for the renewal term where the staff has deterained that strict
compliance with existing regulatory requirements is not needed to ensure

that public health and safety is adequately protected.
'r

P) A description of any plant aodifications or administrative pro-

cedure changes required for effective management of age-related degrada-

tion, as justified by the assessments under paragraphs (2) and (3),

above.~~

) Update of the CLB during review of the renewal application

IS s4.n(g)].
~ 1 ~ ~

~ =w ~

o. Environmental information

~ '

license renewal applicant 1s'required to submit an environmental
h

report, or supplement to its existing environmentil report, addressing

the environmental consequences of the renewal sought.

10 CFR 54 FR9
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required to generate to justify that a proposed backfit is necessary to

ensure adequate protection or compliance. NUHARC's proposed rule would

require the NRC to comply with the documentation requirements of

5 50.109(a)(4). By contrast, a utility coaeenter states that it would be

unreasonable to encumber the NRC with additional justification require-

ments where the backfits truly related to adequate protection.

The Commission continues to believe that a special provision in

Part 54 that would impose backfit-style requirements on the agency is not
II

needed. A11 requirements, whether or not age-related, necessary to en-

sure adequate protection will be required without regard to cost. This

is analogous to the "adequate protection exemption" in 10 CFR

50.109(a)(4)(ii). All age-related changes

necessary to ensure compliance with the plant's current licensing basis
bg.t i~+,W% c e,we.Aa H-~
may bd imposed without regard to cost. This is analogous to the "compli-

ance exemption" in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i). The NRC need not prepare a

separate document explaining the basis for this conclusion. Instead, the

basis for such a conclusion will norially be documented by the NRC in a

safety evaluation report that presents the results of the NRC staff's re-

view of the renewal application. The Comaission rejects a commenter's

proposal that these findings aust be made separately from the staff's

overall safety evaluation. A separate finding would be unduly burdensome

and elevate form above substance since the staff's evaluation should

clearly state why an action is necessary.: ''--

Once a renewed license is issued, norial backfit protections apply

and all changes to the current licensing basis of the renewed license

would be subject to the backfit rule in accordance with 5 54.35 of the

final rule.
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q. Procedure for Hearings

The Commission currently intends to conduct any necessary hearings in ac-

cordance with Subpart G of 10 CFR Part 2. Two coaaenters urge that the

proposed license renewal rule include a requfreaent that the Atomfc Safe-

ty and Licensing Board be required to adopt a hearing schedule.

Responding to the Commission's observation in the proposed license renew-

al rule's Statement of Considerations (55 FR 29052) that the tfmely re-

newal doctrine reduces the burden to the licensee stemming from

protracted hearings, they point out that licensees who peed to have a de-

finitive agency decision on the license renewal application 10 to 15
,

years prior to actual expiration will not be effectively helped by the

timely renewal doctrine. The Coaefssfon recognized fn the proposed re-

newal rule's Statement of Considerations that the tfaely renewal doctrine

would not assist licensees in need of "timely contingency planning" (55

FR 29052). Ho~ever, the Coaefssion continues to belfeve that the new

provisions in 10 CFR Part 2, together with the authority of the Commfs-

sion and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board to adopt a hearing sched-

ule in any individual license renewal hearing, obviates the need for a

hearing schedule fn Part 54. The Cceefssfon further believes that incor

poration of a hearing schedule with specific deadlines into either 10 CFR

Part 54 or 10 CFR Part 2 could unnecessarily reduce the flexibilityof

the Licensing Board. For example, ff a schedule were made mandatory, de-

viations from the schedule Nay not be able to be aade without a $ 54.15

exemption, unless the rule set forth the procedure and standards for de-

viating from the Part 54 hearing schedule. Conversely, ff the Part 54
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emergency preparedness plans against the 16 planning standards and the

modification of emergency preparedness plans when the 16 standards are

not met. Through its standards and required exercises, the Coeaission

assures that existing plans are adequate throughout the life of any plant

even in the face of changing demographics and other site-related factors.

Thus, these drills, performance criteria, and independent evaluations

provide a process to ensure continued adequacy of emergency preparedness

in light of changes in site characteristics, such as transportation sys-

tems and demographics. There is no need for a licensing review of emer-

gency planning issues in the context of license renewal.
L

The NRC has determined that the current requirements, including con-.

tinuing update requirements for emergency planning, provide reasonable

assurance that an acceptable level of emergency preparedness exists at

any operating reactor at any time in its operating lifetime. The Coaeis-

sion has amended 10 CFR 50.47 to clarify that no new finding on emergency

preparedness will be made as part of a l>cense renewal decssion.

cilities and equipment needed for the proper functioning of

the licensee's emergen aredness program (as defined in 10 CFR

Part 50, Appendix E, Section IY.E, items u h 9) are considered SSCs

important to license renewal and should be included in the

The Coaeission received a number of coaeents from public interest

groups contending that current emergency preparedness plans are not ade-
I

quate and that periodic revisions to existing emergency, preparedness

plans and the execution of emergency plan exercises were.generally con-

sidered inadequate to keep pace with changing demographics,.land use, and

10 CFR 54 FR9 95



transportation patterns. One coaeenter raised the issue that the evacua-

tion time estimates would need to be reviewed in light of the changes in

demography. The issue concerning the potential inadequacy of the exist-

ing plans, exercises, ar evacuation time estimates to account for such

changes does not involve matters limited to the renewal of operating li-
censes. If these are changes in demography, land use, etc., that have a

bearing on adequacy of emergency planning during the peri'od of renewal,

they could be raised under 10 CFR 2.758.

In conclusion, the Coneission has carefully considered the issues

raised by coaeenters on the need to make a finding on the adequacy of ex-
V

isting emergency preparedness plans in order to grant a renewal license.

For the reasons stated above, the Comaission concludes that it need not

make a new finding on the adequacy of existing emergency preparedness

plans as part of issuing a renewed operating license.

t. Plant Physical Security Considerations

Licensees aust establish and maintain a system for the physical pro-

tection of plants and materials, in accordance with 10 CFR Part 73, to
)

protect the plant from acts of radiological sabotage and prevent the

theft of special nuclear material.

The NRC reviews the status of physical security measures at each in-

dividual plant during the Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance

(SALP). The NRC has also used Regulatory Effectiveness Reviews (RERs) to

determine site compliance with 10 CFR 73.55 and ensure that the level of

protection required by Part 73 is maintained. The RER teams use NRC se-

curity personnel and members of the U.S. Arsy Special Forces to test

plant security systems and personnel.
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The requirements of 10 CFR Part 73, notably the testing and mainte-

nance requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(g}, include provisions for keeping up

the performance of security equipment against impairment due to

age-related degradation. or other causes. Once a licensee establishes an

acceptable physical protection system, changes that would decrease thc

effectiveness of the system cannot be made wIthout filing an application

for license amendment in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(p)(1).

Application for a renewed license will not affect the standards for

physical protection required by the NRC. The level of protection will be

maintained during the renewa1 term fn the same manner as durfng the orig-

inal license term. The requirements of 10 CFR Part 73 will continue to

be reviewed and changed to incorporate new Information, as necessary.

The NRC will continue to ensure complfance of all licensees, whether op-

erating under an original license or a renewed one, through ongoing in-

spections and reviews..

The NhC has reviewed current requirements for physical protection

and determined that they provide reasonable assurance that an adequate

level of physical protection will exist at any reactor at any time in its
operating lifetime. These requirements remain fn effect during the re-

newa1 term by the language of 1 54.35.

The NRC received one cogent that stated a need to reexamine, as

part of the integrated plant assessment, pfysfcal security plans fn gen-

eral and one comaent that suggested a need to review securfty plans to

enhance the level of physical security fn the cveht that addftfonal li$gh-

level waste will bc temporarily stored on the site durfng the renewal

term. As for the need to rercvfew security plans, the discussion above

has indicated why an application for a renewed license will not affect

10 CFR 54 FR9
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the standards of physical protection required by NRC and why the current-

ly approved physical security plans meet the existing standards for phys-

ical protection established in 10 CFR 73.55. The level of physical

protection required by 10 CFR 73.55 will also remain in effect for the

renewal term. Therefore, the Coamission concludes that it is not neces-

sary to rereview security plans that meet the current standards for phys-

ical protection. wever, the facility and equipment needed for proper

functioning of the license hysical protection of plants and materials

in accordance with 10 CFR Part 73 a onsidered SSCs important to li-
cense renewal and should be included in the

As for the need for a physical security plan review for the protec-

tion of a waste storage facility, the Coamission's existing regulations

in Parts 72 and 73 specify the security requirements for sites where ap-

plication is made to construct additional high-level-waste storage facil-
ities. These regulations require the staff review of additional physical

security measures to ensure that the new waste storage facilities would

be adequately protected. These regulations and requirements aust be sat-

isfied at any time when a licensee would seek to construct such a facili-
ty, whether during the initial tera or during a renewal term, and the

review of the physical security aeasures necessary for licensing any type

of monitored retrievable storage facility will occur independently of any

license renewal application review. The license renewal rule does not
I

reduce or restrict staff review of the necessary changes to the physical

security plans should a licensee submit a separate request to construct a

waste storage facility siaultaneously with a renewal application.
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would not serve the purposes for which the rule or regulation was

adopted. The petition shall be accompanied by an affidavit that

identifies the specific subject matter of the proceeding as to which the

application of the rule or regulation (or provision thereof) would not

se'rve the'purposes for which the rule or regulation was adopted, and

shall set .forth with particularity the special circumstances alleged to

justify the waiver or exception requested. Any other party may file a

response thereto, by counteraffidavit or otherwise.

(b)(2) A party to an adjudicatory proceeding involving issuance of

a renewed license under Part 54 of this title may petition that the

requirements applicable to renewed licenses under this title should be

waived or an exception made for the particular proceeding. The sole

grounds for the petition shall be one or both of the following:

'th respect to the subject matter
~iaX CtvCVhn~ee,g

of the particular proceeding ertaining to age-related degradation ~~ env>roneggfaL
Pe such that the app1ication of ehe Z~~Ft~

requirements of Part 54 or Part 51 in question would not serve the

purposes for which the rule or regulation was adopted. The petition

shall be accompanied by an affidavit that identifies the specific

section (or portion thereof) of either Part 54 addressing age-related

degradation or Part 51 for which a waiver or exception is sought, the

subject matter of the proceeding as to which the application of the

identified requirement would not serve the purposes for which the rule

or regulation was adopted, and shall set forth with particularity the

special circumstances alleged to justify the waiver or exception

~ requested.
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"Integrated plant assessment" (IPA) is a licensee assessment that

demonstrates that a nuclear power plant facility's systems, structures,

and components important to license renewal have been identified and

that age-related degradation will be managed to assure that the facility's
, ~

licensing basis wi11 be maintained during the renewal term.

"Nuclear power plant" means a nuclear power facility of a type

described in 10 CFR SS 50.21(b) or 50.22.

"Renewal term" means the period of time that is the sec of the

additional amount of time beyond the expiration of the operating license

(not to exceed 20 years) that is requested in the renewal application

plus the remaining number of years on the operating license currently
in effect. The total number of years for any renewal term shall not

exceed 40 years.

"Systems, structures, and components (SSCs) important to license

renewal" are:

(i) Safety-related SSCs, which are those relied upon to remain

functional during and following design basis events (A) to ensure the

integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, (B) to ensure the

capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown

condition, or (C) to ensure the capability to prevent or mitigate the

consequences of accidents that could result in potential offsite exposure

comparable to the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. Design basis events are

defined as in 10 CFR 50.49 (b)(1).

(ii) All SCs whose ailure could prevent satisfactory accomplish-

ment of any of the required functions identified in (i) A, 8, and C.

(iii)All SSCs relied on in safety analyses or plant. evaluations
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to demonstrate
4(-

compliance with the Coaeission's regulations ss4~ fire protection

(10 CFR 50.48), environmental, qualification (10 CFR 50.49), pressurized

thermal shock (10 CFR 50.61), anticipated transients without scram (10 CFR

50.62), and station blackout (10 CFR 50.63).

(b) All other terms in this part have the same aeaning set out in

10 CFR 50.2 or Section 11 of the Atomic Energy Act, as applicable.
/<) Z~~ zzz z <zz acA- +a ~~ o <( l'+~i a~~rcm~s unthuhW~ 4'c whity~~~ <~ific-Wbs L'~isis~ Qonp ia>>> Qr Opc,~>~
5 54. 5 Interpretations.

Except as specifically authorized by the Coaeission in writing, no

interpretation of the meaning of the regulations in this part by any of-

ficer or employee of the Cotmnission other than a written interpretation

by the General Counsel will be recognized to be binding upon the Commission.

5 54.7 Mr itten communications.

All applications, correspondence, reports, and other written communi-

cations shall be filed in accordance with applicable portions of

10 CFR 50.4.

5 54.9 Information collection requirements: ORB approval.

(a) The Nuclear Regulatory Coaeission has subwitted the inforsnation

collection requirements contained in this part to the Office of Nanage-

ment and Budget (ON8) for approval as required by the paperwork Reduction

Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 ct seq.). 0% has approved the inforaation

collection requirements contained in the part under control number 3150-

0155.
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(g) As part of its application and in any event prior to the re-

ceipt of Restricted Data or the issuance of a renewed license, the appli-

cant shall agree in writing that it will not permit any individual to

have access to Restricted Data until an investigation is made and report-

ed to the Coaeission on the character, association, and loyalty of the

individual and the Coaeission shall have determined that permitting such

person to have access to Restr icted Data will not endanger the coaeon de-

fense and security. The agreement of the applicant in this regard is

part of the renewed license, whether so stated or not.

5 54.19 Contents of application - general information.

(a) Each application must provide the information specified in

5 50.33(a) through (e}, (h}, and (i) of Part 50. Alternatively, the

application may incorporate by reference other documents that provide the

information required by this section.

(b) Each application must include conforming changes to the standard

indemnity agreement, 10 CFR 140.92, Appendix 8, to account for the expira-

tion term of the proposed renewed license.

5 54.21 Contents of application - technical information.

Each application aust include a supplement to the Final Safety

Analysis Report (FSAR) that presents the information required by this

part. The FSAR supplement shall contain the following information:

Current licensing basis (CLB) docent list. The renewal

applicant shall corn the CN and submit a list of the doc~nts that

establish elements, including co ts, ot the CLB and a description

of the methodology that the applicant used in e ing what documents

to include in the compilation.
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(b) CLB Changes. Identification and Justification of any changes

in the current licensing basis associated with age-related degradation..

( ) Integrated plant assessaent (IPA). The IPA aust: ~~ sM
S(.f-l ~~~ ~ti+ ~ fw ~OAe lO ~~ 4Q ~

(I) ~
~ . d2j~nah k

Q.PPltd, + %Apts.rC ~+..~C Ig~g'+l W hofs. + ~~ 4+~
~P.~~Z(S t Wg Mh~ioe~~ ~g0d) ft- A lt~n ~~ ~
T
gv 4 jCCL +0 +PW~t'W 2 ~+1'st~ ~~ COW 4'R~C

(2) List the SSCsllportant to license renewal. b~ts~~~~g
Li<+ ++ SQC $ Ifvvp(h~~+

(3) identi fyQy. from

the list required by subparagraph (P(2} above the structures and coapo-

nents (SCs) that contribute to the perforlance of a required function, or ~~

could, if.they fail, prevent an SSC important to license renewal from

performing its required function.
+t~s

i<~p,~w
inn

'f)) Demonstrate that age-related degradation is effectively

managed by satisfying either (i) or (ii) as follows:

(i) Describe the effective programs applicable to each SC
A

identified in subparagraph (4)(g) that ensure that age-related degradation

of all such SCs will be adequately managed and the bases for concluding
cbioh,

that they are effective programs. ~pN ss

Effective programs aust pi) ensure the'identification

and mitigation of age-related degradation or thei$ d/ntificat$on and mitigation

of perfornance degradation of tha Sgs listed in subparagraph ()i)(}(), (g) contain

acceptance criteria against which the need"for-corrective action is evaluated

10 CFR 54 FR9 RULE
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and ensure that time1y corrective action be taken when acceptance criteria

are not met, and (C) be implemented by the facility operating procedures

and have been reviewed by the onsite review coenittee.

{ii) Provide justification for not including an SC iden-

tified in (g)()) in an effective prograa.

(@ Exceptions. h list of all plant-specific exceptions granted

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.12 and reliefs granted pursuant to 5 50.55a.

For those exemptions and reliefs that either were granted on the basis

of an assumed service life or period of operation bounded by the original

license term of the facility or otherwise relate to SSCs subject to age-

related degradation, an evaluation which )ustifies the continuation of

these exemptions and reliefs for the renewal tern; <us be provided.

(P) Plant modifications. A description of any proposed aodifica-

tions to the facility or its administrative controlS necessary

to assure that age-re1ated degradation is adequately managed during the

renewal tera.

CLB changes during NRC review of application. Each year follow-

ing submitta1 of the license renewal application and at least 3 eonths

before scheduled completion of the HRC review, an amendment to the renewal

application shall be submitted that identifies any change to the current

licensing basis of the facility that materially affects the contents of

the license renewal application, including the FSAR supplement.

5 54.22 Contents of application - technical specifications..

Each application oust include any technical specification changes or

additions necessary to support operation during the renewal term as part
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of the renewal application. The technical justification for these changes

or additions should be contained in the FSAR supplement submitted to

support license renewal.

5 54.23 Contents of application - environmental information.

Each application aust include an environmental report that complies

with the requirements of Subpart A of Part 51 of this chapter.

5 54.25 Report of the Advisory Comnittee on Reactor Safeguards.

Each renewal application will be referred to the Advisory Committee

on Reactor Safeguards for a review and report. Any report will be made

part of the record of the application and made available to, the public,

except to the extent that security classification prevents disclosure.

5 54.27 Hearings.

A notice of an opportunity for a hearing will be published in the

Federal Register, in accordance with 5 2.105 of Part 2. In the absence

of a request therefor filed within 30 days by a person whose interest may

be affected, the Commission may issue a renewed operating license without

a hearing, upon 30-day notice and publication once in the Federal Register

of its intent to do so.

5 54.29 Standards for issuance of a renewed license.

A renewed license Nay be issued by the Coaaission, 'up to the full
tera authorized by 5 54.31, based on the following findings:

(a) Actions have been identified and have been or will bc taken

with respect to age-related degradation of SSCs important to license
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(d) The licensee shal1 maintain the programs or procedures reviewed

and approved by the staff that manage age-related degradation. h licensee

may make changes to previously approved programs and procedures referenced

in the renewal application or FSAR without prior Coaeission approval if
\

such changes are reviewed by the onsite review committee and found not to

decrease the effectiveness of the age-related degradation management of

specific systems, structures, or components previously accepted. Changes

that do not reduce the effectiveness of previously accepted programs or .

procedures. must be documented in accordance with 5 54.37. Proposed changes

that decrease the effectiveness of age-related degradation management

programs or procedures must be submitted to the HRC and receive HRC

approval by license amendment prior to implementation.

(e) The licensing basis for the renewed license includes the current

licensing basis, as defined in 5 54.3(a); the inclusion in the licensing

basis of matters such as licensee commitments does not change the legal

status of those matters unless specifically so ordered pursuant to

paragraphs (b) or (c) of this se::>-:"..~~

5 54.35 Requ.. ements during tera of renewed license.

During the term of a renewed license, licensees shall continue to

comply with all Commission regulations contained in 10 CFR Parts 2, 19,

20, 21, 30, 40, 50, 51, 55, 72, 73, and 100 and appendices thereto that

are applicable to holders of operating licenses.

5 54.37 Additional records and recordkeeping requirements.

(a) The licensee shall retain in an auditable and retrievable form

for the term of the renewed operating license all information and docu-
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mentation required by, or otherwise necessary to document compliance with

the provisions of, this paroi
~4—.

The licensee shall update the CLB list required by 5 54.21(a)

of this part that it inclhhs all new or amended regulatory provisions

applicable to the . nsed'facility, and all documents that contain or

describe a change to the ility's CLB that are sade during the renewal

term. The updated CLB lists mus e submitted to the NRC as part of the

FSAR updates required by 10 CFR 50.71(

The annual FSAR update required by 10 CFR 50.71(e) must include
A

"any SSCs newly identified as important to license renewal as a result of

generic information, research, or other new information after the renewed

license is issued. This FSAR update must describe how the age-related

degradation of these SSCs important to license renewal will be effectively

managed du~ing the renewal term.

( .The licensee shall submit to the NRC at least annually a list
of all changes made to age-related degradation management programs ~—

h d d h ff \ fp I Hah
the licensee committed and a brief description, including a summary of

the safety evaluation of each change. The licensee shall maintain written

documentation that provides the basis for concluding that the change does

not reduce the effectiveness of these programs.

10. The authority citation for Part 140 continues to read in part as

follows:

Authority: Secs. 161, 170, 68 Stat. 948, 71 Stat. 576, as amended

(42 U.S.C. 2201, 2210) ~ ~ ~.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 50

AIN3150-ADOO

Monltorfng the Effectiveness of
Maintenance at Nuclear Power Pfants

AOENCY: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
AenoN: Final rule.

'UMMARY:The Commission is amending
its regulations to require commercial
nuclear power plant licensees to monitor

- the effectiveness of maintenance ~ ~

activities for safety significant plant
equipment fn order to minimize the
likelihood of failures and events caused
by the lack of effective maintenance,
The Commission believes that, to
maintain safety. It is necessary to
monitor the effectiveness of
maintenance. and take 'timely and
appropriate corrective action, where
necessary. to ensure the continuing
effectiveness ofmaintenance for the
lifetime of nuclear power plants,
particularly as plants age. The final rule
requfres that licensees monitor the
performance or condition of certain
structures, systems and components
(SSCs) against Ifcenseewstablished
goals in a manner sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance that those SSCs "
willbe capable of performing their
intended functions. Such monitoring
would take into account industry-wide
operating experience. Where monitoring
proves unn'ecessaiy, licensees would be
permitted the option of relying upon an
appropriate preventive maintenance
program. Licensees willbe required to
evaluate the overall effectiveness of
their maintenance programs on at least
an annual basis. again takfng into
account industry-wfda operating

;experience. and ad)ust their programs .

<vhere necessary to ensure that the
prevention of failures is appropriately
br lanced with the minimization of
unavailability of SSCs.. inally, in
performing monitoring and maintenance

activities which require taking;,": program forensuring sustained
equipment ou~service, licensees performance in the maintenance area.
should assess ~die,tqtal plaift equipment On May 25,1990, the Commission
that is out of service'and determine the approved these criteria and advised the
overall effect on the performance of „staff that additional factors which may
safety functions. influence the Commission in
EFFECTIVE DATE: The final rule will determining the need for maintenance
become effective.)uly10, 1996. However, rulemaking were: (1) The ability to
the information collection requirements enforce maintenance programs or
contained in 10 CFR 50.65 are not standards; (2) the presence of a
effective until the NRC publishes the strengthened commitment by the
Office of Management and Budget . industry to monitor equipment
(OMB) clearance in the Federal Register. performance to identify problematic
FDR FURTHER INFORMAYIDNONYAOYr components, systems, and functions, to
Robert Rigge, Office of Nuclear '. conduct root cause analysis, to track
Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear corrective actions, and to feedback
Regulatory Commission, Washington, informaflon into the maintenance
DC 20555, (301) 492-3732. program: and (3) provision of a .

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION mechanism by which the NRC codd
verify the effectiveness of the program.

Background ' 'n May 23, 1990, the Commission
On March 23, 1988 (53 FR 9430), the directed the staff to develop a second

Commission published a final Policy proposed rule that would be reliability-
Statement on Maintenance ofNuclear based. In addition. the Commission
Power Plants. In the Policy Statement, directed the staff to develop two
the Commfssion stated that ft expected . procedural approaches for
to publish a notice of proposed implementation of a rule. The

flrst'ulemakingand provided the general . implementation approach. which
framework for the proposed rule. On allowed licensees to use an alternate
November 28, 1988 (53 FR 4/822), the NRC approved maintenance standard.
Commission published a notice of 'as fncorporated into both rules. The
proposed rulemaking to require second approach was to include-
commercial nuclear power plant conceptual considerations for
licensees to implement a mahtenance application of a maintenance rule only
program to reduce the Jfke] fhood of to licensees exhibiting poor performance
failures and events caused by the lack in the maintenance area.
of effective maintenance. In support of In SECY-91-110 dated April28. 1991.
this rule. the Commission published a the staff reported the results of the
draft regulatory guide on maintenance staffs evaluation of the need for
on August 17, 1989 (54 FR 33988) for maintenance rufemaking. The evaluation
public comment. On December 8,1989, was based upon an assessment of
the Commission issued a revised policy licensee progress against the four
statement on maintenance (54 FR 50611) Commission-approved criteria and the
that stated the Commission's intention additional factors identified by the
to hold rulemaking in abeyance for 18 Commission. The staff also presented
months while it monitored fndustiy for Commission consideration options
initiatives and fmprovemente and to, and recommendations pertaining to: (1)
assess the need for rulemaking in the The issuance of a final policy statement:
inafntenance area at the end of the '16 (2) the issuance of a final "process-
month period. oriented" rule and accompanying

On April13, 1990, in response to a regulatory guide, based upon the
Commission request, the staff forwarded November1988 proposed rule, the
the following four proposed criteria to August 1989 draft regulatory guide, and
be used in determfning the need for " public comments received on both the
maintenance rulemakfng: ' - proposed rule and draft regulatory

Criterion 1—Licensees have guide: (3) the issuance of a proposed
effectively fmplemented an adequate "reliability-based" rule and
maintenance program or are committed accompanying draft regulatory. guide: (4)
to and proceeding towards this goal. the application of a maintenance rule

Criterion 2—Licensees exhibit a, . only to poor performers.
favorable trend in Performance related Need for a Ruleto maintenance.

Criterion 3-Licensees are committed The Commission's determination that
to the implementation ofa maintenance a maintenance rule'is needed rests first
performance standard acceptable to the on the conclusion that proper
NRC. maintenance Is essential to plant s'afety.

Criterion 4—Licensees have fn place As discussed in the Regulatory Analysis
or are committed to an evaluation and the Backpt Analysis for this rule,
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,there is a clear link between effective
„maintenance and safety as it relates to

such factors as number of transienteend
, challenges to safety systems and the

associated need for operability,
availabiBty and reliabilityof safety
equipment. In addition. good
maintenance is also important in
providing assurance that'failures of
other than safety-related SSCs that
could initiate or adversely affect a
transient or accident are minimized,
Minimizingchauenges to safety systems
is consistent with the Commission's
defense-in4epth philosophy'.
Maintenance is also important to ensure
that design assumptions and margins in
the original design basis are either
maintained or are not unacceptably
degraded. Therefore, nuclear power
plant maintenance is clearly important
in protecting the public health and
safety.

The results of the Commission's
Maintenance Team hrspecUons (MTls)
indicated that licensees have adequate
maintenance programs and have
exhibited an Improving trend in program

. ImpleinentaUon (Criterion 1). However,
some common maintenance-related
weaknesses were IdenUfierL such as
inadequate root cause analysis leading
to repetiUve failures, lack ofequipment
performance trending, and the
consideration of plant risk in the
prioritization, planning and scheduling
ofmaintenance. In generaL as evidenced
by plant operational perfonnance data
and the results of NRC assessments, the
industry has exhibited a favorable trend
in maintenance performance (Criterion
2).

With regard to licensee commitment
to an NRC-approved maintenance
performance standard (Criterion 3), the
industry, through NUMARC, expressed
to the Commission its commitment. in
general, to the goal of Improving
performance in the area of maintenance.
The industry asserted that all licensees
are committed, by virtue of their
memberebip in the

industry-sponsored'nstitute

forNuclear Power OperaUons
(INPO), to meeting, or striving to meet,
the performance objectives contained in
INPO 90-008, "Maintenance Programs in
the Nuclear Power Industry." INPO 90-
008 ie primarily a compilation of
preexisting objectives and criteria
developed by L4PO relating to
maintenance. These objectives and
criteria largely relate to maintenance
program content and programmatic
measures ofperfonnance. No written
commltmente were received from
licensees and the industry-wide
commitment which was received wae at
best Indirect. The Commission believes

that a sufficient commitment by
licensees to a maintenance standard
approved by the NRC has not been
received.

With regard to licensees having In
place or being committed to an
evaluation program for ensuring
sustained performance in the area of
maintenance (Criterion 4), the industry,
through NUMARC, indicated that all
licensees willperform a comprehensive
assessment of their maintenance
programs against the performanc'e
objectives of INPO 90-00L These one-
time assessments were to be conducted
over a four year period. Additionally,
periodic INPO evatuaUons which,.
include the maintenance area wQI
continue to be performed, However, the
Commission believes that the industry's
largely programmatic aseessmente and
evaluaUons of licensee maintenance
programs willnot alone suffice. Instead.
the Commheion believes that the
effectivene'es ofmaintenance must be
assessed on an ongoing basis in a
manner which ensures that the desired
result. reasonable assurance that key
structures, systems, and components are
capable of performing their Intended
function, ie coneietenUy achieved.
Further, there Is a continuing need for
feed back of the resul te of such
assessments and to factor those results
into programmatic requirements, where
assessment results indicate Ineffective
maintenance.

Considering the above points, the
Commission is saUsfied that the
industry has been generally successful
in bringing about substantial
improvement in maintenance programs,
Further, the improving trend established
over the pest several years has
continued. However, the necessity for
ongoing resultswriented assessments of
maintenance effectiveness h indicated
by the fact that, despite significant

. industry accomplishment in the areas of
mahtenance program content and
implementation. plant events caused by
the degradation or failure of plant
equipment continue to occur as a result
of instances of ineffective maintenance.
Additionally, operational events have-
been exacerbated by or resulted from
plant equipment being unavailable due
to maintenance activities. Under
existing requirements and industry
maintenance initiatives, with relatively
few exceptions, the availabilitiee of
safety significant structures, systems,
and components are not routinely
assessed.'Nese events and
circumstances further attest to the need
for ongoing results-oriented assessment
of maintenance effectiveness since,
together with equipment reliabgity,

equipment availability is an Important
measure ofmaintenance effectiveness.

Regarding the addiUonal factors
considered by the Commission in
determining the need for a maintenance
rule. the Commission believes that there
exists a need to broaden its capability to
take timely enforcement ection where
maintenance activities fail to provide
reasonable assurance that safety
significant SSCs are capable of
performhg their intended function. With
regard to the presence of a strengthened
Industry commitment to: Monitor
equipment performance to identify
problematic components. systems and
functions; to conduct root cause
analysis; to track corrective actions; and
to feedback information hto
maintenance programs, the Commission
has determined, based upon the
weaknesses idenUIIed by the MTIe and
the lack of suf6cient commitments by
lic'enseee to a maintenance standanL
that addiUonal regulatory attention to
these matters is wananterL Concerning
the provision of a mechanism by which
the NRC could verify the effecUveness
of maintenance programs, neither the
Comnrlsslon nor the industry have been
able to develop overall performance
indicators which would readily provide
unambiguous indication of overall
maintenance effectiveness at any given
plant Thus, the Commission's
consideration of these addIUonal factors
also weighs in favor of promulgating a
rule that requires the monitoring and
assessment of maintenance
effectiveness. Additionally,
consideration of these factors leads the
Commission to conclude that It is
necessary for such a rule to Include
requirements for corrective action to
address instances of ineffective
maintenance, and feedback of the
results of monitoring and assessment
into licensee maintenance programs.

In consideration of the above, the
Commission has determined that a
regulatory framework must be put in
place which provides a mechanism for
evaluating the overall continuing
effectiveness of licensee maintenance
programs, particularly as the plants
continue to age. As noted previously,
areas direcUy related to this issue were
identified as common weaknesses
during the NRC's Maintenance Team
Inspections. These areas included
inadequate root cause analysis, lack of
equipment performance trending, and
lack of consideration of risk in the
prioritization, planning, and scheduling
ofmaintenance. The Commission
therefore concludes that a rule requiring
that licensees monitor and assess the
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effectiveness of maintenance activities
is necessary.

In addition to all of the above
considerations, the Commission's
conclusion that a rule requiring that the
effectiveness of maintenance be
monitored is also predicated on the fact
that the Commission's current
regulations, regulatory guidance. and
licensing practice do not clearly define
the Commission's expectations with
regard to ensuring the continued
effectiveness of maintenance programs
at nuclear power plants. The
Commission has many indivfdualized
requ)rements re)ative to maintenance.
including SSCs in the balance ofplant
(BOP), throughout the regulations. These
include 10 CFR 5034(a)(3)(i); 50.34(a)(7):
S0.34(b)(6) (i), (ii), (iii),and (iv);
50.34[b)(9); 50.34(f) [1) (i), (ii), and (iii):
50.34(g); 50.34a(c); 50.36(a); 50.36(c) (2),
(3), (5) ~ and (7); 50.36a(a)(1); 50.49(b);
SO.SSa(g); part 50, appendix A, criteria 1,
13,18.21,32,38,37,40,43.45,48,52,53;
part 50, appendix B. More generally, 10
CFR 50.34(b)(B)(iv) requires lfcensees to
address their plans for the conduct of
"maintenance, surveillance. and
periodic testing of structures, systems,
and components." However, there fs no
guidance on exactly what these "plans
for the conduct of maintenance" should
include with regard to the monitoring of
maintenance effectiveness.

The Commission's rules, guidance.
and practice also require clarification as
to what structures, systems, and

'omponentsshould be subject to
maintenance requirements. Although
5 50.34(b)(8)(iv) references maintenance
for "structures, systems, and
components" without further ~

qualification. the guidance in Regulatory
Guide 1.70, "Standard Format and
Content of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuc) ear Power Plants —I.WR Edition,"
(Revision 3. November 1978) is silent on
the scope of SSCs that the maintenance
program should cover (see Regu)a tory
Guide 1.70, section 13.'5.2). Regulatory
Guide 1.70 also refers to Regulatory
Guide 1.33, "QualityAssurance Program
Requirements (Operation)." Regulatory
Guide 1.33, which implements portions
of 10 CFR part 50, appendix B, indicates
in appendix A that "maintenance that
can affect the performance of safety-
related equipment should be properly
preplanned and performed fn
accordance with written procedures

The sample listing of
maintenance operations requiring
procedures also is )imited to safety-
related equipment. Regulatory Guide
1.70 also endorses industry standards
for nuclear power plant operatfons that
ere Rmited to maintenance or

modifications "which may affect the
functioning of safety-related structures.
systems, or components ' '." The
Commission has previously interpreted
its rules and guidance as requiring
licensees to address the safety aspects
of certain SSCs in the BOP. For example.
10 CFR SD.34(g) requires app)icants for
licenses after 1982 to evaluate their
facilityagainst the Standard Review
Plan (SRP), NURE~800. The SRP
requires licensees to evaluate a number
of SSCs in the BOP (this is further

'iscussedfn the Commfssion's response
to Question 7 in the summary ofpublic

'omments).

Requirements and guidance for
monitoring maintenance effectiveness
and for taking con ective action when
maintenance is ineffective should
enhance the Commission's capability to
take timely and effective action against
licensees with inadequate or poorly
conducted maintenance in order to
ensure prompt resumption of effective
'maintenance activities.

For these reasons, the Commission
concludes that a regulation that requires
all nuclear power plant licensees to
monitor the effectiveness of
maintenance activities is warranted.
,The rule provides for continued
emphasis on the defense-in-depth
principle by including selected BOP
SSCs. integrates risk consideration into
the maintenance process, provides an
enhanced regula'tory basis for inspection
and enforcement of BOP maintenance-
related issues. and provides a
strengthened regulatory basis for
ensuring that the progress achieved to .

date is sustained in the future.

Description of Rule
The objective of the final rule is to

require the monitoring of the overall
contfnuing effectiveness of licensee
maintenance programs to ensure that:
(1) Safety related and certain non-safety
related structures, systems. and
components are capable ofperforming
their intended functions: and (2) for non-
safety related equipment. failures will
not occur which prevent the fulfillment
of safety-rc)ated functions, and fai)ures
resulting in scrams and unnecessary
actuations of safety related systems are
minimized. Allreferences to the rule are
lo the new g 50.65.

Two approaches, which are
prescribed in paragraphs (a)(1) and
(a)(2) of the rule, are provided for
assuring maintenance effectiveness.

The intention of paragraph.(a)(1) of
the rule is that the licensee establish a
monitoring regime which is sufficient in
scope to provide reasonable assurance
that (1) intended safety. accfdent
mitigation and transient mitigation

functions of the structures. systems. and.
components (SSCs) described in .
paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2)[i) can be
performed; and (2) for the SSCs
described in paragraphs (b)(2)(ii) and
(b)(2)(iii), fai)ures willnot occur which
prevent the fulfillmentof safety-relaied
functions, and failures, resulting in
scrams and unnecessary actuations of
safety related systems are minimized.
Where failures are likely to cause loss of
an fntended function. monitoring should
be predictive in nature, providing early
warning of degradation. Monitoring
activities for specific SSCs can be
performance oriented (such as the
monitoring of reliabilityand
availability). condition-oriented
(parameter trending), or both. The
results of monitoring are required to be
evaluated against the licensee-
established goals. Goals should be
established commensurate with an
SSC's safety significance. Where
available, the assumptions in and
results ofprobabilistic risk assessments
(PRAs) or individual plant examinations
(IPEs) should be considered when
establishing goals. The licensee is
encouraged to consider analytical
techniques, such as system
unavailability modeling studies. which
may be useful in developing goals:
however. such analyses are not
required.

The purpose of paragraph (a)(2) of the
rule is to provide an alternate approach
for those SSCs where it is not necessary
to establish the monitoring regime
required by (a)(1). For example. this
provision might be used where an SSC.
without preventive maintenance, has
inherently high reliability and
availability (e.g., electrical cabling) or
where the preventive maintenance
necessary to achieve high reliability
does not itself contribute signiTicant)y to
unavailability (eg., moisture drainage
from an air system accumulator). The
licensee is encouraged to consider the
use of reliability-based methods for
developing the preventive maintenance
programs covered under this section of
the rule; however, the use of such
tnethods is not required.

The purposes ofparagraph (a)(3) of
the rule are two-fold: (1) This provision

'equiresthat SSC performance or
condition goals, performance or
condition monitoring. and preventive
maintenance activities implemented
pursuant to paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2)
be'evaluated fn light of SSC reliabilities
and avai)abilities. In the case of SSCs
treated under paragraph (a)(1),
adjustments are to be made to goals.
monitoring. or preventive maintenance
requirements where equipment
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performance or condition have not met
established goals. Conversely, at any
time the licensee may eliminate
monitoring activities initiated in
response to problematic equipment
performance or industry experience
once the root cause of the problem has
been corrected or the adequacy of
equipment performance has been
confirmed. In the case of SSCs treated
under paragraph (a)(2), adjustment of
preventive maintenance requirements
may be warranted where SSC
availabihty is judged to be
unacceptable. SSCs treated under
paragraph (a)(2) which experience one
or more'maintenance-preventab)e
failures, should become subject to the
requirements of {a)f1) (see discussion
be)ow) or, where this is not feasible,
may require other remedial action, such
as modification or replacement.

(2) This provision provides that the
planning and scheduling of maintenance
should consider the cumulative impact
of a)l equipment simultaneously out of
service on plant safety.

~ A regulatory guide providing an
acceptable methodology for
implementing this rule willbe developed
by the NRC staff and issued for public
comment. To permit ample opportunity
for i)cene'ees to comp)y with the five
year implementation schedule specified
in the rule, the regulatory guide is
expected to be available in final form
two years from the date this rule is
promulgated.

Additional Guidance

Scope of Monitoring
It is not the intent of the Commission

to require a monitoring program so
extensive that it detracts from

licensees'bility

to otherwise maintain equipment.
The extent of monitoring may vary from
system to system depending upon
system importance to plant risk. Some
monitoring at the component level may
be necessary; however, it is envisioned
that much of the monitoring could be
done at the system or train functional
level. For example, for less risk-
significant systems. indicators of system
reliability (where sufficient performance
data exist) and availability may be all
that is necessary. Some parameter
trending, beyond that already required
by NRC requirements to provide early
warning ofdegradation, may also be
necessary for critical components whoso
unavailability causes a.eystem train to
be unavailable or whose failure ie
otherwise unacceptable. Rather than
monitoring the many SSCs which could
cause plant scrams, the licensee may
choose to estab)ish a performance
indicator for unplanned automatic

scrams and. where scrams due to
equipment failures have been
problematic or where such scrams are
anticipated, choose to monitor those
initiators most'likely to cause scrams.

It is not intended that this moniloring
requirement duplicate activities
currently being conducted, such as
technical specification surveillance
testing, which could be integrated with,
and provide the basis for, the requisite
level of monitoring. Consistent with the
underlying purposes of the rule,
maximum flexibilityshould be offered to
licensees in establishing and modiiying
their monitoring activities.

Reliability and Availabilityof SSCs
Subject to Either Paragraph (a)(1) or
(a)f2)

SSCs which are treated under
paragraph (a) (1) may have forms)ly
established reliability and availability
goals against which they are explicitly
monitored, where goals of this nature
are appropriate. In addition, and
regardless of the nature of the
monitoring and goals established to
satisfy paragraph (a)(1), reliabilityand
availability over the longer term must be
assessed periodically pursuant to the
requirements of paragraph (a)(3), as part
of the evaluation ofgoals, monitoring
requirements, and preventive
maintenance requirements.

The reliabilityand availability of
SSCs which are treated under paragraph
(a)(2) are required to be considered
under the requirements of paragraph
(a)(3), as part of the periodic assessment
of preventive maintenance
requirements.

Paragraph (a)(2) Is Not Intended To Be
Used To Justify Continuing the Status
Quo, Where the Status Quo )s Not
Effective in Ensuring Acceptable Levels
of Availabilityand Reliability

Under the terms ofparagraph (a)(2).
preventive maintenance must be ~

demons'trated to be effective in
controlling the performance or condition
of an SSC such that the SSC remains
capable of performing its intended
function. Hence, it is expected that,
where one or more maintenance-
preventable failures occur on SSCs
treated under this paragraph, the
effectiveness ofpreventive m'aintenance
is no longer demonstrated. As a result,
the SSC would be required to be treated
under the requirements of paragraph
fa) f1) until such time as a performance
history is established to demonstrate
that reliabilityand availability are once
again effectively controlled by an
established preventive maintenance
regimen. Once such a demonstration has
been made, it would be acceptable to

return to treating the SSC under
paragraph (a) [2).

Paragraph {a)(3)-Assessing the
Cumulative Impact of Out-of-Service
Equipment on Performance of Safely
Functions —Use of PRA

Assessing the cumulative impact of
out-of service equipment on the
performance of safety functions, as
called for under paragraph (a)(3), is
intended to ensure that the plant is not
placed in risk-significant configurations.
These assessments do not necessarily
require that a quantitative assessment of
plobabilistic risk be performed. The .

level of sophistication with which such
assessments are performed is expected
to vary, based upon the circumstances
involved. The assessments may range
anywhere from simple determin)stic
judgments to the use ofan on-)ine living
PRA. It is to be expected that, over time,
assessments of this type willbe refined
based upon technological Improvement
and experience.

Derivation af the Final Rule
'he

final rule is comprised of a subset
of the aspects of the proposed
maintenance rule and its associated
draft regulatory. guide, which were
issued for public comment on November
10, 1988, and on August 17, 1989,
respectively. The final rule includes only
those aspects that are "results-
oriented", including those addressing
establishment ofgoals, monitoring and
assessment of maintenance
effectiveness, feedback and corrective
actions, and. in a more )im)ted manner,
predictive and preventive maintenance.
These aspects were detailed in .

Regulatory Positions C3, C.5, and C.6 of.
the draft regulatory guide and were the
subject of considerable public comment
in response to Questions 3, 9, 10, and 11
posed by the Commission when it issued
the proposed maintenance rule. These
comments are addressed in the
summary of public comments
accompanying the final rule. Details of
the derivation are discussed below.

EstabIishment ofGoals and Monitoring

Section 50.65(a)(1) requires the
monitoring of performance or condition
of structures, systems, and components
(SSCs) against licensee-established
goals. These requirements were drawn
from the requirements of the proposed
rule, in 55 50.65(c) (1) and (2), and
elements (b) (1)(iii), (5), (10), and (17).
The statement of considerations (SOC)
for the proposed rule also discussed the
process of establishing goals,

'onitoring,and taking appropriate
corrective action. see 53 FR 47825.
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Comments on appropriate methods of
monitoring. the need for. form of, and
possible kinds of effectiveness criteria,
and the use ofperformance hdicators
for component reliability and
maintenance performance were
requested. see questions 9 and 10, 53 FR
47825. Comments an criteria and
quantitative goals wert also requested
in the Federal Register nofice
accompanying the publication of the
draft regulatory guide, see 54 FR 33983.
The draft regulatory guide discusstd-
goal setUng and monitoring in sections
C1.1, GL3, CK2. C4AL4, CS~ GS~"
C5.2.4. and CL

Consideration ofindustry-wide
operathg experience under $ SL65(a)(1)
as well as g SIL65(a)(3) of the final rule
were anUcipated by: (1) The proposed
rule's discussion of a draft NUREG
report which surveyed maintenance
practices, 53 FR 47824. (2) a
recommendaUon in the SOC concernhg
use of the NPRDS,id., and (3) Questions
10 and 11 of the SOC, 53 FR 47825. It
was also alluded to In secUon C.5.2.3 of
the regulatory gidde, and discussed in
secUon C3%
Corrective Action

The final rule's requirements that
corrective acthm be taken in response to
the results ofmonitoring. and that at
least an annual evatuaUon of the
monitoring, goal establishment and
corrective acthm activities were
presaged by the proposed rule's
requirement h 5 50.65(c)(2) for
assessment the effectiveness of the
mahtenance program and makhg
appropriate improvements, Element
(1)(ii) of the proposed rule, and the
regulatory guide's discussion an the
funcUaning of the maintenance process,
e.g., sections C1. C18 and C.1 4, C.3.2,
C.4, C5.1, and C.IL

Preventive Maintenance -
.

Preventive maintenance, which is .

endorsed by 5 50.65(a)(2) of the final
rule, was one of the elements of the
proposed rule, see 53 FR 47828, Element
1(ii). The regulatory guide addressed
prevenUve (also referred to as
"proactive") maintenance in sections
CZ and C.4.6.1.

Scope ofSSCs Subject lo Maintenance
The scope of SSCs subject to the final

maintenance rule includes safety-related
SSCs, and certah "non-safety" SSCs in
the BOP which meet one or more of four
speciifiic criteria See final rule,
5 50.65{b). The matter of scope was
addressed in the proposed rulc, which
suggested that aU SSCs in a nuclear
power plant. hcluding those in the
balance of plant (BOP) were to be

subject to the proposed rule's
maintenance requtrenients. See
proposed rule, 5 50.6S(b). The regulatory
guide indicated that the rule applies "to
all parts of the plant that coidd
siIpuficanlly Impact safe aperaUon and
security, including the BOP'. See
Sections B.. C.1. Comments on scope of
SSCs were solicited in the SOC for the
proposed rale at QuesUon 7 (53 FR at
47825), and in the proposed regulatory
guide at Ques Uon 2 (see 54 FR 33983).

As shown by the above, all of the
Ngniiicant provisions of the final ride
were presaged in the proposed rule and
in the proposed regulatory guide. The

'inalrule is not a significant departure
from NRC proposals offered forpublic
comment except that, as noted, the final
rule is a subset of those proposals. Since
all of the elements of the final rule were
the sub'ject ofextensive public comment,
there Is no need to publish the final rule
as a proposed rule for still more
comment. As noted, there willbe further
comment on the rule's Implementing
guidance. Clearly, given the period
allowed for implementation. there can .

be adjustments made to the rule before
it becomes effecUve should further
developments so require.

Industry Pmgrams
The Commission encourages industry

initiatives and responsibility for
problem IdenUficatkm and resolution.
Several guidelines exist in the Industry
(e.g., INPO 90-006, "Maintenance
Programs in the Nuclear Power
Industry," Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations) that are directed toward
providing performance objectives and
criteria for effective maintenance
programs. With regard to the
programmatic aspects of maintenance,
the Commission encourages the industry
to continue the development and
Improvement of such guidelines and to
standardize recommendations and
guidance forplant maintenance
programs. In acknowledgement of the
generally satisfactory state of
maintenance programs, the Anal rule
provides great flexibflityfor the industry
to continue developing, improving and
implementing recommendations and
guidance concerning maintenance
programs. The Commiss! on encourages
such activities, especially as they
support improvements in the evaluation
ofmaintenance program effecUveness.

Implementation and Compliance
The focus of the rule is on the results

achieved through maintenance and. in
this regard, it is not the intent of the rule
that existing licensees necessarily
develop new maintenance programs.
However, because the Maintenance

Team Inspecthns Identtfied weaknesses
in same licensees'ainteriance
programs, It Is expected that each
licensee willassess Its program and

- take appropriate action to Iiaprove those
areas whert weaknesses were
identified. The rale has a five year
implementation schedule with
supporting regulatory guide
development and promulgation expected
within the first two years, This schedule
allows three years for licensee
development beyond the time that final,.
guidance is expected to be available.
Implementation and compliance with
the rule Is achieved through SSC
performance or condition monitoring
against appropriate licen~stablished
goals or, as an alternative. through the
conduct of preventive maintenance that
has been demonstrated to be effective.
Where the performance or condition of
SSCs is determined to be unacceptable,
corrective acthn is required.
Additionally, compliance Is achieved
through the periodic assessment af,
monitoring, goals. and preventive
maintenance activities to ensure that the
objective ofmfnimizfng SSC failures is
being met, consistent with the objective
ofminimizing SSC unavailability due to
monitoring and preventive maintenance.

Sunnnary of Public Comments

The comment period for the proposed
rule closed February 27, 1989, and for
the draft regulatory guide October 17,
1989. Thirty-five comments an the
proposed rule were received during the
official comment period and fifty-seven
were filed after the comment period
closed. Thirty-six comments were

~ received on the regulatory guide. All
comment letters were considered in
formulaUon of the final rule. Comment
letters were also considered in arriving
at the Commission's decisions to revise
the accompanying r'eguiatory guide to
reflect the final rule's narrowed focus on
results, to provide an opportunity for
public comment on the revised
regulatory guide, and to Issue final

.'guidance well in advance of the date
specified for rule Implementation.

Of the 92 comments on the proposed
rule. 67 were filed by utilities, 11 by
industry groups and trade associations.
4 by individuab, 3 by vendors, 3 by
public interest groups, 2 by Federal
Agencies, and; 2 by state groups/
individuals. Of the 36 comments on the
regulatory guide. 22 were filed by
utilities, 5 by industry and professional
groups,1 by State, 5 by corporations. 2 .

by individuals, and 1 by a vendor. The
Commission is appreciative of the time
and effort expended by those who
submitted comments. Maintenance is a
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matter of considerable priority and
importance. and the views expressed in
the comments have been very helpful to
the Commission in its deliberation.
Many comments came from individual
licensees, but most supported the
comments prepared by the Nuclear
Management Resource Council
(NUMARC).

In summary, most of the commenters
on the proposed rule stated that there
was no need for a separate rule on
maintenance for nuclear power plants
because (1) the NRC already has
regulatory authority and methods in
place to provide an overview of
maintenance program capability to
ensure adequate protection of the public
health and safety, (2) there has been no
demonstration that the rule willincrease
public safety and it may actually
decrease safety by diverting industry
efforts away from maintenance to
support activities directed toward
demonstrating compliance, (3) good
maintenance assessment indicators
already exist for both industry and the
NRC, such as the Institute of Nuclear
Power Operations (INPO) performance
indicators, Systematic Assessment of
Licensee Performance (SALP) reviews,
the NRC Maintenance Inspection
Program. and Ucensee Event Reports
(LER's), and (4) the industry already has
maintenance initiatives under way and,
as a whole, the industry is improving in
the maintenance area.

Many commenters considered the
proposed rule unbounded in scope
,because there are no limits established
for the BOP. They were concerned that,
with such a broad and undefined scope,
the industry cannot assess the impact of
the proposed rule. Therefore, it was
suggested that, at the very least, the
final rule should be postponed until
Issuance of the regulatory guide,

NUMARCand most utilities
commented that. without measures of
effectiveness stated in the proposed
rule, they did not know what
requirements or expectations would be
needed to implement the proposed rule
and determine regulatory compliance.
There was concern that effectiveness, as
specified in the proposed 10 CFR
50.65(c), is a qualitative matter and
subject to different interpretation by
both licensees and the NRC. There was
also concern that the lack ofcriteria
describing adequate programs places a
burden on the industry and public to
ass'ess what is needed for the broad ~

subject area defined in the proposed
rule by the NRC and that the proposed
rule establishes requirements for
specific program elements (10 CFR
50.65(b)) that are not defined. Most

'commenters felt that a prescribed set of
maintenance performance indicators
(MPls) cannot be used as the sole basis
for evaluating the effectiveness of a
maintenance program.

NUMARCbelieves that the existing
regulations do not establish
requirements similar to the proposed
rule. especially with regard to BOP
equipment. Therefore, licensees willbe
forced to modify tlieirmaintenance
programs to satisfy new requirements,
which means the standards of a backfit
analysis (10 CFR 50.109) apply.

NUMARCfurther stated that the
"adequate protection" standard of10
CFR 50.109(a)(4) does not apply with
regard to implementing the proposed
rule.>They feel that this was not
supported by data provided in the
proposed rule or the accompanying
regulatory analysis. They felt that the
public risk reduction data used in the
regulatory analysis was outdated, that
recent data by both the industry and the
NRC should be used to evaluate public
risk reduction, and that the increased
costs associated with implementation
were grossly underestimated.

NUMARCfurther believes that
industry objective's and programs are
consistent with the NRC expectations
stated in the March 1988 Policy
Statement on Maintenance of Nuclear
Power Plants. NUMARCbelieves that
increased emphasis has been placed on
maintenance, improvements in
performance and reliabilityhave been
achieved, and therefore the
promulgation ofa rule is now
unnecessary and unjustified. They
believe that the NRC should take action
against the few poor maintenance
performers, rather than promulgate a
rule across the whole industry.

Two individuals. three public interest
groups, and two State representatives
were supportive of a maintenance rule

.= but were not necessarily in total
agreement with the way the rule was
formulated or how it should be
implemented. They believed that
nuclear power plant maintenance
directly affects the health, safety. and
economic well-being of the public and
that nuclear facilities not properly
maintained willbe unsafe and
uneconomical, even with the best
design, construction. and operation.
They believe that improper
maintenance, even of components not
previously associated with safety. can
have adverse safety consequences.
Furthermore. they believe that the
superior perfonnance ofnuclear power
plants in other countries is attributed to
their maintenance program. One State
representative believes that the

maintenance standard should be
published initiallyas a guide and not as
a rule that utilities should have the
prerogative to organize in the most
resource-effective manner their
approach to meeting the key
components of the standard. The
Commission could then evaluate
experience under the regulatory guide to
determine whether a rule is requireL
One individual was against a rule
because the industry has a good safety
record and the rule would be costly and
an unnecessary burden on the industry.

~ The comments on the regulatory guide
raised many of the same issues as those
comments associated with the proposed
rule. In general the issues addressed
were the level of detail in the regulatory
guide; the scope of structures, systems,
and components covered by the guide;
the criteria to be used to determine ifa
maintenance program is effective; the
use of quantitative goals for determining
satisfactory level ofperformance for
plant maintenance programs; the
quantitative measures for such goals;
the usefulness of NPRDS data for
assessing effectiveness of plant
maintenance programs; the usefulness of
PRAs for plant maintenance programs;
the timeliness of corrective actions; the
definition ofmaintenance; the
documentation of the technical basis of
a maintenance program: and the extent
ofroot cause analysis and feedback

These comments on the proposed rule
were either repeated or expanded in the
commenters'esponses to the 12
questions posed by the Commission in
the Statement of Considerations for the
proposed maintenance rule. These
questions are listed below; and each
response contains a synopsis of the
public comment and the Commission
response for that particular question.
Where appropriate, the responses reflect
the revisions to the final version of the
maintenance rule. The responses also
include consideration of the public
comments received on the draft
regulatory guide.

1. Is it appropriate for the nuclear
power industry to develop a
Maintenance Standard and, ifso. would
the industry develop such a
Maintenance Standard?

Comments —Most commenters feel
that another maintenance standard is
not needed. They believe that the
guidelines developed by INPO provide
the basic framework of a standard and
could be expanded to accommodate
NRC requirements. The Policy
Statement on Maintenance. existing
industry standards. and the INPO
Guidelines for the Conduct of
Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants
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contain the InfocmaUoa needed to
ensure effective maintenance programs.
Ifa standard is to be developed. all
utilities prefer a standard developed by
industry rather than by NRC with INPO
or NUMARC taking the leaL One
citizen's group stated that the NRC, aot
the industry, should develop the
maintenance standard. No commitment
was received during the comment'period
to develop a maintenance standard.

Respoase —The Coinmissioa
encouraged the industry to develop a
maintenance standard because the
Commission believed that the
development of a staiulard wouM allow
taaximum utilizaUoa of current industry
initiatives toward developing aa4
implementing elfecUve maintenance
programs and that licensee parUctpattoa
in the development of the standard
would provide addiUonal hcentive and
responsibility for improving plant
maintenance programs. In addition. the
Commission believed that the effort
would benefit from tadustiy's expertise
in this area and that itwouM be more
likely that the maintenance precUces
from plants with goodmaintenaace
programs would become part af the
industry-developed maintenance
staadarL

On April17, 1990, NUMARC
submitted INPO 90-008, "Maiateaaace
Programs in the Nuclear Power
Industry," as the tndustty maintenance
staadiirL The Commission reviewed
this document and found that. with
minor modification. it formed a
comprehensive description of the
necessary attributes of a maintenance
program. In acknowledgement of this
document. the generally favorable.
results of the NRCs Maintenance Team
Inspections regarding the adequacy of
licensees'aintenance programs, and
the many other industry initiatives in
this area, the Commission revised the
rule to emphasize the effectiveness or
resul ts ofmahtenance programs and de-
emphasize the programmatic aspects of
maintenance. Also, in acknowledgement
of the generally satisfactory state of
matntenance programs the final rule
provides great flexibilityfor the industry
to continue developing. improving aad
implementing recommendations and
guidance concerning maintenance
programs. The Commission encourages
such activities, especially as they
support improvements in the evaluation
of maintenance program effectiveness.
However, bec'ause the rule has been
modified to de~phastze programmatic
requtreinents ofmaintenance. the

'ommissiondoes not currently intend to
formally endorse an industry
maintenance program standarL

2. What level of detail sbouM be
tnchided in the Maintenance Slanctard?

Comments —NUMARCand the
utilities bebeve that any matnteaiince
guidelines or standard should piovtde a
general description of the necessary
elements of a good maintenance
program. but the details for
implementation should be left to the
individual utility.The emphasis should
be on meeting the intent so as aot to
force a utilityto change a welt-working
individual program solely for the
purpose of standardization across the
Industry. The standard should have a
balance of flextbtlttyand spectficity to
avoid vague criteria that willteed to

'areas of vaiytng interpretation and
dispute. The current industry
performance objectives, criteria, aad
guidelines developed by INPO allow tbe ~

flexibilityfor individual uUtiUes to meet
the intent of the guidelines by aieeUng
the criteria directly or by other
appropriate means. One utilityfeels tha t
it would be counterproducUve to
develop a minimum standard that could
potentially lower the level of ~

performance for the enUra industry
when only a few plants are experiencing
problems. Another utilitystated that a
new rule or regulatory guidance will
result in increased documentation,
decreased flexibilityto change and
adjust programs as condiUons or
technology change, and decreased
incentive for the maintenance staff to
improve or enhance their maintenance
capability. This could lead to a
diversion of utilityresources from
safety-related acUvitles and increase
costs with minimal benefits.

The commenters generally feel that
any maintenance standard requiring an
analysis of all SSCs for funcUon and
objective was practically unattainable
and would significantly divert technical
resources necessary for safe and
reliable operaUon of a nuclear plant,
with questionable benefit. Any
standards, guidelines. or criteria should
be tailored appropriately to the safety
significance of the equipment being
maintained and the funcUon being
performed.

Response —As noted in the
Commission response to Item 1, the final
rule has been modified to establish a
framework for evaluating the
effectiveness of maintenance programs.
As such, the rule describes the basic
elements for measuring the effectiveness
of maintenance und taking appropriate
corrective action where maintenance is
found to be ineffective. These elements
include establishing goats, monitoring
und assessment against these goals.
feedback, and appropriate correcUve

action. The reguhtory guide willbe
sevtsed to reflect the rute's narrower
focus an resul ts and maintenance
program effectiveness. aad wiH describe
a means for meeting the requirements of
10 CFR 50.56 acceptable to the staff. The
rule aad regulatory guide cambination
witt provide a framework for evaluating
the continuing overall effectiveness of
maintenance, focusing on the objecthv
of an effective maintenance program.
while at the same time permttUng
licensees broad discreUon aad
flexibilityin the formutattoa and
tmplementaUoa of their individual .

mairitenance programs.
The rule does aot require a monitoring

program so broad ia scope that it
detracts from a licensee's abUtty to
otherwise maintain tts equtpmeat. The
extent of monitoring may vary from
system to system, depending upon
system huportance to risk Some

"monitoring at tbe component level may
be necessaiy: however, it ts envisioned
that the majority of moat tocmg could be
done at the system or train functional
leveL This monitoring requirement is aot
intended to duplicate activities currently
being conducted which could be
integrated with, and provide the basis
for. the requisite level of monitorin. The
Comnussion respoase to Question 7 has
further details oa scope aad level of
detaiL

3. Is two years a reasonable time to
develop and implement a standard?

Comments —NUMARCand tbe
utilities feel that two years was enough
time to develop a standard depending
on the scope of the BOP SSCs and
components that need to be addresseL
They stated that the systematic
evaluation of all SSCs as described in
the proposed rule alone would require
more than two years. Most of the
industry agrees that it would take two
years to develop the standard and three
to five years to implement it. One
citizen's group feels that two years ts
too long for developing and
implementing a standard; one year
would be more appropriate.

Response —During the time the
Commission held rutemaktng in
abeyance, the industry developed and
submitted INPO 90-008 to the
Commission. The Commission also

'evelopeda regulatory guide that
incorporated appropriate public
comments. Furthermore. the MTis found
that licensee maintenance programs .

have improved, and there are programs
for iruprovtng maintenance developed
by the industry. Therefore, the
Commission believes that two years
was ample time to develop aiid
implement a standard.
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The Coaimtssioa acknowledges that a guide. An industry commitment to
systematic evaluation of SSCs could develop a maintenance standard
require as much as two or more years. consistent with the Commission's
Consequently, the final rule has a five schedule to issue a final regulatory
year Implementation schedule which guide by November 1989, would be
allows at least three years for these necessary during this public coauneat
evaluations beyond the time when final period.
guidance is expected to be available. Comments —Most respondents believe

4. Is it appropriate for a designated that issuance of a rule without public
third party to certify plant maintenance comment on a regulatory guide was
'programs to comply with the inappr'opriate. Many feel that the most
Maintenance Standard; ifso, would an important NRC document concerning
organization be willingto perform such maintenance willbe the regulatory
certification2 guide and not the maintenance rule.

Comments-Of the comments that "'ndustiy feels that the cunent standards
addressed this question, most stated 'as einbodied in publications such as
that it would be inappropriate for the INPO ~38 are sufficient and that a
NRC to delegate certification rule and regulatory guide are
responsibility ta a third party. The unnecessary. Several industry
degree of opposition r'anged from "not respondents said that they would be
necessary" to "vigorously opposed." willing to participate with the NRC in
Most comments stated that third party developing a standard but that the
certification would be unnecessary November 1989 time constraint was
because existing measures that unrealistic. Several respondents
accomplish this function such as appeared to feel that the proper way to
maintenance inspections aad INPO '„.upgrade maintenance would be by first
evaluations. Some comments indicated s developing a regulatory guide and then a
that L~ could perform certification . rale ifase of the guide indicated that,
but not ifa rule existed since that would such a rale was needed. Ifthe current
place INPO in the position of.a Industry standards were not enough.
regulator. One respondent clearly stated most feel that the NRC has the
that INPO should not be aHowed to responsibility to develop the regulatory,
perform maintenance certifications for guide, though the industry respondents
the NRC. feel that they should have input to such

Response-It was the Ceaunission's ~ a guide. L~'s position is that ase of
intent to build apoa industry initiatives INPO 85-038 as a basis for a regulatory
to encourage good maintenance guide would be inappropriate.
practices and common standards. A Response —The Commission believes
certification process against a 'hat, by clearly putting forth a standard
maintenance standard by a third party for an effective maintenance program in
was raised as an option that would have one document, guidance and stability
provided some degree of consistency would be provided to help ensure that
and independence without relieving 'he maintenance programs of all
NRC of its regulatory responsibility to licensed plants achieve and maintain a
oversee the process. satisfactory level of effectiveness. The

Because a viable third party Commission believes that the
certification process was not offered by development of a standard by industry
the industry, the Commission is no would support industry's current
longer pursuing this as an option. initiatives toward developiag and
Additionally. as noted in Question 1.. implementing effective maintenance
because the rule has been modified to programs, and that utilityparticipation
de~mphaslze programmatic in preparing a maintenance standard
requirements of maintenance, the . would provide additional experience.
Commission does not currently intend to incentive, and responsibility for
formally endorse an industry improving plant maintenance programs.
maintenance program standard. The Commission was encouraged by

5. The Commission plans to issue by NUMARC's submittal of INPO 90-008 as
November 1989, a regulatory gukie an industry maintenance standard. In
establishing standards and criteria for acknowledgement of this document, the
determining wh'at constitutes an generally favorable results of the NRC's
effective maintenance program. This Maintenance Team Inspections
regulatory guide h being developed in regarding the adequacy of

licensees'arallelwith the final rulemaking. The maintenance programs, and the many
Commission encourages the industry to other industry initiatives in this area. the
develop standards and acceptance Commission revise the rule to -.

criteria. Ifan acceptable industry emphasize the effectiveness or results of
standard is avafiable in this timeframe, maintenance programs and de-
the Commission wificonsider endorsing emphasize the programmatic aspects of
the industry standard in the regulatory maintenance. Also, in acknowledgement

of the generally satisfactory state of
maintenance programs, the final rule
provides great flexibilityfor the industry
to continue developing, improving and
implementing recommendations and
gmdance concerning maintenance
programs. The Commission encourages
such activities, especially as they
support improvements in the evaluation
of maintenance program effectiveaess.
However, because the rule has been
modified to dewmphastze programmatic
requirements of maintenance. the
Commission does not currently intend to
formally endorse an industry
maintenance program standard.

The Commission does not agree with
commenters who suggested the issuance
of a regulatory guide without a rule. The
Commission desires to put forth
requirements for evaluating the
effectiveness of maintenance programs,
including the issuance of implementing
guidance, to clarify NRC regulatory
purview and to provide additional
enforceability. The revised reguhtory
guide willreflect the narrower, resalts-
oriented focus of the rule. The details for
the conduct of activities supporting
maintenance wfilnot be specified and
should be developed by the licensee to
ensure the adequate performance of
plant equipment. Several guidelines
exist in the industry (e.g INPO 90-008
"Maintenance Programs in the Nuclear
Power Industry." Institute of Nuclear
Power Operations, and others sponsored
by ANS, ASME, and EPRI) directed
toward providing detailed
recommendations for the effective
conduct of maintenance activities. The
industry is encouraged to continue the
development and improvement of such
guidelines and to standardize
recommendations and guid ance for
plant maintenance programs.

8. The Commission believes that the
proposed maintenance rule should be
considered under 10 CFR 50.109[a)(4) of
the backfit rule which would exempt the
maintenance rule from backfit
requirements based on the precepts that
effective maintenance is necessary to
assure adequate public protection and
that the proposed rule codifies and
standardizes previously existing
Commission requirements, both explicit
and implicit. in plant technical
specifications. licensee safety analysis
reports, and 10 CFR part 50, appendix B.
The Commission requests public
comment concerning the need for a
backfit analysis for this rulemaking.

Comments —'The nuclear industry
commenters uniformly believe that a
backfit analysis must be prepared for
the maintenance rule. The most
comprehensive responses were
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submitted by two nuclear industry
groups: The Nuclear UtilityBackiitting
and Reform Group (NUBARG), and
NUMARC.Many utilitycommenters
endorsed NUMARC's response or
repeated arguments made by NUMARC.
A law firm, Conner and Wet terhahn,
also provided substantial comments that
were generally consistent with those
from NUMARCand NUBARG. In
addition, a number of utilitycommenters
joined in NUBARG's comments. The
U.S. Department of Energy also

agrees'ith

the industry on a need for a backfit
analysis. Only one commenter. Nuclear
Information and Resource Service,
(NIRS), supported the Commission's
position.

NUBARG contends that the
Commission "misapplied" the adequate
protection exemption in the backfit rule
in four respects. First, NUBARG
asserted that the Commission prevented
the public from reasonably commenting
on the backfit issue by failing to specify
whether it was relying on 10 CFR
50.109(a)(4)(ii), which exempts from
analysis those rules that are "necessary
to ensure that fa] facilityprovides
adequate protection to the health and
safety of the public." or the provisions of
5 50.109(a)(4)(iii), which exempts those
rules that involve defining or redefming
whet level of protection to the public
health'nd safety or common defense
and security should be regarded as .

adequate."
Next, after quoting from two passages

in the notice ofproposed rulemaking for
the maintenance rule that suggest that
the Commission is relying on both
5 50.109(a)(4) (ii) and (iii),NUBARG
appeared to contend that such reliance
is logically inconsistent. No reasoned
argument was presented by NUBARG in
support of its contention. nor did
NUBARG specifically criticize the
Commission's reliance on
5 50.109(a)(4)(ii). Rather, NUBARG
focused on 5 50.109(a)(4)(iii), arguing
that the Commission's position that
effective maintenance is necessary for
adequate protection must logically rest
on the presumption that none of the
currently operating nuclear power plants
do provide adequate protection.

In any event. NUBARG also argued
'hatthe Commission's decision not to

prepare a backfit analysis for the
maintenance rule represents an
unwarranted departure from the policies
underlying the backfit rule—an
"alarming retreat." Lastly. NUBARG
argued that the Commission's reliance
on the "adequate protection" exemption
of 5 50.109(a)(4) is in "logical conflict"
with the Commission's alternative
ground that the rule is justified on the

basis of the criteria contained in the
backfit rule.

NUMARCfollowed and expanded on
MIBARG's arguments. NUMARC

'sserted that a backfit analysis is
'ecessarysolely because the

maintenance rule would impose
substantial new requirements on
licensees and require the expenditure of
signiflcant resources by virtue of the
maintenance rule's expansion of
mainten'ance to the BOP. This argument
was echoed by several other utility

'ommenters. Next NUMARCattacked
the Commission's assertion that the
maintenance rule codifies

and'tandardizespreviously existing
requirements by pointing out that the
rule would require maintenance for
SSCs in the BOP. NUMARCalso
followed the NUBARG reasoning that
any redefinition of the standard of
adequate protection to include
maintenance must necessarily presume
and admit that "all U.S. nuclear power
plants are currently operating at a level
below the 'adequate protection'aseline
until they improve their maintenance
program."

Although NIRS agreed with the
Commission that a backfit analysis need
not be prepared for the'maintenance
rule, their agreement was partially .

'ouchedon their position that the 10
CFR 50.109 is an invalid rule.

Response —The Commission has
determined to prepare a backflt analysis
for the final rule,

7. The Commission believes that the
inclusion of balance of plant (BOP)
equipment in the proposed maintenance
rule is necessary and proper. However,
the Co'mmfssion also recognizes that
some licensee maintenance programs, as
presently conflgured, apply to
structures, systems, and components
that are without question. Inelevant to
protection ofpublic health and safety
from radiological hazards associated
with the operation of the nuclear power
plant. The Commission requests public
comment concerning what limitation, if
any, should be placed on the final
maintenance rule to provide some
licensee flexibilityin this regard.

Comments opposing including BOP
equipment are summarized as follows:
BOP equipment is outside the NRC's
jurisdiction; the statutory jurisdiction of
the NRC to regulate BOP components is
limited to those BOP structures. systems,
and comments that are related or
important to nuclear safety; the
economic impact of including nonsafety
BOP equipment would be staggering;
and the resulting improvement to safe
operation of the plant would be
disproportionate to the cost involved or

could divert resources that would be
more profitably spent on critical safety
systems and components. The proposed
rule did not define BOP SSCs, thereby
not providing a meaningful opportunity
for public comment. NRC should
withdraw the proposed rule and develop
a definition and a list of typical BOP
SSCs that are related or important to
nuclear safety. BOP systems were not „

built to the standards of safety-related
equipment and willnot be capable of
being maintained at the same level of
readiness. For example, the proposed
rule would require the proper
maintenance of a component that is not
required to be properly installed.
However, ifNRC proceeds with
rulemaking and ifBOP SSCs must be
considered, it should be on a graded
approach depending on a given BOP
system's potential impact on safety
functions. The utilitymust retain the
ability to determine the requirements
applicable to specific SSCs based on
safety, reliability, and economic
considerations. Instead of including all
BOP SSCs. the rule must focus on the
maintenance of functions whose failure
would threaten public health and safety.

Comments in favor of including BOP
SSCs are summarized as follows: The
maintenance rule should cover the
whole plant. Unplanned reactor trips
often originate in BOP systems.
Furthermore, seemingly irrelevant parts
of the plant can affect plant operations
in unforeseen ways—for example, at
Surry in the aftermath of the pipe break

Response —The Commission does not
agree that maintenance of SSCs in the
BOP Is beyond the statutory jurisdiction
of the Commission. Pursuant to section
161 and 182 of the Atomic Energy Act
(AEA). the Commission.has broad
authority to protect the public health
and safety. and the common defense
and security and to minimize losses to
life and property. Maintenance of SSCs
in the BOP falls within this regulatory
authority because such SSCs can and do
have a significant effect on safety.

With regard to safety, SSCs in the
BOP have initiated transients and
caused scrams and safety injection.
Probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs)
confirm that, for many plants, dominant
accident sequences are initiated by
transients in the BOP such as loss of
offsite power or loss of feedwater.
Therefore, to ensure that licensees
operate safely, NRC's regulatory
program is intended to ensure both a
low frequency of transients that
challenge safety systems and a high
reliability of safety systems to respond
to these challenges. This approach to
regulation is part of the fundamental
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principle of defense-in-depth that
underlics all NRC rcguh Uon. Defcase-
in.depth provides for both accident
prevention and accident mitigat)on with
principal emphasis on prevention.

Therefore. the Commission is weII
within its statutory jurisdiction in
requiring that all SSCs that can
significantly affect safety. including
those in the BOP. be properly
maintains. Indeed. the Commission's
regulations already reQect the
importance ofmaintenance of SSCs in
ensuring adequate protection to pub)ic
health and safety. Section 5L34(b)(6)(tv)
requires an FSAR to Indude the "plans
for conduct of normal operaUoas,
including maintenance, surveillance.
and periodic testing of structures,
systems, and components." The
Standard Review Phn (SRP) (NUREG-
0800), against which applicants for
licenses after 1982 are required to
evaluate their facility (see 10 CFR
50.34(q)), requires applicants to evaluate
a number of SSCs in the BOP, Including
design and fnstallation as they afFect
safety. For example, the pressurizer
relief tant system, which Is "aonsafety
related," is addressed in secUon 5.4.11 of
the SRP. Ofnote is the rational for
revfewing the desiga of the pressurizer
relief tank

"The review ta primarily directed toward
assuring that its operation ts consistent wtlh
traustciit anatysca of related systems and
that fa lure or malfunction of the system
could not advcrsciy affect essential systems
or components ts accordance with applicable
criteria."

Thus, the Commission has previously
recognized that certaia SSCs in the BOP
can have a signiTicant effect on safety
and has exercised.its regulatory
authority by requiring the evaluation of
the potential effect of nonsafety-related
SSCs on safety. This fs the same
rationale for requiriag maintenance of
SSCs, including those in the BOP, that
can significantly affect safety.

The Commisshn agrees with the
comments that the scope of the rule
should be narrowed; not all of the BOP
has the same safety significance.
Accordingly, the scope has been
modified to include only those BOP
SSCs whose failure could most directly
threaten public health and safety.
Therefore, the scope of the rule has been
modified as follows:

The scope of the monitoring program '
'hallinclude safety related and nonscfcty

rcletcd structures, systems, cnd components
as foliowiu

(t) Safety related struc!arcs, systems. or
components that erc rcficd upon to'rema!a

k functional during the fol)owing dcaign basis
events lo ensure the htcgrity of ibc reactor
cootsnt prcssure boundary, the copcbitity to

shutdown the reactor and maintain it ia a
safe shutdown condition, end tbc capability
'to prevent or mitigate thc conccquciiccs of
accidents tbct could result tn potential offaitc
exposure comparable to the 10 CFR part 100
guidelines.

(2) Nonsafcty idatcd structures, systems,
or component+

(i) That are relied upon to mitigate
accidcnte or transients or are used In plent
cmcrgcncy operating procedures (EOPs) or

(H) Whose failure could prevent scfcty-
related structures, systems, aad compoacuts
from fulfititugtheirsafety.rcbitcd fuactioic or

fiii)Whose feliure cou) d cause a reactor
scram or actuation of a safety-related system.

This scope docs not go beyond tho
juriidictionof the NRC. This
c)arificaUoa of the scope should bound
the scope, focus licensee resources on
SSCs with the most safety signIGcance,'nd reduce the cost impact projected by
the commentL

The Commission recognizes that BOP
SSCs may have been designed and built
with normal industrial quality and may
not meet the st indards in append)x B to
10 CFR part 50. It h not the iatent to
require licensees to generate paperwork
to document the basis for the design,
fabrication, and construction ofBOP
equipinent not covered by appendix B.
Instead, it is the intent to ensure that
each licensee's maintenance program
minimizes failures in those BOP SSCs
that affect safe operation of the plant. In
response to comments, security has
been deleted from 10 CFR 50.66 as it is
adequately addressed in j 73.46(g) and
$ 7385(g).

6. The Commission be)leves that
individual worker accountabi)ity phys
an Important role in an effective
maintenance program. The Commission
is, therefore, so)icttlag comments on the
means for incorporating this
consideration into a licensee's
maintenance program.

Comments-Respondents consistently
. agreed that worker accountability was .

an important and necessary part of a
good maintenance program. Several of
them gave examples for how their uUlity
holds its employees accountable for
their work These examples ail fell
within the broad context of the,
personnel management system. f.e.,
selection, training. performance
appraisal. supervision. promotional
policies. etc. Most feel that rulemaking
on worker accountability is Impossib)e,
unnecessary, or inappropriate. Several
cited the fact that worker accountability
was a subject of negotiation between
utilitymanagement and )abor bargaining
units. Several cited exisUag regulations
(10 CFR part 2, appendix C, and 10 CFR
50.110) as already requiring worker
accountability. One respondent said that
the licensee should be responsibh, not

the worker. One respondent expressed a
concern that a rule that inc)udcd worker
accountability would be interpreted as
punitive by workers.

Response —The Commission aad
industry have both recognized the
importance ofdave)oping an attitude of
accountability on the part of each and
every worker in a auc)ear power phnt.
The Comm)asian agrees with industry
that regu)atioa of this area would be
difficultto enforce objectively. The
.CommissLon conciudes that each
licensee should Include considerations
for emphasizing worker accountability
based on local condiUoas; and the
Commission willnot attempt to deal,
specifically'ith this issue in the rule or
regu) story guide.

9. The Commission desires to
establish criteria within the
maintenance rule which would form the
basis for determining when a
maintenance program is fullyeffective
and additional improvement iiaot
warranted from a safety standpoint.
Such criteria might be either
quaatitative or qualitative and could be
based on specific measurable attributes,
on overall phnt perfonnance. on
program results, or on other attributeL
The Commission requests public
comment concerning the need for such
criteria, the form of such criteria. and
the criteria themse)ves.

Comments-Of the commenters that
addressed this Issue, most believe that
quantitative indicators could not be
used solely to evaluate effectiveness
and that the determination of
effectiveness was subjective. Further,
the commenters believe that sufficient
tools already existed in the form of
SALP, QA assessments. regulatory
inspections, monthly operating report
data, and management renews.

One commenter noted that
effectiveness needs to be defined in
terms of a particular objective. Another
stated that performance goals such as
the number ofmaintenance-related
reactor trips. LERs, etc.. should be
established. One individua) commented
that effectiveness needs to focus on.
functional failures afFecting public
health and safety; another suggested
goals associated with general plant
safety performance measures.

Several commenters expressed
concern that the lack of defined
performance criteria could generate
either complacency or a.continuous
ratchet since there would be no critcna
for a "fullyeffective program."

Response —The Commission agrees
that determination of effectiveness
depends on many factors and that, with
regard to programmatic features, it is
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subjective. The rule provides flexibility
for each licensee to decide how to
structure a maintenance program and
conduct maintenance to achieve
established performance goals.
Specifically, the rule addresses (1) the
development of licensee-established

~ goals for performance. (2) the use of
goals and other quantitative and
qualitative means as a measure of the
effectiveness of maintenance programs,
and (3) the use ofmonitoring and
assessment of equipment performance
or condition against goals, or,
alternatively, the demonstration of
preventive maintenance effectiveness.

In general, the Commission does not
intend to define specific parameters or
numerical criteria in either the rule or
regulatory guide; each licensee is to
establish appropriate goals to assist in
monitoring the effectiveness of
maintenance.

10. Are performance indicators that're being used by industry, may be used
in the future, or have been used in the
past, appropriate candidates as
quantitative measures ofmaintenance
effectivenessl The Commission is "

particularly interested in experience or
analysis concerning indicators or the
use of indicators of component
reliabilityas maintenance performance
indicators.

Comments-In addressing this item.
NUMARCand most utilities stated that
general plant performance indicators
that have been developed and used by
the industry were not appropriate for
use as the sole maintenance-
effectiveness indicators because of the
number ofnonmaintenance-related
factors included in them. Many of the
proposed maintenance indicators are
process indicators, which may or may
not accurately reflect the state of the
overall maintenance program. Such .
indicators are useful, but only as one
tool for management evaluation of the
maintenance program.

Although stating that there are
presently no performance indicators in
use by the industry that directly
measure performance, NUMARCand
the utilities recognized that some of the
current industry indicators, taken in the
proper context. can provide an
indication of maintenance performance.
Indicators can be used effectively by a
specific utilityas a management tool to
assess the trend ofperformance within a
given indicator or set of indicators.
However, NUMARCadmonished that
there are individual plant variations that
make absolute comparisons misleading.
even for plants with the same licensee.
NUMARCalso stated that the
comparison ofplant-specific indicators
to industry averages can be misleading.

'Two utilities stated that there was no Response —The Commission agrees
need to develop new performance, that plant performance indicators that
indicators. One added that the have been developed and used by the
Commission should continue to evaluate NRC and industry are not appropriate as
a given licensee using its current . the sole indicators ofmaintenance
technology. The other suggested that the 'ffectiveness. The Commission also
existing INPO Performance Indicators agrees that, because'of individual plant
be revised to meet the need for a variations. performance indicators are
maintenance standard. not appropriate for making absolute

NUMARCexpressed the opinion that plant-to-plant comparisons. However, as
~ a good maintenance program would use recognized by commenters, indicators
a combination of indicators based upon taken in context can be used as an
the condition, type, age, etc., of the plant indication of maintenance perEormance.
and specific equipment in question. More importantly, indicators cin be
NUMARCbelieves that prescribing a .- used by licensees as an effective
rigid set of indicators would not achieve management tool to assess the need for
necessary plant flexibilityand may corrective actions within a maintenance
preclude focusing on areas oEmore program.
appropriate concern. HexibilityIs Operating characteristics such as
needed to revise, delete, or add consistently high availability or low
performance indicators as appropriate equipmentwaused forced outage rates
to provide information to management over a number of operating cycles are
to fitcircumstances, methods, and indicators ofgood maintenance
conditions that may pertain to a given efEectiveness. However, the plant
plant in a specific situation. In this vein, material condition can degrade
efforts to obtain consistent data would significantly before these indicators
have questionable benefit for regulatory provide identification,of degraded
purposes and may have deleterious maintenance effectiveness; thus these
effects on plant programs. indicators are not very timely. Based on

Another utilitydoes not believe that the results of extensive work on
any prescribed set of indicators can be indicator development, the Commission
used to judge the effectiveness of a concludes that indicators that are based
plant's maintenance program. It also upon actual in-service component
stated that no indicator or combination reliability and failure history provide a
of indicators can give an overall 'seful measure ofmaintenance
measure of maintenance effectiveness. 'effectiveness. Also, these indicators can
In its view, such a task must be left to be defined and implemented
the judgment of the individual licensee, independent of the definitions and
INPO, and the NRC, procedures that the licensee deems

One individual stated that necessary to manage the flowof
maintenance effectiveness is a measure maintenance work Knowledge of data
focused on economics. He went on to showing component failure in excess of
say that this view clouds the focus on the industry average has the desirable
public health and safety. According to property ofalerting licensees to
this commenter, the proper focus of determine whether improved
maintenance effectiveness is on maintenance performance is needed. In
functional failures that threaten public general, the Commission agrees with
health and safety. '. NUMARCthat a good maintenance

NUMARCwarned that component program would use a combination of
reliabilityby itself is not a good indicators based upon the condition,
indicator ofmaintenance performance. type and age of the plant and the
The reason given for this position was specific equipment in question.
that component reliabilitymay be an Accordingly, the Commission has
indicator of an application, design, modified the final rule to allow licensees
component, operating, or maintenance flexibilityto determine the details of
problem. NUMARCadded that their individual maintenance programs.
assessments by the plant stafEor by the 11. Should an industry-wide
corporate staff, including observation of - component failure reporting system. e.g..
work in the field, are necessary NPRDS, be used by all plants in order to
ingredients in the measurement of support the sharing ofgeneric
maintenance performance. NUMARC maintenance experience and facilitate
pointed out that a given component monitoring of maintenance
failure or degradation could be effectiveness?-
allowable based on engineering Comments-Of the commenters. "

judgment without indicating an including NUMARC,who addressed this
ineffective maintenance program, item. most recognized the usefulness of
especially for cases involving redundant the NPRDS as a source ofgeneric failure
or nonsignificant equipmerit. data. However, most of the commenters.
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including NUMARC,oppose the
unqualified use of the NPRDS for
monitoring maintenance effectiveness
for a number of reasons. Some
commenters, including NUMARC,
perceive such use of the NPRDS as an
inappropriate regulatory intrusion into a
program designed to improve
communications regarding equipment
performance within the industry that
would tend to stifle the free exchange of
information. NUMARCcited the
necessary expansion of the reportable
scope of the NPRDS to cover the entire
BOP as a tremendous undertaking that
could be prohibitive)y

expensive.'UMARC,

two utilities, and one
individual believe that, although the
NPRDS can be used to obtain gross
indications of a problem, its usefulness
,is restricted because of plant-to-plant
differences in maintenance practices,
component application, design,

'environment, and the detail with which
failures are reported.

Response —The Commission generally
agrees with the above comments.
However, the NPRDS may provide
useful information for comparing plant-
specific experience on equipment with a
broader range of industry operating
experience on similar equipment. The
data does provide useful Insights into
maintenance trends at an individual
plant.

12. Commissioner Roberts had the
followingviews:

I cannot join the majority ln supporting the
proposed rulemaking on maintenance. In
order to have the benefit of the public's
comments, it has been my custom to agree to
publication of proposed rulemaldngs. I cannot
do so in this Instance. I have asked one
fundamental question. What are we,trying to
accomplish with this ru!e that cannot more
effectively and innovatlvely be accomplished
without a regulation? I have not received a
satisfactory answer. I do not believe the case
has been made that licensees do not have
established maintenance programs. Most
importantly to me, there has been no
demonstration that this rule would improve
implementation of existing programs. Neither
have I been provided with compelling
docuinentation on what the problem is and
how. specifically, this rule willfixit. On the
contrary, the trends staff has provided show
continued improvement In the maintenance
area. 4

The proposed rule the Commission ls now
publishing fails to provide a basis for
determining when a maintenance program ls
effective or when Improvements are
"appropriate." We are even delaying
publication of the accompanying regulatory
guide until the final rule. Without being
afforded the opportunity to review this
hnplementatfon document. the Cominhsion is
left In the position of approving a specious
rule. It is no wonder that this rulemaking
would elicit such widespread opposition. The
public is being as'ked to comment on a ru) e of

form but no substance. I believe It would be
. more productive to delay issuance of this

proposed rule until the draft regulatory guide
is available for comment Only then can we
receive meaningful conunents on the

, rulemaking package.
I am concerned that this rule goes beyond

our,authority. I cannot agree with a rule that
would have the NRC regulating maintenance
on all systems. structures. and componerits
regardless of whether they have a nexus to
radiological safety or not. I am troubled by
the attitude demonstrated when we request

- public comments on what limitations, ifany,
should be placed on the final rule to address
structures, systems and components that are
"without queslioninelevont (my emphasis)
to the protection ofpublic health and safety."
This clearly abdicates our responsibility to
show that a regulation ls needed. We must
ask ourselves: Are we proceeding with this

. rulemaking for the sake of the nde Itself? As
attested to by the cases where the
Commission cited licensees. the NRC already
has the authority to enforce compliance in the
maintenance area.

The arguments advanced by both the staff
and the Commission in trying to comply with
the requirements of the backiit rule hav'e
played a significant role in my decision not to
support this proposed rulemaklng. The staff
argument for the rule's compliance with
00.100 has been made on the basis of cost.
The staff states that the backftt analysts
shows that"' 'herule willprovide a
substantial increase in the protection of the
public health and safety without any
additional cost." I am skeptical of the
assumption's made ln the backftt and
regulatory analysis and request comments on
both these documents. I also request
comments on the views of the ACRLThey
state that"' 'here are characteristics of

'egulations.and especially the way in which
they are typically enforced. that lead us to
believe that. under a rule, a move toward
uniformitywould occur, and this ls likely to
decrease the effectiveness of some of the
better existing programs." I share their
concern that the existence of this rule codd
make things worse and diminish rather than
enhance the protection of the public.

Regarding "adequate protection," the,
Commission appears to be saying that since
effective maintenance ls necessary to
maintain adequate protection. this rule
should be excepted under 50.109(a) [4). This
exemption would prohibit staff from taking
Implementation costa into consideration.
However, it would require that a documented
evaluation be prepared forpublic comment.
Therefore, my opposition to the exception Is
not to the exception Itself but to the
precedential nature of the use of the adequate
protection aigument. Let me state that I, too,
strongly believe that effective maintenance ls
necessary to assure that nuclear power
plants are safe and to provide adequate
protection to the public. I also believe, just as
strongly. that this rule is not necessary to
provide that protection, and that as the ACRS
noted. it may well have the opposite effect. I
believe that we cannot afford to be careless
about the use of the "adequate protection"
argument for exception to the backAt rule.
The Commission Is In litigation about this

very Issue. The Commission addressed this
point in detail under the heading "Adequate
Protection" in the Response to Comments on
the final 10 CFR part $0 Revision of Backfit
Process for Power Reactors. Let us remember
that there had been concerns that in dealing
with the backfit rule, the Cominission would
use the phrase "adequate protection"
arbitrarily. The Commission could
unwittingly be giving credence to that view.

Additionally, it seems to me that the
Commission position on adequate protection
is internally inconsistent. The Commission .

needs to recognize that when R states that
this rule ls needed to maintain adequate
protection, it is saying that the current
operating plants now pose undue risk to the

ublic which we are presently tolerating. IfI
elieved that, I would suggest (as I'm sure

would the rest of the Commission) that this
rule become immediately effective. This ts
clearly not the case. As the Commission in
the vary same comment shows, "' 'he
proposed rule codifies and standardizes
previously exisnhg (my emphasis)
Commission requirements, both explicit and
Implicitin plant technical specifications,
licensee safety analysis reports, and 'LO CFR
part 60, appendix E" It seems to me that the
Cotnmission can't have it both ways.

'

request comments on my views.

Comments-Of the commenters w)to
responded to this question, most agreed
with the views of Commissioner
Roberts, while only three commenters
disagreed with the Commissioner. Some
commenters did not provide any%asia
for their agreement or disagreement
However. a number ofcommenters
expressed concerns beyond the views
expressed in Question 12. These are
summarized below.

A majority of the utilitycommenters
Impjicjtyagreed with Commissioner
Roberts that the proposed rule went
beyond the current authority of the
Commission by requiring maintenance
of all SSCs in the BOP. According to
these commenters, since many SSCs in
the BOP have no nexus to pubic health
and safety, the maintenance rule would
require licensees Io spend their
resources on unimportant areas,
potentially decreasing the level of
safety. One individual stated that
regulators have a blas in favor of
overboard regulations, pointing to the
FAA's regulations on air transportation.
This commenter noted that, unlike the
scope of FAA's statutory charter whfch
encompasses the development of the air
transportation industry. the NRC's
authority is limited to the regulation of
the nuclear industry to protect public
health and safety. Two utilities argued
that the maintenance rule fails to
provide meaningful definitions and
standards of the activities required. In
their view, this can lead to
misinterpretation. arbitrary
enforcement. and endless
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" retnterprctatioas of the rute. One abltty
suggested that any Industry standard on
maintenance would be tailored to the
lowest common denominator, and
therefo're there would be no net
improvement in the level of safety. It
also argued that, once codified, a

, regulatory standard of acceptance
maintenance would be difficultto
improve. Finally, NUMARCand the
uttttttes also repeated their general
arguments why a maintenance rule h
not necessary, in particular, on the
gradual im'provement in the industry '

maintenance perfonnance, and the INPO
Self-Assessment Program.

NUMARC'lso

asserted that the Commission has
sufficient authority to eaaure adequate .

protection.
A Commissioner'on the Pubfiic Servt

Commission of the State ofVermont
stated that there is safety aignificance in
the BOP. pointing out that recent NRC
staff and industry evaluations show that
improper maintenance of components
not previously assodated with safety
has resulted in adverse safety
consequences. In addition, the
Commissioner indicated that superior
perfonnance ofnudear plants
internationally has been assod a ted with
maintenance programs that are stricter
than those in the US., citing the
experience of Japan and France.

Response —Two of the hsues rahed
by Commhsioner Roberts and by the
majority of commenters are similar to
those issues raised in response to
Questions 6 and 7. As discussed in the
response to comments on Question 8,
the Commission agrees that a backfit,
analysts is required for the maintenance
rule. Because the current regulations
provide an assurance of adequate
protection of the public health

and'afety,the Commission is no longer
proposing to exempt the maintenance
rule from the requirements of a bacMit
analysis.

The Commission does not agree that
the maintenance rule willresult in
decreased safety by requiring licensees
to divert their resources away from
SSCs and activities with greater
importance to safety. The maintenance
rule is being issued to ensure that the
effecUveness ofmaintenance programs
is maintained for the life of the facility
and is not expected to require
significant modifications to current
licensee programs. The regulatory guide
willprovide flexibilityfor a licensee to
structure its maintenance program in
accordance with the safety significance
of those SSCs. However, the
Commission does agree with the
comments that not all SSCs in the BOP
are related to the protecUon ofpublic

health and safety. Accordingly, as
discussed tn the response to the
comments oa Question 7, the scope of
the rule has been modified to focus on
those SSCs whose failure could most
directly threaten public health and
safety.

Finally, during the time the
Coiamtssion held rutemaktng in
abeyance, the public had the
opporhmtty to comment on the draft
regulatory guide. Considering the
narrowing'of the focus of the final rule
to a results/performancewrteated
approach. the supporting regulatory

. guide willrequire revtstoa Daring the .

revision process, previous pablto
comments willbe considered and
appropriately reflected in the regldatory

'uide. The regulatory guide willbe.
revised to reflect the rale's nanower
focus an results and mahtenance
program effectiveness, and wiltdescribe
a means formeeting the requirements of
10 CFR 5085 acceptable to the staff.
Revision of the regulatory guide will
again iadude the opportunity forpubtta
comment. Implementation of the rule h
to be delayed for five years after the
issuance date, with the regulatory guide
expected to be available within the first
two y'ears. This schedule willallow at
least three years for licensee
development beyond the time when
final guidance h expected to be
available.

Additional Comments of Commissioner
Curtiss

Ibelieve that the approach adopted
by the Commission in this final rule ts
sound and appropriate. The entire
Commission agrees that it is Important
for this agency to have a regulatory
framework In place that willprovide a
mechanism for evaluating the overall
continuing effectiveness of

liceas'ees'aintenance

programs. This final rule
willprovide that regulatory framework

I strongly disagree with those who
contend that the Commission rushed out
with this maintenance rule w'ithout the
benefit ofpublic conunent and with the
attendant implication that the final rule
was not wettwonstdered,!n point of
fact, the reliability-based aspects of
maintenance reflected in this final rute
have been at the very heart of what the,
Commission has beea considering in the
maintenance area since as early as 1988.
Indeed, it is abundantly clear from even
a cursory review of the history of this
Issue that considerable time and
attention have been devoted to the basic

'onceptsreflected in this final rule. That
history is briefly summarized below:

In the Final Commission Policy
Statement on Maintenance of Nuclear
Power Plants (53 FR 9430; March 23..

1988), the Coaentssioa made ltdear
that—

(Ijt Ia the objective of tbe Commiaalon that
ali componcuta. ayatema and atructurea of
nuclear power ptantabe matiliained ao that
plant equipment willperform ita fniended
fancUon when raqatielt. To accomplish this
objective, each Bcenaae should develop and
tmplamast a matstasanca program whtcll
provtdea for tbe partocBc avaluaUon, and
prompt repair ofphut components, ayatema
snd atiucturea to ensure their avaUability' '.(I]be program abouId indude the
feedback of apecNc results to ensure
comcUve acUoiN, prmrtatona foroverall
program srataaUon, and the IdaaUficaUoil of
poaaibie compoaeat anct system probtama
~ ~ ~

An adequate program should consider
~ Technology in the area of-

Predicttve Maintenance
~ Equipment his tcuy and treruting

[and]
+ Measures of overall program

effectiveness
The Commission went on to indicate

in that same 1988 Policy Statement
that-

The Gommtaaton expects to publish a
NoUce ofProposed Ralcmakfng in the near
future that witt establish basic reqatremeilta
for ptent maintenance piograma. We believe
that the conteata and bounds of the piopoaect
tule willfallwtthh the general framework
described In this Policy Statement ' '. We
encourage tutareated ParUea to provkte their
views on tbia Important aiibject to tbe
Commission, even at thh early stage of the
rut emaktsg process.

53 FR 9430-31...
Thus, eaity on, the CommIssion began

to consider the principal elements of the
final rule adopted here by the
Commhsion, called on licensees to
incorporate those elements into their
maintenance programs, and solicited
public comment on such proposals.

In conjunction with the issuance of
the Final Commission Policy Statement
on Maintenance of Nudear Power
Plants, the Commission directed the
NRC staff to develop a prefened
maintenance rulemaking option
requiring licensees to track certain
maintenance performance indicators
(See Staff Requirements Memorandum
on COMKC-88-03. June 17, 1988). In
response, the staff advised that the
proposed rules should contain
"provisions for performance assessment
which licensees would implement to
track the effectiveness of their
maintenance programs" (See SECY-88-
277, Amendment to 10 CFR part 50
Related to Maintenance ofNudear
Power Plants, p. 2, September 30, 1988).
Although the staff was not in a position
to suggest the use of spedfic„
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maintenance performance indicators, it
formulated a proposed rule that-
emphastxes that an htegtat part of a good
maintenance program is the monitoring and
feedback of results. Iiithis regard, the
meintensnce programs should utilhe "

quantitative Indicators 'that are based upon
actual component reliabilityand failure

9istory to provide the best measure of
maintenance effectiveness.

SECY-88-289. Preliminary Results of the
Trial Program on Maintenance
Performance Indicators, p. 5, October 7,
1988.

Indeed, the staff speclfically noted
that the goal of the recommendations
contained in the proposed maintenance
rule was to provide the NRC staff and
licensees "with a practical near term
method to track maintenance
effectiveness ' '" (SECY-88-289,

p.')—the very core of the proposal that
the Commission endorses in this final
rule.

The resulting Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking on Maintenance and the
proposed rule published for comment on
November 28, 1988 (53 FR 47822) contain
the same equipment history and
trending, effectiveness monitoring, and
feedback elements as the Final
Commission Policy Statement on
Maintenance. They also contain clear

'indications that the Commission ',
intended to include requirements for
monitoring, trending, and feedb'ack with
regard to the effectiveness of
maintenance in any maintenance rules
that might ultimately be adopted. The
need for, and details of, such provisions
were emphasized in the draft Regulatory
Guide that was subsequently published
for comment as part of this maintenance
rulemaking effort. 54 FR 33983. In turn, a
number of commenters acknowledged
the maintenance effectiveness
measurement, trending, and feedback
aspects of the proposed rule and
provided their views on these matters.

In sum. it is abundantly clear from all
of this that the Commission has long
been considering maintenance
effectiveness monitoring of the sort that
a majority of the Commission now
adopts in this final maintenance rule,"
and that the industry and the public
were given dear notice 'and the
opportunity to comment on such
considerations throughout this
maintenance rulemaking process. The
final rule that has resulted from this
careful deliberation willprovide the
regulatory framework that all
Commissioners agree this agency must
have in order to ensure the continuing
effectiveness of maintenance efforts at
nuclear power plants, while at the same
time providing licensees broad latitude

in how they fashion their individual "

maintenance programs.
'ommlssfonerRemich's Separute Comments

I respectfully differ with my co)hegues
inasmuch as I do not believe that there! s a
demonstrated need for a rule in light of
sfgnificant improvements Iiimaintenance
programs resulting from Agency attention
end licensee initiatives. The Commission
indicates in its dechion to promulgate thh
rule that"' 'he Comudsston is sattsfied
that the industry has been generally
successful tn bringing about substantial
improvement In maintenance programs."
Substantial improvements and favorable
results are the goals that the Commission
should strive for in its regulatory activities by
utilizing the most effective regulatory tools
for accomplishing those goals. As I argue
below. I em not convinced that ln this case a
rule is the most effective regulatory tool for
accomplhhing those goals. Further, I differ
Inasmuch as I strongly believe that this nde
should not be hsued as a final rule. Although
the rule is a concept worthy of discussion. it
should not have been rushed out but should
have been issued for the benefit of public
comment

The Commhslon approved criteria to be
used in determining when industry progress
tn the area of maintenance would be
suffident to obviate a need for ndemsking
(SECY memorandum from S. Chilk to I.
Taylor. dated May Ã, 1990). The staff
performed a detailed evaluation of industry
progress and conduded that the criteria had
been satisfied (SECY-O1-110, Staff

'valuationand Recommendation on
Maintenance Rutemaktng). Based upon its
conclusions, the staff recommended that the
Commission not proceed with a maintenance
ndemaktiig. The ACRS agreed with the staffs
recommendsttens. In generaL I agree with the
bases for the staffs condustonL Therefore, I
approved the staffs recommendation in
SECY-91-110 not to proceed with
maintenance ndemaktiig, but instead to issue
a final policy statement on maintenance of
nudesr power plants. I also approved the
staffs recommendatlon to remove the
maintenance escalation factor and revise the
enforcement policy supplement of10 CFR
part 2, appendix C to include a spedfic
maintenance.related example.

Further, I agree with the steifs conduston
that the Indusuy document, INPO 90-00tt
"Maintenance Programs in the Nudear Power
Industry," delineates the necessaiy elements
of effective maintenance programs.'I1ie
industry's commitment to monitor the
progress ofmaintenance Implementation
using the performance objectives of INPO 90-
008, and the staffs intention to assess
industry performance and report to the ~

Commission after four years with an interim
report after two years, are sufficient in my
view to assure that there willbe no
beckstidtng of the level of industry
performance of maintenance.

iiigeneral. I support a regulatory approach
which stimulates licensees'nd Industry's
tidttatlves, encourages innovation, permits
self inanegement and produces positive
results, under agency monitoring. In contrast
lo prescriptive, processwrtentcd regulations

which require rote adherence, stille .
Iidtiattves end depend on punitive
enforcement actions for compliance. There
appears to b'e a near-unanimous consensus

. that the agency and the industry have
stimulated initiatives which have produced
positive results, an outcome not necessarily
assured even by result-oriented rulcmaking.

I agree with the view that routine use of lhs
staffs inaintensnce inspection approach.
utilizing the Maintenance Team Inspection
(MTI)Criteria proposed in conjunction with
the revised policy statement could ultimately
lead to essentially the same prescriptive
result as a processwrtented rule. In the
interest of ensuring that the responsibility for
bnprovtng. sustetutng and verifying adequate
maintenance perfonnance (using industry's
standerd document INPO 90-008) remained
with the iiidustiy, I believe that the
Conuntsston shou)d have directed the staff to
develop an approach to its routine
inspections which would have concentrated
on tnspectlng for the effective results of
maintenance programs rather than inspecting

. the detaih of the process. The MTIapproach
would then have been reserved for use as
diagnostic inspection tool in those special

'ases where there was a perceived
maintenance problem. In my approach. the
staff s proposed final policy statement on
maintenance would have been revised to
Indude these future activities.

I agree with the view that ith important for
this agency to have a regutatoiy framework
in place that willprovide a mechanhm for
evaluating the overall continuing
effectiveness of the maintenance programs,
particularly as the plants continue to age. I
believe that a revised final policy statement,
together with the development of results-
oriented inspection programs, would have
provided an effective regulatory framework
for such ~valuation. I believe that the
perfonuance-based rule that the majority of

'he Commission has approved has some
innovative features, and may be particularly
appropriate for monitoring the effectiveness
of maintenance programs for the advanced
reactors. However, I do not agree with the
view that the proposed nde in no way
interferes with the process-reieted activities
which the licensee comruunity, to tts
considerable credit, has undertaken
voluntarily. It msy be argued that ficensees
willnot have to change their ixaintenance
programs to meet the provisions of the nde as
it is written. Nevertheless the focus of the
NRC's attention on bnplementation of a new
rule almost always carries with it the strong
potent!el for impact'on the

licensees'nitiativesand programs and thus an inhetent
disincentive to not tiuiovate or parttctpate in
new initiatives.

One way of determining the potential
Impact of this nde would have been to issue
it for public comiiient. I think thet issuing the
proposal for public comment would be good
policy, and consistent with the Commission's
Principles of Good Regulation. which state
that ail available facts and opinions be
sought openly from licensees and

other'nterestedmembers of the public. To rush a
final rulemaklng package that contains some
fundamental changes from the direction the
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Commission has taken over the past several
years, without seeking all available facts and
opinions, is likely to lead to implementation
problems that the Commission mey not be
aware ofnow..

The final rule represents a ~Ignificant
departure from the proposed rule. The
proposed rule Issued In 1988 focussed on
what the Federal Register notice for the
proposed rule called "maintenance practices"
and "the adoption of common maintenance
standards"-In a word, "processes", or
"systems" of maintenance (53 FR 47524). The

l notice stated that 'egulation [of
maintenance) by outcomes rather than
processes" would be the subject of "follow-
o'n rulemektng" (Id.). The final rule, however,
Is focussed on outcomes end thereby seems
to have concluded the "foll~a
rulemeking" before it was begun. Although
the proposed rule contained monitoring and,
trending components, they were only a few ~

among seventeen maintenance activities
covered by the proposed rule (see the
proposed 50.65(b)), and so cI early w ere In no
way Intended as a surrogate for a process-
oriented rule. However, monitoring is the.
focus of the finel rule. The significant shifts in
the focus of the rute and In the role of
monitoring in the rule deserved pubfic
comment.

The notice of the proposed rule Invite
responses to questions on monitoring, but the
questions were confined largely to the Issue
of what spectfic measures might be used to
assess the effectiveness of a natntenince
program (see 53 FR 47525). Not addressed In
the notice were certain matters which are
crucial to the final rule. These include, for
exemple, the final rute's requirement to
monitor against IIcens~stablished goals"
which are commensurate with safety". Also;
5 5L55(b) of the final rule defines the
structures, systems, and components (SSCs)
to be Included in the scope ofmaintenance
monitoring programL This definitton is both
similar to and ditferent from the definition of
SSCs important to ficense renewal ln part 54,
a final rule which the Commission affirmed
along with the final rule on maintenance.
Public comment might have addressed
whether the differences between the
definmons of SSCs in these two

'aintenance-relatedrules are justified or will
present Interpretation and Implementation
problemL

IfI were convinced that a rule was needed
to produce positive results, I could support
the majority s rule as a proposed rule,
provided that 1 could see how the staif wouM
Implement the nde through the development
of regulatory guMes and inspection modules,
and provided that the public was given an
opportunity to comment before promulgation
of a final rule. But I ein not convinced that a
rule is needed to produce positive results.,
The staff has shown that we'e seeing
substantial positive results of the Industry's
maintenance program Initiatives, and the
staffs findings have been verified in my
discussions withRegional staff and Resident
inspectors. Therefore, I have concluded that
the Commission should not change tts
direction now and that there is no need to
promulgate a maintenance regulst ton which
could be counterproductive to further ~ .

maintenance program devdopment snd
innovation. I fear that licensees willhalt
further development of their "maintenance
Initiatives to await the development of the
regulatory guidance to implement the rule,
and that licensees wlIIrefrain from

arttcipating in future safety Initiatives
ecause they will Interpret this Commission

action as a significant retreat from Its goals of
achieving a stable regulatory environment.
The development of an industry maintenance
program standard, the industry's commitment
to self. assessment against that standard,
INPO's evaluation of maintenance progress
against the objectives of the standard. NRC
Inspection programs which would
concentrate on effective results, and the
NRC's existing enforcement authority are
adequate to ensure proper mahtenance
without a new rule.

I would stress, however, the fmportance of
the Commission's continuing to monitor the
Industry's'rogress in this area. Apolicy
statement would be a suitable approach for
continuing the Comndssion's necessary
emphasis on maintenance. and at the same
time e0owtng for continuing improvement in
maintenance through Qexibility. diversity and
Innovation in the Industry's programs. "

Finding of No Significant Environmental
Impact hvat)ability

The Commission has deteradaed that,
under the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, as emended, ead the
Commhsioa's regulations ia subpart A
of 10 CFR part 61. this rule is aot a mejor
Federal action stgtdficeatly effecting the
quality of the human environment aad .
therefore an eavtroaateatel impact
statement is aot required..

Since this action is directed toward
maintaining the level ofmaintenance
effectiveness of existiag plant SSCs to
miaimhe the likelihood of failures aad
events caused by the lack of effective
maintenance and does aot require any
modificetioa of the plant, it willaot
adversely effect the quality of the
human environment.

The environmental assessment eatI
finding ofao stydficaat impact on,
.which this determiaetloa is based are
available for inspection at the NRC
Public Document Room, 2120 L Street-
NW., Lower Leve), Washington, DC.

Single copies of the eavtroamentet
assessment aad finding ofao stydficsat
impact are aveGeble from Robert Riggs.-
Office ofNuclear Regulatory Researcb,
Telephone: (301) 492-3732. US. Nuclear
Regule tory Commission. Washington,
DC 20555.

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement
This final rule amends Information

collecttoa requirements that are subject
to the Peperwork Reduction Act of1980
(44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). The information
requirements willbe submitted by the
NRC to the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) for review and approvat

of tbe iaformatioa requirements before
they wtQ become effective. Notice of
NRC submission of the information
collection requirements to OMB, aad
issuance of the required OMB epprovai,
willbe published by the NRC ia the
Federal Register.

Regulatory Analysis
A

The Commission has prepared a
regulatory analysts on this fmai
regulettoa. The analysis examines the
costa aad benefits of the alternatives
considered by the Commission. The
analysis h evat)able for inspection ia
the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L
St NW Wesbiagtoa, DC. Single copies
of tbe analysis mey be obtained from
Robert Rtggs, US. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington. DC 20555,
(301) 492i-3732.

Regulatory FtexibfiityCertHicattoa

In accordance with the Regulatory
Ftextbttt ty Act of1980. 5 US.C. 605(b),
the Commhstoa hereby certifies that
tlds regutntioa does aot bave e
significant ecoatxatc impact oa a
substantial, number of amati entities.
This regulettoa affects licensees that
owa and operate nuclear utilixetioa
facilities ttceased under sections 103
ead104 of the Atoadc Energy Act of
1954, as amended. These licensees do
aot fall within the defiat ttoa of small
business set forth in section 3 of the
SmeH Business Act. 15 U.S.C. 632, or
within the Small Business She
Standards set forth in 13 CFR pert 121.

Beckftt haalysis
Pursuant to10CFR60.109(e)(2), tbe

'

Commission hes prepared the following
backfit analysis for the maintenance
rule. The Commission has determined, .

on the bash of this analysis, that
beckfittiag of the requirements ia the
maintenance rule willprovide a
substenthl increase ia the level of
rotectioa of public health ead safety
eyond that currently provided by the

Commission's regulations, end that the
costs of implementing the rule are
justified ia view of this increased
pro tectioa..

'Ice maintenance rule requires
licensees to monitor the. effectiveness of
maintenance activities for certain
structures, systems ead components
based upon ttcenseewstabtished goals
for performance or condt ting and take
corrective action where necessary (the
requirements of the maintenence rule
are set forth in greeter detail in the
discussioa below which addresses tbe
nine factors of 10 CFR 50.109(c)).

It Is the Commission's judgement that
maintenance, end in particular the goal-
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setting, monitorin and corrective achna
activities required by the maintenance
tule, provide a substantial Increase in
the safety ofnuc)ear yower gant
operation. This judgement fs based on
the direct impact of mahtenance on the
reliabilityand operabilityof nudear
power plant safety 'systems, and its
effect on the other plant struchues.
systems and components that are
important tn the protection of the public
health and safety and common defense
and security.

The Commission's Judgement that
effective maintenance Is an Important ~

contributor to safety Is confirmed by
studies ofmaintenance practices for
domest)c nuc)ear power pIants. LKRs,
composite data from the Comm)ss)on's
Systematic Assessment of l)censee
Perfonnance (SALP), and the
Commission's inspections at domestic
nuclear power p)ants, as well as studies
ofmaintenance practices at foreign
nuclear power planta. the mflitary. and
the aerospace Industry. %he Commission
first began focusing on maintenance as a
tesult of its observat)on that plant
performance, as reflected in such
indicators as the munber of
unantic)pated scrams, was not
improving In the early 1980s.'The
Commission had expected that as newly
licensed power plants gained operating
experience and toolr. advantage of
lessons learned and other information
distributed throughout the industry,
problems in plant operation would
gradually decrease to a relatively low
level To understand why Industry
performance was not improving as
expected, the Commission perfmmed an
assessment ofmaintenance at domestic
nuclear power plants in NUREG-1212
"Status ofMaintenance in the Nuclear
Power Industry." The study found that
in 1985, maintenance safety problems
were evident to varying degrees across
the U.S. nuc)ear Industry. Wide
variat)ons were found in maintenance
practices and ell'ectiveness, and a
significant proportion of operational
problems was found to be attributable
to improper or inadequate maintenance.
This finding was confirmed by an
industry study ofmaintenance
conducted about the same time. This
industry study, which was performed by
NUMARCWorking Group 4. was
discussed by the Wor'king Group
Chairman during the July 1988 Public
Workshop on the Maintenance
Rulemaking (NUREG/CP-0099. Pp. 121-
1,31). The industry study found that 38%
ofthe root causes of650 sign)ficant
events examined were maintenance
relatecL

To obtain a broader pecapective on
maintenance, the Cominission
performed a survey end assessment of
main'tenance pract)ces in other countries
and Industries to Identify varying
approaches to maintenance and to
de teanine ifthere was any linkage
between safety and effective
maintenance. Specifically, t)ie aim of the
study (NUREG-1333) was to:

~ Review various regulatnry
approaches and determine their
applicability to the mahtenaxxe
rulemaking. and

~ Determine fore)gn and donmrtic
maintenance practices that contribute
significantly to effective maintenance.

The study covered japanese, French,
and German (FRG) aine)ear maintenance
reguhit)ons and practices; the Federal
AviationAdm)n)strat)nn'a tegulatory
approach tn the maIntenance ofU.S.
commerc)a1 a)renig and the
maintenance prngrlns nf the GS. Navy

, and AirForce. The results of the study
were used in formu)at)ng the Proposed
ru)e. These stndies confirm the
Commission's vtevv that good
maintenance Is cone)ated withh)gh
reliablityand sn)n)niixa5on ofplant
transienta and therefore with nuc)ear
power reactor safety.

An additional ccmoern of the
Commission Is the need to assure
effective maintenance at nuclear power
reactnrs th'roughout the terms of the)r
operating Bcenses (and any renewed
operating licenses). While the current
performance of the nuclear power
industry in the area ofmaIntenance is
acceptable and improving in the
aggregate, the NRC Staffs Maintenance
Team Inspections indicate that there are
still common weaknesses in discrete
areas of maintenance et nuclear power
p)ants. Thus, whi)e the Commission
acknow)edges the Increased emphasis
by licensees on maintenance and
significant improvement in performance
ofmaintenance programs in the
aggregate, additional attention Is
warranted. Morenver, in the absence of
a rule, there is no assurance that
licensees would not relax their
commitment to effective maintenance
practices in the futura In this regard. the
Commission notes that no licensee has
made a fonna) docketed commitment to
implement the Institute for Nuclear
Power Operations (INPO) perfonnance
objectives and criteria on maintenance
(INPO 90-008). By adopting a
maintenance rule nnw, the Commission
willhave a regulatory basis for
preventing licensee "backs))ding" in the
area of maintenance.

The absence of Commission
maintenance requirements covering a

broad scope nf strnctures. systems and
cninponents a)so tepiesents a safety
concern because of the potential
adverse effect on the abilityof the
Commission to take time)y and effective
tegu)atozy action against licensees with
poor tnaintenance practices. It is true
that there are a number of existing
Commission requirements that are
directly,or Indirect)y relevant to
maintenance, Inc)uding10 CFR
6LS4(a)(3)(i); 50M(a)p); 50M(b)(6) (i),
(ii),(hi) and (ivt; 50.34(b)(9); SKS4(I)(1)
(i), (ii).and (iii);$034(g);SL34a(c):
50.36(a); 5036(c) (2), (3), (5) and P);
M.36a(a)(1); 5|L49(b); 5CL55a(g); part 50,
appendix A, Criteria 1,13, 16, 21,32, 36,
37, CL 43, 45. 46, 52<53; part 50, appendix
B. However, these requirements do not
app)y mifonn)y to aH "safety)ated"
structuies, systems and components,
sad on)y occasionally apply to
structures, systems and components
which ccndd adverse)y affect the
functioning of safety-related structures,
systems and components. Any attempt
on the part ofthe NRC to take regs)atory
action against a hcensee with
&adequate or poor)y-Imp)emimted
maintenancx. must be pursued na an
Individua)ixecL case-by~as
consideration of the adequacy of that
l)censee's maintenance practices and
their effect on safety. This regu) story
approach is costly in terms of agency
resonrcea It a)sn risks the possibility
that the NRC willbe unable to take
t)me)y enforcement action In the event
of a finding ofhuidequate licensee
performance in maintenance, By
contrast. t)mely

regulatory

action could
easily be taken ifa licensee were found
not to be implementing specific actions
required by a rule which addresses
maintenance. In sum, the Comm)ssion
concludes that aubstant)a) safety
benefits are to be achieved from
adopting the fina) ma)ntenance rule.

The Commission also conc)udes that
the costs of implementing the
maintenance rule at all nuclear power
plants are justified in view of the safety
benefits identified above. A regulatory
analysis has been prepared to assist the
Commission in determining the benefits
and costs of implementing the
maintenance rule through a quantitative
approach. However, the quantitative
estimates in the regulatory analysis
have proved to contain varying degrees
of uncertainty. Depending upon the
specific assumptions used in the
analysis, a broad range of va)ues Is
possible for the estimated risk reducbon
attributable to the maintenance ru)e (the
uncertainties and their effect on the
overall risk reduction and value/impact
ratios are discussed in arrester detail in
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the regulatory analysis). Because of
these uncertainties, the Commission has
considered qualitative safety
considerations and benefits. Thus, the
regulatory analysis'uantitative
estimates comprise a component of, but
are not the primary factor with respect
to the Commission's conclusions on the
safety benefits and costs attributable to
the final maintenance rule.

The regulatory analysis estimates that
implementation'of the final maintenance
rule could result in a point estimate of
52,000 person-rems avoided. with an
upper bound of 72,000 and a lower,
bound of 7,300 person-rema. The net
costs associated with implementation of
the maintenance rule are estimated to
entail a point estimate of44 million
dollars, with an upper bound of2100
milliondollars in cost savings and a
lower bound of1500 milliondollars. The
resulting value/Impact ratio is a point
estimate of 1200 person-rema/million

'ollars.

Furthermore, the regulatory analysis
,
for the maintenance rule also contains
some conservatisms which the
Commission believes underestimates the
costwffectiveness of the final
maintenance rule. In the regulatory
analysis. it was assumed that the core-
damage frequency and forced outage
downtime reductions associated with
the resultswriented rule would be the
same as those for a process~riented
rule. However, the Commission believes
that the results-oriented approach, by
focusing to a greater extent on
equipment performance, would be more'ikely to achieve additional reductions
in core damage frequency and forced
outage downtime. The regulatory
analysis also assumed that licensees
under the final resultswrlented rule
would incur most of the costs of
implementing programmatic elements
similar in scope to those contained in
the 1988 proposed maintenance rule in
addition to the costs of im'plementing the
results-oriented elements which were
drawn from the proposed maintenance
rule and incorporated into the final rule.
The Commission projects that because
the results-oriented rule Is not a
prescriptive programmatic rule,

, Bcensees willachieve some cost savings
'ecause they willhave flexibilityin

determining the manner in which to
improve the programmatic elements of
their maintenance programs.
Accordingly. the Commission projects
that the costs for the performance-based
final maintenance rule willbe somewhat
smaller than that assumed in the
regulatory ariatysis.

In view of the safety benefits
discussed above. the Commission judges

that the costs of implementing the
maintenance rule are justified.

~ The Commission recognizes that
regulatory action in the area of
maintenance should not be overly
prescriptive, but rather be carefully
directed to ensuring that unnecessary
activities are not required, in view of the
large degree of uncertainty in
quantifying the costs and benefits of the
maintenance rule. Accordingly, the final
maintenance rule is carefully tailored to
eliminate prescriptive programmatic,
procedural and organizational
requirements. Rather, the final
maintenance rule represents a

results-'riented

approach to assuring that
maintenance is effectively conducted at
nuclear power reactors. The licensee is
r'esponsible for establishing goals for
structure, system and coinponent
performance or conditions, and the
licensee is free to determine the
monitoring method, the need for
corrective action, and the nature of that
action. Furthermore, the maintenance
rule contains a provision (5 50.65(a)(2))
whereby licensees may forego
monitoring. The Commission believes
that the final maintenance rule provides
the necessary flexibilityfor licensees to
tailor their maintenance programs to
their specific plant design and
configuration, organizational structure,
and personnel, thereby permit ting
compliance with the maintenance rule in
the most costwffecttve manner. The
Commission is confident that the
regulatory goal ofmaintaining safety
has been achieved in the most
reasonable and cost~ffictent manner
and is consistent with the public
interest.

For the reasons set forth above, the
Commission concludes that, the
maintenance rule willresult in a level of
safety beyond that currently provided
by the Commission's regulations and
that is a substantial increase in the
over'all protection of the public health
and safety, and that the net costs of the
rule are justified in view of this
increased level of safety.

The nine factors listed in 10 CFR
. 50.109(c) are discussed below.

1. Statement of the specific objectives
that the backfit is designed to achieve.

The purpose of the maintenance rule
is to maintain the effectiveness of
maintenance at operating nuclear power
reactors, thereby maintaining the level
of safety at operating nuclear power
reactors.

2. General description of the activity
required by the licensee or applicant in
order to complete the backfit.

Under 5 50.65(a)(1) of the maintenance
rule, licensees willbe required to: (I)

Establish goals for the performance or
condition of certain structures, systems
and components to assure that they will
meet their intended function, (ii) monitor
these structures. systems and
components to determine whether the
Iicenseewstablished goals have been

. met. and (iii) take appropriate corrective
action ifthe goals are not met. These
goals are to be established by taking
Into account industry-wide operating
experience. Monitoring is not required.
however, where the

licensee'emonstratesthat preventive
maintenance is sufficient to assure that
the structures, systems and components
willremain capable ofperforming their
intended functions. See $ 50.65(a)(2).
Licensees willbe required to evaluate
the effectiveness of their goal-setting,

. monitoring and corrective action
activities on at least an annual basis,
taking into account industry-wide
operating experience, and adjust their
programs where necessary to ensure
that failure prevention is balanced
against unavailability of structures.
systems and components. See
$ 50.65(a)(3). In tiddltton. when
performing monitoring and preventive
maintenance activities, an assessment
of the total plant equipment outwf-
service should be taken into account to
determine the overall effect on
performance ofsafety functions. See
g 50.65(a)(3). The structures, systems
and components which are subject to
the goal-setting, monitoring, and
corrective action requirements of the
rule are those which are safety-related,
and certain non.safety related systems,
structures and components as defined in
5 50.65(b).

3. Potential change in the risk to the
public from the accidental offsite release
of radioactive material.

According to the Regulatory Analysis
for the maintenance rule. a point
estimate of the potential risk reduction
to the public is approxLnately 52,000
person-rem. with an upper bound of
72,000 person-rem and a lower bound of
7,300 person-rem. The bases of these
projections are provided in the
discussion in the Regulatory Analysis.
However, as suggested by the range
between the upper and lower bounds of
risk reduction to the public, the
estimates possess a certain relatively
high degree of uncertainty. One factor
contributing to this uncertainty, and
which tends to suggest that the values
for the resutts~riented final rule are
conservative, Is that the core damage
reduction frequency (CDF) end forced
outage downtime reductions associated
with the results-oriented rule are
assumed to be the same as the process-
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oriented rule. However. It is beBemd
that the results-onented ru)e, by
focusing on equipment performance,
would be more likely to achieve
additional reductions in CDF and forced
outage downtime.

4. Potential impact on radiological
exposure of facility employees.

The goal-setting, monitoring. and
availability evaluation requirements of
the maintenance rule are not likelyto
result in any significant change. either
positive or negative, in occupational
exposureL imp)ementation of cortective
actions. as required by 5 50.65(a)(1) of
the maintenance ride can affect
coHective occupational exposures both
positively and negatively. Increases in
maintenance activity due to expanded
preventive maintenance or more
aggressive corrective maintenance (to
reduce backlogs. forexample) willtend
to 'increase exposure. while productivity
increases and reductions in the amount
of rework willtend to reduce exposures.
The net effect of these positive and

.negative trends Is believed to be
beneficial but small compared to the
other costs and benefits of Improved
maintenance. Because of the uncertainty
in this projection and the relatively
sniaH magnitude of the reduoed
exposures, the cost+enefit analysis of
the Regulatory Analysis does not

. account for any changes in occupational
exposures.

5. Installation and continuing costs
associated with backfit. including the
cost of facilitydowntime or the cost of
construction delay.

The Regulatory Analysis for the
maintenance rule discusses the costs to
the industry and the NRC associated
with the maintenance rule. The
maintenance rule does not require any
change in the design or construction of
any nuclear power plant. Nor does the
rule apply to activities associated with .
the planning, design, and Installation of
plant modifications. Therefore. there
willbe no Instanation, downtime, or
construction costs associated with.the
rule.

Rather, the maintenance rule will
require licensees to establish goals for
the performance or condition ofcertain
structures, systems and components,
monitor the performance or condition of
those structures. systems and
components, and implement corrective
action ifthe licensee-established goals
are not met. It also requires an annual
evaluation ofmonitoring, goal-
establishment and corrective action
activities to take into account industry-
wide operating experience and to make
adjustments where necessary to balance
failure reduction against structure.
system, and component unavailability..

For HD operating reactors, she estimated
net cost. associated with implenientation
of this rule ts $44 million.This estimate
breaks down as foHows:

ISSISMSMCM eel SCMSMff
eeeef ISCISCSIMIII eee l!I IIICIMMS

ih asabsity
Onatta taaaaisi and @ewer replacement

'Total @dusty cost

The above cost Figures are point
estimates with a relatively large degree
of uncertainty. The cost estimates, in
parentheses represent cost savings.

6. The potential safety Impact of
changes 'in plant or operational
complexity. including the relationship to
proposed and ex|sthg regulatory,
requirements.

As discussed above, the maintenance
rule does not require any design
modifications. Therefore, safety impacts
attributable to changes in plant design
are not assumed to result from the
maintenance rul e. Mth regard to
changes in operational complexity,
mahtenanceis often considered a part
of operations. The maintenance rule
requires hcensees'o establish goals for
the performance or condition ofcertain
structurea. systems end components,
monitor the performance or condition fof
those structures, systems and
components. and Implement corrective
action ifthe licensee-established goals
are not met. It also requires an annual
evaluation of monitoring, goal-
establishment and corrective action
activitieL In addition, in performing
monitoring and maintenance activities,
the overall effect of equipment out-of-
service pn the performance ofsafety
functions must be assessed. These
maintenance activities should provide a
significant enhancement in safety by
contributing to reduced operational
complexity as a result of fewer
maintenance reworks, fewer unplanned
transients, and higher reliability of
safety-signilicant SSCs, thus reducing
the need for operator actions in
response to events.'lbus, operational
complexity is not likely to be adversely
affected.

There are a number of existing
Commission requirements directly or
indirectly relevant to maintenance.
including 55 50.34[a)(3)[i); 50.34(a)(7);
50.34(b)(6) (i), [ii), (iii)and (iv);
50.34(b)(9); 50.34(f)(1) (i), (ii).and (iii);
50.34(g); 5034a(c); 50e36(a); 50.36(c)(2),
(3). (5) and p): 50.30a(a)(1); 50.49(b);

50ma(g); yat1ZO. appendix A,criteria1.
13, 18,21.32,38. K',~03,45. 4L'52.53:
part 50, appendix B. Licensees must
contmue to comply with these
requirements. However, 10 CFR 50.65
should provide added assurance that
these requirements willbe complied
with. No duplication of requirements is
Intended.

Z. The estianatad resource burden on
the NRC associated wtth the backfit and
the availabHity ofsuch resources.

The estimated resource burden to the
NRC associated with the maintenance
rule can be divided into two elements:
(a] Development ofa regulatory guide
on maintenance effectiveness
monitoring ($800AXN); and (b) inspection
and enforcement to Censure compliance
with the rale (assumed to be naghgible
over and above existing inspection
efforts.)
. Mbth zegard to enfoteement. 1be "

maintenanoe rule does not require .

licensees to submit theh mamtenanca
program to the NRC for review and
approvaL end no agency resources have
been included fn the cost estimates for
this activity. NRC does not expect to
allocate any additional resources for
inspections as a result of this rnle.

S. The potential impact ofdifference
in faciitty type. design. or age an the
relevancy and practicality of the backfit.

The maintenance Tule establishes
genetic requirements that are apphcable
to aII types of facilities and designs
regardless of their age. These
requirements (and therefore the cost of
complying with these requ/rements) are
essentially the same regardless of the
type or design of the facility.

9. Whether the backfit is interim or
final and. ifinterim. the justification for

'imposing the backfit on an interim basis.
The maintenance ale is a final

requirement. Licensees willhave up to
five years follmringpublication of the
final rule in the Federal Register to be in
compliance with the requirements of the
rule.

List of Subjects in i0 CFR Part 59

Administrative practice and
procedure, Antitrust, Classified
information, Fire prevention,
Intetgovernmental relations. Nuclear
power plants and reactors. Radiation
protection, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements.

In consideration of the foregoing, the
Nuclear Regula tory Commission amends
part 50 of title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations as set forth.
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PART 50—DOMESTIC LICENSING OF
PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION
FACILITIES

1. The authority citation for part 50 is
revised to read as follows:

Authority:Secs. 102, 103, 104, 105, 181. 182,
183, 186, 189. 88 Stat. 936, 937, 938. 948, 9$3,
954, 955, 956. as amended. sec. 234. 83 Stat.
1244, as amended (42 U.S.C.213? 2133,2134,
2135, 2201, 2232, 2233, 2238, 2239, 2282): secs.
201, as amended, 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1242, as
amended, 1244, 1246 (42 U.S.C. 5841 ~ 5842.
$846).

Sectfon 50,7 also issued under Pub. L95-
601, sec. 10. 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.G 5851).
Sectfon 50.10 also issued under secs. 101, 185.
88 Stet. 936, 955, as amended [42 U.S.C. 2131,
2235), sec. 102, Pub. L91-190, 83 Stat 853 (42
U.S.G 4332). Sections $0.13, 50.54(ddl, and
$0.103 also issued under sec. 108. 88 Stat. 939,
as amended (42 U.S.C. 2138). Sections $0M.
50.3$ ,5055, and 50.58 also fssuedunder sec.
185, 68 Stat. 9$ 5 (42 U.S.G 2235). Sectfons
50~, 50.55a ~ and Appendix Q also issued
under sec. 102. Pub. L91-190. 83 Slat. 853 (42
US.G 4332). Sections 50.34 and 50.54 also

'ssued under sec.204, 88 Stat 1245 (42 US.G
5844). Sectfons 50.58. 50.91. and 50.92 also
issued under Pub. L97-415, 98 Stat. 2073 (42
US.C. 2239). Section 50.78 also issued under
sec. 122. 68 Stat. 939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections
50.80-50.81 also Issued under sec. 184, 68 Stat.
954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). Appendix F
also faaued under sec. 187, 68 Stet 95$ (42
U.S.G 2237).

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 9$8. as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2273); 55 50.48 (a) and
(b),50M(c) are fisued under sec.181b, 68
Stat. 948, as amended (42 US.G 2201(b)l;
55 50.7(a), 50.10 (a)-{c)~ 50M (a) and (e), 50.44
(a)-{c), 50.48 [a) and [b). 50.47[b), 50.48 (a),
(c), (d), end (e),5049[a), 50.54[a) (I), (l)[1)~ (1)-
(n), (p), (q), (l), (v). and (y), 50M(f). 50.55a (a),
(c)-(e), (g), and (h), 5059(c), 50.80{a), 50.62{b),
$0.64[b). 50.65, and $0.80 (a) and (b) are
issued under sec.161f, 68 Stat. 949, as
amended (42 US.G 2201 (i)); and 55 50.49 (d),
(h), and (I), 50.54 (w), (x), (bb), (cc), end (dd),
50$ $[e), 50$ 9[b), 50.61 lb), 50.62(b), 50.70(a),
$0.71 (a}-(c) ead (e), 50.72(a), 50.73 (a) and
(b), 50.14. 50.18, and 5050 are issued under
sec. 181(o), 88 Stat. 9$0, as amended (42
US.G 2201[a)).

2 Anew 5 50.65 fs added to read as
follows:

$ 50.65 Requirements for monftorfntf the
effectfveness ot maintenance at nuclear
power ptants.

(a) (1) Each holder ofan operating
license under $ 5 $0.21(b) or 50.22 shall
monitor the performance or condition of
structures. systems. or components.
against licensee-established goals, in a
manner sufficient to provide reasonable
assurance that such structures. systems,
and components, as defined in
paragraph (b), are capable of fulfilling
their intended functions. Such goals
shall be established commensurate with
safety and, where practical, take into
account fndustty-wide operating

" experience. When the performance or
, condition of a structure, system, or
component does not meet established
goals, appropriate corrective action
shall be taken,

(2) Monitoring as specified in
paragraph (a)(1) of this section is not
required where it has been
demonstrated that the performance or
condition of a structure, system, or

„, component is being effectively
controlled through the performance of

'ppropriate preventive mahtenance,
such'that the structure, system, or
component remains capable of
performing its intended function,

(3) Performance and condition
monitoring activities and associated
goals and preventive maintenance
activities shall be evaluated at least

'nnually,taking into account, where
practlcaL fndustry-wide operating
experience. Adjustments shall be made
where necessary to ensure that the
objective of preventing fa0ures of
structures, systems, and components
through maintenance fs appropriately
balanced against the objective of
mfnfmfxfngunavailability of structures,
systems, and components due to
monitoring or preventive maintenance.
In performing monitoring and preventive
maintenance activities, an assessment
of th'e total plant equipment that fs out
of service should be taken into account
to determine the overall effect on
performance ofsafety functions.

(b) The scope of the monitoring
program specified in paragraph (a)(1) of
this section shall include safety related
and nonsafety related structures,
systems, and components, as follows:

(1) Safety related structures, systems,
or components that are relied upon to
remain functional during and following
design basis events to ensure the
integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, the capability to shut down
the reactor and mafntain it fn 8'safe
shutdown condition, and the capability
to prevent or mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in
potential offsite exposure comparable to
the 10 CFR part 100 guidelines.

(2) Nonsafety related structures,
systems, or components:

(I) That are relied upon to mitigate
accidents or transients or are used in
plant emergency opera ting procedures
(EOPs); or

(ii)Whose failure could
prevent'afety-relatedstructures, systems, and

components from fulfillingtheir safety-
related function; or

(ili)Whose failure could cause a
reactor scram or actuation of a safety-
related system.

(c) The requirements of this section
shall be implemented by each licensee
no later than July 10,1998.

Dated at Rockvffle, Maryland, this 28th day
of June, 1991 ~

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Samuel J. Chilk,
Secretory ofthe Commission.

[FR Doc. 91-18322 Filed 7~1; 8:45 am]
autNo coos rse04~

I t No. 90-CE-73-AD; Amdt. 39-7054;
AO91 4-13) .

Alrwo lness Directives; Beech 33, 35,
ttnd 38 ries Airplanes

AOENCV: deral Aviation
Adminlstr ion (FAA),DOT.
AOTfON:Fln rule.

SUMMARY: s amendment adopts a
new airwortlu ess directive (AD) that is
applfcable to c rtafn Beech 33, 35, and
36 series afrpla es. This action requfres
initialand rape tive inspections for
cracks fn the front carry-through
frame structure d repair or
reinforcement iff und cracked. Reports
indicate that seve I of the affected
airplanes have de loped cracks in this
structure. The acti s specified by this
AD are intended to revent structural
damage to the wing at could progress
to the point of fail
DATES: Effective Au st 12, 1991. The
incorporation by refe nce of certain

regulatfons is
of the Federal

1991.

e Bulletin No.
~ that fs

be obtained
orporation.
sas 67201-

also be

publications lfsted in e

approved by theDire or
Register as ofAugust
ADDREssEs: Beech Se c
2360, dated November
discussed in this AD ma
from the Beech Aircraft
P.O. Box 8$ . Wichita, Ka
008$ . This information m
examined at the FAA, Ce al Region,
Office of the Assistant Chi f CounseL
room 1558, 601 E 12th Stre, Kansas
City, Missour 64108.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION NTACT:
Mr. Larry Engler, Aerospace ineer,
Wichita Afrcraft Certificatio Office,
1801 Airport Road, room 100, id-
Continent Airport, Wichita, Ka sas
67209; Telephone (316) 94

SUPPtXMENTARY tNFORMATlON:
proposal to amend part 39 of the ederal
Aviation Regulations to include a AD
that fs applicable to certain Beech 3, 35,
and 38 series airplanes was publish d in

PARTMENTOF TRANSPORTATION

F eral Aviation AdmMsttatlon

14 R Part 39
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F FURTHER INFORMATIONCONTACT:
Dia Hinckley. Assistant Chief
Inspec, Immigration and
Naturali ion Service, 425 I Street.
NW., room 23, Washington, DC 20536,
telephone n er (202) 514-2725.

Dated: July 2, 199

Cene McNary,
Commissioner, Immigrotio nd
¹torolizotion Service.

(FR Doc. 91-16345 Filed 7-&41; 8. am)
eiLLNO coos 4lr0 %HI

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 50

RIN 315~000

MonitorinIIthe Effectiveness of
lJlalntenance at Nudear Power Plants

AOENcv: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
ACYIONIFinal rule.

'UMIsARYIThe Commission is amending
its regulations to require commercial
nuclear power plant licensees to monilor
the effectiveness of maintenance ~

activities for safety signlficant plant
'quipmentin order to minimize the

likelihood of failures and events caused
by the lack of effective maintenance.
The Commission believes that, to
inaintain safety. it is necessary to
monitor the effectiveness of
maintenance. and take timely and
appropriate corrective action, where
necessary. to ensure the continuing
effectiveness of maintenance for the
lifetime ofnudear power plants.
particularly as plants age, The final rule
requires that licensees monitor the
performance or condition of certain
structures, systems and components
(SSCs) against Hcenseewstabltshed
goals in a manner suFicient to provide
reasonable assurance that those SSCs .
willbe capable of performing their
intended functions. Such monitoring
would take into account industry-wide
operating experience. Where monitoring
proves unnecessary, licensees would be
permitted the option of relying upon an
appropriate preventive maintenance
program. Licensees willbe required to
evaluate the overall effectiveness of
their maintenance programs on at least
an annual bash. again taking Into
account industry-wide operating
experience. and adjust their programs ~

where necessary to ensure that the
prevention of failures is appropriately
balanced with the minimization of
unavailability of SSCs. Finally, in
performing monitoring and maintenance

activities which require taking
equipment out of service, licensees
should assess the total plant equipmen
that is out of service and determine the
overall effect on the performance of
safety functions.
EFFECTIVE DATE:The final rule will
become effective.) uly 10, 1996. Howe ve
the information collection requirement
contained in 10 CFR 50.65 are not
effective until the NRC publishes the
Office of Management and Budget .
(OMB) dearance in the Federal Registe
FOR FURTHER INFORLlATIONCONTACT:
Robert Riggs, Office of Nudear
Regulatory Research. U.S. Nudear
Regulatory Commission. Washington.
DC 20555, (301) 492-3732.
SUPF1XMENTARY INFORNATIOIC

Background
On March 23, 1968 (53 FR 9430), the

Commission pubHshed a final Policy
Statement on Maintenance ofNuclear
Power Plants. In the Policy Statement,
the Commission stated that it expected
to publish a notice ofproposed
rulemaking and provided the general
framework for the proposed rule. On
November 28, 1988 (53 FR 47822). the
Commission published a notice of
proposed ruiemaking to require
commercial nuclear power plant
licensees to implement a maintenance
program to reduce the likelihood of
failures and events caused by the lack
of effective maintenance. In support of
this rule. the Commission pubHshed a
draft regulatory gu'ide on maintenance
on August 17, 1989 (54 FR 33988) for
public comment. On December 8. 1989.
the Commission issued a'revised policy
statement on maintenance (54 FR 50611
that stated the Commission's intention
to hold rulemaking in abeyance for 18
months while it monitored industry
initiatives and improvements and to
assess the need for rulemaking in the
inaintenance area at the end of the 18
month period.

On April13,1990, in response to a
Commission request. the staff forwards
the following four proposed criteria to
be used in determining the need for
maintenance rulemaking:

Criterion 1—Licensees have
effectively implemented an adequate
maintenance program or are committed
to and proceeding towards this goaL

Criterion 2—Licensees exhibit a
favorable trend In performance related
to maintenance.

Criterion 3-Licensees are committed
to the implementation ofa maintenance
performance standard acceptable to the
NRC.

Criterion 4-Licensees have in place
or are commit ted to an evaluation and the Backi't Analysis for this rule,

program for ensuring sustained
performance in the maintenance area.

t On May 25,1990, the Commission
approved these criteria and advised the
staff that additional factors which may
influence the Commission in
determining the need for maintenance

r. rulemaking were: (1) The ability to
s enforce maintenance programs or

standards; (2) the presence of a
strengthened commitment by the
industry to monitor equipment
performance to identify problematic
components, systems. and functions. to
conduct root cause analysis, to track
corrective actions, and to feedback
information into the maintenance
progranu and (3) provision of a
mechanism by which the NRC could
verify the effectiveness of the program.

On May 23. 1990, the Commission
dire'cted the staff to develop a second
proposed ru)e that would be reliability-
based. In addition, the Commission
directed the staff to develop two
procedural approaches for
Implementation of a rule. The first '

Implementation approach, which
allowed Hcensees to use an alternate
NRC approved maintenance standard,
was incorporated into both rules. The
second approach was to include
conceptual considerations for
appHcation of a maintenance rule only
to Hcensees exhibiting poor performance
in the maintenance area.

In SECY-91-220 de led April28, 2991.
the staff reported the results of the
staff's evaluation of the need for
maintenance rulemaking. The evaluation
was based upon an assessment of
licensee progress against the four

) Commission-approved criteria and the
additional factors identified by the
Commission. The staff also presented
for Commission consideration options
and recommendations pertaining to: (1)
The Issuance ofa final policy statement:
(2) the Issuance of a final "process-
oriented" rule and accompanying
regulatory guide, based upon the

d November 2988 proposed rule, the
August 1989 draft regulatory guide,

and'ublic

comments received on both the
- proposed rule and draff regulatory

guide; (3) the issuance of a proposed
"reliabilily.based" rule and
accompanying draft regulatory. guide; (4)
the appHcation of a maintenance rule
only to poor performers.

Need for a Rule .

The Commission's determination that
a maintenance rule'is needed rests first
on the condusion that proper
maintenance is essential to plant s'afety.
As discussed in the Regulatory Analysis
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.there is a clear Hnk between effective
maintenance and safety as it relates to
such factors as number of transientsend
challenges to safety systems and the
associated need for operabiBty.
availability and reltability of safety
equipment. In addition, good
maintenance is also important in
providing assurance that failures of
other than safety-related SSCs that
could initiate or adversely affect a
transient or accident are minimized.
Minimizingchallenges to safety systems
is consisteil l with the Conlnlission s
defense-depth philosophy.
Maintenance is also important to ensure
that design assumptions and margins in
the original design basis are either
maintained or are not unacceptably
degraded. Therefore. nuclear power
plant maintenance is clearly important
in protecting the pubBc health and
safety.

The results of the Commission's
Maintenance Team hlspections (MIs)
indicated that licensees have adequate
maintenance programs and have
exhibited an improving trend in program

. implementation (Criterion 1). However,
some common maintenance-related
weaknesses were identiGed, such as
inadequate root cause analysis leading
to repetitive failures, lack of equipment
perfonnance trending. and the
consideration ofplant risk in the
prioritizatton. planning and scheduHng
of maintenance. In generaL as evidenced
by plant operational performance data
and the results ofNRC assessments, the
industry has exhibited a favorable trend
in maintenance perfonnance (Criterion
2).

With regard to Bcensee commitment
to an NRC-approved maintenance
performance standard (Criterion 3), the
indus~i, through NUMARC,expressed

„,.to the Commission its commitment. in
generaL to the goal of improving
performance in the area ofmaintenance.
The tndustly asserted that all Bcensees
are committed. by virtue of their
membership in the

industry-sponsored'nstitute

forNuclear Power Operations
(INPO), to meeting, or striving to meet,
the performance objectives contained in
INPO 90-008, "Maintenance Programs in
the Nuclear Power Industry." INPO 90-
008 ts primarily a compilation of
preexfsting objectives and crt teria
developed by INPO relating to
maintenance. These objectives and
criteria largely relate to maintenance
program content and programmatic
measures ofperformance. No written
commitments were received from
licensees and the industry-wide
commitment which was received was at
best indirect. Thc Commission beBeves

that a safGctcnt commitment by
licensees to a maintenance standard
approved by the NRC has not been
received.

With regard to Bcensees having tn
place or being committed to an
evaluation program for ensuring
sustained performance in the area of
maintenance (Criterion 4), the industry,
through NUMARC, indicated that all
licensees willperform a comprehensive
assessment of their maintenance
programs against the performance
objectives ofINPO SMOS. These one-
time assessments were to be conducted
over a four year period. Additionally,
periodic INPO evaluations which
include the maintenance area will
continue to be performetL However, the
Commission believes that the industry's
largely programmatic assessments and
evaluations of Bcensee maintenance
programs willnot'alone suEcc. Instead,
the CommLision believes that the
effectiveness ofmaintenance must be
assessed on an ongoing basis in a
manner which ensures that the desired
result'reasonable assurance that key
structures, systems, and components are
capable of performing their intended
function, is consistently achieved.
Further. there is a continuing need for
feedback of the results of such
assessments and to factor those risults
into programmatic requirements, where
assessment results indicate ineffective
maintenance.

Considering the above points. the
Commission is satisGed that the
industry has been generally successful
in bringing about substantial
improvement in maintenance programs.
Further, the improving trend established
over the past several years has
continued. However, the necessity for
ongoing resultswriented assessments of
maintenance effectiveness is indicated
by the fact that, despite stgntGcant
industry accomplishment in the areas of
maintenance program content and
implementation, plant events caused by
the degradation or failure ofplant
equipment continue to occur as a result
of instances of ineffective maintenance. "

Additionally, operational events have-
been exacerbated by orresulted from
plant equipment being anavailable due
to maintenance activities. Under
existing requirements and industry
maintenance initiatives, with relatively
few exceptions. the availabiBties of
safety stgnFicant structures, systems,
and components are not routinely
assessed. These events and
circumstances further attest to the need
for ongoing results-oriented assessment
ofmaintenance effectiveness since,
together with equipment reliabiBty,

equipment avaBabBtty is an important
measure ofmaintenance effectiveness.

Regarding the additional factors
considered by the Commission in
determining thc need for a maintenance
rule. the Commission believes that there
exists a need to broaden its capability tn
take timely enforcement action where
maintenance activities fail to provide
reasonable assurance that safety
signiilcant SSCs are capable of
performing their intended function. With
regard to the presence of a strengthened
industry commitment to: Monitor
equipment perfonnance to identify.
problematic components. systems and
functions; to conduct root cause
analysts: to track conective actions; and
to feedback information into
maintenance programs, the Commission
has determined, based upon the
weaknesses identiGed by the MTts and
the lack of suiGcient commitments by
licensees to a maintenance standard,
that additional regulatory attention to
these matters ts wananted. Concerning
the provision of a mechanism by which
the NRC could verify the etfectiveness
ofmaintenance programs, neither the
Commission nor the industry have been
able to develop overall performance
indicators which would readily provide
unambigaous indication of overall
maintenance effectiveness at any given
plant. Thus. the Commission's
consideration of these additional factors
also weighs in favor of promulgating a
rute that reqaires the monitoring and
assessment of maintenance
effectiveness. Additionally,
consideration of these factors leads the
Commission to conclude that it is
necessary for such a rale to tnchide
requirements for corrective action to
address instances of ineffective
maintenance, and feedback of the
results ofmonitoring and assessment
into Bcensee maintenance programs.

In consideration of the above, the
Commission has determined that a
regulatory framework must be put in
place which provides a mechanism for
evaluating the overall continuing
effectiveness of Bcensee maintenance
programs. particularly as the plants
continue to age. As noted previously,
areas directly related to this issue were
identified as common weaknesses
during the NRCs Maintenance Team
Inspections. These areas included
inadequate root cause analysis, lack of
equipment performance trending, and
lack ofconsideration of risk in the
priorttfzation, planning, and scheduling
ofmaintenance. The Commission
therefore concludes that a rule requiriag
that licensees monitor and assess the
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effectiveness of maintenance activities
is necessaiy.

ln addition to aH of the above
consideratfons, the Commission's
conclusion that a rule requiring that the
effectiveness ofmaintenance be
monitored is a)eo predicated on the fact
that the Commission's current
regulations, regulatory gu)dance, and
licensing practice do not clearly define
the Commission's expectations with
regard to ensuring the continued
effectiveness of maintenance programs
at nuc)ear power plantL The
Commission has many individualized
requirements relative to maintenance,
including SSCs in the balance of plant
{BOP), throughout the regulations. These
include 10 CFR 50&[a)[3){i);50.34'[a) {7);
50.34(b)[6) (i), [ii),(iii),and (iv);
50.34[b) [9): 50.34[)) [1) (i). (ii), and {iii):
50.34[g); 5034a[c); 50.36{a); 50.36(c) (2),
{3), (5). and (7); 50.36a{a)[1); 50.49(b);
50.55a{g); part 50, appendix A, criteria 1.
13,18,21.3? 38,37,40,43,45,48,52,53:
part 50, appendix B. More generaHy. 10
CFR 50.34(b) [6)(iv) requires licensees to
address their plans for the conduct of
"maintenance, eurveiHance, and
periodic testing of structures. systems,
and components." However, there is no
guidance on exactly what these "plans
for the conduct of maintenance" should
include with regard to the monitoring of
maintenance effectiveness.

The Commission's rules, guidance.
and practice also require clarification as
to what structures, systems, and
components should be subject to
maintenance requirements. Although
4 50.34(b)(6)(iv) references mafntenance
for "structures. systems, and
components" without further ~

qualification, the guidance in Regulatory
Guide 1,70, "Standard Format and
Content of Safety Analysfs Reports for
Nuc)ear Power P)ants-LWR Edition,"
(Revision 3, November 1978) fs silent on
the scope ofSSCs that the maintenance
program should cover (eee Regulatory
Guide1.70. section 23.52). Regu)atoiy
Guide 1.70 also refers to Regulatory
Guide 1.33. "Quality Assurance Program
Requirements (Operat) on)." Regulatory
Guide 1.33, which implements portions
of 10 CFR part 50, appendix B, indicates
in appendix A that "maintenance that
can affect the performance of safety-
related equipment should be properly
preplanned and performed in
accordance withwritten procedures

The sample listing of
maintenance operations requiring
procedures also h limited to safety-
related equipment. Regulatory Guide
W'0 also endorses industry standards
for nuclear power p)arit operations that
are limited to maintenance or

modifications "which may affect the
functioning of safety-related structures,
systems, or components ' '." The
Commission has previously interpreted
its rules and guidance as requiring
licensees to address the safety aspects
of certain SSCs in the BOP. For example.
10 CFR 50.34(g) requires applicants for
licenses after 1982 to evaluate their
facilityagainst the Standard Review
Plan (SRP), NUREG-0800. The SRP
requires licensees to evaluate a number
of SSCs in the BOP [this is further
discussed in the Cominission's response
to Question 7 in the summary of public
comments).

Requirements and guidance for
monitoring maintenance effectiveness
and for taking corrective action when
maintenance is ineffective should
enhance the Commission's capability to
take timely and effective action against
licensees with inadequate or poorly
conducted maintenance in order to
ensure prompt resumption of effective
maintenance activities.

For these reasons, the Commission
concludes that a regu)ation that requires
aH nuclear power plant )icensees to
monitor the effectiveness of
maintenance activities is warranted.
The rule provides for continued
emphasis on the defense-in4epth
principle by including selected BOP
SSCs, integrates risk consideration into
the maintenance process, provides an
enhanced regula'tory basis for inspection
and enforcement of BOP maintenance-
related issues, and provides a
strengthened regulatory basis for
ensuring that the progress achieved to
date is sustained in the future.

Descriptio of Rule
The objective of the final rule is to

require the monitoring of the overaH
continuing effectiveness of licensee
maintenance programs to ensure that:
(1) Safety related and certain non-safety
re)ated structures. systems, and
components are capable ofperforming
their intended functions; and (2) fornon-
safety re)ated equipment. failures will
not occur which prevent the fu)f)Hment
of safety-related functions, and failures
resulting in scrams and unnecessary
actuations of safety related systems are
minimized. AH references to the rule are
to the new 5 50.65.

Two approaches, which are
prescribed in paragraphs (a)(1) and
(a)(2) of the rule, are provided for
assuring inaintenance effectiveness,

The intention of paragraph (a)(1) of
the rule fs that the licensee establish a
monitoring regime which is sufficient fn
scope to provide reasonable assurance
that (1) intended safety. accident

'itigation and transient mitigation

functions of the structures, systems. and.
components (SSCs) described in
paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)[2)[i) can be
performed: and (2) for the SSCs
described in paragraphs (b)(2)[ii)and
(b)(2)[iii)~ failures willnot occur which
prevent the fulfillmentof safety.relaied
functions. and failures resulting in
scrams and unnecessary actuations of
safety related systems are minimized.
Where failures are likely to cause loss of
an intended function. monitoring should
be predictive in nature. providing early
warning of degradation. Monitoring
activities for specific SSCs can be
performance oriented (such as the
monitoring of reliability and
availability), condition-oriented
(parameter trending), or both. The
results of monitoring are required to be
evaluated against the lfcensee-
established goals. Goals should be
established commensurate with an
SSC's safety significance. Where
available, the assumptions in and
results of probabHfstic risk assessments
(PRAs) or individual plant examinations
(IPEs) should be considered when
establishing goals. The licensee is
encouraged to consider analytical
techniques. such as system
unavailability modeling studies. which
may be useful fn developing goals:
however, such analyses are not
required.

The purpose of paragraph (a)[2) of the
rule is to provide an alternate approach
for those SSCs where it is not necessary
to establish the monitoring regime
required by (a)(1). For example. this
provision might be used where an SSC,
without preventive maintenance, has
inherently high reliability and
avai)ability (eg„e)ectrica) cabling) or
where the preventive maintenance
necessary to achieve high reliability
does not itself contribute significantly to
unavailability [eg., moisture drainage
from an air system accumulator). The
licensee is encouraged to consider the
use of reliability-based methods for

'eva)opingthe preventive maintenance
programs covered under this section of
the rule; however, the use of such
methods is not required,

The purposes of paragraph (a)(3) of
the rule are two-fold: (1) This provision
requires that SSC performance or
condition goals, performance or
conditfon monitoring, and preventive
maintenance activities implemented
pursuant to paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2)
be evaluated in Hght of SSC reliabilities
and availabilitfes. ln the case of SSCs
treated under paragraph (a)(1),
adjustments are to be made to goals,
monitoring, or preventive maintenance
requirements where equipment
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performance or condition have not met
established goals. Conversely, at any
time the licensee may eliminate
monitoring activities initiated in
response lo problematic equipment
performance or industry experience
once the root cause of the problem has
been corrected or the adequacy of
equipment performance has been
confirmed. In the case of SSCs treated
under paragraph (a)(2). adjustment of
pn.ventive maintenance requirements
may be warranted where SSC
availability is judged to be
unacceptable. SSCs treated under
paragraph (a)(2) which experience one
or more maintenance-preventable
failures, should become subject to the
requirements of (a)(1) (eee discussion
below) or, where this is not feasib)e.
may require other remedial action, such
as modification or replacement.

(2) This provisfon provides that the
p)arming and scheduling of maintenance
should consider the cumu)ative impact
of all equipment simultaneously out of
service on plant safety.

A regulatory guide providing an
acceptable methodology for
implementing this rule willbe developed
by the NRC staff and issued for public
comment. To permit ample opportunity
for licensees to comply with the five
year implementation schedule specified
in the rule, the regulatory guide is
expected to be available in final form
two years from the date this rule is
promulgated.

AdditionalGuidance

Scope ofMonitoring
It is not the intent of the Commission

to require a monitoring program so
extensive that it detracts from

licensees'bility

to otherwise maintain equipment.
The extent of monitoring may vary from
system to system depending upon
system fmportance to plant risk Some
monitoring at the component level may
be necessary, however, it ie envisioned
that much of the monitoring cou)d be
done at the system or train functional
leveL For example, for less risk-
sfgnificant systems, indicators of system
reliability (where sufficient performance
data exist) and availability may be all
that fs necessary. Some parameter
trending, beyond that already required
by NRC requfrements to provide early
warning of degradation, may also be
necessary for critical components whose
unavaflabflfty causes a system train to
be unavailable or whose failure ie
otherwise unacceptable. Rather than
monitoring the many SSCs which could
cause plant scrams, the licensee may
choose to establish a performance
indicator for unplanned automatfc

scrams and, where scrams due to
equipment failures have been
problematic or where such scrams are
anticipated. choose to monitor those
initiators most likely to cause scrams.

It is not intended that this monitoring
requirement duplicate activities
currently being conducted. such as
technical specification surveillance
testing, which could be fntegrated with,
and provide the basis for, the requisite
level of monitoring. Consistent with the
underlying purposes of the rule,
maximum flexibilityshould be offered to
licensees in establishing and modifying
their monitoring activities.

Reliability and Availabilityof SSCe
Subject to Either Paragraph (a)(1) or
(a)(2)

SSCs which are treated under
paragraph (a)(1) may have formally
established reliabilityand availability
goals against which they are explicitly
monitored, where goals of this nature-
are appropriate. In addition, and
regardless of the nature of the
monitoring and goals established to
satisfy paragraph (a)(1), reliabilityand
availability over the longer term must be
assessed periodically pursuant to the
requirements of paragraph (a)(3), as part
of the evaluation of goals. monitoring
requirements, and preventive
maintenance requirements.

The reliabilityand availability of
SSCs which are treated under paragraph
{a){2)are required to be considered
under the requirements of paragraph
(a)(3), as part of the periodic assessment
of preventive maintenance
requirements.

Paragraph (a)(2) Is Not Intended To Be
Used To Justify Continuing the Status
Quo, Where the Status Quo Is Not
Effective in Ensuring Acceptable Levels
ofAvailabilityand Re)fabf)ity

Under the tenne ofparagraph (a)(2),
preventive maintenance must be-
demonstrated to be effectfve in
contro)ling the performance or condition
of an SSC such that the SSC remains
capable ofperforming fts fntended
function. Hence, it is expected that,
where one or more maintenance-
preventable failures occur on SSCs
treated under this paragraph, the
effectiveness of preventive m'aintenance
is no longer demonstrated. As a result,
the SSC would be required to be treated
under the requirements of paragraph
(a)(1) until such time ae a performance
history is established to demonstrate
that reliabilityand availability are once
again effectively controlled by an
established preventive maintenance
regimen. Once such a demonstration has
beenmade, it would be acceptable to

return to treating the SSC under
paragraph (a)(2).

Paragraph (a)(3)—Assessing the
Cumulative Impact of Out-of.Service
Equipment on Performance of Safety
Functions-Use of PRA

Assessing the cumulative impact of
out-of service equipment on the
performance of safety functions. as
called for under paragraph (a) {3), is
intended to ensure that the plant is not
placed fn risk.significant configura tions.
These assessments do not necessarily
require that a quantitative assessment of
ptobabf)istfc risk be performed. The
level of sophistication with which such
assessments are performed is expected
to vary, based upon the circumstances
involved. The assessments may range
anywhere from simple deterministic
judgments to the use of an on-line living
PRA. It is to be expected that, over time,
assessments of this type willbe refined
based upon technological improvement
end experience.

Derivation af the Final Rule

The final rule is comprised of a subset
of the aspects of the proposed
maintenance rule and fts associated
draft regulatory guide, which were
issued for public comment on November
10, 1988, and on August 1'7, 1989,
respectively. The final rule inc)udes on)y
those aspects that are "results-
oriented", including those addressing
establfshment of goals, monitoring and
assessment of maintenance
effectiveness, feedback and corrective
actions, and, in a more )fmfted manner.
predfctive and preventive maintenance.
These aspects were detai)ed in
Regulatory Positfons C3, C5, and C.6 of
the draft regulatory guide and were the
subject of considerable public comment
in response to Questions 3. 9, 10. and 11

posed by the Commfssion when it issued
the proposed maintenance rule. These
comments are addressed in the
summary of public comments
accompanying the final rule. Details of
the derivation are discussed below.

Establishment ofGoals and Monitoring

Section 50.65(a)(1) requires the
monitoring of performance or condition
of structures, systems, and components
(SSCe) against )fcenseewetab)ished
goals. These requirements were drawn
from the requirements of the proposed
rule, in 4$ 50.65(c) (1) and (2), and
elements (b) (1)(iii), (5), (10), and (17).
The statement of considerations (SOC)
for the proposed rule also discussed the
process of establishing goals, .

monitoring, and taking appropriate
corrective action, see 53 FR 47825.
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Comments on approprfate methods of
monitoring. the need for, form of, snd
possible kinds of effectiveness criteria.
and the use of perfonnance indicators
for component rehability and
maintenance performance were
requested. see questions 9 and 10, 53 FR
47825. Comments an criteria and
quantitative goa)s were also requested
in the Fsdsrs) Register notice
accompanying the pub))cat)on of the
draft regulatory guide. sea 54 FR 33983.
The draft regulatory guide discussed
goal setting and monitoring in sections
G1.1, ~ CX2. G4&4. CS~ ~
G5.2.4, and GL

Consideration af industry-wide
operating experience under )) SL65(a)(1)
as well as 5'$165(a)(3) of the fina) rule
were anUcfpated by: (1) The proposed
rule's dhcussion ofa draft NUREG
report which surveyed maintenance
pracUces, 53 FR 4/824. (2) a
recommendation ln the SOC concerning
use oE the NPRDS,id., and (3) QussUons
10 and 11 of the SOC, 53 FR 47825. It
was also a)luded to in section G5.2.3 of
the regulatory guide, and discussed in
section G3*
Corrective Action

The final rule's requirements that
corrective acUon be taken in respanse to
the results ofmonitoring, and that at
least an armual evatuation of the
monitoring, goal estab)fs)uncut and
conecUve action activities were
presaged by the proposed rule's
requirement in 5 50.65(c)(2) for
assessment the effects~ass of the
maintenance program and maldng
appropriate improvements, Element
(1)(if) of the proposed rule, and the
regulatory gufde's dfscussfon on the
functiamng of the maintenance process,
eg.. sections G1. G12 and C.1.4, C3.2.
C.4, G5.1, and GB.

Pre verrtive Maintenance .,
Preventive maintenance, which fs

endorsed by 5 50.85(a)(2) of the final
rule, was one of the elements of the
proposed rule, see 53 FR 47828, Element
1(ii).The regulatory guide addressed
preventive (also referred to as
"proactive") maintenance in sections
G2 and G4.6.1.

Scope ofSSCs Subject ta Maintenance
The scope oE SSCs subject to the finsl

maintenance rule fnc)udes safety-related
SSCs, and certahi "non-safety" SSCs in
the BOP which meet one or more of four
specific criteria See final ru)e,
5 50.65(b). The matter of scope was
addressed fn the proposed ru)o, which
suggested that cl) SSCs in a nuc)aar

ower plant, including those in the
a)ance of plant (BOP) wars to be

subject to the proposed ru)e's
maintenance requirements. See
proposed rule. 0 50.6$ (b). The regu)story
guide indicated that the ru)s app)iss "ta
all parts of the plant that cau)d
significant)y impact safe operation and
security, including the BOP'. See
Sections B C.1. Comments on scope of
SSCs were solicited in the SOC Eor the
proposed ru)e at Question 7 (53 FR at
47823), and in the proposed regulatory
guide at Question 2 (see 54 FR 33983).

As shown by the above, a0 of the
significant provisions of the final ru)e
were presaged in the pro posed rale and
in the proposed regulatory guide. The
fina) rule fs not a significant departure
from NRC proposals offered forpublic
comment except that. as noted. the final
rule is a subset of those proposals. Since
all of the elements of the final ru)e were
the subject ofextensive pub)ic comment,
there ia no need to publish the find rule
as a proposed ru)e for still more
comment. As noted, there wi)l be further
comment on the ru)e's fmp)ementfng
guidance. Clear)y, given the period
allowed for fmp)ementaUan, there can
be adjustments made to the rule before
it becomes efFective should further
developments so require.

Industry I'ragnzms
The Commission encourages fndustry

initiatives and responsibility for
problem identification and resolution.
Several guidelines exist fn the industry
(e.g., INPO 90-006, "Maintenance
Programs fn the Nuc)ear Power
Industry," Institute'of Nuclear Power
Operations) that are directed toward
providing performance objectives and
criteria for effecUve maintenance
programs. With regard to the
programmatic aspects oE maintenance.
the Commission encourages the industry
to continue the development and
improvement of such guidelines and to
standardize recommendaUons and
guidance for plant maintenance
programs. In acknowledgement of the
generally satisfactory state of
maintenance programs, the final rule
provides great flexibilityfor the industry
to continue developing, fmproving and
implementing recommendations and
guidance concerning maintenance
programs. The Commission encourages
such activities, especially as they
support fmprovements in the eva)usthm
ofmaintenance program effectiveness.

Imp/ementation and Compliance
The focus of the rule ls on the resul ts

achieved through maintenance and. fn
this regard, it is not the fntent of the rule
that existing licensees necessarily
develop new maintenance programs.
However, because the Maintenance

Team Inspections fdenUfied weaknesses
in some licensees'iafnteuance
programs. it fs expected that each
licensee wBl assess fts program and
take appropriate action lo fraprove those
areas where weaknesses were
identified. The ru)e has a five year
implementation schedu)e with
supporting regu) atory guide
dave)opment and promu)gation expected
wilhin the first two years. This schedule
allows three years far )icensee
deve)opment beyond the time that final
guidance is expected to be available.
Implementation and compliance with
the rule fs achieved through SSC
performance ar conditfon monitoring
against appropriate ))can~stab) ished
goals or, as an a)tematfve, though the
conduct of preventive maintenance that
has been demonstrated to be effective.
Where the performance or condition of
SSCs is determined to be unacceptab)e,
corrective action fs required.
Addftfonefly,compliance fs achieved
through the periodic assessment af
monitoring, goals, and preventive
maintenance activities to ensure that the
objective ofminfmhing SSC failures is
being met, consistent with the objective
of minimizing SSC unavai)abifity due to
monitoring and preventive maintenance.

Sunnnary of Pub)fc Comments

The comment period for the proposed
rule closed February 27. 1989. snd for
the draft regulatory guide October 17.
1989. Thirty-five comments an the
proposed rule were received during the
officialcomment period and fifty-seven
were filed after the comment period
closed. Thirty-six comments were
received on the regulatory guide. All
comment letters were considered in
formulation of the fina) ru)e. Comment
letters were also considered in arriving
at the Commission's decisions to revise
the accompanying regulatory guide to
reflect the final rule's narrowed focus on
results, to provide an opportunity for
public comment on the revised
regu)story guide, and to issue final
guidance well in advance of the date
specified for rule fmp)ementalion.

Of the 92 comments on the proposed
rule, 67 were filed by utilities, 11 by
industry groups and trade associations.
4 by individuals, 3 by vendors. 3 by
public interest groups, 2 by Federal
Agencies. and: 2 by state groups/
indfviduals. Of the 38 comments on the
regulatory guide. 22 were filed by
utililfes. S by industry and professional
groups. 1 by State, 5 by corporations, 2 .

by individuals. and 1 by a vendor. The
Commission fs appreciative of the tiine
and effort expended by those who
submitted comments. Maintenance fs a
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matter of considerable priority and
importance, and the views expressed in
the comments have been very helpful to
the Commission in its deliberation.
Many comments came from individual
licensees, but most supported the
comments prepared by the Nuclear
Management Resource Council
(NUMARC).

In summary, most of the commenters
on the proposed rule stated that there
was no need for a separate rule on
maintenance for nuclear power plants
because (1) the NRC already has
regulatory authority and methods in
place to provide an overview of
maintenance program capability to
ensure adequate protection of the public
health and safety, (2) there has been no
demonstration that the rule willincrease
public safety and it may actually
decrease safety by diver ting industry
efforts away from maintenance to
support activities directed toward
demonstrating compliance, (3) good
maintenance assessment indicators
already exist for both industry and the
NRC, such as the Institute of Nuclear
Power Operations (INPO) performance
indicators. Systematic Assessment of
Licensee Performance (SALP) reviews,
the NRC Maintenance Inspection
Program, and Licensee Event Reports
(LER's), and (4) the industry already has
maintenance initiatives under way and.
as a whole, the industry is improving in
the maintenance area.

Many commenters considered the-
proposed rule unbounded in scope
because there are no limits established
for the BOP. They were concerned that,
with such a broad and undefined scope,
the industry cannot assess the impact of
the proposed rule. Therefore, it was
suggested that, at the very least, the
final rule should be postponed until
Issuance of the regulatory guide,

NUMARCand most utilities
commented that, without measures of
effectiveness stated in the proposed
rule. they did not know what
requirements or expectations would be
needed to implement the proposed rule
and determine regulatory compliance.
There was concern that effectiveness, as
specified in the proposed 10 CFR
5065(c), is a qualitative matter and
subject to different interpretation by
both licensees and the NRC. There was
also concern that the lack of crJteria
describing adequate programs places a
burden on the industry and public to
assess what is needed for the broad
subject area defined in the proposed
rule by the NRC and that the proposed
rule establishes requirements for
specific program elements (10 CFR
50.65(b)) that are not defined. Most

'commenters felt that a prescribed set of
maintenance performance indicators
(MPJs) cannot be used as the sole basis
for evaluating the effectiveness of a
maintenance program.

NUMARCbelieves that the existing
regulations do not establish
requirements similar to the proposed
rule. especially with regard to BOP
equipment. Therefore. licensees willbe
forced to modify their maintenance
programs to satisfy new requirements.
which means the standards ofa backfit
analysis (10 CFR 50.109) apply.

NUMARCfurther stated that the
"adequate protection" standard of10
CFR 50.109[a)[4) does not apply with
regard to implementing the proposed
rule. They feel that this was not

'upportedby data provided in the
proposed rule or the accompanying
regulatory analysis. They felt that the
public risk reduction data used in the
regulatory analysis was outdated, that
recent data by both the Industry and the
NRC should be used to evaluate public
risk reduction, and that the increased
costs associated with implementation
were grossly underestimated.

NUMARCfurther believes that
industry objectives and programs are
consistent with the NRC expectations
stated in the March 19S8 Policy
Statement on Maintenance of Nuclear
Power Plants. NUMARCbelieves that
increased emphasis has been placed on
maintenance, improvements in
performance and reliabilityhave been
achieved, and therefore the
promulgation of a rule is now
unnecessary and unjustiTied. They
believe that the NRC should take action
against the few poor maintenance
performers, rather than promulgate a
rule across the whole industry.

Two individuals, three public interest
groups, and two State representatives
were supportive of a maintenance rule
but were not necessarily Jn total
agreement with the way the rule was
formulated or how it should be
implemented. They believed that
nuclear power plant maintenance
directly effects the health, safety, and
economic well-being of the public and
that nuclear facilities not properly
maintained willbe unsafe and
uneconomical, even with the best
design. construction, and operation.
They believe that improper
maintenance, even of components not
previously associated with safety, can
have adverse safety consequences.
Furthermore, they believe that the
superior perfonnance ofnuclear power
plants in other countries is attributed to
their maintenance program. One State
representative believes that the

maintenance standard should be
published initiallyas a guide and not as
a rule that utilities should have the
prerogative to organize in the most
resource-effective manner their
approach to meeting the key
components of the standard. The
Commission could then evaluate
experience under the regulatory guide to
determine whether a rule is required.
One individual was against a rule
because the industry has a good safety
record and the rule would be costly and
an unnecessary burden on the industry.

~ The comments on the regulatory guide
raised many of the same issues as, those
comments associated with the proposed
rule. In general the issues addressed
were the level of detail in the regulatory
guide; the scope of structures. systems,
and components covered by the guide;
the criteria to be used to determine ifa
maintenance program is effective: the
use ofquantitative goals for determining
satisfactory level ofperformance for
plant maintenance programs; the
quantitative measures for such goals;
the usefulness of NPRDS data for
assessing effectiveness of plant
maintenance programs; the usefulness of
PRAs for plant maintenance programs;
the timeliness ofcorrective actions: the
definitJon of maintenance: the
documentation of the technical basis of
a maintenance program; and the extent
of root cause analysis and feedback

These comments on the proposed rule
were either repeated or expanded in the
commenters'esponses to the 12
questions posed by the Commission in
the Statement of Considerations for the
proposed maintenance rule. These
questions are listed below; and each
response contains a synopsis of the
public comment and the Commission
response for that particular question.
Where appropriate, the responses reflect
the revisions to the final version of the
maintenance rule. The responses also
Include consideration of the public
comments received on the draft
regulatory guide.

1. Is it appropriate for the nuclear
power industry to develop a
Maintenance Standard and, ifso, would
the industry develop such a
Maintenance Standard?

Comments-Most commenters feel .
that another maintenance standard is
not needed. They believe that the
guidelines developed by INPO provide
the basic framework of a standard and
could be expanded to accommodate
NRC requirements. The Policy
Statement on Maintenance, existing
industry standards. and the INPO
Guidelines for the Conduct of
Maintenance at NucJear Power Plants
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contain the informaUon needed to
ensure effecUve maintenance programs.
Ifa standard is to be developed. all
utilities prefer a standard developed by
industry rather than by NRC with INPO
or NUMARCtaking the leaL One
citizen's group stated that the NRC, not
the industry, should develop the
maintenance standard. No commitment
was received during the comment period
to develop a maintenance standard.

Response —The Conunission
encouraged the industry to develop a
maintenance standard because the
Comnussion believed that the
development ofa standard wouM allow
maximum utilizaUori of current Inchstry
initiatives toward developing and
implemenUng effecUve maintenance
programs and that Bcensee parUcipaUon
in the development of the standard
would provide addiUonal incentive and
responsibility for improving plant
maintenance programs. In addition. the
Commission believed that the effort
would benefl t from industry's expertise
in this area and that itwould be more
Bkely that the maintenance practices
from plants with good maintenance
programs would become part of the
industryMveloped maintenance
standanL

On AprilK, 1990, NUMARC
submitted INPO 90-008, 'Maintenance
Programs in the Nuclear Power
Industry," as the industry maintenance
staruhinL The Commission reviewed
this document and found that. with
minor modificaUon. it fanned a
comprehensive descripUon of the
necessary aUributes of a maintenance
program. In acknowledgement of this
document. the generally favoreble.
results of the NRC's Maintenance Team
Inspections regarding the adequacy of
licensees'aintenance programs, aad
the many other industry initiatives in
this area, the Commission revised the
rule to emphasize the effecUveness or
results ofmaintenance programs and de-
emphasize the programmatic aspects of
maintenance. Also, in acknowledgement
of the generally satisfactory state of
maintenance programs the Gnal rule
provides great flexibiBtyfor the industry
to continue developing. improving and
implementing recommendations and
guidance concerning maintenance
programs. The Commission encourages
such activities, especially as they
support improvements in the evaluaUon
of maintenance program effectiveness.
However, because the rule has been
modified to de~phasize programmatic
requirements ofmaintenance, the
Commission does not currently intend to
formally endorse an industry
maintenance program standard.

2. What level of detail shouM be
included ln the Maintenance Standard?

Commeats —NUMARCand the
utilities beBeve that any maintenance
guidelines or standard should provide a
general descripUon of the necessary
elements of a good maintenance
program, but the details for
implementation should be left to the
individual utility.The emphasis should
be on meeting the intent so as not to
force a utilityto change a weB-working
individual program solely for the
purpose of standardization across the
industry. Tba standard should have a
balance of flexibilityand specificity to
avoid vague criteria that will}cad to

'areas of varying interpretaUon aad
dispute. The current iadas try
performance objectives, criteria, and
guidelines developed by INPO allow the
flexibilityfor indivkiual utiBUes to meet
the intent of the guidelines by meetmg
the criteria directly or by other
appropriate means. One utilityfeels that
it would be counterproductive to
develop a minimum standard that could
potentially lower the level of
perfonnance for the entire industry
when only a few plants are experiencing
problems. Another utilitystated that a
new rule or regulatory guidance will
result in increased documentation.
decreased flexibilityto change and
adjust programs as conditions or
technology change, and decreased
incentive for the maintenance staff to
improve or enhance their mainteiuince
capabBity. This could lead to a
diversion of utilityresources from
safety-related activities and increase
costs with minimal benef ts.

The commenters generally feei that
any maintenance standard requiring an
analysis of all SSCs for function and
objective was practically unattainable
and would significantly divert technical
resources necessary for safe and
reliable operaUon of a nuclear plant,
with questionable benefit. Any
standards. guidelines. or criteria should
be tailored appropriately to the safety
significance of the equipment being
maintained and the function being
performed.

Response —As noted in tha
Commission response to Item 1. the final
rule has been modified to estabBsh a
framework for evaluating the
effectiveness ofmaintenance programs.
As such, the rule describes the basic
elements for measuring the effectiveness
of maintenance and taking appropriate
corrective acUon where maintenance is
found to be ineffective. These elements
include establishing goals. monitoring
and assessment against these goals.
feedback, and appropriate correcUve

t

action. The reydatory gaide wiB be
sevised to reflect the rule's nsnawer
focus on resul ts and maintenance
program effecUveness. and wiB describe
a means for meeting the requirements of
10 CFR 50.56 acceptable to the staff. The
rule and reguhitory guide combination
wiU provide a framework for evaluating
the continuing overall effectiveness of
maintenance, focusing on the objective
of an effective maintenance program.
while at the same time permitting
licensees broad discretion and
flexibiBty m the formulation and
implementaUoa of their individual

'aintenanceprograms.
The rule does not require a momtoring

program so broad in scope that it
detracts from a Bcensee's abiBty to
otherwise maintain its equipment. The
extent of monitoring may vary from
system to system, depending upoa
system importance to risk. Some

'monittxing at the component level may
be necessary; however, it is envisioned
that the majority ofmonitormg could be
done at the system or train functional
leveL This monitoring requirement is not
intended to duplicate activities currently
being conducted which coidd be
integrated with, and provide the basis
for. the requisite level of monitoring. The
Commission response to Question 7 has
further details on scope and level of
detaiL

3. Is two years a reasonable time to
develop and implement a standards

Comments —NUMARCand tbe
utilities feel that two years was enough
time to develop a standard depending
on the scope of the BOP SSCs and
components that need to be addressecL
They stated that the systematic
evaluation of all SSCs as described in
the proposed rule alone would require
more than two years. Most of the
industry agrees that it would take two
years to develop the standard and three
to five years to implement it. One
citizen's group feels that two years is
too long for developing and
implementing a standard: one year
would be more appropriate.

Response —During the time the
Commission held rulemaking in
abeyance, the industry developed and
submitted ISO 90-008 to the
Commission. The Commission also
developed a regulatory guide that
incorporated appropriate public
comments. Furthermore, the MTls found
that Bcensee maintenance programs .

have improved, and there are programs
for improving maintenance developed
by the industry. Therefore. the
Commission believes that two years
was ample time to develop eiid
implement a standard.
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The Conunission acknowledges that a
systematic evaluation of SSCs could
require as much as two or more years.
Consequently. the final ru)e has a live
year implementation schedule wh)ch
allows at least three years for these
evaluations beyond the time when final
guidance is expected to be available.

4. Is it appropriate for a designated
third party to cerUfy plant maintenance
prograins to comply with the
Maintenance Standard: ifso, wou)d an
organizaUon be willingto perform such
certificationT

Comments-Of the comments that
addressed th)s question, most stated
that it would be inappropriate for the
NRC to delegate certificathn
responsibiUty tn a third party. The
degree of opposition ranged from "not
necessary" to "vigorously opposed."
Most comments stated that third party
certification wou)d be unnecessary
because e'xisting measures that
accompUsh this functhn such as
maintenance inspections and INPO
evaluations, Some comments Indicatedi,
that LVPO could perform certificat)on
but not ifa rule existed since that wouM
place INPO h the position of a
regulator. One respondent clear)y stated
that INPO should not be allowed to
perform maintenance cert) ficatlons for
the NRC

Response —It was the Comm)ss)on's ~

intent to build upon hdustry initiat)ves
to encourage good maintenance
practices and common standards. A
certification process against a
maintenance standard by a third party
wis ra)sed as an opthn that would have
provided some degree of consistency
and independence without reUeving
NRC of its regulatory responsibiUty to
oversee the process.

Because a viable third party
certification process was not offered by
the industry, the Commission is no
longer pursuing th)s as an opt)on.

'dditionally. as noted in Question1.
because the rule has been modified to
dewmphas)ze programmatic
requirements of maintenance, the
Comm)ssion does not currently intend to
formally endorse an hdustry
maintenance program standard.

5. The Commission plans to issue by
November 1989. a regulatory guide
estab)!shing standards and criteria foz
determining what constitutes an
effective mahtenance program. This
regulatory guide Is being developed in
paraUel with the Qual rulemaking. The
Commission encourages the hdustry to
develop standards and acceptance
criteria. Ifan acceptable industry
standard is avafiable in th)s timeframe.
the Commission willconsider endorsing
the industry standard h the rcgu)atory

guide. An industry conuuitment to
develop a maintenance standard.
consistent with the Commission's
schedu)e to issue a final regu)story
guide by November 1989, would be
necessary during this public comment
period.

Comments —Most respondents believe
that issuance of a rule without public
comment on a regulatory guide was
inappropriate. Many feel that the most
important NRC document concerning
maintenance wiU be the regulatory
guide and not the maintenance rule.
Industry feels that the current standards
as embodied in publications such as
INPO 85-M8 are suffichnt and that a
rule and regulatory guide are
unnecessary. Several industry
respondents said that they would be
willingto participate with the NRC in
developing a standard but that the
November 1989 time constraint was
unrealistic. Several respondents
appeared to feel that the proper way to

. upgrade maintenance would be by first
developing a regu)atory guide and then a
rale ifuse of the guide indicated that.
such a rale vms needed. Ifthe current
industry standards were not enough.
most fee) that the NRC has the
responsibiUty to develop the regulatory,
guide, though the industry respondents
feel that they shou)d have input to such
a guide. INPO's posihon is that use of
INPO 85-038 as a basis for a regulatory
guide would be mappropriate.

Response —The Commission believes
that. by clearly putting forth a standard
for an effective maintenance program in
one document. guidance end stability
wou)d be provided to help ensure that
the maintenance programs of all
licensed plants achieve and maintain a
satisfactory level ofeffectiveness. The
Commission believes that the
development of a standard by industry
wou)d support industry's current
in)t)atives toward developing and
Imp)ementing effective maintenance
programs. and that utGity participation
in preparing a maintenance standard
would provide additional experience,
incentive, and responsibfiity for
improving plant maintenance programs.
The Commission was encouraged by
NUMARC's submittal of INPO 90-008 as
an industry maintenance standard. In
acknowledgement of this document, the
generafiy favorable results of the NRC's
Maintenance Team Inspections
regarding the adequacy of

Ucensees'aintenanceprograms. and the many
other industry Initiatives in this area. the
Commission revise the rule lo
emphasize the effectiveness or results of
maintenance programs and de-
emphasize the programmatic aspects of
maintenance. A)so. in acknowledgement

of the generaUy satisfactory state of
maintenance programs. the final rule
provides great Qexibility for the industry
to continue developing. improving and
implementing recommendations and
guidance concerning maintenance
programs. The Commission encourages
such activities, especia))y as they
support improvements in the evaluation
of maintenance program effectiveness.
However, because the ru)e has been
modified to dewmphas)ze programmatic
requirements of maintenance. the
Commission does not current)y intend to
formaUy endorse anhdustry

'aintenanceprogram standard.
The Commission does not agree with

commenters who suggested the issuance
of a regulatory guide without a ru)e. The
Commission desires to put forth
requirements for evaluating the
effectiveness ofmaintenance programs.
hc) udhg the issuance of imp)ementhg
guidance, to c)arify NRC regulatory
purview and to provide additional
enforceabiUty. The revised regu)atory
guide wiU refiect the narrower, resn)ts-
oriented focus of the rule. The details for
the conduct of activities supporting
maintenance wiUnot be specified and
should be developed by the Ucensee to
ensure the adequate performance of
plant equipment. Several guidelines
exist in the industry (e.g„ INPO 90-008
"Maintenance Programs in the Nuc)ear
Power Industry," Institute of Nuclear
Power Operations, and others sponsored
by ANS, ASME. and EPRI) directed
toward providing detailed
recommendations for the effective
conduct of maintenance activities. The
industry is encouraged to continue the
development and improvement of such
guidelines and to standardize
recommendations and guidance for
p)ant maintenance programs.

8. The Comm)ssion believes that the
proposed maintenance rule should be
considered under 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4) of
the backfit rule which wou)d exempt the
maintenance rule from backfit
requirements based on the precepts that
effective maintenance is necessary to
assure adequate public protection and
that the proposed rule codifies and
standardizes previously existing
Commission requirements, both explicit
and implicit. in plant techn)ca)
specifications, licensee safety analysis
reports. and 10 CFR part 50, appendix B.
The Commission requests public
comment concerning the need for a
backfit analysis for this rulemaking.

Comments —The nuc)ear industry
commenters uniformly believe that a
backfit analysis must be prepared for
the maintenance rule. The most
comprehensive responses were
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submitted by two nuclear industry
groups: The Nuclear UtilityBackfitting
and Reform Group (NUBARG), and
NUMARC.Many utilitycommenters
endorsed NUMARC's response or
repeated arguments made by NUMARC.
A law firm. Conner and Wetterhahn,
also provided substantial comments that
were generally consistent with those
from NUMARCand NUBARG. In
addition. a number of utilitycommenters
joined in NUBARG's comments. The
U.S. Department of Energy also agrees
with the industry on a need for a backfiit
analysis. Only one commenter, Nuclear
Information and Resource Service
(NIRS), supported the Commission's
position.

NUBARG contends that the
Commission "misapplied" the adequate
protection exemption in the backfiit rule
in four respects. First, NUBARG
asserted that the Commission prevented
the public from reasonably commenting
on the backfit issue by failing to specify
whether it was relying on 10 CFR
50.109(a)(4)(ii). which exempts from
analysis those rules that are "necessary
to ensure that (a) facilityprovides
adequate protection to the health and
safety of the public," or the provisions of
5 50.109(a)(4)(iii), which exempts those
rules that involve "defining or redefining
what level of protection to the public
health and safety or common defense
and security should be regarded as
adequate."

Next, after quoting from two passages
in the notice of proposed rulemaldng for
the maintenance rule that suggest that
the Commission is relying on both
5 50.109(a)(4) (ii) and (iii),NUBARG
appeared to contend that such reliance
is logically inconsistent. No reasoned
argument was presented by NUBARG in
support of its contention, nor did
NUBARG specifically criticize the
Commission's reliance on
5 50:J09(a)(4)(ii). Rather. NUBARG
focused on 4 50.109(a)(4)(iii), arguing
that the Commission's position that
effective maintenance is necessary for
adequate protection must logically rest
on the presumption that none of the
currently operating nuclear power plants
do provide adequate protection.

In any event. NUBARG also argued
that the Commission's decision not to
prepare a backfit analysis for the
maintenance rule represents an
unwarranted departure from the policies
underlying the backfit rule—an
"alarming retreat." Lastly, NUBARG
argued that the Commission's reliance
on the "adequate protection" exemption
of 5 50.109(a)(4) is in "logical conflict"
with the Commission's alternative
ground that the rule is justified on the

basis of the criteria contained in the
backfit rule.

NUMARC followed and expanded on
NUBARG's arguments. NUMARC

'sserted that a backfit analysis is
'ecessarysolely because the

maintenance rule would impose
substantial new requirements on
licensees and require the expenditure of
signiiicant resources by virtue of the
maintenance rule's expansion of
maintenance to the BOP. This argument
was echoed by several other utility
commenters. Next NUMARCattacked
the Commission's assertion that the
maintenance rule codifies and
standardizes previously existing
requirements by pointing out that the
rule would require maintenance for
SSCs in the BOP. NUMARCalso
followed the NUBARG reasoning that
any redefinition of the standard of
adequate protection to Include
maintenance must necessarily presume
and admit that "all U,S. nuclear power
plants are currently operating at a level
below the 'adequate protection'aseline
until they improve their maintenance
program."

Although NIRS agreed with the
Commission that a backfiit analysis need
not be prepared for the maintenance
rule, their agreement was partially .

couched on their position that the 10
CFR 50.109 is an invalid rule.

Response —The Commission has
determined to prepare a backfit analysis
for the final rule.

F. The Commission believes that the
inclusion of balance of plant (BOP)
equipment in the proposed maintenance
rule is necessary and proper. However,
the Co'nunission also recognizes that
some licensee maintenance programs, as
presently configured, apply to
structures, systems, and components
that are without question, irrelevant to
protection of public health and safety
from radiological hazards associated
with the operation of the nuclear power
plant. The Commission requests public
comment concerning what limitation, if
any, should be placed on the final
maintenance rule to provide some
licensee Qexibility in this regard.

Comments opposing including BOP
equipment are summarized as follows:
BOP equipment is outside the NRCs
jurisdiction: the statutory jurisdiction of
the NRC to regulate BOP components is
limited to those BOP structures, systems,
and comments that are related or
important to nuclear safety: the
economic impact of including nonsafety
BOP equipment would be staggering;
and the resulting improvement to safe
operation of the plant would be
disproportionate to the cost involved or

could divert resources that would be
more profitably spent on critical safety
systems and components. The proposed

'ule did not define BOP SSCs. thereby
not providing a meaningful opportunity'or public comment. NRC should
withdraw the proposed rule and develop
a definition and a list of typical BOP
SSCs that are related or important to
nuclear safety. BOP systems were not
built to the standards of safety-related
equipment and wiiinot be capable of
being maintained at the same level of
readiness. For example, the proposed
rule would require the proper
maintenance of a component that is not
required to be properly installed.
However. ifNRC proceeds with
rulemaking and ifBOP SSCs must be
considered, it should be on a graded
approach depending on a given BOP
system's potential impact on safety
functions. The utilitymust retain the
ability to determine the requirements
applicable to specific SSCs based on
safety, reliability, and economic
considerations. Instead of including all
BOP SSCs. the rule must focus on the
maintenance of functions whose failure
would threaten public health and safety.

Comments in favor of including BOP
SSCs are summarized as follows: The
maintenance rule should cover the
whole plant. Unplanned reactor trips
often originate in BOP systems.
Furthermore, seemingly irrelevant parts
of the plant can affect plant operations
in unforeseen ways—for example. at
Surry in the aftermath of the pipe break

Response —The Commission does not
agree that maintenance of SSCs in the
BOP is beyond the statutory jurisdiction
of the Commission. Pursuant to section
151 and 182 of the Atomic Energy Act
(AEA), the Commission.has broad
authority to protect the public health'nd safety, and the common defense
and security and to minimize losses to
life and property. Maintenance of SSCs
in the BOP falls within this regulatory
authority because such SSCs can and do
have a significant effect on safety.

With regard to safety, SSCs in the
BOP have initiated transients and
caused scrams and safety injection.
Probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs)
confirm that. for many plants, dominant
accident sequences are initiated by
transients in the BOP such as loss of
offsite power or loss of feedwater.
Therefore, to ensure that licensees
operate safely, NRC's regulatory
program is intended to ensure both a
low frequency of transients that
challenge safety systems and a high
reliabilityof safety systems to respond
to these challenges. This approach to
regulation is part of the fundamental
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priac)pie of defense-in-depth that
underUes nll NRC regu)ation. Defcnse-
in-depth provides for both accident
prevention and accident mitigation with
principal emphasis on prevention.

Therefore, the Commission is wdl
within )ts statutory jurisdiction in
requiring that all SSCs that can
significant)y affect safety, hciuding
those in the BOP, be properly
mahtnhed. Indeed, the Commission's
regu)atfoas already reQect the
importance ofmaintenance of SSCs in
ensuring adequate protection ta public
health and safety. Section 5L34(b) (8)(iv)
requires an FSAR to hdude the "plans
for conduct ofnormal operations.
including maintenance. surveillance,
and periodic tasting of structures.
systems, aad components." The
Standard Review Plan (SRP) (NUREG-
0800). agahst which applicants for
licenses after 19L? are requfred to
evaluate their facQity (see 10 CFR
50.34(q)), requires applicants to evaluate
a number ofSSCs in the BOP, includhg
design and instaQntioa as they affect
safety. For example, the pressurizer
relief tank system, which is "aonsafety
related," fs addressed in section 5.4.11 of
the SRP. Ofnote is the rational for
revfewing the design of the pressurizer
relief tnnh

"The review h primarily directed toward
assuring that its operation is conshtent with
transtent analyses of related systems and
that failure or malfunction of the system
could not adversely affect essential systems
or components is accordance with applicable
criteria."

Thus. the Commfssion has previously
recognized that certain SSCs in the BOP
can have a sigidQcant effect on safety
and hss exercised its regulatory
authority by requiring the evaluation of
the potential effect of nonsafety-related
SSCs on safety. This is the same
rationale for requiring maintenance of
SSCs, hciuding those in the BOP, that
can significantly affect safety.

The Commission agrees with the
comments that the scope of the rule
should be narrowed; not ell of the BOP
has the same safety significance.
Accordingly, the scope hns been
modiTied to include only those BOP
SSCs whose failure could most directly
threaten public health and safety.
Therefore. the scope of the rule hns been
modified as follows:

The scope of the moniioring program '
'halllndude safety re)stcd and nonsefety

related structures. systems. end components
as foitowiu

(1) Safety related structures, systemt, or
components that ore relied upon to remain
functional during the followingdesign bash
event ~ to ensure the integrity of the reactor
coohnt pressure boundary, the capabitt ty to

shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a
safe shutdown condition, and the capabitlty
to prevent or mitigate the consequences of
accidents that could resu! t in potential offsite
exposure compstabte to the 10 CFR part 100
guidelines.

(2) Nansskty rdated structures, systems,
or componenbr.

(i) '&et are relied upon to mitigate
accidents or transients or are used In pisnt
emergency operating procedures (Eops): or

(it) Whose feihue could prevent safety-
re!sied structures. systems. and components
from futfitlingtheir safety-related functtom or

(tii)Whose failure could cause a reactor
scram or sctuattoa ofa safety-related system.

This scope does not go beyond the
jurisdiction of the NRC. This
clarification of the scope shou)d bound
the scope, focus licensee resources on
SSCs with the most safety significance,
and reduce the cost impact projected by
the cammentL

The Commission recognizes that BOP
SSCs may have been designed aad built
with normal industrial quality and may
not meet the stand'rrds in appendix B to
10 CFR part 50. It is not the intent to
reqidre IicenMes to generate paperwork
to document the basis for the design,
fabrication. and construction of BOP
equipment not covered by appendix B.
Instead, it is the intent to ensure that
each )iceasee's maintenance program
minimizes failures in those BOP SSCs
that affect safe operation of the plant. In
response to comments. security hns
been deleted from 10 CFR 50.66 as it is
adequately addressed in $ 73.46(g) and
5 yxss(g).

8. The Comadssion believes that
hdi vidual worker accountabi)i ty plays
an important role in an effective
mahtenance program. The Commission
is. therefore, soliciting commeats on the
means for incorporating this
consideration hto a licensee's
maintenance program.

Comments —Respondents consistently
agreed that worker accountability was
an important and accessary part ofa
good maintenance program. Several of
them gave examples forhow their utiHty
holds its employees accountable for
their work These examples all fell
within the broad context of the
personnel management system. I.e.,
selection, training. performance
appraisal. supervision. promotional
policics. etc. Most feel that rulemaklng
on worker nccountabiQty is impossible.
unnecessary. orinappropriate. Several
cited the fact that worker accountability
was n subject of negotiation between
utilitymanagement and labor bargaining
units. Several cited existing regulations
(10 CFR part 2, appendix C, and 10 CFR
M.110) as already requiring worker
accountability. One respondent said that
the licensee shou) d be responsib)e, not

the vrorker. One respondent expressed a
concern that a rule that included worker
accountability wouM be interpreted as
punitive by workers.

Response —The Commission and
industry have both recognized the
importance of developing an attitude of
accountability an the part of each and
every worker in a auc)ear power phnt.
The Comadssioa agrees with industry
that regu)ation of this area would be
difficultto enforce objectively. The
Commission concludes that each
licensee should inc)ude considern tions
for emphasizhg worker accountability
based on local conditions; and the
Commission willnot attempt to deal
specifically with t)ds hsue in the rule or
regulatory guide.

9. The Commission desires to
establish criteria wiQdn the
maintenance rule which would form the
basis for determining when a
maintenance program is fuHy effective
and additional improvement is not
warranted fram a safety stand point.
Such criteria might be either
quantitative or qualitative nnd could be
based an specific measurable attributes,
on overall p)nat perforaumce. on
program results, ar on other attributes.
The Commission requests publh
comment coaceadng the need for such
criteria, the form of such criteria, nad
the criteria themse)ves.

Comments-Of 'the commenters that
addressed this issue, most believe that.
quantitative indicators could not be
used so)ely to evaluate effectiveness
and that the determinntioa of
effectiveness was subjective. Further.
the commenters believe that sufficien
tools already existed in the form of
SALP, QA assessments, regulatory
inspections. monthly operating report
data, and management reviews.

One commenter noted that
effectiveness needs to be defined in
terms ofa particular objective. Another
stated that performance goals such as
the number of mahtenance-related
reactor trips, LERs, etc.. should be
established. One hd) vidual commented
that effectiveness needs to focus on.
functional failures affecting public
health and safety: another su~usted
goals associated with general plant
safety perfonnance measures.

Several commenters expressed
concern that the lack of defined
performance criteria could generate
either complacency or a,contiauous
ratchet shee there would be no critena
for a "fullyeffective program."

Response —The Commission agrees
that determination of effectiveness
depends on many factors and that. with
regard to programmatic features. it is
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subjective. The rule provides flexibility
for each licensee to decide how to
structure a maintenance program and
conduct maintenance to achieve
established performance goals.
Specifically, the rule addresses (1) the
development of Jicenseewstablished
goals for performance. (2) the use of
goals and other quantitative and
qualitative means as a measure of the
effectiveness of maintenance programs,
and (3) the use ofmonitoring and
assessment of equipment performance
or condition against goals, or,
alternatively, the demonstration of
preventive maintenance effectiveness.

In general. the Commission does not
intend to define specific parameters or
numerical criteria in either the rule or
regulatory guide; each licensee is to
establish appropriate goals to assist in
monitoring the effectiveness of
maintenance.

10. Are performance indicators that
are being used by industry, may be used
Jn the future. or have been used in the
past. appropriate candidates as
quantitative measures of maintenance
effectiveness? The Commission is
particularly Interested in experience or
analysis concerning indicators or the
use of indicators of component
reliabiJity as maintenance perfonnance
indicators.

Comments-In addressing this item,
NUMARCand most utilities stated that
general plant performance Indicators
that have been developed and used by
the industry were not appropriate for
use as the sole maintenance-
effectiveness indicators because of the
number ofnonmaintenance-related
factors Included in them. Many of the
proposed maintenance indicators are
process indicators, which may or may
not accurately reflect the state of the
overall maintenance program. Such
indicators are useful, but only as one
tool for management evaluation of the
maintenance program.

Although stating that there are
presently no performance indicators in
use by the industry that directly
measure performance, NUMARCand
the utilities recognized that some of the
current industry indicators, taken in the
proper context, can provide an
Indication ofmaintenance performance.
Indicators can be used effectively by a
speciiflic utilityas a management tool to
assess the trend of performance within a
given indicator or set of indicators.
However, NUMARCadmonished that
there are individual plant variations that
make absolute comparJsons misleading,
even for plants with the same licensee.
NUMARCalso stated that the
comparison ofplant-specific Jndicators
to industry averages can be misleading.

Two utilities stated that there was no
need to develop new performance
indicators, One added that the
Commission should continue to evaluate
a given licensee using its current
technology. The other suggested that the
existing JNPO Performance Indicators
be revised to meet the need for a
maintenance standard.

NUMARCexpressed the opinion that
a good maintenance program would use
a combination of indicators based upon
the condition. type, age, etc of the plant
and specifi equipment in question.
NUMARCbelieves that prescribing a
rigid set of Indicators would not achieve
necessary plant flexibilityand may
preclude focusing on areas ofmore
appropriate concern. Hexibilityis
needed to revise. delete, or add
performance indicators as appropriate
to provide information to management
to fitcircumstances. methods, and
conditions that may pertain to a given
plant in a specific situation. In this vein,
efforts to obtain consistent data would
have questionable benefit for regulatory
purposes and may have deleterious
effects on plant programs.

Another utilitydoes not believe that
any prescribed set of indicators can be
used to judge the effectiveness of a
plant's maintenance program. It also
stated that no Indicator or combination
of indicators can give an overall
measure ofmaintenance effectiveness.
In its view, such a task must be left to
the judgment of the individual licensee,
INPO, and the NRC,

One individual stated that
maintenance effectiveness is a measure
focused on economics. He went on to
say that this view clouds the focus on
public health and safety. According to
this coinmenter, the proper focus of
maintenance effectiveness is on
functional failures that threaten public
health and safety.

NUMARCwarned that component
reliabilityby itself Is not a good
indicator ofmaintenance perfonnance.
The reason given for this position was
that component reliabilitymay be an
indicator ofan application, design,
component. operating, or maintenance
problem. NUMARCadded that
assessments by the plant staff or by the
corporate staff, Including observation of
work in the field, are necessary
ingredients in the measurement of
maintenance performance. NUMARC
pointed out that a given component
failure or degradation could be
allowable based on engineering
judgment without indicating an
ineffective maintenance program,
especially for cases Involving redundant
or nonsigniflcant equipment.

Response —The Commission agrees
that plant performance indicators that
have been developed and used by the
NRC and industry are not appropriate as
the sole indicators of maintenance
effectiveness. The Commission also
agrees that. because'of individual plant
variations. performance indicators are
not appropriate formaking absolute
plant-to-plant comparisons. However. as
recognized by commenters, indicators
taken in context can be used as an
indication ofmaintenance performance.
More importantly, indicators can be
used by licensees as an effective
management tool to assess the need for
corrective actions within a maintenance
program.

Operating characteristics such as
consistently high availability or low
equipmentwaused forced outage rates
over a number of operating cycles are
indicators ofgood maintenance
effectiveness. However, the plant
material condition can degrade
significantly before these indicators
provide identification,of degraded
maintenance effectiveness: thus these
indicators are not very timely. Based on
the results ofextensive work on
indicator development. the Commission
concludes that indicators that are based
upon actual in-servJce component
reliabilityand failure history provide a
useful measure of maintenance
'effectiveness. Also, these indicators can
be defined and implemented
independent of the definitions and
procedures that the licensee deems
necessary to manage the flow of
maintenance work Knowledge of data
showing component failure in excess of
the industry average has the desirable
property of alerting licensees to
determine whether improved
maintenance performance is needed. In
general, the Commission agrees with
NUMARCthat a good maintenance
program would use a combination of
Indicators based upon the condition,
type and age of the plant and the
specific equipment in question.
Accordingly, the Commission has
modified the final rule to allow licensees
flexibilityto determine the details of
their individual maintenance programs.

11. Should an industry-wide
component failure reporting system. e.g,.
NPRDS. be used by all plants in order to
support the sharing ofgeneric
maintenance experience and facilitate
monitoring of maintenance
effectiveness?

Comments-Of the commenters.
Inciuding NUMARC,who addressed this
item, most recognized the usefulness of
the NPRDS as a source ofgeneric failure
data. However, most of the commenters.
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including NUMARC, oppose the
unqualified use of the NPRDS for
monitoring maintenance effectiveness
for a number of reasons. Some
commenters. including NUI~<C,
perceive such use of the NPRDS as an
inappropriate regulatory intrusion into e
program designed to improve
communications regarding equipment
performance within the industry that
would tend to stifle the free exchange of
information. NUMARCcited the
necessary expansion of the reporlable
scope of the NPRDS to cover the entire
BOP as a tremendous undeiteking that
could be probibiUveiy expensive.
NUMARC, two utilities, and one
individual believe that, although the
NPRDS can be used to obtain gross
indications of a problem. Its usefulness
is restricted because ofplant-to-pleat
differences in raeiateaance practices,
component appl(cation. design.
'environment, and the detail with which
failures are reported,

Response-The Commltts(on generally
agrees with the above comments.
However. the NPRDS may provide
useful information for comparing plant-
speciTic experience on equipment with a
broader range of Industry operating
experience on similar equipment. The
data does provide useful insights into
maintI:nance trends at an individual
plant,

22. Commissioner Roberts hed the
followingviews:

I cannot join the majority la supporting thc
proposed rulemaking on maintenance. In
order to have the benefit of the public's
comments, it hss been my custom to agree to
pubflcatlon of proposed rulemaklngs. I cannot
do so in this instance. I have asked one
fundamental question. What are wc trying to
accomplish with this rute that cannot more
effectively and innovatively be accomplished

~ without a regulsUon? I have not received a
satisfactory answer. I do not believe the case
has been made that licensees do not have
established maintenance programs. Most
importantly to me, there has beea no
demonstration that this rule would improve
implementation of existing programs. Neither
have I been provided with compelling
documentation on what the problem is and
how. specifically, this cult willfixit. On the
contrary. the trends staff has provided show
continued improvement in the maintenance
ate&. '

The proposed rulc the Commission is now
publishing fails to provide a basis for
determining when a maintenance program is
effective or when Improvements are
"appropriate." We are even delaying
publication of the accompanying regulatory
guide until the final cule. Without being
afforded the opportunity to review this
Iinplementatlon document, the Commlsslon is
left In the position of approving a specious
rule. It is no wonder that this rulemaking
would eflcit such widespread opposition. The
public is being asked to comment on a rule of

form but no substance. I believe it would be
, more productive to delay issuance of this

proposed rule until the draft regulatory guide
ls available for comment. Only then can we
receive meaningful comments on the

. rulemaking package.
I am concerned that this rule goes beyond

our authority. I cannot agree with a rute that
would have the NRC regulsting maintenance
on all systems. structures. and components
regardless of whether they have a nexus to
radiological safety or not. I em troubled by
the attitude demonstrated when we request
public comments on what limitations, ifany,
should bc p!aced on the final rule to address
structures. systems and components that are
"ivithou! question inelevont (my emphasis)
to the protection of public health and safety."
This ciearly abdicates our responsibility to
show that a cegulsUon is needed. Wc must
ask ourselves: Are we proceeding with this
rulemaking for the sake of the rulc ItsetfIAs
attested to by the cases where the
Commission cited licensees, the NRC already
has the authority to enforce compliance in the
maintenance area.

~ The arguments advanced by both the staff
and the Commission in trying to comply with
the requirements of the backfit rule have
played e significant role in my dccI sion not to
support this proposed rulemaking. Thc staff
argument for the rule's compliance with
50.109 has been made on thc basis of coat.
The staff states that the back(it analysis
shows that"' 'herulewillprovidea
substantial increase in the protection of the
public health and safety without any
additional cost." I am skeptical of the
assumptions made In the backfit and
regulatory analysis and request comments on
both these documents. I also request
comments on the views of the ACRS. 'Ihey
state that "' 'here are characteristics of
regulations, and especially the way in which
they are typically enforced. that lead us to
believe thst. under a rule, a move toward
uniformitywould occur, and this ls likely to
decrease the eifecUveness of some of the
better existing programs." I sharc their
concern that the existence of this rule could
make things worse and diminish rather than
enhance the protecUon of the public.

Regarding "adequate protection." the
Commission appears to be saying that since
effective maintenance is necessary to
maintain adequate protection. this rule
should bc excepted under 50.109(a)(4). This
exemption would prohibit staff from taking
implementation costs into conslderaUon.
However. it would requ'ue that a documented
evaluation be prepared forpublic conunent.
Therefore. my opposition to the exception is
not to thc exception itself but to the
precedential nature of the use of the adequate
protection argument. Let mc ~ tete that I, too.
strongly believe that effective maintenance is
necessary to assure that nuclear power
plants are safe and to provide'adequate
protection to the public. I also believe, just as
strongly, that this rule is not necessary to
provide that protection. and that as the ACRS
noted, it may well have the opposite effect. I
believe that we cannot afford to be careless
about the use of the "adequate protection"
argument for exception to the bsckilt rule.
The Commission ls in litigation about this

very issue. The Commission addressed this
point in detail under the heading "Adequate
Protection" in thc Response to Comments on
the final 10 CFR part 50 Revision of Backfit
Process for Power Reactors. Let us remember
that there had been concerns that in dealing
with the bsckfit rule. the Commission would
use the phrase "adequate protection"
arbitrsrily. The Commission could
unwittingly be giving credence to that view.

AddiUonally, it seems to me that the
Commission position on adequate protection
is internally inconsistent. The Commission,
needs to recognize that when it states that
this tule is needed to inaintain adequate
protecUon. It is saying that the current
operating planta now pose undue risk to the
public which we are presently tolerating. IfI
believed that. I would suggest (as I'm sure
would the rest of the Commission) that this
rule become immediately effective. This is
dearly aot the case. As the Commission ia
thc very same comment shows."' 'he
proposed rule codilies and standardizes
previously existing (my emphasis)
Commission requirements, both explicit and
Implicit.in plant technical specifications.
licensee safety analysis reports. and 10 CFR
part 50. appendix E" It seems to mc that the
Commission can't have it both ways.

I request comments on my views.

Comments-Of the commenters who
responded to this question. most agreed
with the views of Commissioner
Roberts, while only three commenters
disa peed with the Commissioner. Some
commenters did not provide any basis
for the(r agreement or disagreement.
However. a number of commenters
expressed concerns beyond the views
expressed in Question 12..These are
summarized below.

A majority of the utilitycommenters
Imp)icilyagreed with Commissioner
Roberts that the proposed rule went
beyond the current authority of the
Commission by requiring maintenance
of all SSCs in the BOP. According to
these commenters. since many SSCs in
the BOP have no nexus to pubic health
aad safety, the maintenance rule would
require )Icenseqs to spend their
resources on unimportant areas,
potentially decreasing the level of
safety. One individual stated that
regulators have e blas In favor of
overboard regulations, pointing to the
FAA'a regulations on air transportation.
This commenter noted that. unlike the
scope ofFAA'a statutory charter which
encompasses the development of the air
transportation industry, the NRC'a
authority is limited to the regulation of
the nuclear industry to protect pubflc
health end safety. Two utilities argued
that the maintenance rule fails to
provide meaningful definitions end
standards of the activities required. In
their view. th(s can lead to
misinterpretation, arbitrary
enforcement, and endless
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reinterpretatioas of the rule. One utility
suggested that any industry standard on
maintenance would be taflored to the
lowest common denomhator, and
therefore there would be no net
improvement in the level of safety. It
also argued that. once codiflecL a
regulatory standard ofacceptance
maintenance would be difficultto
improve. Finally. NUMARCand the
utilities also repeated their general
arguments why a maintenance rule Is
aot necessary, in particular. on the
gradual improvement in the industry

'aintenanceperformance, and the INPO
Self-Assessment Program. NUMARC
also asserted that the Commission has
sufficient authority to ensure adequate
protection.

A Commissioner on the Public Service
Commission of the State ofVermont
stated that there Is safety aignificance in
the BOP, pointing out that recent NRC
staff and industry evaluations show that
improper maintenance of compoaents
not previously asaochted with safety
has resulted in adverse safety
consequenceL Ia addition. the
Commissioner indicated that superior
perfonnance ofnuclear planta
internationally has been associated with
maintenance programs that are stricter
than those in the ILS., citing the
experience of Japan and Franca

Response —Two of the issues raised
by Commissioner Roberts and by the
majority ofcommenters are similar to
those issues raised in response to
Questions 8 and 7. As discussed in the
response to comments on Question 6,
the Commission agrees that a backfit
analysis is required for the maintenance
rule. Because tha current regulations
provide an assurance of adequate . ~

protection of the public health and
safety. the Commission is ao longer
proposing to exempt the maintenance
rule from the requirements of a backfit
aiialysiso

The Commission does not agree that
the maintenance ruje willresult ia
decreased safety by requiring licensees
to divert their resources away from
SSCs and activities with greater
Importance to safety. The aiaintenance
rule is being issued to ensure that the
effectiveness ofmaiatenance programs
is maintained far the life of the facility
and fs not expected to require
significant modifications to current
licensee programs. The regulatory guide
willprovide flexibflltyfor a licensee to
structure its maintenance program in
accordance with the safety signiflcance
of those SSCs. However, the
Commission does agree with the
comments that not all SSCs in the BOP
are related to the protection ofpublic

health aad safety. Accorchigjy, as
discussed in the response to the
comments on Question 7, the scope of
the rule has been modified to focus oa
those SSCs whose failure could most
directly threaten public health and
safety.

Finally, during the time the
Coinmission held rulemaking in
abeyance, the public had the
opportunity to comment on the draft
regulatory guide. Considerin the
narrowing of the focus of the fiaal rule
to a results/performanc~rieated
approach, the supporting regulatory
guide wiIIrequire revision. Durin the
revision process, previous pabjio
comments willbe considered and
appropriately reflected In the reguhitory
guide. The regulatory guide willbe
revised to reflect the rale's narrower
focus cm results and mainteaance
program etfectiveaess, and willdescribe
a means for meeting the requirements of
10 CFR RNS acceptable to the staff.
Revishn of the regulatory guide will
again include the opportunity for public
comment. Implementation of tbe rule is
to be delayed for five years after the
issuance date, with the regulatory guide
expected to be available withh the first
two years. This schedule willallow at
least three years for licensee
development beyond the time when
final guidance is expected to be
available.

Additional Comments of Commissioner
Curtfss

Ibelieve that tha approach adopted
by the Commission in this final rale is
sound and appropriate. The entire
Commission agrees that it Is important
for this agency to have a regulatory
framework fn place that willprovide a
mechanism for evaluating the overall
continuing effectiveaess of

licensees'aintenanceprograms This final rule
willprovide that regulatory frameworic.

I strongly disagree with those who
contend that the Commissicm rushed out
with this maintenance rule without the
benefit ofpublic comment and with the
attendant implication that the final rule
was not wellwonsjdered. In point of
fact, the reliabifity-base'd aspects of
maintenance reflected in thh final rule
have beea at the very heart ofwhat the
Commission has been considering in the
maintenance area since as early as 198L
Indeed, it is abundantly clear from even
a cursory review of the history of this
issue that considerable time aad
attention have been devoted to the basic
concepts reflected in this final rule. That
history is brlefly summarized below:

In the Final Commission Policy
Statement on Maintenance ofNuclear
Power Plants (53 FR 9430; March 23..

1988), the CoaHaissjoa made it dear
that-

(t)t ia the objective of tbc Commlaalon that
ail componeuta. ayaicma siid atsucturea of
nuclear power picnta be maintained ao that
plant cqmpnent wiiiperform ita intended
fanccioa when icqulrccL To accomplish ihia
objective, each bccnacc abouid develop and
'Implcmcst s maintenance program which
provides for tbc paiodic evaluation, and
prompt repair of pleat components. ayatcma
and atructurca to cnaurc their avaBability' '.P]hc program ahouidhcIudc the
feedback o! apcctiic results to cnaurc
anrccttve cctl0na, proviaiona forovcraII
program evahation, and the klcntification of
possible compoacat and ayalcm problems
~ ~ ~

An adequate program should consider
~ Technology in the area of-

Predictive Maintenance
~ Equipment his tory and trending

(and)
+ Measures ofoverall program

effectiveness
The Commission went on to indicate

in that same 1988 Policy Statement
that-

The Commlaalon expects to pubifah s
Notice ofPripeed Ruicmaktng tn the near
future that wiIIcatabllab basic rcqaircmcnta
for plant mahccnancc programs. We believe
that the cantcata and bounds of the propoacd
rule willfallwithin the general framework
described in thia Policy Statement ' '. We
ciicourcgc tntcrcatcd pertlca to provide their
views on this important subject to ibe
Commiaaion. even at tbta carly stage of the
tll!cmakthg process.

53 FR 9430-31.
Thus, early on, the Commission began

to consider the principal elements of the
final rule adopted here by the
Commission, called on licensees to
hcorporate those elements into their
maintenance prograais, and solicited
public comment on such proposals.

In conjunction with the issuance of
the Final Commission Policy Statement
on Maintenance ofNuclear Power
Plants. the Commission directed the
NRC staff to develop a prefened
maintenance rulemaking option
requiring licensees to track certain
maintenance performance indicators
(See Staff Requirements Memorandum
on COMKC-88-03, June 17, 1988). In
response. the staff advised that the
proposed rules should contain
"provisions forperfonnance assessment
which licensees would implement to
track the effectiveness of their
maintenance programs" (See SECY-8C4-
277, Amendment to 10 CFR part 50
Related to Maintenance ofNuclear
Power Plants, p.2. September 30, 1988).
Although the staff was not in a position
to suggest the use of specific
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maintenance performance indicators, it
formulated a proposed rule that—
emphasizes that an integral part ofa good
maintenance program is the monitoring and
feedback of results. In this regard. the
maintenance programs should utilize
quantitative indicators that are based upon
actual component reliability and failure
history to provide the best measure of
maintenance effectiveness.

SECY-88-289, Preliminary Resu) ls of the
Trial Program on Maintenance
Performance Indicators. p. 6, October 7,
1988.

Indeed, the staff spedfica))y noted
that tha goal of the recommeadatlons
contained ia the proposed maintenance
rule was to provide the NRC staff and
)iceasees "with a practical near-term
method to track maintenance
effectiveness' "'(SECY-88-289.p.
5)-the very core of the propose) that
the Commission endorses in this final
rule.

The resulting Notice of Proposed
Ru)emaking on Maintenance aad the
proposed rule published for comment on
November 28. 1988 (53 FR 47822) cotttaftt
the same equipment )i)story and
trending, effectiveness monitoring, and
feedback elements as the Final
Commission Policy Statement on
Maintenance. They also contain clear
indications that the Commission
intended to lndude requirements for
monitoring, trending, aad feedback with
regard to the effectiveness of
maintenance in any maintenance rules
that might ultimately be adopted. The
need for, and details of, such provisions
were emphasized in the draft Regulatory
Guide that was subsequently published
for comment as part of this maintenance
ru)emaking effort. 54 FR 33983. In turn, a
number ofcommenters acknowledged
the maintenance effectiveness
measurement. Ireadiag, and feedback
aspects of the proposed rule and
provided their views on these matters.

In sum, it is abundantly c)ear from a))
of. this that the Commission has long
been considering maintenance
effectiveness monitoring of the sort that
a majority of the Commission now
adopts in this fiaa) maintenance tule,

'ndthat the industry aad the public
were given dear notice and the
opportunity to comment on such
considerations throughout this
maintenance rulemakiag process. The
final rule that has resulted from this
careful de)iberatioa willprovide the
regulatory framework that a))
Commissioners agree this agency must
have in order Io ensure the continuing
effectiveness ofmaintenance efforts at
nuclear power plants, while at the same
lime providiag licensees broad )atitude

in haw they fashion their individual
maintenance programs.

Commissioner Remick'a Seporn!e Comments

I respectfully differwith my colleagues
inasmuch as I do not believe that there ls a
demonstrated need for a rule In Aght of
significant improveinents in maintenance
programs resulting from Agency attention
and licensee initiatives. Thc Commission
indicates In its decision to promulgate thi~

ru)c that "' 'he Commission is satisfied
that the Industry has been generally
successful In bringing about substanUal
Improvement In maintenance programs."
Substantial improvements and favorable
results are the goals that the Commission
should strive for in its regu! story activities by
utflizlng the most effective regulatory tools
lor accomplishing those goals. As I argue
below, I am not convinced that in this case a
rule is the moat effecflvc regulatory tool for
accomplis)ting those goals. Further. I differ
Inasmuch es I strongly believe that this rule
should not be Issued as a final rule. Although
the rule Is a concept worthy of discussion, it
should not have been rushed out but should
have been issued for the bencflt of public
comment.

The Commission approved criteria to be
used in determining when industry progress
in the area of maintenance would be
sufficient to obviate a need for rulemaklng
(SECY memorandum from S. Chilk to l.
Taylor, dated May Ã, 1990). The staff
performed a detailed evaluation of industry

rogiess and condudcd that the criteria had
een saflsfled (SECY-91-110. Staff

'valuationand Recommendation on
Maintenance Rulemaking). Baaed upon its
conclusions, the staff recommended that the
Commission not proceed with a maintenance
ruicmaking. The ACRS agreed with the staffs

conunendations. In general, I agree with the
bases for the staffs conciwtonL Therefore, I
approved the staffs recommendation in
SECY-91-110 not to proceed with
maintenance rulemakhg. but instead to Issue
a Anal policy statement on maintenance of
nuclear power plants. I also approved the
staffs recommendation to remove the
maintenance escalation factor and revise the
enforcement policy supplement of 10 CFR
part 2, appendix C to indudc'a spcdflc
maintenance-related example.

Further. I agree with the staffs condusion
that the industry document. INPO 9045K
"Maintenance Programs in the Nuc)car Power
Industry," delineates the necessary clemente
of effccUve maintenance programs. The
industry's commitment to monitor the
progress of maintenance Imp)ementatlon
using thc performance objectives of INPO 90-
00tL and the staffs intention to assess
industry performance and report to the-
Commission after four years with an Interim
report after two years, are sufflcient in my
view to assure that there willbe no
backsliding of the level of industry
performance ofmaintenance.

iiigeneral, I support a regulatory approach
which stimulates licensees'nd industry's
Initiatives, encourages innovation. permits
self.management and produces positive
results, under agency monitoring. In contrast
to prescriptive. proccssmitcntcd regulations

which require rote adherence, stifle „

Initiatives and depend on punitive
enforcement actions for compliance. There
appears to be a near. unanimous consensus
that the agency and thc industry have
stimulated initiatives which have produced
positive results, an outcome not necessarily
assured even by result-oriented rulemaking.

I agree with the view that routine use of the
staffs maintenance inspection approach,
utilizing the Maintenance Team inspection
(Mfl)Criteria proposed in conjunction with
the revised policy statement. could ultimately
lead to essentially the same prescriptive
result as a proccsswriented rule. In the
interest of ensuring that the responsibility for
improving. sustaining and verifying adequate
maintenance performance (using industry's
standard document INPO 90-008) remained
with the industry. I believe that the
Coinmissloa should have directed the staff to
develop an approach to its rouUne
inspecUons which would have concentrated
on inspecUng for thc effective results of
maintenance programs rather than ins pecting
the details of the process. The MTIapproach
would then have been reserved for usc as
diagnosUc ins pection tool in those special
cases where there was a perceived
maintenance problem. In my approach. the
staff's proposed final policy statement on
maintenance would have been revised to
indude these future activities.

I agree with thc view that it is important for
this agency to have a regulatory framework
ln place that willprovide a mechanism for
cvaluathg the overall continuing
effecUveness of the maintenance programs,
parUcu) arly as thc plants continue to age. I
believe that a revised final policy statement,
together with the development of results-
oriented inspectioa programs, would have
provided an effective regulatory framework
for such evaluatioa I believe that the
perfonnance-baaed rule that the majority of
thc Commhslon has approved has some
innovative features, and may be parUcularly
appropriate for monitoring thc effectiveness
of maintenance programs for the advanced
reactors. However. I do not agree with the
view that thc proposed nde in no way
interferes with the process-related acUvities
which the licensee cominunity. to its
considerable credit. has undertaken
voluntarily. It may be argued that licensees
willnot have to change their maintenance
programs to meet the provisions of the ndc cs
It ls written. Nevertheless the focus of the
NRCs attenUon on implementation of a ncw
rule almost always carries with it the strong
potential for Impact on the

licensees'nitiatives

and programs and thus an inherent
disincentive to not innovate or participate ia
new iniUaUvcs.

Onc way of determining the potential
Impact of this rule would have been to Issue
It for public comment. I think that issuing the
proposal for public comment would be good
policy, and consistent with the Commission's
Principles of Good Regulation. which state
that all available facts and opinions be
sought openly from licensees and other
interested members of the public. To rush a
final rulcmaking package that contains some
fundamental changes from thc direction the
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Comudssloa has taken over the past several
years, without seeking e0 available facts and
opinionL h likely to lead to implementation
problems that the Commission may not he
aware ofnow..

The final nde represents a signiTicant
departure fmm the proposed rule. The
proposed rule issued in 1555 focussed on
what the Federal Register noUce for the
proposed rule called "maintenance practices"
and "the adoption of commonmaintenance
standards"-in a word. "processes", or
"systems" of maintenance (53 FR 47524). The
notice stated that "regulation [of
maintenencel by outcomes rather than
processes" would be the subject of "fofiow-
an rulemaldng" (id.). The fina rule. however.
h focussed on outcomes end thereby seems
to have concluded the "fo0~n
ndemaklng" before it was beym. Although
the pmposed nde contained moidtoring and
trending components. they were only e few .

among seventeea maintenance acUvlUes
covered by the proposed rule (see the
pmposed 50.55(b)), end so dearly were fa no
way intended as ~ sunogete fora process-
orhnted nde. However. mordtoring is the-
focus of the Baal rule. Tlie significant shifts in
the focus of tbe rule and ln the role of
moidtoring in the rule deserved pubhc
coaunent.

Tha notice of the proposed nde invite
responses to quesUons on monitoring, but the
ques Uons were confined largely to the hsue
of what spectfic measures might be used to
assess the effecUveaess of a aieintenance
program (see 53 FR 47825). Not addressed ln
the notice were certain matters which are
crucial to the Bnal rule. Tliese include, for
example. the Bnal nde's requirement to
monitor "agahst Itcenseeestsbltshed goals"
wldch ant "commensurate with safety". Aho;
I stM5(b) of the Baal rule defines the
structures, systems, and components (SSCs)
to be included ln the scope ofaudntenance
monitoring proyems. Tbh defirdUon is both
similar to and different from the defiidUoa of
SSCs importent to license renewal ln part 54,
a Baal rule which the Commhsloa affirmed
~long with the Bnal rule on maintenance.
Public comment might have addressed
whether the differences between tbe
definitions of SSCs la these two
matntenanceeeiated mles are jusUfied or will
present hterpretaUoa and tmpiementaUoa
problems.

IfIwere convinced that a nde was needed
to produce positive results.1 could support
the majority's nde as a proposed rule.
provided that l could see how the staff wouhl
implement the nde through the development
of regulatory guMes and tns pecdoa modules,
and provided that the public wes given an
opportunity to comment before promultteUoa
of a final nde. But l am not convinced that ~
rule h needed to produce positive results.,
The staff has shown that we'e seelag
~ubstantlal positive results of the hidustry'a
maintenance proyam lnlUaUves, and the
staffs findings have been veriTied ln my
discussions with Regional staff and Resident
hispectors. Therefore, l have concluded that
the Commhsion should not change its
direction now and that there h no aced |o
pmmulgste a maintenance regulation which
could be counterproductive to further .

maintenance program developeient and
Innovation. I fear that Ucensees wl0 halt
further development of their maintenance
irdthUves to await the development of the
regulatory guidance to implement the nde.
end that licensees willrefrain from

artlctpatlag in future safety tnlUaUves
eceuse they willinterpret thh Commission

ection as e significant retreat fmm its goals of
achieving e stable regulatory environment.
The development of an industry maintenance
proyem standard, the industry's commitment
to self. assessment against that standard.
INPO's evaluation of maintenance progress
against the objectives of the staadanL NRC
Inspection pmyams which would
concentrate on effecUve results, and the
NRC's exlsUng enfomement authodty are
adequate to ensure proper maintenance
without a new rllle.

I woidd stress. however, the hnportance of
the Commhsion's conUnutng to monitor the
industry's proyess in this area. h poBcy
~ tatement would be a suitable approach for
amUnutng the Commission' necessary
emphasis on maintenance, and at the same
time efiowing for coaUnuing fmpmvement la
maintenance through flexiMity.diversity and
innoveUon in the industry's proyams.

Hadiag of Na Sigatficaat EnvtnmmeataI
Impact Availability

The Comm(asiaa haa detenaiaed that,
under tbe National Environmental Ptdicy
Act of 1989, as amended. and the
Commhsion'a teydaUoaa ia subpart A
of 10 CFR pert 51, this nde ia aot a major
Federal action aigrdficaatly affecting the
quality of tha human envttaataeat aad .

therefore an environmental impact
statement ia aot required..

Since this action is directed toward
maintaining the level ofmaintenance
effectiveness of existing plant SSCa to
miaiadze the likelihood of failures aad
events caused by the lack of effective
maintenance and docs aot require any
modificatiaa of the plant, itwillaot
adversely affect the qua0ty of the
human environment.

The environmental assessment aad
finding ofao aigaificaat impact on
.which this detenainatlon Ia based are
available for inspecUoa at the NRC
Public Document Room. 2120 LStreet .

NW.. Lower Level. Washington. DG
Single copies of the environmental

assessment ead finding ofao significant
impact are available from Robert Riggs.-
Office ofNuclear Regulatory Research,
Telephone: (301) 492-3732. US. Nuc(eat
Regulatory Commission. Washingtaa.
DC 20555.

Paperwork ReducUoa Act Statement
This final tule amends InfonaaUoa

co)iectloa requirements that era subject
to the Paperwork ReducUoa Act of1980
(44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). The information
requirements wIIIbe submitted by the
NRC to the Office ofManagement and
Budget (OMB) for review and approval

of the iafarmaUaa requirements before
they w0) became effective. Notice af
NRC submission of the information
collection requirements to OMB, aad
issuance af the required OMB epprovai,
willbe published by the NRC ia the
Federal Regh ter.

Regulatory Aaalysja

The Commission haa prepared a
tegaiataty analysis on this Qaai
teydatioa. The analysis examines the
costs aad benefits of the alternatives
considered by the Commission. The
analysis ia available for laspecUoa in
the NRC Pub)ic Document Room, 2120 L
St„NW Washington, DC. Single copies
of the analysis may be obtained from
Robert Riggs, US. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Waabiagtoa, DC 20555,
(301) 492-3732.

Regu)ataty F)axibBity CertificaUoa

In accordance with the Regulatory
HexibtlltyAct of 1980. 5 US.C 805(b),
the Commlsaiaa hereby cetUQea that
tbia tegtdaUaa does aot have a
aigaificaat ecatuxnic impact on a
substantiaL number of small entities.
%Ca tegtdaUaa affects licensees that
owa nad operate nuclear uUlizaUoa
faciliUea Iiceased under sections 103
aad 104 of the AtomicEaergy Act of
1954. as amended. These licensees do
aat fall within the defiailioa of smail
business aet forth in section 3 of the
Small Business Act. 15 U.S.G 83? or
within the Small Business Size
Standards set fotth ia 13 CFR part 121.

Backfit haeIytda

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2), tbe
Commission hea prepared the following
backfit analysis for the maiateaaace
rule. Tbe Commission has detenninecL
on the basis of this analysis, that
backfitting of tbe requirements ia the
maintenance rule willprovide a
substaaUal increase in the level of
pratecUoa ofpublic health and safety
beyond that currently provided by the
Commission'a regulaUons, aad that the
costs of implementing the rule are
justified ia view of this increased
protection..

The maintenance rule requires
Iicensees to monitor the effectiveness of
maintenance acUviUes for certain
structures, systems aad components
baaed upon Iicenseewsteb)ished goa)a
for performance or condition. aad take
cortecUve action where necessary (tbe
requirements of the maintenance tuIe
are set forth ia greater detail ia the,
discussion below w)dch addresses the
nine factors of10 CFR 50.109(c)).

It ia the Commission's judgement that
maintenance, and in partlctdar the goat-
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the regulatory analysis). Because of
these uncertainties. the Commission has
considered qualitative safety
considerations and benefits. Thus, the
regulatory analysis'uantitative
estimates comprise a component of. but
are not the primary factor with respect
to the Commission's conclusions on the
safety benefits and costs attributable to
the final maintenance rule.

The regulatory analysis estimates that
implementation of the final maintenance
rule could result in a point estimate of
52.000 person-rems avoided, with an
upper bound of 72.000 and a lower
bound of 7,300 person-rema. The net
costs associated with implementation of
the maintenance rule are estimated to
entail a point estimate of 44 million
dollars, with an upper bound of2100
milliondollars in cost savings and a
lower bound of1500 milliondollars. The
resulting value/impact ratio is a point
estimate of1200 person-rema/million
dollars.

Furthermore, the regulatory analysis
for the maintenance rule also contains
some conservatisms which the
Commission believes underestimates the
costwffectiveness of the final
maintenance rule. In the regulatory
analysis, it was assumed that the core-
damage frequency and forced outage
downtime reducUons associated with
the resultswriented rule would be the
same as those for a processwriented
rule. However, the Commission believes
that the resultswriented approach, by
focusing to a greater extent on
equipment performance, would be more
likely to achieve additional reducUons
in core damage frequency and forced
outage downtime. The regulatory
analysis also assumed that licensees
under the final resultswriented rule
would incur most of the costs of
implementing programmatic elements
similar in scope to those contained in
the 1988 proposed maintenance rule in
addition to the costs of implementing the
results. oriented elements which were
drawn from the proposed maintenance
rule and incorporated into the final rule.
The Commission projects that because
the results-oriented rule is not a
prescriptive programmatic rule.
licensees willachieve some cost savings
because they willhave flexibilityin
determining the manner in which to
improve the programmatic elements of
their maintenance programs.
Accordingly. the Commission projects
that the costs for the performance-based
final maintenance rule willbe somewhat
smeller than that assumed in the
regulatory analysis.

'n

view of the safety benefits
discussed above. the Commission judges

that the costs of implementing the
maintenance rule are justiTied.

The Commission recognizes that
regulatory action in the area of
maintenance should not be overly
prescriptive, but rather be carefully
directed to ensuring that unnecessary
activities are not required. in view of the
large degree of uncertainty in
quanUfying the costs and benefits of the
maintenance rule. Accordingly, the final
maintenance rule is carefully tailored to
eliminate prescriptive programmaUc,
procedural and organizational
requirements. Rather, the final
maintenance rule represents a results-
oriented approach to assuring that
maintenance is effectively conducted at
nuclear power reactors. The licensee is
responsible for establishing goa! s for
structure. system and component
performance or conditions, and the
licensee is Iree to determine the
monitoring method. the need for
correcUve action, and the nature of that
action. Furthermore, the maintenance
rule contains a provision (5 50.85(a)(2))
whereby licensees may forego
monitoring. The Commission believes"
that. the final maintenance rule provides
the necessary flexibilityfor licensees to
tailor their maintenance, programs to
their specific plant design and
configuraUon. organizational structure,
and personnel. thereby peimitUng
compliance with the maintenance rule in
the most costaffecttve manner. The
Commission is confident that the
regulatory goal ofmaintaining safety
has been achieved in the most
reasonable and cost~fficient manner
and is consistent with the public
interest.

For the reasons set forth above, the
Commission concludes that. the
maintenance rule willresult in a level of
safety beyond that currently provided
by the Commission's regulations and
that is a substantial increase in the
overall protection of the public health
and safety, and that the net costs of the
rule are jusUfied in view of this
increased level of safety.

The nine factors listed in 10 CFR
50.109(c) are discussed below.

1. Statement of the specific objectives
that the backfit is designed to achieve.

The purpose of the maintenance rule
is to maintain the effectiveness of
maintenance at operating nuclear power
reactors. thereby maintaining the level
of safety at operating nuclear power
reactors.

2. General description of the activity
required by the licensee or applicant in
order to complete the backfit.

Under 5 50.85(a)(1) of the maintenance
rule, licensees willbe required to: (i)

Establish goals for the performance or
condition of certain structures, systems
and components to assure that they will
meet their intended function. (ii) monitor
these structures. systems and
components to determine whether the
licenseewstablished goals have been
met, and (iii) take appropriate corrective
action ifthe goals are not met. These
goals are to be established by taking
into account industry-wide operating
experience. Monitoring is not required,
however, where the licensee
demonstrates that preventive
maintenance is sufficient to assure that
the structures, systems and components
willremain capable of performing their
intended functions. See 4 50.65(a)(2).
Licensees willbe required to evaluate
the effectiveness of their goal-setting.
monitoring and corrective action
activities on at least an annual basis,
taking into account industry-wide
operating experience. and adjust their
programs where necessary to ensure
that failure prevention is balanced
against unavailability of structures,
systems and components. See
,4 50.65(a)(3). In addition, when
performing monitoring and preventive
maintenance activities, an assessment
of the total plant equipment out-of-
service should be taken into account to
determine the overall effect on
performance of safety functions. See
5 50.65(a)(3). The structures, systems
and components which are subject to
the goal. setting. monitoring, and
corrective action requirements of the
rule are those which are safety-related,
and certain non-safety related systems,
structures and components as defined in
0 50.85(b).

3. Potential change in the risk to the
public from the accidental offsite release
of radioactive material.

According to the Regulatory Analysis
for the maintenance rule. a point
esUmate of the potential risk reduction
to the public!s approximately 52.000
person.rem. with an upper bound of
72,000 person.rem and a lower bound of
7,300 person-rem. The bases of these
projections are provided in the
discussion in the Regulatory Analysis.
However. as suggested by the range
between the upper and lower bounds of
risk reduction to the public, the
estimates possess a certain relatively
high degree ofuncertainty. One factor
contributing to this uncertainty. and
which tends to suggest that the values
for the resultswriented final rule are
conservative, is that the core damage
reduction frequency (CDF) and forced
outage downtime reductions associated
with the resultswriented rule are
assumed to be the same as the process-
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3/324 Federal Register / Vol. 56. No. 132 / VIfednesday, July 10, 1991 / Rules and Regulations

PART 50—DOMESTIC LICENSING OF
PRODUCTION AND UTILI2ATION
FACILITIES

1. The authority citation for part 50 is
revised to read as follows:

Auihorily:Scca. 102, 103, 104, 10$ , 161, 182.
163, 166,189. 68 Slat. 938. 937. 938. 94IL 953,
954, 9$ 5. 956. ae emended. ecc. 234. 83 Stat.
1244. as cmcmicd (42 U.S.C. 2132, 2133. 2134,
2135, 2201, 2232. 2233, 2238, 2239, 2282); acce.
201, ce amended. 202, 208, 88 Stat. 1242, aa
amended, 1244. 1248 (42 U.S.G 5841. 5842,
5846).

Section SL7 ciao ieaucd under Pub. L95-
60l. acc. 10. 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 5851).
Section $L10 also heucd under scca. 101, 185,
88 Stat. 9M, 9$5, as amended (42 US.G 2131.
2235). ecc.102. Pub. L91-190. 83 Stet. 853 (42
US.G 4332). Sccttoire 50.13, 50.54(dd), and
50.103 also ieeucd under ecc. 10IL 68 Stat. 939,
as amended (42 U.S.C. Z138). Sections 5023,
503$ . 50M, cnd 50.58 also ieeucd under ecc.
185. 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C. 2235). Sccttona
50.33a, 5L5$c, cnd Appendix Q ciao ieeucd
under ecc. 102, Pub. L 91-190, 83 Sist. 853 (42
US.G 4332). Sections 50.34 and 50.54 cho

'eucd under ecc. 204, 88 Stet. 1245 (42 US.G
5S44). Sections 50.5IL 50.91, cnd 50.92 also
heucd under Pub. L 97-415,98 Stat.2%3 (42
U.S.C. 2239). Section 50./8 eleo ieeucd under
acc. 122, 66 Sist. 939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections
50.80-50.81 also ieeucd under! cc. 1S4, BS Sist.
954, ca amended (42 U.S.C. Z234). Appendix F
also ieeucd under ace. 181, 88 Stab 9$5 (42
U.S.C. 2237).

For thc Purpcece of ecc. 2Z3. 88 Slat. 9$8. ca
amended (42 U.S.C. 2273); 55 50.48 (c) cud
(b), 50&(c) are heucd under ecc. 18lb. 88
Stat. 948, as amended (42 US.G 2201(b));
55 50.7(c), 50.10 (cHc), $0.34 (a) cad (c), 5044
(c)-(c), 50.46 (c) cnd (b); 50.47(b), 50.48 (c),
(c), (d), and (c) ~ $0.49(c), 50.54(c) (I), (I)(1), (1)-
(n). (p), (q), (I). (v). cad (y). $0W(Q. 50.55a (c).
(c)-(c), (8). csd (h), 5059(c), 50.60(c), 50.82(b),
$0.64(b), $0.65. end 50.80 (c) cnd (b) are
ieeucdunder ace.lait, BS Sist.949, ca
amended (47. US.G 2201 (I)); end 55 5049 (d),
(h), arid (I), 50.54 (w), (z). (bb), (cc), csd (dd),
504$ (c), 5059(b). 50.61(b), 50.62(b), 50.70(c),
$0.11 (c)-(c) cnd (c), 50.72(c), 50.73 (c) cnd
(b), 50.74, 50.7IL and 50M are ieeucd under
ecc. 181(o), 88 Stat. 9$IL as amended (42
US.G 2201(o)).

2. Anew 5 SO.II is added to read as
follows:

f50.65 Requirements for monltorirrg the
effectiveness of inslntcirsnce at nuclear
power ptsrrts.

(a) (1) Each holder ofan operating
license under $ 5 5021(b) or SOM shall
monitor the performance or condition of
structures, systems. or components.
against )Icenseewstablished goals, in a
manner sufficient to provide reasonable
assurance that such structures. systems,
and components. as defined in
paragraph (b). are capable of fulfilling
their intended functions. Such goals
shell be established commensurate with
safety and, where practical, take into
account industry-wide operating

experience. When the performance or
condition of 8 structure, system. or
component does not meet established
goals, appropriate corrective action
shall be taken.

(2) Monitoring as speciTied in
paragraph (a)(1) of this section is not
required where it has been
demonstrated that the perfonnance or
condition of a structure. system, or
component is being effectively
controlled through the performance of
appropriate preventive maintenance,
such that the structure, system, or
component remains capable of
performing its intended function.

(3) Performance and condition
monitoring activities and associated
goals and preventive maintenance
activities shall be evaluated at least
annually, tak(ng into account. where
practicaL industry-wide operating
experience. Adjustments shall be made
where necessary to ensure that the
objective of preventing failures of
structures, systems. and components
through maintenance is appropriately
balanced against the objective of
m(nimiz(ng unavailability of structures,
systems, and components due to
monitoring or preventive maintenance.
In performing monitoring and preventive
maintenance activities. an assessment
of the total plant equipment that is out
of service should be taken into account
to determine the overall effect on
perfonnance of safety functions.

(b) The scope of the monitoring
program specified in paragraph (a)(1) of
this section shall include safety related
and nonsafety related structures,
systems, and components, as follows:

(1) Safety, related structures, systems,
or components that are relied upon to
remain functional during and following
design basis events to ensure the
integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, the capab0(ty to shut down'he reactor and maintain it in 8 safe
shutdown condition, and the capab0ity
to prevent or mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in
potential offsite exposure comparable to
the 10 CFR part 100 guidelines.

(2) Nonsafety related structures,
systems, or components:

(I) That are relied upon to mitigate
accidents or transients or are used in-
plant emergency operating procedures
(EOPs); or

(ii) Whose failure could prevent
'afety-related structures. systems, and
components from fulfillingtheir safety-
related function; or

(iii)Whose failure could cause a
reactor scram or actuation of a safety-
related system.

(c) The requirements of this section
shall be implemented by each licensee
no later than July10,1996.

Dated st Rockvillc, Mary)anrL this 28th day
of June. 1991.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Samuel J. Chilk,
Secretory ofIhc Commission.

(FR Doc. 91-16322 FIIcd 7~1: 8:45 cm)

I NrL90-CE-73-AD; Amdt. 39-7054;
AD 91 4-13)

Airwo iness Directives; Beech 33, 35,
and 38 ries Airplanes

AGENCY: dere) Aviation
Administr ion (FAA),DOT.
ACTION:Fin rule.

SUMMARY: s arne
new airwo ess d
applicable to c rtain
38 series airpla es. Tiu
initial and rape tive
cracks in the fro
'frame structure d
reinforcement iff un
indicatethatseve I
airplanes have de
structure. The acti
AD are intended to
damage to the wing
to the point of fail
DATES: Effective Au
incorporation by ref
publications listed
approved by the

D'egisteras ofAugus
ADDREssEs: Beech S
2360. dated Novemb
discussed in this AD
from the Beech Ai
P.O. Box 85. Wichita
0085. This informati

ndment adopts a
irective (AD) that is
Beech 33, 35, and

's action requires
inspections for
nt carry-through

repair or
d cracked. Reports
of the affected

loped cracks in this
s speciTied by this
revent structural

at could progress

st 12, 1991. The
e nce of certain

in e regulations is
rre or of the Federal

t 1991.
e ce Bulletin No.
er . that is
m be obtained

rcraft orporation.
, Ka sas 87201-

on m also be
examined at the FAA, Ce al Region.
OHice of the Assistant Chi fCounseL
room 1558, 601 E 12th Stre Kansas
City. Missouri 64106.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION NTACl.
Mr. Larry Engler, Aerospace ineer,
Wichita AircraftCertificatio Office,
1801 AirportRoad, room 100, id-
Continent Airport, Wichita, Ka sas
67209: Telephone (316) 94

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATlON:
proposal to amend pert 39of the ederal
Aviation Regulations to include a AD
that is applicable to certain Beech 3, 35,
and 38 series airplanes was publish d in

PARTMENTOF TRANSPORTATION

F eral Aviation Administration

Part 39
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,y'age go. 1

09/04/91
GENERIC COHHUHICATIOHS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of

Communications Sorted per Program Menu Requests

R S Date

Type Number V U Issued Title

BL 73-02 07/13/73 Malfunction of Containment Purge Supply Valve Switch

BL 74-04 03/22/74 Halfunction of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves
1

Contact(s)

B(. 74-06

BL 74-08

BL 74-09

BL 74-11

BL 74-12

BL 74-13

06/11/74 Defective Westinghouse Type N-2 Control S~itch Component

07/23/74 Deficiency in the ITE Molded Case Circuit Breakers, Type HE-3

07/30/74 Deficiency in General Electric Model 4KV Hagne-Blast Breakers

10/16/74 Improper Wiring of Safety Injection Logir. at Zion 1 b 2

10/21/74 Incorrect Coils in Westinghouse Type SG Relays at Trojan

10/25/74 improper Factory Niring on General Electric Hotor Control

Centers at Fort Calhoun

BL 74-15 12/06/74 Hisapplication of Cutler-Hammer Three Position Maintained Switch

Model Ho, 10250T

BL 75-03 03/14/75 incorrect Lower Disc Spring and Clearance Dimension in Series

8300 and 8302 ASCO Solenoid Valves

BL 75-06

BL 75-08

BL 76-02

BL 76-03

BL 76-05

BL 77"01

BL 77-02

BL 77-03

BL 78-01

BL 78-02

BL 78-04

05/30/75 Defective Westinghouse Type OT-2 Control Switches

12/11/75 PNR Pressure instrumentation

03/12/76 Relay Coil Failures - GE Type MFA, HGA, HKA, HHA Relays

03/15/76 Relay Halfunctions - GE Type STD Relays

04/02/76 Relay Failures - Westinghouse BFD Relays

04/29/77 Pneumatic Time Delay Relay Setpoint Drift

09/12/77 Potential Failure Mechanism in Certain Westinghouse (N) AR

Relays with Latch Attachments

09/12/77 On-Line Testing of the Westinghouse N Solid State Protection

System (SSPS)

01/16/78 Flammable Contact - Arm Retainers in G.E. CR120A Relays

01/30/78 Terminal Block Oualification

02/21/78 Environmental Qualification of Certain Stem Mounted Limit
Switches Inside Reactor Containment

Thomas

Thomas

Thomas

Thomas

Thomas

Thomas

Thomas

Thomas

Thomas
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Page go. 2

09/04/91

R S Date

Type Huober V 0 Issued Title

GEHERIC CONHUNICATIOHS IHDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Couuunications Sorted per Progras Henu Requests

Contact(s)

BL 78-05 04/14/78 Nalfunctioning of Circuit Breaker Auxiliary Contact Hechanisu - Thonas

General Electric Nodel CR105X

BL 78-06 05/31/78 Defective Cutler-Haoner Type H Relays with DC Coils

BL 79-01 02/08/79 Environuental Qualification of Class IE Equipuent

BL 79-01 1 02/26/79 Environuental Qualification of Class 1E Equipuent

Thonas

Thouas

Thouas

BL 79-01A 06/06/79 Environuental Qualification of Class IE Equipuent (Deficiencies, Thooas

ASCO Solenoid Valves)

BL 79-01B 01/14/80 Environuental Qualification of Class IE Equipuent

BL 79-01B 1 02/29/80 Environuental Qualification of Class IE Equipuent

Bl. 79-01B 2 09/30/80 Environuental Qualification of Class IE Equlpuent

BL 79-018 3 10/24/80 Environnental Qualification of Class IE Equipuent

Thonas

Thouas

Thouas

Thoaas

BL 79-06A 1 04/18/79 Review of Operational Errors and Systeu Nisalignoents Identified Milber

During the Three Hile island Incident

BL 79-21 08/13/79 Teoperature Effects on Level Neasureuents

BL 79-24 09/27/79 Frozen Lines

Milber

Moodruff

BL 79-25 11/02/79 Failures of Mestinghouse BFD Relays in Safety-Related Systeus Thouas

BL 79-27 11/30/79 Loss of Non-Class-I-E Instruoentation and Control Power Systen

Bus During Operation

BL 79-28 12/07/79 Possible Halfunction of NAHCO Hodel EA180 Liuit Switches at

Elevated Teuperatures

BL 80-06 03/13/80 Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) Reset Controls

BL 80-16 06/27/80 Potential Misapplication of Roseuount...Nodels 1151 and 1152

Pressure Transoitters with Either 'A* or 'D'utput Codes

BL 80-17 4 12/18/80 Failure of Control Rods to Insert During a Scras at a BMR

BL 80-19 07/31/80 Failures of Mercury-Metted Hatrix Relays in Reactor Protective
Systeas of...Plants Designed by Coobustion Engineering

BL 80-19 1 08/13/80 Failures of Nercury-Metted Hatrix Relays in Reactor Protective

Systeas of...Plants Designed by Coubustion Engineering

Moods

Thoaas

Milber

Laudan, Bennett

Hills

Villalva

Villalva





Page $o.

09/04/91

R S Date

Type Huaber V U Issued Title

GEHERIC CONNUHICATIOHS
INDE'bbreviatedListing of

Coswunications Sorted per Prograo Nenu Requests

Contact(s)

BL 80-20 07/31/80 Failures of Hestinghouse Type H-2 Spring Return to Heutral

Control Switches

Villalva

BL 84-02 03/12/84 Failure of GE Type HFA Relays In Use In Class 1E Safety Systeus Thooas

CR 76-02 08/16/76

CR 76-04 09/29/76

CR 77-06 04/01/77

CR 77-09 05/25/77

Relay Failures - Mestinghouse BF (ac) and BFD Idc) Relays

Neutron Nonitor and Flow Bypass Switch Nalfunctions

Effects of Hydraulic Fluid on Electrical Cables

Inproper Fuse Coordination in BUR Standby Liquid Control Systeo

Control Circuits

BL 88-03 03/10/88 Inadequate Latch Engageoent in HFA Type Latching Relays

Nanufactured by General Electric (GE) Conpany

BL 88-09 07/26/88 Thioble Tube Thinning in Mestinghouse Reactors

BL 90-01 03/09/90 Loss of Fill-Oil in Transoitters Nanufactured by Rosemunt

Haidu, Baker

Ransey, Hou

Rawsey, Thooas

Thowas

Thooas

Henderson

Thooas

CR 77-13 09/22/77 Reactor Safety'ignals Negated During Testing Thoaas

CR 77-16 12/09/77 Euergency Diesel Generator Electrical Trip Lock-Out Features Thosas

CR 78-09 06/05/78 Arcing of General Electric Coopany Size 2 Contactors

CR 78-11 06/15/78 Recirculation NG Set Overspeed Stops

CR 78-12 06/30/78 HPCI Turbine Control Valve Lift Rod Bending

CR 78-19 12/28/78 Nanual Override <Bypass) of Safety Systeo Actuation Signals

CR 79-02 02/16/79 Failure of 120 Volt Vital AC Power Supplies

CR 79-07 05/02/79 Unexpected Speed Increase of Reactor Recirculation NG Set

Resulted in Reactor Power Increase

Thowas

DeBevec

DeBevec

Rutherford

Thooas

DeBevec

CR 79-20 09/24/79 Failure of GTE Sylvania Relay Type PN Bulletin 7305 Catalog

5U12-11-AC with a 120V AC Coil
Thoaas

CR 79-24 11/26/79 Proper Installation and Calibration of Core Spray Pipe Break

Detection Equipwent on BHRs

CR 80-01 01/17/80 Service Advice for GE Induction Disc Relays

CR 80-09 04/28/80 Problens with Plant Internal Coeounications Systeos

DeBevec

Laudan

Villalva
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09/04/91
GENERIC COHHUNICATIDNS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Cosounications Sorted per Prograo Henu Requests

R S Date

Type Nuober V U Issued Title Contact(s)

CR 80-16 06/27/80 Operational Deficiencies in Roseoount Hodel 510DU Trip Units and Laudan

Hodel 1152 Pressure Transuitters

CR 81-01 01/23/81 Design Problens Involving Indicating Pushbutton S~itches

Nanufactured by Honeywell Incorporated

CR 81-03 03/02/81 Inoperable Seisnic Honitoring Instruoentation

CR 81-06 04/14/81 Potential Deficiency Affecting Certain Foxboro 10 to 50

Hilliaspere Transnitters

Villalva

Mong

Thooas

CR 81-12 07/22/81 Inadequate Periodic Test Procedure of PMR Reactor Protection Thonas

Systeo

CR 81-13 09/25/81 Torque Switch Electrical Bypass Circuit for Safeguard Service Thooas

Valve Notors

GL 78-22 06/21/78 Revision To Intrusion Detection Systens And Entry Control

Handbooks And Nuclear Safeguards Technology Handbook

GL 79-49 10/05/79 Suneary Of Heetings Held On 9/18-20/79 To Discuss Potential

Unreviewed Safety Question On Systens Interaction For BhM Pl

GL 80-005 01/14/80 IEB 79-01b Environoental Qualification Of Class 1E Equipoent

GL 80-016 02/29/80 IEB 79-Oib Environnental Qualification Of Class 1E Equipnent

GL 80-018 03/06/80 Crystal River 3 Reactor Trip Fros Approxioately IOOX Full Power

GL 80-025 03/13/80 IEB 80-06 Engineering Safety Feature (ESF} Reset Controls

GL 80-031 04/17/80 IEB 80-09 Hydraootor Actuator Deficiencies

GL 80-058 06/26/80 IEB 80-16 Potential Nisapplication Of Roseaount Inc. Hodels

1151/1152 Pressure Transoitters Mith 'A'r 'D'utput Codes

GL 80-061 07/02/80 THI-2 Lessons Learned

GL 80-062 07/02/80 THI-2 Lessons Learned

GL 80-070 07/31/80 IEB 80-19 Failures Of Hercury-Netted Hatrix Relays In RPS Of

Operating Nuclear Power Plants Designed By GE

GL 80-071 07/31/80 IEB 80-20 Failures Of Mestingbouse Type M-2 Spring Return To

Neutral Control Switches

GL 80-082 09/30/80 IEB 79-Oib Suppleoent 2 Environoental Qualification Of Class 1E

Equipsent





Page Po. 5

09/04/91

R S Date

Type Huaber V U Issued Title

GEHERIC COHHUHICATIOHS IHDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Coanunications Sorted per Prograa Menu Requests

Contactls)

GL 80-089 10/24/80 IEB 79-Olb Suppleaent 3 Environaental Qualification Of Class IE

Equipnent

GL 80-111 12/18/80 IEB 80-17 Suppleoent 4, Failure Of Control Rods To Insert During

A Scraa At A BNR

GL 81-05 01/19/81 infornation Regarding The Prograo For Environoental

Qualification Of Safety-Related Flectrical Equipaent

GL 82-28 12/10/82 Inadequate Core Cooling Instrumentation Systea

6L 83-18 04/19/83 NRC Staff Revie» of the BMR Ouners'roup (BMROG) Control Roon

Survey Progran

6L 83-28 07/08/83 Required Actions Based on Generic Iaplications of Salea ATMS

Events

GL 83-31 09/19/83 Safety Evaluation of 'Abnoreal Transient Operating
6uidelines'L

84-23 )0/26/84 Reactor Vessel Hater Level Instruaentation in BMRs

GL 84-24 12/27/84 Cert. of Coop) to 10CFR50.49, Eq of Electric Equipoent Ioportant

to Safety for Hpps

Gi. 85-09 05/23/85 Technical Specifications For Generic Letter 83-28, Itea 4.3 R. D. Karsch

GL 85-10 05/23/85 Technical Specification For Generic Letter 83-28, Iteas 4.3 and R. O. Karsch

F 4

6L 86-)5 09/22/86 Info ... Coop)iance M 10CFR50.49 'Eq of Electric Equipoent

Inportant to Safety For Nuclear Power
Plants'xe)rad Holohan

GL 88-14 08/08/88 Instruaent Air Supply Systeo Probleos Affecting Safety-Related

Equipaent

M. Lefave

GL 89-06 04/12/89 Task Action iten I.D.2 - Safety Paraoeter Display Systeo - 10

CFR 50.54 (f)
R,J. Eckenrod

GL 89-11 06/30/89 Resolution Of 6eneric Issue 101 'Boiling Mater Reactor Mater

Level
Redundancy'L

89-19 09/20/89 Request For Actions Related To Resolution Of Unresolved Safety

Issue A-47, '...,'ursuant To 10 CFR 50.54lf)

IH 79-04 02/l6/79 Degradation of Engineered Safety Features

IH 79-22 09/14/79 Qualification of Control Systeos

Collins, Szulieuicz

Stone

Jordan
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Type Huuber V U Issued Title

GENERIC CONNUNICATIONS INDEN

Abbreviated Listing of
Cooaunications Sorted per Prograa Nenu Requests

Contact(s)

IH 79-29 11/16/79 Loss of Honsafety-Related Reactor Coolant Systea Instrurentation Moods

During Operation

IH 80-03

IH 80-08

(
IH 80-10

01/31/80 Hain Turbine Electro-Hydraulic Control Systeo

03/07/80 The States Coopany Sliding Link Electrical Terninai Block

03/07/80 Partial Loss of Hon-Nuclear Instruuent Systeo Power Supply

During Operation

DeBevec

Rutherford

Hoods

IN 80-13 04/02/80 Generai Electric Type SBN Control Suitches - Defective Can

Followers

IH 80-12 03/31/80 Instruaent Failure Causes Opening of PORV and Block Valve DeBevec

Villalva

IH 80"43

IN 80-44

12/05/80 Failures of the Continuous Hater Level Honitor for the Scrau

Discharge Volune at Dresden Unit Ho. 2

12/16/80 Actuation of ECCS in the Recirculation Node while in Hot

Shutdoun

Hills

ViI 1 al va

IN 80-45

IH 81-01

IH 81-09

IN 81-15

12/17/80 Potential Failure of BMR Backup Nanual Scran Capability

01/16/81 Possible Failures of General Electric Type HFA Relays

03/26/81 Degradation of Residual Heat Reooval (RHR) Systea

Villalva

Villalva

¹oods

04/22/Bl Degradation of Autouatic ECCS Actuation Capability by Isolation DeBevec

of Instruuent Lines

IH 81-25

IH 81-38

IN 82-02

08/21/81 Open Equalizing Valve of Differential Pressure Transsitter
Causes Reactor Scraa and Loss of Redundant Safety Signals

12/17/81 Potentially Significant Equipoent Failures Resulting froo
Contaaination of Air-Operated Systeos

01/27/82 ¹estinghouse HBFD Relay Failures in Reactor Protection Systeas

at Certain Nuclear Pouer Plants

Thouas

Kiessel

Thomas

IH 82-04 03/10/82 Potential Deficiency of Certain Agastat E-7000 Series Tine-Delay Laudan

Relays

IN 82-11

IN 82-13

IN 82-17

04/09/82 Potential Inaccuracies in Hide Range Pressure Instruoents Used

in ¹estinghouse Designed Plants

05/10/82 Failures of General Electric Type HFA Relays

06/11/82 Overpressurization of Reactor Coolant Systea

Vi 1 1alva

Laudan

Holland, Hills
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GENERIC COMMUHICATIOHS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of

Coanunications Sorted per Program Menu Requests

Contact(s)

IN 82-45 11/19/82 PWR Low Tenperature Overpressure Protection

IN 82-48 12/03/82 Failures of Agastat CR 0095 Relay Sockets

Lanik

Laudan

IH 82-50 12/20/82 Modification of Solid State AC Undervoltage Relays Type ITE-27 Laudan

IN 82-54 , 12/27/82 Westinghouse HBFD Relay Failures in Reactor Protection Systeas Thosas

IH 82-55 12/28/82 Seisuic Qualification of Westinghouse AR Relay with Latch

Attachuents Used in Westinghouse Solid State Protection Systea

IH 82-56 12/30/82 Robertshaw Theroostatic Flow Control Valves

IH 83-03 01/28/83 Calibration of Liquid Level Instrusents

IH 83-08 03/09/83 Conponent Failures Caused by Elevated DC Control Voltage

IH 83-17 03/31/83 Electrical Control Logic Prob)en Resulting in Inoperable

Auto-Start of Eaergency Diesel Generator Units

IN 83-19 04/05/83 General Electric Type HFA Relay Contact Gap and Wipe Setting
Adjustuents

Thouas

Hendersan

Thoaas

Laudan

Thooas

Laudan

IH 83-38 05/13/83 Defective Heat Sink Adhesive and Seismically Induced Chatter In Villalva
Relays Within Printed Circuit Cards

IH 83-42 06/23/83 Reactor Node Switch Malfuctions

IN 83-43 06/24/83 ieproper Settings of Internediate Range (IR) High Flux Trip
Setpoints

IN 83-53 08/11/83 Prioary Containaent isolation Valve Discrepancies

IH 83-63 09/26/83 Potential Failures of Westinghouse Electric Corporation Type

SA-1 Differential Relays

IH 83-63 1 02/15/84 Potential Failures of Westinghouse Electric Corporation Type

SA-1 Differential Relays

IH 83-65 10/07/83 Surveillance of Flaw in RTD Bypass Loops Used in Westinghouse

Plants

Farron

Villalva, Julian

Farron

Laudan

Laudan

Villalva

IH 83-83 12/19/83 Use of Portable Radio Transiitters Inside Nuclear Power Plants Weiss

IH 84-20 03/21/84 Service Life of Relays in Safety-Related Systeu

IN 84-37 05/10/84 Use of Lifted Leads and Juupers During Maintenance or

Surveillance Testing

Virgilio

Weiss
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GENERIC CONNUHICATIOHS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of

Communications Sorted per Program Nenu Requests

Contact(s)

IH 84-45 06/11/84 Reversed Differential Pressure Instrument Sensing Lines Singh

IH 84-70 09/04/84 Reliance On Mater Level Instrumentation Mith a Common Reference Meiss

Leg

IH 84-70 1 08/26/85 Reliance On Mater Level Instrumentation Mith a Common Reference Meiss

Leg

IH 84-80 ii/08/84 Plant Transients induced By Failure of Hon-Huclear

Instrumentation Power

Singh

IH 84-84 11/27/84 Deficiencies in Ferro-Resonant Transformers

IH 84-84 1 04/24/85 Deficiencies in Ferro-Resonant Transformers

Villalva

Villalva

!H 84-86 ii/30/84 Isolation Between Signals of The Protection System and

Hon-Safety-Related Equipment

IH 85-002 01/11/85 Improper Installation and Testing of Differential Pressure

Transmitters

Beard

Villalva, NcCoy

IH 85-018 03/07/85 Failures of Undervoltage Output Circuit Boards in the

Mestinghouse-Designed Solid State Protection System

IH 85-021 03/IB/85 Hain Steam Isolation Valve Closure Logic

Villalva, Nerriweather

Hodge

IH 85-023 03/22/85 Inadequate Surveillance and Postaaintenance and Postaodification Villalva, Dance

System Testing

IH 85-026 04/02/85 Vacuum Relief System for Boiling Mater Reactor Nark I and Nark

II Containments

Singh

04/09/85 Partial Loss of AC Power and Diesel Generator Degradation

IH 85-035 04/30/85 Failure of Air Check Valves to Seat

IH 85-035 1 05/17/88 Failure of Air Check Valves to Seat

Meiss

Hodge

Thompson

IH 85-045 06/06/85 Potential Seismic Interaction Involving the Novable In-Core Flux Powell

Napping System Used in Mestinghouse Designed Plants

IH 85-049 07/01/85 Relay Calibration Problem Bailey

IH 85-050 07/08/85 Complete Loss of Hain and Auxiliary Feedwater At a PHR Designed Moodruff

by Babcock fc Milcox

IH 85-051 07/19/85 Inadvertent Loss or Improper Actuation of Safety-Related

Equipment

Thomas
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GEHERIC COMMUNICATIONS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Conaunications Sorted per Prograo Menu Requests

Contact(s)

IH 85-054 07/15/85 Teletherapy Unit Nalfunction

IH 85-063 07/25/85 Potential for Canaan-Node Failure of Standby Gas Treatnent

Systen on Loss of Off-Site Power

IH 85-072 08/22/85 Uncontrolled Leakage of Reactor Coolant Outside Containnent

Karagiannis

Megner

Pawell

IH 85-073 08/23/85 Energency Diesel Generator Control Circuit Logic Design Error Swenson, Singh

IH BS-075 08/30/85 Iaproperly Installed Instruoentation, Inadequate Quality Control Meiss, Jordan, Dodds

and Inadequate Postnodification Testing

IH 85-086 11/05/85 Lighting Strikes at Huclear Power Generating Stations Love, Thoaas

IN 85-089 11/19/85 Potential Loss of Solid-State Instrunentation Following Failure Stewart

of Control Roon Cooling

IN 85-095 12/23/BS Leak of Reactor Mater to Reactor Building Caused by Scran

Solenoid Valve Probleu

Meiss

IH 85-098 12/26/85 Hissing Juopers Fran Mestinghouse Reactor Protection Systen

Cards for the Over-Power Delta Tenperature Trip Function
Lang

IN 85-100 12/31/85 Roseeount Differential Pressure Transaitter Zero Paint Shift Bailey

IN 86-004 01/31/86 Transient Due to Loss of Power to Integrated Contral Systen at a Moodruff

Pressurized Mater Reactor Designed by Babcack b Milcax

IH 86-010 02/13/86 Safety Paraoeter Display Systeo Malfunctions Moodruff, Lapinsky

IH 86-015 03/10/86 Loss of Offsite Power Caused by Problens in Fiber Optirs Systeas Meiss

IH 86"047 06/10/86 Erratic Behavior of Static 'O'ing Differential Pressure

Switches

Beard, Moodruff

IN 86-052 06/26/86 Canductar Insulation Degradation on Foxboro Model E Controllers Petrosino

IN 86-053 06/26/86 Inproper Installation of Heat Shrinkable Tubing Beard

IN 86-062 07/23/86 Potential Problens in Mestinghouse Molded Case Circuit Breakers Haidu, Stewart

Equipped with a Shunt Trip

IH 86-069 08/18/86 Spurious Systeo Isolations Caused by the Panalarn Model 86

Thernocouple Monitor

Stewart

IN 86-075 08/21/86 Incorrect Maintenance Procedure on Traversing Encore Probe Lines Anderson

IH 86-087 10/10/86 Loss of Offsite Pawer upon an Autonatic Bus Transfer Stewart, Ashe
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GEHERIC COWHICATIOHS
INDE'bbreviatedListing of

Coanunications Sorted per Prograa Menu Requests

Contact(s)

IH 86-100 12/12/86 Loss of Offsite Po~er to Vital Busses at Galen 2 Bettenhausen Moodruff

IN 86-105 12/19/86 Potential for Loss of Reactor Trip Capability at interwediate Burro~s, Moodruff

Po~er Levels

IN 87-05 02/02/87 Hiswiring in a Mestinghouse Rod Control Systen Molley

IN 87-28 06/22/87 Air Systens Probleas at U. S. Light Mater Reactors

IH 87-28 1 12/28/87 Air Systens Problens at U. ST Light Mater Reactors

IN 87-34

IN 87-41

07/24/87 Single Failures in Auxiliary Feedwater Systens

08/31/87 Failures of Certain Bro~n Boveri Electric Circuit Breakers

IH 87-17 04/07/87 Response Tine of Scraa Instruaent Voluoe Level Detectors Meiss, Patterson

Nudge, Ornstein

Merniel

Gallo, HacKay

Ransey

IN 87-48 '0/09/87 Infornation Conrerning the Use of Anaerobic Adhesive/Sealants Scholl

IH 87-52 10/16/87 Insulation Breakdown of Silicone Rubber-Insulated Single

Conductor Cables During High Potential Testing
Knight, Narinos, Guillen

IH 87-60 12/04/87 Depressurization of Reactor Coolant Systens in Pressurized-Hater Israel, Kirkpatrick

Reactors

IH 87-61 12/07/87 Failure of Mestinghouse M-2-Type Circuit Breaker Cell S~itches Haidu, Guillen

IH 87-61 1 05/31/88 Failure of Mestinghouse M-2-Type Circuit Breaker Cell 8~itches Guillen, Haidu

IH 87-62 12/08/87 Mechanical Failure of Indicating-Type Fuses

IN 87-66

(
IH 88-005

12/31/87 Inappropriate Application of Cooaercial-Grade Coaponents

02/12/88 Fire in Annunciator Control Cabinets

IN 88-011 04/07/88 Potential Loss of Notor Control Center and/or Switchboard

Function due to Faulty Tie Bolts

IN 88-012 04/12/88 Overgreasing of Electric Notor Bearings

IH 88-014 04/18/88 Potential Probleas with Electrical Relays

IH 88-029 05/25/88 Deficiencies in Prinary Containaent Low-Voltage Electrical
Penetration Assenblies

Stewart, Petrosino

Petrosino

Thonas, Fields

Scholl

Prell, Kirkpatrick

Haidu

Anand, Hodge

IH 8&-038 06/15/88 Failure of Undervoltage Trip Attachaent on General Electric Fields

Circuit Breakers
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GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS IHDEI

Abbreviated Listing of
Communications Sorted per Program Menu Requests

Contact(s)

IN 88-042 06/25/88 Circuit Breaker Failures Due to Loose Charging Spring Hotor Ramsey

Hounting Bolts
1

IN 88-044 06/24/88 Hechanical Binding of Spring Release Device in Mestinghouse Type Naidu, Gui lien
DS-416 Circuit Breakers

IN 88-046 1 07/21/88 Licensee Report of Defective Refurbished Circuit Breakers

IN 88"050

IN 88"054

07/18/88 Effect of Circuit Breaker Capacitance on Availability of

Emergency Power

07/28/88 Failure of Circuit Breaker Following Installation of Amptector

Direct Trip Attachment

IH 88-057 08/08/88 Potential Loss of Safe Shutdown Equipment Due to Premature

Silicon Controlled Rectifier Failure

Naidu, Guillen

Scholl, Peebles

Fields

Petrosino, Guillen

IN 88-058 08/08/88 Potential Problems with ASEA Brown Boveri ITE-51L

Time-Overcurrent Relays

IH 88-060 08/11/88 inadequate Design and Installation of Matertight Penetration

Seals

Naidu, Fields

Oudinot

IN 88-065 08/18/88 Inadvertent Drainages of Spent Fuel Pools

IH 88-069 08/19/88 Hovable Contact Finger Binding in MFA Relays Manufactured by

General Electric (GE)

Nudge, Kudrick

Scholl, Ramsey

IN 88-069 1 09/29/88 Hovabi,e Contact Finger Binding in MFA Relays Hanufactured by

General Electric IGE)

Schoil, Ramsey

IN 88-075 09/16/88 Disabling of Diesel Generator Output Circuit Breakers by

Anti-Pump Circuitry

IH 88-075 1 04/17/89 Disabling of Diesel Generator Output Circuit Breakers by

Anti-Pump Circuitry

Lazevnick, Schulten, Burrows

Burro~s, Kendall

IN 88-081 10/07/88 Failure of Amp Mindow Indent Kynar Splices and Thomas and Betts Gautam, Miison

Hylon Mire Caps During EQ Testing

IN 88-085 10/19/88 Inadequate Testing of Relay Contacts in Safety-Related i.ogic

Systems

Lasky

IN 88-084 10/20/88 Defective Motor Shaft Keys in Limitorque Motor Actuators

IH 88-086 10/21/88 Operating with Multiple Grounds in Direct Current Distribution
Systems

Jacobson

Falevits, Saba
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GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Communications Sorted per Program Menu Requests

Contact(s)

IN 88-086 1 03/31/89 Operating Hith Multiple Grounds in Direct Current Distribution
Systems

IN 88-088 11/16/88 Degradation of Hestinghouse ARD Relays

IH 88-088 1 05/31/89 Degradation of Hestinghouse ARD Relays

IN 88-089 11/21/88 Degradation of Kapton Electrical Insulation

It( 88-098 12/19/88 Electrical Relay Degradation Caused by Oxidation of Contact

Surfaces

Schin, Burrows

Guillen

Guillen

Hilson

Kadambi, Petrosino

IH 89"03

IH 89-10

01/11/89 Potential Electrical Equipment Problems

01/27/89 Undetected Installation Errors in Main Steam Line Tunnel

Differential Temperature-Sensing Elements at BHRs

Leu

Hoodard

IH 89-11 02/02/89 Failure of DC Motor-Operated Valves to Develop Rated Torque

Because of Improper Cable Sizing
Huang, Kang, Kiessel

IH 89-15

IH 89-16 02/16/89 Excessive Voltage Drop in DC Systems

02/16/89 Second Reactor Coolant Pump Shaft Failure at Crystal River Rajan, Jensen

Carter, Lazevnick

IH 89-17 02/22/89 Contamination and Degradation of Safety-Related Battery Cells Guillen

IH 89-21 02/27/89 Changes in Performance Characteristics of Molded-Case Circuit
Breakers

Jacobson

IN 89-23 03/03/89 Environmental Qualification of Litton-Veau CIR Series Electrical Hilson

Connectors

IN 89-29 03/15/89 Potential Failure of ASEA Bro~n Boveri Circuit Breakers During

Seismic Event

Gui 1 1 en

IN 89-30 1 11/01/90 High Temperature Environments at Nuclear Power Plants

IN 89-42 04/21/89 Failure of Rosemount Models 1153 and 1154 Transmitters

IH 89-57 07/26/89 Unqualified Electrical Splices in Vendor-Supplied

Environmentally Oualified Equipment

IH 89-60 08/18/89 Maintenance of Teletherepy Units
l

IH 89-63 09/05/89 Possible Submergence of Electrical Circuits l.ocated Above the

Flood Level Because of Hater Intrusion h Lack of Drainage

IN 89-68 09/25/89 Evaluation of Instrument Setpoints During Modifications

Paulk, Fields

Haidu, Guillen

Stetka

Metzger, Caniano

Gautam, Nalker

Athavale, Mauck, Guthrie
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Abbreviated Listing of
Conaunications Sorted per Prograu Henu Requests

Contact(s)

IH B9-90 12/2B/89 Pressurizer Safety Valve Lift Setpoint Shift

IN 90-06 01/29/90 Potential for Loss of Shutdown Cooling Mhile at Low Reactor

Coolant Levels

Hsii, Jensen

Fields, Bitter

IN 90-10 02/23/90 Prieary Mater Stress Corrosion Cracking (PMSCC1 of Inconel 600 Koo, Heruan

IH 90-11 02/2B/90 Haintenance Deficiency Associated Mith Solenoid-Operated Valves Carter, Ornstein, Haidu

IN 90-21 03/22/90 Potential Failure of Motor-Operated Butterfly Valves to Operate Scarbrough, Thonpson

Because Valve Seat Friction Mas Underestimated

IH 90-28

IN 90-51

04/30/90 Potential Error in High Steanline Flou Setpoint

08/08/90 Failures of Voltage-Dropping Resistors in the Pouer Supply

Circuitry of Electric Bovernor Systeas

IN 90-22 03/23/90 Unanticipated Equipment Actuations Foliwoing Restoration of

Poser to Rosenount Transuitter Trip Units

IN 90-2J 04/04/90 loproper Installation of Patel Conduit Seals

Magner, Hattson, Kendall

Conlon, Herrixeather

LaBarge

Fields, Haass, Butler

IN 90-57

IH 90-65

IN 91-01

09/05/90 Substandard, Refurbished Potter b Brunfieid Relays

Misrepresented As Neu

10/05/90 Recent Orifice Plate Probleus

01/04/91 Supplier of Hisrepresented Resistors

Naidu, Alexander

Sparks, Kugler

Haass

IN 91-05 01/50/91 Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking in Pressurized Mater

Reactor Safety injection Accunulator Hozzles

Coley, Heroann

IH 91-06 01/ZI/91 Lock-Up of Euergency Diesel Generator and Load Sequencer Control Fields

Circuits Preventing Restart of Tripped EDB

IN 91-11

IN 91-29

IH 91-Z4

02/20/91 Inadequate Physical Separation and Electrical isolation of

Non-Safety-Related Circuits Fron RPS Circuits

04/15/91 Deficiencies Identified During Electrical Distribution Systen

Functional Inspections

06/05/91 Potential Problens in Identifying Causes of Energenry Diesel

Generator Halfunctions

Li, Jensen

Jacobson

Saba

IH 91-45 07/05/91 Possible Halfunction of Mestinghouse ARD, BFD, and NBFD Relays, Canpbell, Loeser

and A200 DC and DPC 250 Magnetic Contactors
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Abbreviat o:st!no o.

".osaun!cations Sorted oer F"ooran renu Reouests

:r S >Date

voe Rusher v U issueo '.tia Contacti=r

SL 7.-0i Oi/l5/75;">!i unction oi Conta!noent Purge Suoo!v ~aive :»itc,'>

74-pa 05/22/7a '>a!fuse ion of Taroet Rock Safotv Rei:ei vaives

BL /4-Oo Odllli?4 uefective Nest!nghouse Type ir-2 Contro! S»itch Coooonent

SL 74-08 07/25/74 Deficiency in tne iTE H:ided Case Circu!t rrreaxers, Tyse r>.-5

aL 74-09

SL -r4-ll

07IZOIT4 Def!cien:y in ienerai Electric i!3dei -'~v':"acne-Si ast ."reaxers

!O/16/74 isoroper Wirino of Safety in:,ec't!on Loo:c at .ion ! 5 2

SL i4-!2 !0/2l/74 incorrect Coiis in liestinghouse Type:" Reiays at Trojan

SL 7-'„-l5 IO/25/ii i»orooer Factorv !firing cn 8enerai iree:r!c Hotor .ontroi
Cen-'ers a't Fcrt Calhoun

s4-lo i2/Ob/74 rl!sappi!cation of Cutler-Fasrrer Tnree ros! ties d=incained wtcn
lrooei ho. !02SOT

SL; 3-05 05/l4/75 incorrect > orrer Disc 'Sprino and Clearance D!oens!on !n Series
.'500 ano 8502 ASCO Soieno!o gaive

SL 75-Oh

SL 75.08

78-02

EL 76 05

05/50/i5 Defect! ve hest!nghouse Type Or-2 Control:"~itcnes

!2/ll/75 PdR Pres ure instrunentation

05/'L2/7& Reiay Coil Failures - GE Type r!FA, HSA, ;:RA, ~HA Relays

03/l5/78 Relay Ha!functions - SE Type STD Reiavs

!;!ones

Thooas

BL ?lI-05

aL 77-Ol

BL 77-02

04/02/76 Relay Failures - ifestinghouse BFD Reiays

04/29/77 Pneunat!r. Tine Delay Reiay Setpoint Drift

09/l2/77?otentiai Failure Hechanisn in Cercain '»estinghouse (r$ ) AR

Reiavs rrith Latch Attachnents

ihooas

Thoaas

:ho as

BL 77-05 09l!2li? Qn-Line Testing of the Nestinghouse Vi Solid State Protection
Systen lSSPS)

Thonas

8L ?8-Ol

'SL i8-02

Olllh/78 Fiaaeabie Contact - Arn Retainers in G.E. CR120A Relays

Ol/50/78 Terninai 8iock Ouaiification

Thonas

Tnoaas

DL i8-04 02/2ll78 Environnental Qualification of Certain St o amounted Lioit
Switches inside Reactor Contain!rent

Thonas
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Abbreviate. 'iic: at

'nounicattans Sor'iec a:r ". Qarali d>enu Reauests

R S .ate
vae Huober ; i lssuea 'itic ;-ntactts;

IS Oa ".'a/14/iB Haifunctioning ot C rcu'.i Breaker Aux.j:arv Ccriact /lec. Snis". - ;oaas

Gene. ai Eiectric H>adei C,"".!OQK

BL >B 00 '5l3!/78 Defective Cut!er-.""armer:ype H Reiavs attn DC Cal!s ; >'la,>as

'2)08/79 Envlranoenial Oualiiication of C.ass i: Ecutpaen'. " '>Qnas
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BL 80-19 07/31/80 Faiiures of Hercury-Netted Hatrix Relays in Reactor Protective
Systeas os ..Plants Designed by Conbustion Engineering

Viiialva

BL 80-19 1 08/13/80 Failures of Hercury-Netted Hatrix Relays in Reactor Protective
Systens of...Pianis Designed by Coobustian Engineering
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CR 78-19

CR 79-02
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!2/28/78 )fanuai Gverr!ce fBypass) of Safety Sysiea Actuat!cn S!grais

02/16/79 Failure cf 120 Volt Vital AC Power Supplies

05/02/79 L'nexpected Speed increase of Reactor Recircuiation ifG Set
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Rutherford

inooas

DeBevec

CR 79-20 09/24/79 vailure of GTG Sylvania Relay Type Pif Bulietin 7505 Catalog
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Thos!as
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DeBevec

CR 80-01

CR 80-09

01/17/80 Service Advice for Gi induction Disc Relays
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6'Q-018

i'0-025
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03/!3/80 lEB 80-06 Enoineer!no Safety Feature (EEFUS Reset Controls

GL 80 031 04/17/80 lEB 80-09 Hydranocor Actuator Belie:anc] es

GL 80"058 G6/26/SO TEB 80-16 Potential Nisappiication 0: Roseaourt inc. Nodeis

1151/1152 Pressure Transeitters With 'A'r '0'utout Codes

GL 80-061 07/02/80 THT-2 Lessons Learned

GL 80-062 07/02/80 Till-2 l.essons Learned

GL 80-070 07/31/80 lEB 80-19 Faiiures Of lfercury-netted matrix Relays in RPS Gf

Operat'Lng Nuclear Power Piants Designed By GE

GL 80-071 07/31/80 iEB 80-20 ". aiiures Of westinghouse :ype I-2 Sprino Return To

Neutral Control Switches

GL 80-082 09/30/80 lEB 79-Oib Suppieaent 2 Environnental Qualification uf Class 1E

Equipnent
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SL 68-14 OB/08/88 !astra((ent Air Supplv Systeo Prob?ens Affecting Safety-Relat o

Equipaent
i. Leiave

6; 89-06 04/12/89 Task Action iten 1.D.2 - Saiety Paraae'ter Dispiay Systeo - iO

CFR 50 '4 (:.I
R.J. Eckenroc

6L 89-11 Oc/50/89 Resolution Oi Generic issue 101 'Bcilina iiater Reactar Pater
Level Redundarcy'olixns, Szuixeuxcz

SL 89-19 09/20/89 Request For Actions Related To Resoluticn Oi Unresolved Safety
issue A-4?, '...," Pursuant To 10 CFR 50. 54fi)

iii 79-04

1N 79 "22

02/16/79 Degradation of Engineered Sa ety Features

09/14/79 Qualification oi Control Systeas

Stone
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«lllalva
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OQBevec
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:H 81-38 12/17/Bl Potentially Significani Louipreni Faiiures Resuiiino froo
Contanination of Air-Operated Sysiens

Kiessei

lN 62-02 01/27/62 Westinghouse HBFO Reiay . aiiures in Reactor Pro'.eciion Syste s

at Ceriain }iuclear Pouer Plants
TI)o»as

ill 82-04 03/10/82 Potential Deficiency of Certain Agastat E-7000 Series Tine-Delay Laudan

Reiays

iH 82-11 04/09/82 Potential inaccuracies in Hide Range Pressure instruoenis Used

in Mestinghouse Oesigned Piants
yiilalva

lH 82-17 Ob/ll/S2 Overpressurization of Reactor Cooiant Systea

iH 82-13 '05/10/82 Failures of General Eiectric Type HFA Relays !.audan
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83-Io 04/05/83 General Fiectric Type BFA Relav Contac'. Bap and Mine Setting
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«auoan

83-38 05/13/83 Defective Heat Sine Adnesive ano Seisoi cali v Induces i'r>atter .'n

Bei ave hithin Fr!nteo Circuit Cards

vl{!13!ia
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SA-1 Differential RAiays
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03/21/84 Service Life oi Relays in Sajety-Related Systeo
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iN 85-035 1 05/17/88 Faiiure af Air Check Valves to Seat ~ no.osan
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flapping Systeo Used in llesiingnouse designed Plants
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«else
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iH 85-100
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Haidu, :"ieuart
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Thernocoupie Hanitor

Stena. t

iH 86-075

lH 86-087 10/10/86 Lass of Sffsite Paver upon an Automatic Bus Transfer Steuart, Asne

08/21/86 Incorrect Hainienance Procedure an Traversina incore Probe Lines Anderson
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')H 87-60 12/04/87 Gepressurization Qt Reacccr Qoiant Systens !n ..ressuf!Seo->lacer

Reacsors

:srae!, ;,:: xoacr!ck

iN 87-61 12/07/87 . ailure of;>es'.ingbouse u-"2-lvoe Circui'. Breaker all =.«i!ches "al os ) cu' 1 =":

lN 87-61 : 05/31/88 Faiiure of Nest!Agbouse u-2-.yoe Circuit reaker Ceil ".»!tcbes

iN 87-62 12/08/87 Necnanicai Faiiure of indicating-;ype Fuses

iN 87-66 !2/31/87 inappropriate Application of Coooerciai-Srade Coaponents

': !iten> Na:ou

.S>>aft F ecros! AQ

"etfQs1 fin

iN 88-005 02/12/88 Fire in Annunciator Ccntroi Caoinets )nooas. f ids

88-01! Of/07/88 Potential Loss of Rotor Conrroi Center and/or Sxiichboard
Function due to Faui'.y Tie Bolts

Schoii

iN 88-.012 04/12/88 Gvergreasing of:-iectric loot Qr Bearinos

iN 88-014 04/18/88 Potential Prohleos u1tb Electricai Peiays

Pr el i, iirkp acr i cx

iN 88-029 05/25/88 Bef!ciencies in Prinary Concainoent Lo>)-v'oltage iectrica!
Penetrat!Qn Asseoblies

'.nano, '.-.Qdge

iN 88-038 06/15/SS Failure of lndervoitage irip /)ttachaent Qn Generai Biectr:c
Circuit Breakers

Fieids
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8-pji 96/2~/63 Circa! t Srearer Faiicres Due '.c 'co e L'harq!nq Slpring rater
Haunting io! ts

.,!i!5ey

!H 4 -044 06/24/SB i"ecnan!ca! Binoina of'c!ino Release Oev!ce !n east!Qgnouse ": ce '!Ziau. .'::<;Zn

3o-416 C!rcu!t B. eakers

iH .8-046 1 3,/21/38 Licensee Reaori of 9efect!ve Refura!Sned L'.rcu t S«akers ,ia!Cui "L!1 ~ en

1',) BS-050 07/18/66 Gffect o;" Circuit Breaker Capac!iance on Avaiiabiiitv
c.'Qer

gency,'"'.";«er

LO!l x+chiec

„1 SS 05a 07/2SIBB Failure of C!rcuit 8'eacer Fcilou!nq irsta!iat!Qn af 4atector
Direct Trip A'tachaent

' Gl dh

!H 88-057 08/08/88 Patent!ai Lass of Safe =.Iuidaun cauioaent Oue to irenature
Silicon Cantrolleo Rectif!er Failure

"atros! n. r 'u! l.'an

Bo-03 08/0S/88 Poteni!ai Prcaiens «itn ASBA 8. Q«n icver! !TB-5!L

T!oe-Bvercurrenc RelaYs

))5!dui: 5! 55

iH 88-060 PS/11/86 inaaeauaie Oesiqn ana 1 sta',ia ian or 'Ratertight Penetration

Seals

CL'a!not

»I SS-poa 08/18/88 inaaverient Ora!naaes c .6"eni: Fuei raa!s -.cage, <uar.ck

!'1 Su-06q 08/lq/88 Hovabie Ccntact Finger F'noinq in rFA Reiays Hanufacture. -.v

Generai 6!eciric i661

:choii. Ransev

iH BS-069 1 pq/2g/88 Hovable Coniaci Finaer "ladino in n,"A Relays Hanufacturea nv

,
6e!,erai Blectric {66)

=cha! i, .sassy

lH 88-075 pg/16/88 Disabling of Diesel Generator Bu'.Qut Circu:i Breakers by

Anti-Pucp Circuitry
Laptev,",ic<, .!chuiten, Barrens

iH 68-075 1 04/17/ig Disabling of 9!E5el 6eneratcr Outaut Circuit Breakers oy

Anti-Pusp Circuitry
Burrows, ken".ail

iH 88-061 i0/07/68 Failure of Aap Hindoos lnaent Kynar:"plices and Thooas ard ietts
Hylcn liire Caps Ourina 69 Testino

Gautacf diison

iH 88-08-. 10/iq/88 inadequate Testing of Relay Contacts in Safety-Related Logic

Systeas

'sky

iH 68"084 10/20/88 Defective Hotor Shaft Keys in Lioitorque Hotor Actuaio. s dacobson

IH 88-086 10/21/88 Operating eith Hultipie Grounds in Direct Current Distribuiicn
Systeas

Faievits, Saba
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iype Nunber V -. Tssueo Titl ta't I

88 On6 313li'8": Qoerat:no «it';, nu'."ti.ie -rounds !n u:rect Carr nt Oi»t !.utica
Systens

cn!n> urrcu»

nB-0"8 ./!6/88 Oearadaiian ai Nestin".house AqO Reiays

!H 88-088 : 05/31/S9 Oearaaatian oi «estincnouse ARO Relays :c!!len>

iN 88-089 ."./21/SB Oegradaticn oi <aptcn Flectrical insulat:-an -; lscn

iN GS-0~ ;2/!9/88 Eiectricai Reiay Oegraaaticn Causea by Gxioat;an oi Cont c=.

Suriaces

'Gaol! ~ "etrcslnc

av 03 0!/11/O', Poiential ":leciricai Equipnent rroblens

rN 8910 01/27/89 Undete tec instaiiaticn Errors !n Hain Stean 'ne TI«nne!

Oiiierentiai Tenaerature-Gens!ng Eieaents at Ms
»accaro

lH 89-1! >".2/02/8"-. Failure ai "OC I".otor-Goeratea vaives to Seve!ac Rateo Tcraue

Because ai lnproper Cable " zing

l;uang, iang, :,le«se.

So-1 02/16/89 Second Reactor Caolant P;"a Shaft . aiiure ='. C;ystai River
»

a~an> »ensen

"./16i89 Escess've Voltage Oroo in OC Sysien ~arter> 'zev"!r)»

ih 89-!7 02/22/89 C ntarinaticn ana Degradatioc af Gaiety-Relatea Battery Ce.is'!! ! l en

!N 89-2! ~2 27/89 Changes in Perior ance Characterist.cs ci Ha!den-Case Circu .
Breakers

,"accuse>n>

iN 89-23 03/03/89 Envircnnentai Qualification o Lit'«on-Veau CiR Series Elec".ricai uiison

Connertars

!N 89-29 03/15/89 Potentiai Faiiure oi ASEA Brown Boveri Circuit Breakers Our.ng

Seisnic Event

-u!1'an

!N 89-30 1!1/01/90 Hiah Tenperature Environnents at i%clear Poser Plants

ih 89-:2 04/21/89 Failure oi Rasenount Hadeis !153 and 1154 Transnit ters

iN 89-57 07/26/89 Unqualified Eiectrical Splices in Vendor-Supplied

Environnental)y Qualified Equipaent

> au! k I'telos

Naidu, Gu: lien

Stetka

IH 89-,60 08/18/89 Haintenance oi Teiethereay Units I>etzgel ~ Can!ann

IH 89-63 09/05/89 Possibie Subnergence oi Eiectrical Circuits Located Above the

Flood Level Because oi iiater intrusion h Lack ai Qrainaqe

Sautan, iaiker

lN S9-68 09/25/89 Evaiuation of instrunent Setpoints Ouring Lodificaticns Athavaie, ",.aucx, Guthrie
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v0-Oh 01/29/90 Potentia1:r!.oss ol Shutdown Cooiing ".'n!'.e ac 'c~ Reac-;o.

Cooi ant 've! s

-»>6=i !z! er

ih 90-!0 0?/23/90 Prinary Hater Stress Corros!on Crack!no fr'aSCC1 cf inconei b00

i0-11 0?/2.."/ii» Na!ntenance Gef!ciency Assoc! ateo «!th Soienoxo-Doerated v'aives

.co,, roan

.:rz.r. ~rnsce:n,,iaicu

iN 90-21 'ii/??IB Potencia! Failure of ~>,otor-goeraceo Dutterfly va!ves to 2;erase

Decause v'aive Seat Fric'.ion has unceresu.".aztec

a~ "u"'l 'h~ooson

iH ".0-22 03/23/90 Unant!cipated :ou!pnenc Actuations Folboing Pest:ration o.

Power to Roseaounz Transn!ther 1; ip units
4 a ijn e r ~ . i a t z s c n ~ ie n d a j !

iN 90-23 "4/0-'.<90 iooroper instai!at!on of Fatal Condu:t S.eais orlon,";err iaeazrer

iN 90-28 Oi/30/90 Potent!ai Error '.n leigh Steaoiine Fion Se.poirz Baric

iN 90-51 08/08/90 Faiiures of Voltage-Dropping Res!stors !n zne Pcaer :upp!y
Circuitry of Eiectr!c Soverno. Systems

;:e! cs, sass, "u'.1 sr

iN 90-57 09/05/90 Substandard, Refuroished ;"oicer 0 Druo !eid Reiays

i4isreoresenzeo As !le!!

iN v0-65 !0/05/90 Recent Drifice Piate Proolees

iK 91-01 0!/04/91 Suopiier of liisrepresented Resistors -aass

iN 91-05 01/30/91 intergranuiar tress Corrosion Cracking in Pressur!zed aater

Reactor Safety !njection Accuouiator Hozzles

'o)ey, Heroann

iN it-06 Ol/31/91 Lock-lJp of Eoergency Diesei Generator and 1;oad Sequencer Con'.roi Fields

Circuits Preventing Restart of Tripped EDS

i'N il-ll 02/ 0/91 inadequate Physical Seoaration and Flectricai iso!ation of
ifon-Safety-Related Circuits r", oo RPS C!rcuits

densen

iN 91-29 04/15/91 Deficiencies identified During =.iectrical Distribution Syszeo

Functionai inspections

Jacooson

iN 91-3s 06/03/91 Potential Problens in identifying Causes of Eoerg ncy Diesel

""eneratcr Malfunctions

Saba

iH 91-45 Oi/05/91 Possibie Halfunccion of Mestinghouse ARD, BFD. and HSFD Relays, Caopbeii, l.caser

and A200 DC anci DPC 250 Nagnetic Contactors
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l c la < i+0 OHR Rona

R 8 Date

Type Huaber V 0 issued Title

BENERIC CDNHUHICATJGHS INDE)I

Abbreviated Listing of
Coeaunications Sorted per Prograa Henu Requests

W

Contactis)

BL 71-02

BL 72-02

BL 74-04

BL 74"08

&!. 74-09

'L 74-12

BL 74-)3

BL 74-15

12/09/71 Ho Title - involves PHR Reactar Trip Circuit Breakers

10/25/72 Siaultaneous Actuation of a Safety injection Signal onal on Both

Units of a Dual Unit Facility

03/22/74 Ha)function of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves

07/23/74 Deficiency in the ITE Nolded Case Circuit Breakers, Type HE;3

07/30/74 Deficiency in General Electric Nodal 4KV Nagne-Blast Breakers

10/21/74 Incorrect Coils in Mestinghouse Type 86 Relays at Trojan

10/25l?4 leproper Factory Hiring an Seneral Electric Hotor Control
Centers at Fort Calhoun

12/06/74 Hisapplication of Cutler-Haaaer Three Position Naintained Suitch
Nodel No~ 10250T

BL 74-lf 12/13/74 Iapropnr Nachining of Pistons in Colt Industries
1Fairbanks-Norse) Diesel-Senerators

BL 75-04 03/24/75 Cable Fire at Bro«ns Ferry Huclear Poser Station

BL 75.04A 04/03/75 Cable Fire at Bro«ns Ferry Nuclear Po«ar Statian

BL 75-048 ii/03/?5 Cable Fire .at .Bro«ns Ferry Huclear Po«er Station

BL ?6-03 03/15/76 Relay Nalfunctians - SF Type STD Relays

BL 77-01

BL 77"02

BL 77-05

BL 77"OSA

BL 7?-Oh

04/29/77 Pneunatic Tine Delay Relay Setpaint Drift

09/12/?7 Potential Failure Nechanisa in Certain Nestinghouse (N) AR

Relays «1th Latch Attachaents

ll/08/77 Electrical Connector Asseablies

11/14l77 Electrical Connector Asseablies

11/22/77 Potential Prablaas «1th Containaent Electrical Penetration
Asseablies

-Thoals

Thaaaa

Rutherford

Rutherfard

, Thoaaa

BL 77-07

BL 77"08

12/19/?7 Containaent Flectrical Penetration Aaseablies at Nuclear Po«er Thoaas

Plants under Construction

12/ZB/77 Assurance of Safety and Safeguards During an Eaert)ency " Locking Blackeon

Systeas
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Page No. 2,

09/04/'9l

R S Date

Type Musber U U issued Title

GENERIC CDNNUjfICATIOHB )HDEN

Abbrevfated f.isting of
Coasunications Sorted per Prograa Nenu Requests

Contact(s)

BL 78-05 04/14/78 Naifunctioning of Circuit Breaker Auxiliary Contact Nechaniss - Thoaas

General Electric Nudel CRf053

BL 79-09 04/17/79 Failures of GE Type AK-2 Circuit Breaker in Bafety Related

Systeas

BL 79-11 05/22/79 Faulty Overcurrent Trip Device in Circuit Breakers for
Engineered Safety Systeas

BL 79-25 09/12/79 Potential Failure of Esergency Diesel Generator Field Exciter
Transforaer

BL 79-27 fi/30/79 l.oss of Non-Class-1-E instrueentation and Control Po»er Systea
Bus During Operation

Thosas

Thosas

Noods

BL 80-15 06/18l80 Possible Loss of Esergenry Notification Systea (ENS) uith Loss Bell
of Offsfte Poser

BL 82-04 12/03/82 Deficiencies in Prisary Containaent Electrical Penetration
Asseshliec

BL 83-03 03/10/83 Check Valve Failures in Ra» Rater Cooling Bysteas of Diesel
Generators

Thoaas

BL 83-08 12/28/83 Elect. Circuit Breakers Mfth Undervoltage Trfpi .in
Safety-Related Applications other than the Reactor Trip Systea

CR 77-03 02l28/77 Fire inside a Notor Control Center

CR 77-06 04/01/77 Effects of Hydrau)fc Fluid on E)ectrical Cables

Thosas

Thoaas

Henderson

CR ?7-fS ff/23/77 Degradation of Fuel Oil Flo» to ths Esergency Diesel Generator DeBevec

CR 77-16 12/09/77 Eaergency Diesel Senerator Electrical Trip Lock-Out Features Thosas

CR 78-09 06/05/78 Arcing of General Electric Cospany Bite 2 Contactors

CR 78-18 11/06/78 UL Fire Test

CR 79-02 02/16/79 Failure of 120 Volt Vital AE Po»er Supplies

CR 79.12 06/28/79 Potential Diesel Senerator Turbocharger Problea

CR 79-17 08/14/79 Contact Problea in 88-12 S»itches on General Electric Cospany
Netalclad Circuit Breakers

CR 79-23 11/26/79 Notor Starters and Contactors Fafled to Operate

Thosas

Kfrkpatrfck

Thoaas

Thoaas

Laudan

Laudan
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R 8 Date

Type Nuabsr V U issued Title

SEHER1C CONHUHICAT!OHS 2HDEN

Abbreviated Listing of
Caaaunicatians Sorted par Prograa Nenu Requests

Contact(s)

CR 80-05 04/01/80 Eaergency Diesel-'Beneratar Lubricating Oil Addition and Onsite DeBevac

Supply

CR 80-11 05/13/80 Eaergency Diesel Seneratar Lube Oil Cooler Failures Hilber

CR 80-23

SL 77-07

20/3i/80 Potential Defects io Bclait Pa«er Systeos Eaergency Seneratars Villalva

i2/15/77 Reliability Of Standby Diesel Seneratar Units

SL 78-01 01/03/7S Carrectian To Letter Of 12/15/77

BL 78-32 OB/11/78 Reactor Protection Systea Po«er Supplies

SL 79-17 04/18/79 Reliability Of Onsite Diesel Generators At Light Hater Reactors

SL 79-21 06/04/19 Enclosing HUREG/CR 0660, 'Enhanceaent Of On Site Eaergancy

Diesel Senerator
Reliability'L

79-36 OS/08/79 Adequacy Qf Station Electric Distribution Systeas Voltages

BL 80-018 03/06/80 Crystal River 3 Reactor Trip Fraa Appraxiaately 200X Full Po«er

BL 80-035 04/25/86 Effert Of 4 DC Po«er Supply Failure On ECCS Perfarnances

SL Bo-055 06/18/80 1EB 80-15 Possible Lass Of Hotline arith Lass Of Off-Site Po«er

BL 81 "04 02/25/81

SL 83-26 07/05/83

Eaargency Procedures And Training Far Station Blackout Events
)

Clarification Of Surveillance Requireaents For Diesel Fuel

lapurity Level Tests

SL S3"30 07/21/83 Deletion of STD Tech Spec Surveillance Requireaent
4<8,2.2.2.ds6 For Diesel Sanerator Testing

BL 83"41 12/16/83 Fast Cold Starts of Diesel Seneratars

SL 84-25 07/02/84 Prapased Staff Actions ta laprove and 2Iaintain Diesel Beneratar
Reliability

SL 86"07 03/20/86 Transaittal af NURE8-1190 Regarding The Ban Dnafre Unit 1 Loss

of Pa«er And Hater Haaaer Event

SL SB" 15 09/12/88

SL 92<6 04/29/91

Elertric Pa«er Systeas - inadequate Control Over Design Process

Resolutian of Beneric Issue A-30, 'Adequacy of Safety-Related DC

Pa«er Supplies,'ursuant to 10 CFR 56i54tf)

Srhulten, Knox, Fields

Chapra, Thatcher

BL 91"07 OS/02/92 81-23, 'Reactor Coolant Puap Seal Failures'nd its Passible
Effect on Stat,ion Blackout

Liang> Bill
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R S Date

Type Huaber V U Issued Title
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SENERIC CONNUHICATIOHS INDEI

Abbreviated i.isting of
Coeaunicatioos Sorted per Progran Nenu Requests

Contact(s)

SL 91-09 06/27/91 Hadification of Surveillance Interval „ Electrical Protection Dunning

Asseablies in Po«er Supplies .. Reactor Protection Systea

IN 79-04 02/16/79 Gegradatian af Engineered Safety Features Stone

1H 7'9-23 09/26/79 Eaergency Diesel Beneratar Lube Oil Caolers Milber

IH 79-25 10/01/79 Reactor Trips at Turkey Point Units 3 and 4

IH 80-08 03l07/80 The States Conpany Sliding Link Electrical Terainal Black

Craig

Rutherford

IN 80" 10

IN 80 13

IN 80"21

IN 80"31

03/07/80 Partial {.oss of Non-Nuclear Instruaent Systea Po«er Supply

During Operation

04/02/80 General Electric Type SBN Control S«itches - Defective Can

Folio«ers

05/16/80 Anchorage and Support af Safety-Related Electrical Equipaent

08/27/80 Naloperation of Sould-Bra«n Boveri 480 Volt Type K-6008 and

K-DQH 6008 Circuit Breakers

Villalva

Bennett

lN 81-01 01/16/81 Possible Failures af Benerai Electric Type HFk Relays

1N 81-05 03/13/81 Degraded DC Bystea at Palisades

1N 81-06 03/lil81 Failure af ITE Nodel K-600 Circ~it Breaker

Villalva

Villalva

VIIIalva

IM S2-Ot 01/22/82 Auxiliary Feed«ster Puap Lackout Resulting froa Meetinghouse H-2 Thoeas

S«itch Circuit NodHication

IH 82-01 1 02/26/82 Auxiliary Feed«ster Puep Lockout Resulting froa Hestinghause M-2 Thoaas

S«itch Circuit Nodification

IH 82-40 09/22/82 Deficiencies in Priaary Cantainaent Electrical Penetratian
Asseablies

IH 82-48 12/03/82 Failures of Agastat CR 0095 Relay So:kets

IH 82-50 12/20/82 Nadification af Solid State AC Undervaltsge Relays Type ITE-27
I

Nai n Transforaer Failures at the North Anna Nuclear Poser
Statian

12/22/82

IN 82-03 03/04/82 Environeental Tests of Electrical Teraina) Blocks

IN 82-08 03/26/82 Check Valve Failures an Diesel Senerator Engine Cooling
Systea'haaas

Thaess

Laudan

Laudan

Villalva
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Type Huabar V U issued Title

f'FHERIC CDHHOHICATIDNS IHDEI

Abbreviated Listing af
Coasunieatians Sorted per Pragran Hsnu Requests

Contact(s),

IN 82-56 12/30/82 Rabertsha» Thernastatlc FIa» Control Valves Hendersan

IN 83-04 02/IB/83 Failure of ELHA Pa»er Supply Units

IH S3"OS 03/09/83 Coapanent Failures Caused by Elevated DC Contral Voltage

Leudan

Laudan

IH 83-11 03/14/83 Passible Snisaic Vu}narability af Old Lead Storage Batteries Heiss

IN 83-17

IH 83 19

IH 83-37

IH 83"45

03/31/83 Electrical Control Logic Problea Resulting in inoperable
Auto-Start of Energency Diesel 6enerator Units

04/05/83 Beneral Electric Type HFA Relay Contact Sap and Hips Setting
Adjusteents

05/13/83 Transfarner Failure Resulting Fran Degraded Internal Connection

Cables

07/01/83 Envlronarntal ()ualificatian Test of General Electric Coapany

'CR-2940'osition Selector Control B»itch

Thoaas

Laudan

Laudan, Davenport

IH 83-50 08/01/83 Failures af Class 1E Safety-Related B»itehgear Circuit Breakers Thnaas, Chiraaal
to Close on Deaand

IN 83"51 OS/05/83 Diesel Generator Events

IM 83-58 08/30/83 Transaaeriea Delaval Diesel Beneratar Crankshaft Fai)ure

Laudan

Laudan

IH 83 63

IH 83"63

09/26/83 Potential Failures af Mestinghousa Electric Corporation Type
SA-I Differential Relays

I 02/15/84 Potential Failures of Meetinghouse Electric Corporation Type
8A-I Differential Relays

Laudsn

Laudan

IH 83"76

IN S3 84

11/02/83 Reactor Trip Breaker Halfunctians (Underva)tage Trip Devices nn VII)alva< Beard

BE Type AK-2-25 Breakers)

12/30/83 Cracked and Broken Piston Rods in Bro»n Bnvery Electric Type 5H)( Laudan

Breakers

IH 84"01 01/10/84 Excess Lubricant in Electric Cable Sheaths

IH 84-02

IH 84-13

01/10/84 Operating a Nuclear Power plant at Voltage Levels Lower Than

Analyzed

02/28/84 Potential Deficiency In Hotar-Operated Valve Control Circuits
and Annunciation

IN 84-29 04/29/84 Beneral Electric Hagne-Blast Circuit Breaker Prablnas

Henderson

Villalva

Laudan
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Abbreviated Listing of
Coaaunicatians Sorted per Prograa Henu Requests

Contactts)

IH 84-38 05/17/84 Prableas Mith Design, Haintenance and Operation of Offsite Poser Singh

Systeas

IH 84-42 Ob/05/84 Equipaent Availability For Conditions During Outagcs not Covered Bailey

by Technical SpeciEicatians

IH 84-46 06/t3/84 Circuit Breaker Position Verification

IH 84-65 08/i6/84 Underrated Fuses Nhirh Hay Adversely Affect Operation af
Essential Etectricat Equipaent

IN 84-66 08/21/84 Potential Deficiency ln Ieproparly Rated Field Miring to
Solenbid Valves

IH 84-69 08/29/84 Operation af Eaergency Diesel Benerators

IH 84 69 I 02/24/86 Operation af Eaergency Diesel 6enerators

IH 84"76 10/19/84 Loss of All AC Poser

Thoaas

Thoaas

Laudan

Beard

'eard

. Singh

IN 84-78 ti'/02/84 Underrated Terelnal Blocks That Hay Adversely Affect Operation
of Essential Electrical Equipaant

Steaart

IH 84-83 11/19/84 Various Battery Probleas

IH 84-84 ti/27/84 Deficiencies in Ferro-Resonant Transforsers

IH 84-84 I 04/24/85 Deficiencies in Ferra-Resonant Transforaers

IH 84-92 12/17/84 Cracking af Ftyaheats On Cuaains Fire Punp Diesel Engines

Metes

Vittalva

Villalva

Shul d

IH 85-009 Oi/31/85 Isalatian Transfer Suitches and post-Fire Shutdown Capability LeFave) Thoaas

IH 85-0II 02/tt/85 Licensee Progress for Inspectian af Electrical Raceuay and Cable Rohrbachar

Installations

I 85-016 02/27/85 Tine/Current Trip Curve Discrepancy of ITE/Biaaem-Allis Nolded
Case Circuit Breaker

J>'H

85"028 4/09/85 Partial i,oas af AC Poser and Diesel Sanarator Degradation

Recant Engine Failures af Eaergency Diesel ScnaratarsIH 85-032 04/22/85

IH 85-051 ~ 07/i9/85 Inadvertent Loss ar Iapraper Actuation of Safety.Related
Equipaent

IH 85-025 04/02/85 Consideration af Thereat Conditians of the Design and

Installation for Diesel Senaratar Exhaust Silencers
Heaoto

HcKenna, Ktesset

Thoaas
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Cantactfs)

IK 85-058

1H 85-064 07/26/85 BBC Bro»n Bnveri La»-Voltage K-Line Circuit Breakers, Kith
Deficient Dvercurrent Trip Devices Hadefs 00.4 and 5

Parker

1 ff/19/85 Failure of a Beneral Electric Type AK-2-25 Reactor Trip Breaker Sfngh

IN 85-066 08/07/85 Discrepancies Bet»een As-Built Construction Dra»ings and

Equipaent Installations
Sti»art

IN 85-068 OS/l4/85 Diesel Beneratar Failure at Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Station Unit Yhoaas

f

- IN 85-073

IH 85-074 08/29/85 Station Battery Prebless

08/23/S5 Eaergency Diesel Benerator Cantrol Circuit Logic Design Error S»enson> Singh

Neiss, Callan

IH 85-077

IH 85 082

09/20/85 Passible Loss nf Eaergency Hotificatian Systea Due to Lass of A Long, Priebe
C Po»er

i0/IS/85 Diesel Beneratar DiHerential Protection Relay Not Sefsaically Thoaas

9ualffied

IH 85-083 fO/30/85 Potential Failures of Beneral Electric PK-2 Test Blocks

IN 85-086 ll/05/85 Lighting Strikes at Nuclear Po»er Senerating Stations

IH 85-091 fi/27/85 I.aad Sequencers for Eaergency Diesel Seneratars

Ste»art

Lave> Thoaas

Beard, Meiss

IN 86"004 Of/31/86 Transient Due to Loss af Pa»er ta Integrated Control Systea at a Maodruff

Pressurized Mater Reartor Designed by Babcock 6 Milcox

IN 86-007 02/03/86 Lack of„ . Instruction and.„ Dbservance of Precautians During
Maintenance and Testing af Diesel Beneratar...6overnars

Haass

IH 86-015 03/10/86 Lass of Gffsite Po»er Caused by Prabfeas in Fiber Gptfcs Systeas Mefss

IN 86-026 04/17/86 Potential Probleas in Benerators Hanufactured by Electrical
Praducts Incorporated

Bte»art, Naidu

IN 86-037 05/f6/86 Degradatian of Station Batteries

IN 86-049 06/16/86 Age/Environaent Induced Electrical Cable Failures

Mefss

Sill< Thoaas

IH 86"053

1N 86.062

IN 86-066

06/26/86 Iepraper Installation of Heat Shrinkable Tubfng

07/23/86 Potential Prablens in Mestinghause Hafded Case Circuit Breakers
Equipped »ith a Shunt Trip

08/15/86 Potential far Failure af Replaceaent AC Coils... Hestinghouse
Electric..~for,» Class fE Hotar Starters and Contactors

Beard

Naidu, Ste»art

Parker
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IN 86-010

IH 86-075

IH 86"079

IH 86-087

IH 86-100

IN 86-104

IN 87-04

IN 87-09

1M 87-24

IH 87"41

08/18/86 Potential Failure of All Eaergeacy Diesel Seneratars

08/20/S6 Recant Eeergency Diesel Saneratar Prableas

09/02/86 Degradation ot Lass af Charging Systeas at PNR Nurleat Power

Plants Using Swing"Puap Designs

10/10/86 Lass of Qffsite Power upon an Autoaatic Bus Transfer

12/12/86 Loss af Dffsite Power to Vital Busses at Sales 2

12/16/86 Unqualified Butt Splice Connectors Identified in Qualified
Penetrations

01/16/87 Diesel Benerator Fails Test Because of Degraded Fuel

\
02/05/87 Eaergency Diesel Seneratar Rooa Cooling Design Deficaency

Ob/04/87 Operational Experience Involving Losses of Electrical Invarters

08/3$ /87 Failures of Certain Brawn Boveri Electric Circuit Breakers

Bailey, Biitter

Ballsy

Thoais> Ashe

Stewart, Ashe

Bettenhausen Hoadruff

Jacobson

Hodge, Henderson

Stewart

Thaaab

Raasey

IH 87-42 09/04/87 Diesel Seneratar Fuse Contacts

IH 87-52 10/16/87 lnsulatian Breakdown of Silicane Rubber-Insulated Single
Conductor Cables During High Potential Testing

Branks, NacKay

Knight, Narinos, Suillen

IN 87-61

1H 88-011

IH 88-012

IH 88-027

1 05/31/88 Failure of Mestinghouse N-2-Type Circuit Breaker Cell Switches

04/Ol/BB Potential Loss af Notor Control Center and/or Switchboard
Functian due to Faulty Tie Baits

04/12/BB Qvergreasing of Electric Nator Bearings

05/18/88 Deficient Electrical Terainations Identified in 8afety-Related
Caaponents

Suillen, Haidu

Bcholl

Prell, Kirkpatrick

Suillen, Schuiten

IN 88.042

88-044

IH 88"04S

IH 88-046

IN 88-050 07/18/88 Effect of Circuit Breaker Capacitance an Availability af
Eaergancy Power

Scholl, Peebles

06/2$ /88 Circuit Breaker Failures Due to Louse Charging Spring Notar Raasey

Nounting Bolts

06/24/BB Nechanical Binding af Spring Release Device in Nestinghouse Type Haidu< Busllen
DS-416 Circuit Breakers

07/Ol/BB Probleas in Protective Relay and Circuit Breaker Coordinat oi n Trehan Fields

1 07/21/88 Licensee Report af Defective Refurbished Circuit Breaker s Naidu> Suillen
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Coptact(a)

IH 88-054 07/28/88 Failure of Circuit Breaker Folio»ing Installation of Aaptectar Fields
Direct Trip Attachnent

IH 88"055

IH 88-057

IH BB-OSB

08/03/SB Potential Prablens Caused by Single Failure of an Engineered

Safety Feature Suing Bus

08/08/BS f'otential Loss of Safe Bhutda»n Equipaent Due to Preaature
Silicon Controlled Rectifier Failure

08/OB/BB Potential Prableas »1th ASEA Broun Baveri ITE-SIL
Tiae-Overcurrent Ralays

Haodruff, Kang

Petrosino, Suillen

Haidu, Fields

IN 88.075

IH 88-075

09/lb/88 Disabling af Diesel Seneratar Output Circuit Breakers by
Anti-Puap Circuitry

I 04/17/89 Disabling af Diesel Senerator Output Circuit Breakers hy
Anti-Puap Circuitry

IH 88-072 09/02/88 Inadequacies in the Design of DC Notor-Operated Valver Baran'a»sky, Fields

Lazevnick< Schulten, Burro»s

Burro»a, Kendall

IN 88-08b 10/21/88 Dperating uith Nultiple Grounds in Direct Current Distribution Falevitsf.Baba
Systeas

IH 88.08b 1 03/31/89 Operating lith Nultiple Brounds in Direct Current Distributi,an Schin> Burra»a

Bysteas'H

SB-09b 12/14/SS Electrical Shock Fataiities at Hurlear Pa»er Plants

IH 88-098 12/19/88 Electrical Relay Degradation Caused by Dxidation of Contact
Surfaces

Vickrey, Kirkpatrick

Kadaabi> Petrosina

IH 89-07 01/25/89 Failures of Snail-Diaaeter Tubing in Cantrol Air> Fue) Dil, and Constable, Jankovich~ Saidie
Lube Oil Systeas Render Eaergency Diesels Inoperable

IH 89-11 02/02/89 Failure af DG Natar<parated Valves to Develop Rated Torque
Because of laproper Cabin Sizing

Huang, Kang, Kiessel

IH 89-1b 02/ib/89 Excessive Voltage Drop in DC Bysteas Carter, Lazevnick

IN 89-17 02/22/89 Cantaainatian and Degradatian of Safety-Related Battery Cells Suillen

IH 89-21 02/27/89 Changes in Perforaance Characteristics of Ãolded-Case Circuit
Breakers

Jacabson

IN 89-29 03/15/89 Potential Failure af ASEA Bra»n Qoveri Circuit Breakers During Buillen
Seisnic Event

IH $9-45 I 07/Ob/89 Netalclad< La»-Voltage Pa»er C{rcuit Breakers Refurbished Mith
Substandard Parts

Alexander, Potapovs
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I

)N 89-43 2 12/15/89 Netalclad, Low-Voltage Pawer Circuit Breakers Refurbished Nith .A)emender r Potapovs

Substandard Parts

IH 89"49

IH 89-50

05/22/89 Failure to Close Service Heter Crass-Cannect Isolation Valves

05/30/89 Inadequate Eeergency Diesel Benerator Fuel Supply

Carter

Raasey

IH 89-64 09/OT/89 Electricai Bus Ser Fei)urus Padovan, Taalston

IH 89-83

IH 89«84

IH 89-86

IH 89"81

IM 90-18

IH 90"22

IH 90-23

1H 90"25

IH 90-41

IH 90-42

12/11/89 Sustained Fegraded Voltage on the Offsite Srid and Loss of |)ther

Generating Stations es a Result af a Plant Trip

12/12/89 Failure of Ingersoll Rand Air Start Natura as a Result of Pinion
Sear Asseobly Fitting f'robleas

12/IS/89 Type HK Circuit Breakers Nissing Close Latch Anti<hock Springs

12/19/89 Disabling of Eaergency Diesel Benerators by Their Neutral
Ground-Fault Protection Circuitry

03/09l90 Potential Prablees Hith Crosby Safety Relief Va)vas Used an

Diesel Beneratar Air Start Receiver Tanks

03/23/90 Unanticipated Equipaent Actuations Follwaing Restoration of
Power to Roseaount Transeitter Trip Units

04/16/90 Loss af Vital AC Power Mith Subsequent Reactar Coa)ant Systea
Heat-Up

1 03/ii/91 Lass of Vital AC Power Nith Subsequent Reactor Coolant Systeo
Heat-Up

06/12/90 Potential Faiiure of Beneral Electric Nagne-Blast Circuit
Breakers and AK Circuit Breakers

06/19/90 Failure of Electrical Power Equipwent Due ta Solar Nagnetic
Disturbances

Chopra

Kirkpatrlck

laesey

Burrows

Hagner, Nsttsonr kenda))

Fields, Trager

Nitt

Heidu

Nudge, Naxuadar

IH 90-43

IH 90«43

IH 90-46

IN 90-51

06/29/90 Nechanica) Interference Hith Theraal Trip Function in SE

Ho)ded-Case Circuit Breakers

I 03/13/91 Hechanical Interference Hith Theroa) Trip Function in SK

No)ded-Case Circuit Breakers

02/$ 6/90 Crininel Prosecutian af Hrongdaing Coasitted by Suppliers of
No)dad-Casa Circuit Breakers and Re)ated Cosponents

08/08/90 Failures of Voltage-Droppirrg Resistors in the Power Supply
Circuitry of Electric Bovarnar Systeas

Haidu, A)ewander

Alexander

Potapovs

Fie)da, Haass, Sutler
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IN 9D-57 09/05/90 Substandard) Refurbished Potter I Srunfield Relays

Hisreprescnted As Nen

IH 90-80 12/21/90 Sand intrusion Resulting in Two Diesel Generators Becoaing

Inoperable

Haldu, Alexander

Rajan

IH 93-06 01/33/91 l.ock-Up of Eeergency Diesel Generator and Load Sequencer Control Fields
Circuits Preventing Restart of Tripped EDS

IH 91 20 03/19/91 Electrical Mire Insulation Degradation Caused Failure in a

Safety-Related 33otor Control Center

IH 93-33 OX/04/9i Inadequate Testing af Eaergency Diesel Benerators CEDSs) Mooduard, Kugler

Thuapson

IN 93-22 05/19/91

IN 93"29 04/3S/93

Four Plant Outage Events Involving Loss of AC Poser or Coolant

Spills

Deficiencies Identified During Electrical Distribution Systea
Functional Inspections

Benedict< et al,

Zacnbson

IN 91-34 06/03/91 Potential Prohleas in Identifying Causes of Eaergenry Diesel
Generator ifalfunctions

Saba
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BL 73"02 07/13/73 Halfunctinn of Containaent Purge Supply Valve Switch

BL 74-04 03/22/74 Malfunction of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves

BL ?4 06

BL 74"DB

BL 74"09

BL ?4"11

BL 74-12

BL 74"13

BL 74-15

06/11/74 Defective Meetinghouse Type M-2 Control Switch Coaponent

07/23/74 Deficiency in the ITE Hnlded Case Circuit Breakers, Type HE.3

07/30/74 Deficiency ln General Electric Hodel 4KV Hagne»Blast Breakers

10/16/74 laprnper Miring of Safety Injection Logic at lion l b 2

10/21/74 Incorrect Coils in Mestlnghnuse Type SB Re)aya at Trojan

10/25/74 lapropar Factory Miring on General Electric Motor Control
Centers at Fort Calhoun

12/06/74 Hisapplication of Cutler-Haaaer Three Position Maintained Switch
Hndel Hni 10250T

BL 75-03 03/14/75 incorrect l.ower Disc Spring and Clearance Diuenaion in Sariea
8300 and BM2 ASCO Solenoid Valves

BL 75-06 05/30/75 Defective Mestinghouse Type OT-2 Control Switches

BL 75-08

BL 76-02

12/11/75 PMR f'rassure Instruaentation

03/12/76 Relay Coi) Failures - SE Type HFA, HBA, HKR, HHA Relays

BL 7&-03 03/15/7& Relay Halfunctiona - BE Type STD Relays Thoaas

BL 76-05

BL 71-01

BL 77-02

BL 77-03

BL 78-01

04/02/76 Relay Failures - Neatlnghouse BFD Relays

04/29/71 Pneuaatic Tiae Delay Relay Setpoint Drift

09/12/77 Potential Failure Hechaniaa in Certain Meatinghouse iMl AR

Relays with l.atch Attachaentu

09/12/77 On-Line Testing nf the Mestinghouse M Solid State Protection
Systea (SSPSl

Of/46/78 Flaaaable Contart - Ara Retainers in S,E CR120A Relays

Thoaas

Thoaaa

Thoaaa

Thoaas

Thoaaa

BL 78-02 Ol /50/78 Terainal Block Qualification Thoahs

BL 78-04 02/21/?8 Environaental gualification of Certain Btea Haunted Lialt
Switches Inside Reactor Cnntainaant

Thoaas
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BL 78-05 04/14I78 Nalfunctioning of Circuit Breaker Auxiliary Contact Nechanisa - Thoaas

Seneral Electric Nodal CR1051

BL 78.0& 05/31/78 Defective Cutler-Haaner Type N Relays ulth DC Coils Thoaas

BL 79-01 02/08/79 Envfronaental Qualfficatfnn of Class 1E Equipaent Thnaas

BL 79-01 1 02/2&/79 Environaental Gualificatfnn of Class 1E Equipaant Thoaas

BL 79-01A Ob/06/79 Environaenta} Qualification of Class TE Equipaent fpeficiencfes, Thnaas

ASCO Solenoid Valves}

Bl 79-01B 01/14/80 Environaental Qualification of Class IE Equipaent

BL 79-018 1 02/29/80 Environaental Qualification nf Class TE Equipaant

BL 79-01$ 2 09I30/80 Environuantal Qualification nf Class IE Equfpnant

BL 79-018 3 10/24/80 Environaental Qualification of Class IE Equipaent

Thoaas

Thoaaa

Thoaas

Thoaas

BL 79-0&A 1 04/18/79 Revfeu of'Operational Errors and Systea Nisalfgnoentn identified Wilber
During the Three Nile bland incident

BL 79-21

BL 79-24

BL 79-25

OBI13/79 Taaperzture Effects on Level Neasureaents

09/27/79 Frozen Linea

li/02/79 Failures of Mestfngbouse SFD Relayr in Safety-Related Systnas

Mflber

Noodruff

Thoaas

BL 79"27 li/30/79 Loss of Mon<lass-1-E lnatruaentatfon and Control Poser Syntea ,Moods

Bus During Dperatinn

BL 79-28 12/07/79 Possible Nalfunctinn of NNCQ Nodal EA180 Liait 8uftches at
Elevated Teaperatures

Thoaas

BL 80"0&

BL 80 1&

03/13/80 Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) Reset Controls

Ob/27/80 Potential Nisapplication of Roseanunt. ~ .Nodels 11M and 1152

f'ressure Transaitters uith Either "A'r 'D" Dutput Cod~s

Nflber

Laudanum Sannet't

BL SO-17 4 12/18/80 Failure of Control Rods to insert During a Scraa at a BNR

BL 80-19 07/31/80 Failures of Nercury-Netted Natrix Relays in Reactor Protective

Syateas of, "Plants Designed by Cnabustion Engineering

BL 80-19 1 08/13/80 Failures of Nercury-Netted Natrix Relays in Reactor Protective

Systeas of. .Planta Designed by Coabustion Engineering

Nllls

qfllalva

Yillalva
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BL 80"20

BL 84-02

BL 8B-03

BL BS-09

BL 90-01

CR 76-02

CR 76-04

CR 77-06

CR 77-09

07/31/80 Failures of 1)estinghouse Type ((-2 Spring Return to Neutral
Control S«itches

03/12/84 Failure of BE Type HFA Relays ln Use In Class )E Safety Systeas

03/10/88 Inadequate Latch Engageaent in HFA Type Latch(ng Relays

Hanufactured by Baneral Electric (SE) Coapany

07/26/SS Thiahle Tube Th(nning in kstinghouse Reactors t

03/09/90 loss of Fil!-Oil in Transaitters Hanufactured by Rasaaount

08/16/76 Relay Failures - Hestinghouse BF (ac) and BFD (dc) Relays

09/29/76 Neutron Honitor and Flo« Bypass 8«itch Halfunrtions

I
04/01/77 Effects of Hydraulic Fluid on Electrical Cablqs

05/25/77 Iaproper Fuse Coordination in BUR Standby Liquid Control Systea

Control Circuits

Villalva

Thonas

Haldu< Baker

Raasey, Hou

Ransey, Thoaas

Thoaas

Thoaas

Henderson

Thbaas

CR 77-13 09/22/77 Reartor Safety Signals Hegated During Testing Thoaas

CR 7'/-16

I

I CR 78-09

12109/77 Eaergency 1)iesel Benerator Electrical Trip Lock-Out Features

06/05/78 Arcing of General Electric Coapany Sixe 2 Contactors

Thoaas

Thoaas

CR 78-11 06/15/78 Recirculation HS Set Overapeed Stops

CR 78-12

CR 78"19

06/30/78 HPCl Turbine Control Valve Lift Rod Bending

12/28/78 Hanual Override (Bypass) of Safety Systea Actuation Signals

CR 79-02 02/16/79 Failure of 120 Volt Vital AC Po«er Supplies

DeBevec

Delevec

Rutherford

Thoaas

CR 79-07

CR 79-20

CR 79"24

05/02/79 Unexpected Speed Increase of Reactor Recirculation HB Sat
Resulted in Reactor Poser increase

09/24/79 Failure of STE Sylvania Relay Type PM Bulletin 7305 Catalog
5U12-11-AC with a 120V AC Coil

1 1/26/79 Proper installation and Calibration af Care Spray Pipe Break

Detection Equipaenf on BMRa

DeBavec

Thoaas

Dehevec

CR 80.01 01/17/80 Service Advice for SE Induction Disc Relays

04/28/80 Probleas uith Plant Internal Coaaunications Systaas

Laudan

Villalva
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80.th Ob/27/SO Oparational Deftrienctes in Rnseaount Node 5o l 510M Trip llnits and Laudan

Nodal 1152 Pressure Transnitters

R 81.01

.'R 81-03

CR 81-06

CR Si-12

CR 81-13

Sl. 78-22

BL 79 49

BL 80-005

GL 80-0th

SL 80"018

GL 80-025

SL 80"031

SL 80-058

0}/2$/Bt Design Probleas Involving Indicating Pushbutton Suftches
Nanufactured'by Honeyxell Incorporated

03/02/81 inoperable Seisoic Nonitor'ing Instrunentation

04/14/81 Potential Deficiency AHerting Certain Foxboro iO to 50

Nilliaapere Tranaatttera

07/22/Bt inadequate Pariodi,c Test Procedure of PNR Reactor f'rotaction
Systea

09/25/St Torque Snitch Electrical Bypass Circuit for Safeguard Service
Valve Notor'a *

06/21/78 Revision To Intrusion Detection Syateas A d yn Entk Control
Handbooks And Nuclear Safeguards Technology Handboof

10/05/79 Suaaary Of Neatings Held Dn 9/18-20/79 To Dtscuss Potential
Unrevfeaed Safety Question Dn Systeas Interaction For BN Pl

01/14/80 IEB 79-0th Environaental Qualfftcation Of Class 1E Equipaent

02/29/80 IES 79-0th Environaental Qualification Of Class }E Equipaent

03/Ob/80 Crystal River 3 Reactor Trip Fron Approxin e yatel tON Full Poser

03/13/80 IES 80-0b Engineering Safety Feature tKSF) Reset Controls

04/17/80 IEB 80-09 Hydraaotur Artuator Deficiencies

06/26/SO IEB 80"ib Potential Nisapplicatiua Of Anseaount Inc, Nodals

1151/1152 Pressure Transatttera Nith 'O'r 'D'utput Codes

'Allalva

Thoaas

Thoeas

GL 80-061 07/02/80 TNI-2 Lessons Learned

SL 80 062

GL 80-070

SL 80.071

GL 80-082

07/02/80 TNt"2 Lessons Learned

/
Rela s In RPS Of07/31 /80 IEB 80-19 Fai)uras Of Narcury-Netted Natrix R y

Operating Nuclear Poaer Plants Designe yed 8 BE

07/31/80 IES 80-20 Failures Of Nesttnghouse Typ pe N-2 S ring Return To

Neutral Control Suttches

09/30/80 IEB 79-0th Suppleaent 2 Envfronaentaal Qualification Of Class 1E

Equipeant
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R S Date

Type Hartbar V V Issued Title

GENERIC COWHICATIONS IHNX
Abbreviated Listing of

Coaaunicatians Sorted per Pragraa Nenu Requests

Cantactis}

SL 80-089

SL 80-111

10/24/80 IES '79-Olb Suppleaent 3 Environaental Sualification Of Class 1E

Equlpaent

12/18/80 IEB 86-17 Suppleaent 4< Failure Of Cantrol Rads Ta Insert During
A Scraa At A BNR

6L 81.05

L 82-28

SL 83-18

GL 83-28

SL 83.31

61/19/81 inforaation Regarding The Prograa For Environuental
Qualification Of Safety-Related Electrical Equipaent

12/10/82 Inadequate Care Coaling Instruaentation Systes

04/19/83 HRC Staff Review af the BN Owners'roup (BURROS) Control Roon

Survey Prograa

07/08/83 Required Actions Based on Seneric Iaplications af Saleo ATNS

Events

09/19/83 Safety Evaluatian af 'Abnoraal Transient Operating
Suidelines'L

84-23 10/26/B4 Reartar t/essei Qatar Level Instruaentatian ln BQRs

6L 84-24

SL 85-69

SL 85"10

12/27/84 Cert of Coopl ta 10CFR50,49, Eq of Electric Equipaent iaportant
to Safety far Npps

05/23/85 Technical Specifications For Generic Letter 83-28> Itau 4.3 R 0, Karach

05/23/85 Technical Specification For Seneric Letter 83-28, Iteas 4.3 and R O. Karsch

4,4

SL 86-15

SL 88-14

SL 89-06

09/22/86 Info . . Canp)iance Q IOCFR50.49 'Eq of Electric Equipeent
Iaportant to Safety For )tuciear Power

Plants'8/08/88

lnstruaent Air Supply Systaa Prohleoa Affecting Safety.Related
Equipaent

04/12/89 Task Action Iten I,D,2 - Safety Paraaetar Oiaplay Systea - 10

CFR 50.54 Cf)

Azeirad Halohan

M. Lefave

R,J. Eckenrod

SL 89 ll

SL 89-19

IH 79-04

!N 79"22

Ob/30/89 Resalutian Of Generic Issue 101 'Boiling Qatar Reactor Qatar

Level
Redundancy'9/26/89

Request For Artlans Related To Resolution Of Unresolved Safety

Issue A-47$ I .,'ursuant To 10 CFR 50.54<f)

02/16/79 Degradation of Engineered Safety Features

09/14/79 gua}ification of Control Systeas

Collins> Seuliewic!

Stone

Jordan
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Type Nueber V U Issued Title

GENERIC CONNUNICRT IOHS
INDE'bbreviatedListing of

Coaaunicatians Sorted per Pragtaa Nenu Requests

Contact{a)

IN 79"29 ff/16/79 Loss of Nonsafety-Related Reactor Caalant Systea Instruaentation Moods

During Operation

80-03 01/31/80 Hain Turbine Electro-Hydraulic Control Systen DeBevec

IH 80-08 03/07/BO The States Caapany Sliding Link Elertrical Terainal Block 'utherford

IN 80" 10 03/07/80 Partial Loss of Nonnuclear Instruaent Systea Po«er Supply .

During Operation
Hoods

IN 80-f3 04/02/80 General Electric Type SBN Control S«itches - Defective Can

Folio«ars

IN 80"12 03/31/80 fnatruaent Failure Causes Opening of PORV and Block Valve DeBevec

Vfllalva

IH 80"43 12/OS/80 Failures of the Continuous Mater Level Monitor, for the Berne

Discharge Voluee at Dresden Unit Ma, 2

Hills

IN 80"44

80"4

12/}6/80 Actuation of ECCS in the Recirculation Hodr «bile in Hat

Shutdo«n

12/17IBO Potential Failure af BNR Backup Hanual Scran Capability

IN 81-0} 01/16/81 Possible Failures of General Electric Type HFA Relays

IH 81-09 0$ /26/81 Degradation of Residual Heat Reaoval {RNR) Bystea

Villelva

Vfllalva

Villalva

Moods

1H 81" 15 04/22/81 Oegradatian af Autaaatic ECCS Actuation Capability by Isolation DeBevec

of lnstruaent Lines

IN BI"25

IN 81-38

08/21/Bl Open Equalizing Valve af Differential Pressure Tranaaittar
Causes Reartar Scraa and Loss af Redundant Safety Signals

12/17/81 Potentially Significant Equipaent Failures Resulting froa
Cantaaination of Air-Operated Systeas

Thoaas

Niessel

IH 82-02

lN 82-04

IH 82-11

IN 82-13

82-17

Laudan03/10/82 Potential Deficiency of Certain Agastat E-7000 Series Tiaa-Delay

Relays

04/09/82 Potential Inaccuracies in Hide Range Pressure Instruaents Used

in Nestinghouse Designed Plants

05/10/82 Failures af General Electric Type HFA Relays

Vi)lalva

,
i.sudan

06/ii/82 Qverpressurication of Reactor Coolant Systea Holland, Hills

01/27/82 Meetinghouse NBFD Relay Failures in Reactor Protection Systeas Thoeas

at Certain Nuclear Po«er Plants
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GENERIC CONNHICATIBHS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Caaeunications Sarted per Progras Nenu Requests

Contact(sl

H 82-45

H 82-48

:H 82"50

IH 82-54

)H 82-55

Lanikil/19/82 PNR Lau Tesperature 6verpressure Protection

Laudan12/03/S2 Failures of Agastat CR 0095 Relay Sockets

12/20/82 Nadificatian nf Solid State AC Undervoltage 8 ay ypela s 7 e ITE-27 Laudan

12/27/82 Nestinghause HSFG Re)ay Failures xn Reacto Pr Pratectfan Systeas Thoaas

12/28/82 Seisaic Qua)if)cation of Nestinghause AR Relayla ufth Latch 'haaas
Attachaents Used in Nestfnghause Solid State Protection Systee

IH 82"56

IH 83 03

IH 83-08

IH 83-17

IN 83-19

IH 83-38

12/30/82 Rabertshau Theraostatic F)ou Control Valves

6}/28/83 Calibration of Liquid Level Instruaents

03/09/83 Caapanent Fai)ares Caused by Elevated SC Control Voltage
1

03/31/83 Electrical Control Logic Prablea Resulting in Inaperab)e
Auto-Start af Eeergency fjfese) Benerator Units

04/05/83 Beneral, Electric Type HFA Relay Contact Sap and Nfpe Setting
Adiusteents

05/13/83 Defective Heat Sink Adhesive and Seisaica y
'c 11 induced Chatter In

Relays Nithin Printed Circuft Cards

Ifendersah

Laudan

fhaaas

Laudan

Vf))siva

IH 83"42

IH 83.43

1H 83-53

IH 83"63

IH 83-63

IH 83"65

06/23/83 Reactor Hade Snitch Ha)factions

06/24/S3 Iaproper Settings af Interaediate Range (18) ge (18) Hi h Flux Trip
Setpafnts

OS/11/83 Prieary Contafnaent lao)ation Valve Discrepancies

09/26/BZ Patentia) Failures of Nestinghouse E)ectric Corporation Type

SA"I Differential Relays

I 02/)5/84 Potential Failures of Nestiaghause Electric Corporation Type
SA-1 Differentfal Relays

10/07/83 Surveillance of Flax in 879 Bypass L apLaa s Used 1n Nestfnghause

Plants

Farron

Villa)vs, gu) fan

Farran

Laudan

Laudan

Villa)va

IH S3"83

IH 84 20

IH 84-37

12/19/83 Use af Portable Radio Tranaeitters nInside Nuclear Poser P)ants

03/21/84 Service Life of Re)ays in Safety-Related Systea

05/10/84 Use af Lifted Leads and Jaspers Bur'ngr urin Ifaintenance ar

Burvei')lance Testing

Neiss

Vfrgflfo
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SENERIC COMMUNICATIONS IMMY

Abbreviated Listing of
Caaaunications Sorted psr Progras Menu Requests

Contact Is)

1N 84-45 06/il/84 Reversed Differential Pressure Instruaent Sensing Lines Singh

IH 84-70 09/04/84 Relianre On Mater Level lnstrusentation Mith a Cosaon Reference Males

Leg

IN 84-70 I 08/26/85 Reliance Gn Mater Level Instrueentation Mith a Coaaan Reference Maiss

Leg

IH 84-80 11/08/84 Plant Transients Induced By Failure of Hon-Nuclear
lnstruaentation Po~er

IN 84-84 11/27/84 Deficiencies in FerroWesonant Transforaers

IN 84-84 I 04/24/85 Deficiencies in Ferro-Resonant Transfaraers

'ingh

Villalve

Yillalva

lN 84-$ 6 lil30/84 Isalatian Betueen Signals of The Protection Systea and

Non-Safety-Related Kquipaent I

Beard

IH 85"002 Di/ii/85 Iepraper Installation and Testing of Differential Pressure Villalva, HcCay

Transsitters

IN 85-018 03/07/85 Failures af Undervoltage Output Circuit Boards in the
Mestinghause-Designed Solid State Pratectian Bystea

Villalva, Herriueather

IN 85"02l 0$ /IB/85 Hain Steaa Isolation Valve Closure Lagic Hodge

IH 85-023

IH 85-026

03/22/85 Inadequate Surveillance and Postaaintenance and Postaodification Villaiva, Dance

Systea Testing

04/02/85 Vacuus Relief Systea for Boiling Mater Reactor Hark I and Hark Singh

II Cantainaents

IH 85-028 04/09I85 Partial i.oss of AC Paver and Diesel Benerator Degradation Haiss

IN 85-035 04/30I85 Failure uf Air Check Valves ta Seat

IN 85-035

IN 85-045

I 05/il/88 Failure af Air Check Valves to Seat

06/06/85 Potential Seissic Interaction Involving the Movable In.Care Flux

Napping Systes Used in Mestinghause Designed Plants

Thaepson

Pose}I

IN 85-049 07/01/85 Relay Calibration Prablea Bailey,

1H 85-050

IN 85-051

OT/08/85 Caaplete Loss of Hain and Auxiliary Feedsater At a PMR Designed

by Babcock h Milcox

07/19/85 Inadvertent Lass or Ioproper Actuation of Safety-Related

Equipaent

Maadruff

Thaaaa
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SEHERIC CDNHQHICATIDHS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing af
Caaaunicatians Sorted per Prograa New Requests

Contact Is)

IH .85-054

IN 85-9&3

IH 85"972

85-073

85-075

IH 85-086

IH 85-OBV

IH 85"095

07/15/85 Tel atherapy Unit Naifunctian

07/25/85 Potential for Con«an-Hade Failure of Standby Gas Treat«ant
Syatea on Lass af Off-Sita Pa«er

OB/22/85 Uncontrolled Lrakage af Reartor Coolant Outside Containaent

08/23/BS Eaergtncy Diesel Senaratar Control Circuit Logic Design Error

OB/30/85 lapraperly installed lnstruaentation, Inadequate Quality Cantrnl
and Inadequate Pastaadfficatian Testing

I}/05/85 Lighting Strikes at Nuclear Pa«er Stnerating Stations

1I/Ig/85 Potential Lass of Solid-State Instruaantatian Folio«ing Failure
of Control Roan Cooling

12/23/85 Leak af Reactor Mater ta Reactor Building Caused by Scree
Solenoid Valve Problea

Karagiannia

Nagner

Po«ell

S«anton, Singh

Haiss, Jordan, 9adds

Lave, Thoaas

Ste«art

1N 85-098

IH 85-100

IH 86"004

IH 8&-010

IH 86.015

IH 86-047

IH 86-052

IH 86-053

IN 86 062

IN 86-0&g

IH 86-075

IH S&-087

06/10/86 Erratic Behavior of Static "O'ing Differential Pressure
S«itches

Beard< Naodruff

06/26/86 Conductor Insulation Degradation on Foxharo Nad I Ead«i E Controllers Patrosina

06/2&/S& Iaproper Installation of Heat Shrintable Tubing Beard

07/23/86 Potential Prableas in Nastiaghause Nolded Casa Cirruit Sreakeu t Sreakers NaiA> Ste«art

Equipped uith a Shunt Trip

08/18/8& Spurious Systea laalationa Caused by the Panalara Nodal 86

Theraacouple Nonitar

08/21/86 Incorrect Nainttnance Procedure on Traversingrain Incora Probe Liats Anderson

10/10/86 Lass of Gffaite Po«er upon an Autaeatic Sus Trans Transfer Ste«art, Aahe

Ste«art

12/26/85 Hissing Duapers Froa Nestinghouse Reactor Protection Systee

Cards for the Over-Po«ar Delta Teaperature Trip Function

12/31/S5 Rosa«aunt Differential Pressure Transaattar Zero Pointoint Shift Bailey

61/31/8& Transient Due ta Lass af Pauer to Integrated Cant yral S stee at a Noodruff
Preasurired Hater Reactor Designed by Sabrack 6 Niicax

NaodruH> Lapinaky02/13/86 Safety Paraaetar Display Systea Nalfunctions

03/10/86 Lost of Qffsite Po«er Caused by Prohieas in Fiber Optics Systeas Naiss
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Abbrev>ated Lsst>ng af
Canaunfcatfonn Sorted per Pragraa Menu Requests

R S Date

Nuaher Y U Issued Tit}e Contactis)

Sb"100

Bh-105

S7-05

87.17

87-28

I 87-2S

d 87-$ 4

N 87-41

IN 87-4S

IN 87-52

IN 87-h0

Bettenhausen Noadruff12/12/8h Loss af Gffsite Poker ta Atal Bu'l Busses at Salea 2

draffr Tri Capability at Interaediate Barracks, Naadru f12/19/Sh Potential for Loss of Reartor Trip Capabi i y a

Paver Levels

ad Control Systca Nolley02/02/87 Miskfring in a Nestinghouse Rad Con ro y

r eeet Yofuae Level Setectors . ffeiis,'s Patterson04/07/87 Respanse Tice af Scree Instrueen o

. Li ht Rater Reactors Hadge, Ord e BrnstefnOh/22/SI Air Systeas Probleas at U, S. Lig a er

S Li ht Nater Reactors . Neraiel1 12/28/87 Air Syateas Prabfees at U. S Ligh a e

Sallo, NacKay02/24/87 Single Failures in Auxiliary Feedkater Syateas

ri Electric Circuit Breakers Raasey08/31/87 Failures af Certain Btakn Boveri Electr

e of Anaerobic Adhesive/Sealants Scholl10/09/87 Inforeation Concerning the Use o nae

I cane Rbbher-insulated Single Knight<t Merinos, Suillen10/ih/87 Insulation Breakdokn of Silicone 8 er-
Conductar Cables Buring Hfgh Potential Testing

oolant Systeas in Preasurfaed-Nater„ lsrae
< pI Kirk atrick12/04/87 Orpresaurfcatian of Reactor Coolan ys

Reartars

87-hf

IN '7-hi

IN 87"h2

IN 87.hh

IN 88-005

IN 88"011

IN 88-012

IN 88-014

IN 86.029

IN 88.038

12/07/87 Failure af Neatfnghouse N-2»7ypaa Circuit Breaker Ceil Skftches

" "T e Circuit Breaker Cell Suitchea1 05/31/88 Failure of Nestinghouse if-2-Type

12/08/87 Nechanfcaf Failure of lndicatfng-Type Fusee

f Caaaercial-Brade Caaponents12/31/87 Inappropriate Application of Casa

02/12/88 Fire in Annunciator Control Cabinets

a trol Center and/ar Seftchboard04/07/88 Potential Loss af Motor Control
Function due ta Faulty Tie Salts

04/12/88 Overgreasing of Electric Motor Bearings

04/18/SB Potential Probleas with Electrical Relays

tainaent Lak-Voltage Electrical05/25/88 Beficiencfes in Priaary Cantainae
Penetration Aaseabfies

Attachaent an Seneral ElectricOh/15/88 Failure of Undervaltage Trip Attac R

Circuit Breakers

Naidu, Suillen

Builleai Naidu

Stekdrt) Petrosino

Petrosino

'fhoaas, Fields

Schall

Prell, Kirkpatrick

Naidu

Anand> Hodge

Fields
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SEHERIC CONNONICATIONS
INDE'bbreviatedL«ting of

Canaunicatians ar8 ted per Progran Nenu Requests

R 8 Date

Nuaber V 0 Issued Title
ij

88.042 0&/25/88 Circuit Breaker Failures Oue t0 e to f.nose Charging
Hounting Salts

88-044 0&/24/88 Hechanfcal Binding of Springin Release Device in
68.416 Circuit Breakerr

Contact(a>

'pring

Notor Raasey
"

itestfnghause Type Haidu, Suillen

Naidu, Suillen

Petroafno, Suillen

t ve Refurbished Circuit Breakers1 07/21/88 Licensee Report of Defective e88-04& 1

C a f 'choil> Pe»blasC acitance on Availability of88-050 07/f8/88 Effect of Circuit Breaker Capa

Eaergency Poser

r Folio«fn Installation of Aaptectar Fields88-054 07/28/88 Failure of Circuit Breaker Fa a«ng
Direct Trip Attacheent

«n E ui aent Due to Preaature8-057 08/08/88 Potential Loss of Safe Shutdo«n quip
Silicon Controlled Rectifier Failure

Haidu, FieldsSEA Bro«n Baveri ITE";51L.N 88«058 08I08/88 Patantial Probleas «fth ASEA

Tiae-tlvercurrent Relays

I stallatfnn of ffatertfght Penetration Oudinat1N 88-0&0 08/ff/BB Inadequate Design and Instal a nn

Seals

g ~

A

~ S~

1N 88-0&5

IN 88-0&9

IN 88-0&9

08lf8/88 inadvertent Drainages of Sp6 ent Fuel Pools

di in HFA Relays Nanufactured by08/19/88 Navable Contact Finger Bin ng

Seneral Electrir. (SEf

fndin in NFA Relays Nanufactured by
'

09/29/88 Novahi» Cantact Finger Bfndsng in
Seneral Electric iSEl

Hadge, Kudrick

Schall, Raasey

Scholl, Raasey

e ator Out ut Cirruft Breakers hyIH 88-075 09lf&IBS Disabling af Diesel Beneratar p
Anti"Puap Circuitry

ratar Out ut Circuit Breakers byIN 88-075 1 04/17/89 Disabling of Diesel Seneratar u p
Anti-Puap Circuitry

La!»vnick, Schulten, Burro«s

Burro«s) Kendall

1N 88"08f

IH 88 OB

IH 88-084

IN 88.08&

nt K nar Splices an a ap
'

Th aas and Betts Ssutaa, Nilsan10/07/BB Failure of Aap Nfndo« indent y p
'ylonHire Caps During EQ Testing

1 Contacts in Safety-Related Logic Leaky10/19I88 Inadequate Testing of Relay Cantac s in a

8 st»as

Jacobean10/20/88 Defective Notor Shaft Keys in Li qn Lfaftorque Nator Ac'tuators

vits SabaSrounda in Direct Current Distrlhutfan Falev sii0/21/88 Operating ufth Hultiple Grounds in iree
Systeas
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BEHERIC COMMUNICATIONS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Coaaunications 6orted per Prograa Manu Requests

Contactis}

IH 88-086 1 03/31/89 Operating Nith Multiple Brounds in Direct Current Distribution Schin, Burroaa

Systeas

IH 88.088 11/16/BB Degradation of Nestinghouse ARD Relays

IH 88-088 I 05/31/89 Degradation,of Nestinghouse ARD Relays

IH 88-089 11/21/88 Degradation of Kapton Electrical Insulation

Buillen

Suillen

Nilson

IH 88-098 12/19/BB Electrical Relay Degradation Caused hy Oxidation of Contact
Surfaces

Kadaabi, Patrosino

IH 89-03 Ol/11/89 Potential Electrical Equipeent Prohlens

IH 89-10

IN 89-11

Oi/27/89 Undeterted installation Errors in Hain Stean Line Tunnel

Differential Teaparature-Sensing fleaents at BNRs

02/02/89 Failure of DC Hotor-Operated Valves to Develop Rated Torque
Because of Inproper Cable Sizing

Nondard

Huang, Kang, Kiessel

IH 89-15 02/16/89 Second Reactor Coolant Puap Shaft Failure at Crystal River

IH 89-16 02/16/89 Eacossive Voltage Drop in DC Bysteas

Ra1an, Jensen

Carter, Lazevnick

IH 89-17 02/22/89 Contaaination and Degradation of Safety-Related Battery Cells Buillan

IH 89-21 02/27/89 Changes in Parforaanca Characteristics of Molded"Case Circuit
Breakers

iacobson

IH 89-23

IN 89 29

03/03/89 Environaental Oualification of Litton.Veau CIR Series Electrical Nilson
Connectors

03/15/89 Potential Failure of ASEA Brown Boveri Circuit Breakers During Buillen
Seissic Event

IH 89-30 1 11/01/90 High Teaperature Environaents at Nuclear Poser Plants

IH 89-42 04/21/89 Failure of Roaeaount Models 1153 and 1154 Transaitters

Paulk, Fields

Haidu, Buillan

IH 89-57 07/26/89 Unqualified Electrical Splices in Vendor-Supplied
Environaantally Qualified Equipaant

Stetka

IH 89-60

IN 89 63

OB/18/89 Maintenance of Teietherepy Units Hatzgary Caniano

09/05/89 Possihle Suhaargence of Electrical Circuits Located Above the Bautan< Halter
Flood Level Because of Hater Intrusion h Lack of Drainage

IH 89-68 09/25/B9 Evaluation of lnatruaent Satpoints During Modifications Athavale, Hauck, Guthrie
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Type Husber V U Issued Title

BEHERiC CDOUHlCATIDNS INDEX

Abbreviated i.fsting of

Coaaunications Sorted per Frogran Hanu Requests

Contact(s)

Ii

IH 89-90

IN 90"Ob

12/28/B9 Pressurizer Safety Valve Lift Satpaint Shift

01/29/90 Potential for Lors of Shutdown Cooling Mhfla at Lou Reactor

Coolant Levels

Hsii, densen

Fields, Bitter

IH 90-10 02/23/90 Priaary Mater Stress Corrasian Cracking fPMSCCI of lncanel 600 Koo, Haraan

IN 90-1 1

IH 90-21

02/28/90 Haintenance Deficiency Assacfated Mfth Solenofd<perated Valves Carter, Ornstefnt Haidu

0'3/22/90 Potential Failure af Hotar-Operated Butterfly Valves to Operate Scarbraugh> Thoapson

Because Valve Seat Friction Kas Underestiaated

IH 90-22 03/23/90 Unanticipated Equipaent Actuations Palfuoing Restoration of

Poser to Rosaaount Transsitter Trip Units
Magner, Nattson, t.~ dnfi

IH 90-51 OB/OS/90 Failures nf Voltage-Dropping Resistars in tha Power Supply

Circuitry af Electric Governor Systess

IH 90-23 04/04/90 laprapar Installation of Patal Conduit Seals .

IH 90-28 04/30/90 Potential Error in High Steaaline Ffou Setpoidt

Conlonq Harrfseathcr

LaBarge

Fields, Haass, Butler

IH 90-57 09/OS/90 Substandard, Refurbished Potter l Bruaffeld Relays

Hisraprasantad As Hes

Hafdu< Alexander

IH 90-65 10/05/90 Recent Drfffce Plate Prabless Sparks, Kugler

IN 91 Ol

IH 91 "05

Ofl04/9f Supplier af tiisrepresantad Resistors

01/30/91 Intergranular Stress Carrasian Cracking in Pressurized Mater

Reactor Bafaty Injection Accueulator Hozzles

Hdass

Col ay< Harsann

IH 91-06 01/31/91 Lock"Up of Esargency Diesel 6enerator and Load Sequencer Control Fields
Circuits Preventing Restart af Tripped EDB

IK 91-11

IH 91-29

IH 91-34

02/20/91 inadequate Physical Sepsratian and Electrical Isalatian af
Han-Safety-Related Circuits Froa RPS Circuits

04/15/91 Deficiencies Identified During Electrical Distribution Systea

Functional Inspections

06/03/91 Potential Probless in Identifying Causer of Energenry Diesel

6eneratar Halfunctions

Li, Jensen

Jacobson

Saba

IH 91 "45 07/I/91 Possible Nalfunrtion of Mestfnghausa ARD, BFD, and HBFD Relays, Caapbell, Loaner

and A200 DC and DPC 250 Magnetic Cantactors
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09/04/91

R S Date

Type Huober V U Issued Title

GENERIC CDHHUHICATIOHS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Coaounications Sorted per Prograo Henu Requests

Contact(s)

BL 71-02 12/09/71 Ho Title - Involves PMR Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers

BL 72-02 10/25/72 Sioultaneous Actuation of a Safety Injection Signal on Both

Units of a Dual Unit Facility

BL 74-04 03/22/74 Halfunction of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves

BL 74-08 07/23/74 Deficiency in the ITE Holded Case Circuit Breakers, Type I(E-3

BL 74-09 07/30/74 Deficiency in General Electric Hodel 4KV Hagne-Blast Breakers

BL 74-12 10/21/74 Incorrect Coils in Mestinghouse Type SG Relays at Trojan

BL 74-13 10/25/74 Ieproper Factory Miring on General Electric Rotor Control

Centers at Fort Calhoun

BL 74-15 12/06/74 Hisapplication of Cutler-Haooer Three Position Haintained Switch

Hodel Ho. 10250T

BL 74-16 12/13/74 lsproper Hachining of Pistons in Colt Industries
(Fairbanks-Horse) Diesel-Generators

BL 75-04 03/24/75 Cable Fire at Browns Ferry Huclear Power Station

BL 75-04A 04/03/75 Cable Fire at Drowns Ferry Nuclear Power Station

BL 75-048 11/03/75 Cable Fire at Drowns Ferry Huclear Power Station

BL 76"03

BL 77-01

BL 77-02

03/15/76 Relay Halfunctions - GE Type STD Relays

04/29/77 Pneuoatic Tiae Delay Relay Setpoint Drift

09/12/77 Potential Failure Hechanisn in Certain Mestinghouse (M) AR

Relays with Latch Attachoents

Thoaas

Thooas

Thosas

BL '7-05 11/08/77 Electrical Connector Asseobiies

BL 77-05A 11/14/77 Electrical Connector Asseablies

BL 77-06 11/22/77 Potential Probleos with Containoent Electrical Penetration
Asseoblies

Rutherford

Rutherford

Thosas

BL 77-07 12/19/77 Containnent Electrical Penetration Asseoblies at Hucl ear Power

Plants under Construction
Thoaas

BL 77-08 12/28/77 Assurance of Safety and Safeguards During ao Eoergency - I.ocking Blackoon

, Systews





gage~ho, 2

09/04/91

R S Date

Type Hunber V U Issued Title

GENERIC COHHUHICATIOHS IHDEI

Abbreviated Listing of

Cosnunications Sorted per Progran Henu Requests

Contact(s)

BL 78-05 04/14/78 Halfunctioning of Circuit Breaker Auxiliary Contact Hechanisn - Thonas

General Electric Hodel CRI05I

BL 79-09 04/17/79 Failures of GE Type AK-2 Circuit Breaker in Safety Related

Systeas

Bl. 79-11 05/22/79 Faulty Overcurrent Trip Device in Circuit Breakers for
Engineered Safety Systess

BL 79-23 09/12/79 Potential Failure of Energency Diesel Generator Field Exciter

Transforner

Thonas

Thonas

Thonas

BL 79-27 ll/30/79 Loss of Hon-Class-1-E Instruuentation and Control Po~er Systea

Bus During Operation

BL 80-15 06/18/80 Possible Loss of Emergency Hotification System (EHS) with Loss

of Offsite Power

Moods

Bell

BL 82-04 12/03/82 Deficiencies in Prioary Containnent Electrical Penetration

Assenblies

Thonas

BL 83-03 03/10/83 Check Valve Failures in Raw Mater Cooling Systens of Diesel

Generators

Lanik

BL 83-08 12/28/83 Elect. Circuit Breakers Mith Undervoltage Trip...in
Safety-Related Applications other than the Reactor Trip Systen

Thonas

CR 77-03

CR 77-06

CR 77"15

CR 77-16

CR 78-09

CR 78-18

CR 79"02

CR 79"12

CR 79-17

02/28/77 Fire Inside a Hotor Control Center

04/01/77 Effects of Hydraulic Fluid on Electrical Cables

Thonas

Henderson

06/05/78 Arcing of General Electric Conpany Size 2 Contactors

11/06/78 UL Fire Test

02/16/79 Failure of 120 Volt Vital AC Power Supplies

06/28/79 Potentiai Diesel Generator Turbocharger Problen

08/14/79 Contact Problen in SB-12 Switches on General Electric Conpany

Hetalclad Circuit Breakers

Thoaas

Kirkpatrick

Thonas

Thoaas

Laudan

il/23/77 Degradation of Fuel Oil Flow to the Eeergency Diesel Generator DeBevec

12/09/77 Energency Diesel Generator Electrical Trip Lock-Out Features Thoaas

CR 79-23 11/26/79 Hotor Starters and Contactors Failed to Operate Laudan
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09/04/91
BEMERIC CONUMICATIOMS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Coonunications Sorted per Progran Menu Requests

R S Date

Type Munber V U Issued Title Contact(s)

CR 80-05 04/01/80 Energency Diesel-Generator Lubricating Oil Addition and Onsite

Supply

DeBevec

CR 80-11

CR 80-23

6L 77-07

GL 78-01

6L 78-32

6L 79-17

6L 79-21

GL 79-36

05/13/80 Eoergency Diesel Generator Lube Oil Cooler Failures Milber

10/31/80 Potential Defects in Beloit Power Systeos Eaergency 6enerators Villalva

12/15/77 Reliabiiity Of Standby Diesel 6enerator Units

01/03/78 Correction To Letter Of 12/15/77

08/11/78 Reactor Protection Systen Power Supplies

04/18/79 Reliability Of Onsite Diesel Generators At Light Mater Reactors

06/04/79 Enclosing MUREG/CR 0660, 'Enhancesent Of On Site Energency

Diesel Generator
Reliability'8/08/79

Adequacy Of Station Electric Distribution Systens Voltages

GL 80-018 03/06/80 Crystal River 3 Reactor Trip Fran Approxiaately 100X Fuil Power

BL 80-035 04/25/86 Effect Of A DC Power Supply Failure On ECCS Perforoances

6L 80-055 06/18/80 IEB 80-15 Possible Loss Of Hotline Mith Loss Of Off-Site Power

GL 81-04

GL 83-26

GL 83"30

GL 83"41

6L 84-15

Bi. 86-07

02/25/81 Eoergency Procedures And Training For Station Blackout Events

07/05/83 Clarification Of Surveillance Requireaents For Diesel Fuel

inpurity Level Tests

07/21/83 Deletion of STD. Tech Spec Surveillance Requireoent

4.8. 1. 1,2.d.6 For Diesel Generator Testing

12/16/83 Fast Cold Starts of Diesel Generators

07/02/84 Proposed Staff Actions to Iaprove and Maintain Diesel 6enerator

Reliability

03/20/86 Transuittal of NUREG-1190 Regarding The San Onofre Unit 1 Loss

of Power And Mater Haaaer Event

BL 88" 15

GL 91-06

09/12/88 Electric Power Systeas - Inadequate Control Over Design Process Schulten, Knox, Fields

04/29/91 Resolution of Generic Issue A-30, 'Adequacy of Safety-Related DC Chopra, Thatcher

Power Supplies,'ursuant to 10 CFR 50.54[f)

6L 91-07 05/02/91 BI-23, 'Reactor Coolant Puap Seal Failures* and Its Possible

Effect on Station Blackout

l.iang, 6ill
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09/04/91

R S Date

Type Hunber V U Issued Title

GENERIC CDHHUNICATIONS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Coosunications Sorted per Progran Henu Requests

Contact(sl

GL 91-09 06/27/91 Modification of Surveillance Interval .. Electrical Protection

Asseublies in Power Supplies .. Reactor Protection Systen

IN 7'9-04 02/16/77 Degradation of Engineered Safety Features

Dunning

Stone

IN 79-23

IH 79"25

09/26/79 Energency Diesel Generator Lube Oil Coolers

10/01/79 Reactor 'Trips at Turkey Point Units 3 and 4

Milber

Craig

IN 80-08 03/07/80 The States Conpany Sliding Link Electrical Terninal Block Rutherford

IN 80-10 03/07/80 Partial Loss of Hon-Nuclear Instrunent Systen Power Supply

During Operation

Moods

IH 80-13 04/02/80 General Electric Type SBH Control S~itches - Defective Can

Followers

Villal va

IN 80-21

IH 80"31 08/27/80 Haloperation of Gould-Brown Boveri 480 Volt Type K-600S and

K-DDN 600S Cirruit Breakers

Bennett

05/16/80 Anchorage and Support of Safety-Related Electrical Equipnent Mong

IH 81-01 Ol/16/81 Possible Failures of General Electric Type MFA Relays

IN 81-05 03/13/81 Degraded DC Systea at Palisades

IN 81-06 03/11/81 Failure of ITE Hodel K-600 Circuit Breaker

Villalva

Villalva

Villalva

IN 82-01 01/22/82 Auxiliary Feedwater Puap Lockout Resulting froo Mestinghouse M-2 Thosas

S~itch Circuit Modification

IH 82-01 1 02/26/82 Auxiliary Feedwater Punp Lockout Resulting fron Mestinghouse M-2 Thonas

Switch Circuit Modification

IH 82-03 03/04/82 Environnental Tests of Electrical Terninal Blocks Thonas

iN 82-08 03/26/82 Check Valve Failures on Diesel Generator Engine Cooling Systen I.anik

IN 82-40 09/22/82 Deficiencies in Prinary Containnent Electrical Penetration
Asseablies

Thonas

IH 82-48 12/03/82 Failures of Agastat CR 0095 Relay Sockets Laudan

IH 82-50

IN 82-53 12/22/82 Hain Transforner Failures at the North Anna Huclear Power

Station
Villalva

12/20/82 Modification of Solid State AC Undervoltage Relays Type ITE-27 Laudan
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.Page No. 5

09/04/91

R S Date

Type Nuober V U Issued Title

GENERIC COMNUHICATIONS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Cooaunications Sorted per Prograa Henu Requests

Contact(s)

IH 82-56 12/30/82 Robertsha» Thermostatic Flo» Control Valves

IH 83-04 02/18/83 Failure of ELNA Po»er Supply Units

IN 83-08 03/09/83 Coaponent Failures Caused by Elevated DC Control Voltage

IN 83-11 03/14/83 Possible Seisuic Vulnerability of Old Lead Storage Batteries

Henderson

Laudan

Laudan

Neiss

IN 83-17

IN 83-19

03/31/83 Electrical Control Logic Problea Resulting in Inoperable

Auto-Start of Euergency Diesel Generator Units

04/05/83 General Electric Type HFA Relay Contact Gap and Mipe Setting
Adjustnents

Thonas

Laudan

IN 83-37 05/13/83 Transforuer Failure Resulting Fran Degraded Internal Connection Laudan, Davenport

Cables

IH 83-45 07/01/83 Environaentai Qualification Test of General Electric Coupany Le

'CR-2940'osition Selector Control S»itch

IH 83-50 08/01/83 Failures of Class 1E Safety-Related S»itchgear Circuit Breakers Thooas, Chiraual

to Close on Deaand

IH 83-51

IH 83-58

IH 83-63

08/05/83 Diesel Generator Events

08/30/83 Transauerica Delaval Diesel Generator Crankshaft Failure

09/26/83 Potential Failures of Mestinghouse Electric Corporation Type

SA-I Differential Relays

Laudan

Laudan

Laudan

IN 83-63 1 02/15/84 Potential Failures of Nestinghouse Electric Corporation Type

SA-1 Differential Relays

Laudan

IN 83"76

IH 83-84

11/02/83 Reactor Trip Breaker Nalfunctions (Undervoltage Trip Devices on Villalva, Beard

GE Type AK-2-25 Breakers)

12/30/83 Cracked and Broken Piston Rods in Bro»n Bovery Electric Type 5HN I.audan

Breakers

IH 84"01

IN 84-02

IH 84-13

01/10/84 Excess Lubricant in Electric Cable Sheaths

01/10/84 Operating a Nuclear Po»er Plant at Voltage Levels Lo»er Than

Analyzed

02/28/84 Potential Deficiency In Notor-Operated Valve Control Circuits
and Annunciation

Henderson

Villalva

Laudan

IN 84-29 04/29/84 General Electric Nagne-Blast Circuit Breaker problems Thoaas
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09/04/91

R S Date

Type Nuuber V U Issued Title

GENERIC COHHUHICATIDNS INDEI

Abbreviated Listing of
Couuunications Sorted per Prograu Nenu Requests

Contact(s)

IN 84-38 05/17/84 Probleas Mith Design, Haintenance and Operation of Offsite Power Singh

Systeas

IN &4-42 06/05/84 Equipuent Availability For Conditions During Outages not Covered Bailey

by Technical Specifications

IH 84-46 06/13/84 Circuit Breaker Position Verification

IN 84-65 08/16/84 Underrated Fuses Mhich Hay Adversely Affect Operation of

Essential Electrical Equipuent

Thooas

Thowas

IN 84-68 08/21/84 Potential Deficiency In Iaproperiy Rated Field Miring to
Solenoid Valves

Laudan

IN 84-69 08/29/84

IH 84-69 1 02/24/86

Operation of Euergency Diesel Generators

Operation of Euergency Diesel Generators

Beard

Beard

IN 84-76 10/19/84 l.oss of All AC Power Singh

IH 84-78 11/02/84 Underrated Terainal Blocks That Nay Adversely Affect Operation

of Essential Electrical Equipoent

IN 84-83 11/19/84 Various Battery Probleus

IH 84-84 11/27/84 Deficiencies in Ferro-Resonant Transforoers

IN 84-84 1 04/24/85 Deficiencies in Ferro-Resonant Transforaers

IN 84-92 12/17/84 Cracking'f Flywheels On Cunuins Fire Punp Diesel Engines

Stewart

Meiss

Villalva

Villalva

Gould

IN 85-009 01/31/85 Isolation Transfer Switches and Post-Fire Shutdown Capability LeFave, Thoaas

IH 85-011 02/11/85 Licensee Prograus for Inspection of Electrical Raceway and Cable Rohrbacher

Installations

IN 85-016 02/27/85 Time/Current Trip Curve Discrepancy of ITE/Sienens-Allis Holded Thouas

Case Circuit Breaker

IH 85-025 04/02/85 Consideration of Theroal Conditions of the Design and

Installation for Diesel Generator Exhaust Silencers
Heaoto

IH 85-028 04/09/85 Partial Loss of AC Power and Diesel Generator Degradation

IH 85-052 04/22/85 Recent Engine Failures of Eaergency Diesel Generators

IH 85-051 07/19/85 inadvertent l.oss or Iaproper Actuation of Safety-Related

Equipnent

Meiss

HcKenna, Kiessel

Thooas
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09/04/91

R S Date

Type Huaber V U Issued Title

GENERIC COHHUNICATIOHS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Coaaunications Sorted per Progran Menu Requests

Contact(s)

IN 85-058 1 11/19/85 Failure of a General Electric Type AK-2-25 Reactor Trip Breaker Singh

IH 85-064 07/26/85 BBC Brown Boveri Low-Voltage K-Line Circuit Breakers, Mith

Deficient Overcurrent Trip Devices Models OD-4 and 5

IH 85-066 08/07/85 Discrepancies Between As-Built Construction Drawings and

Equipaent Installations

Parker

Stewart

IH 85-068 08/14/85 Diesel Generator Failure at Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Station Unit Thouas

IH 85-073 08/23/85 Eeergency Diesel Generator Control Circuit Logic Design Error

IN 85-074 08/29/85 Station Battery Probleas

Swenson, Singh

Meiss, Callan

IH 85-077 09/20/85 Possible Loss of Energency Notification Systea Due to Loss of A Long, Priebe

C Power

IN 85-082 10/18/85 Diesel Generator Differential Protection Relay Hot SeisuicalIy
Qualified

Thouas

IN 85-083 '0/30/85 Potential Failures of General Electric PK-2 Test Blocks

IN 85-086 11/05/85 Lighting Strikes at Nuclear Power Generating Stations

IH 85-091 11/27/85 Load Sequencers for Energency Diesel Generators

IH 86-004 01/31/86 Transient Due to Loss of Po~er to Integrated Control Systen at a

Pressurized Mater Reactor Designed by Babcock 6 Milcox

IH 86-007 02/03/86 Lack os ~ . Instruction and... Observance of Precautions During

Haintenance and Testing of Diesel Generator...Governors

Stewart

Love, Thoaas

Beard, Meiss

Moodruff

Haass

IN 86-015 03/10/86 Loss of Offsite Power Caused by Problens in Fiber Optics Systens Neiss

IN 86-026 04/17/86 Potential Probleus in Generators Hanufactured by Electrical
Products Incorporated

IH 86-037 05/16/86 Degradation of Station Batteries

IH 86-049 06/16/86 Age/Environnent Induced Electrical Cable Failures

IN 86-053 06/26/86 Iaproper Installation of Heat Shrinkable Tubing

Stewart, Haidu

Meiss

Gill, Thonas

Beard

IH 86-062 07/23/86 Potential Probleas in Mestinghouse Molded Case Circuit Breakers Haidu, Stewart

Equipped with a Shunt Trip

IH 86-066 08/15/86 Potential for Fail,ure of Replaceaent AC Coils... Mestinghouse

Electric...for... Class IE Hotor Starters and Contactors
Parker
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09/04/91
GENERIC COHNUNICATIOHS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Coauunications Sorted per Prograo Henu Requests

R S Date

Type Nuaber V U Issued Title Contact(s)

IN 86-070 08/18/86 Potential Failure of All Euergency Diesel Generators

IN 86-073 08/20/86 Recent Euergency'Diesel Generator Probleus

IH 86-079 09/02/86 Degradation or Loss of Charging Systens at PMR Nuclear Power

Plants Using Swing-Puap Designs

IH 86-087 10/10/86 Loss of Offsite Power upon an Autouatic Bus Transfer

IN 86-100 12/12/86 Loss of Offsite Power to Vital Busses at Sales 2

IH 86-104 12/16/86 Unqualified Butt Splice Connectors Identified in Qualified
Penetrations

Bailey, Giitter

Moiley

Thosas, Ashe

Stewart, Ashe

Bettenhausen Moodruff

Jacobson

IH 87-09 02/05/87 Energency Diesel Generator Roon Cooling Design Deficiency

IH 87-04 01/16/87 Diesel Generator Fails Test Because of Degraded Fuel Hodge, Henderson

Stewart

IH 87-24 06/04/87 Operational Experience Involving Losses of Electrical Inverters Thouas

IN 87-42

IN 87-52

09/04/87 Diesel Generator Fuse Contacts

10/16/87 Insulation Breakdown of Silicone Rubber-Insulated Single
Conductor Cables During High Potential Testing

IH 87-41 08/31/87 Failures of Certain Brown Boveri Electric Circuit Breakers Rausey

Brooks, HacKay

Knight, Harinos, Guillen

IH 87-61 1 05/31/88 Failure of Mestinghouse M-2-Type Circuit Breaker Cell Switches Guillen, Haidu

IH 88-011 04/07/88 Potential Loss of Hotor Control Center and/or Switchboard

Function due to Faulty Tie Bolts

IN 88-012 04/12/88 Overgreasing of Electric Hotor Bearings

IH 88-027 05/18/88 Deficient Electrical Terainations Identified in Safety-Related

Conponents

IH 88-042 06/23/88 Circuit Breaker Failures Due to Loose Charging Spring Hotor

Hounting Bolts

Scholl

Prell, Kirkpatrick

Guillen, Schulten

Rausey

IN 88-044 06/24/88 Hechanical Binding of Spring Release Device in Mestinghouse Type Naidu, Guillen
DS-416 Circuit Breakers

IN 88-045 07/07/88 Probieus in Protective Belay and Circuit Breaker Coordination Trehan, Fields

IH 88-046 1 07/21/88 Licensee Report of Defective Refurbished Circuit Breakers

IH 88-050 07/18/88 Effect of Circuit Breaker Capacitance on Availability of

Energency Power

Haidu, Guillen

Scholl, Peebles
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09/04/91

R S Date

Type Number V U Issued Title

GENERIC COMMUNICATIONS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Communications Sorted per Program Menu Requests

Contact(s)

It( 88-054 07/28/88 Failure of Circuit Breaker Following Installation of Amptector Fields

Direct Trip Attachment

IH 88-055 08/03/88 Potential Problems Caused by Single Failure of an Engineered

Safety Feature Swing Bus

IN 88-057 08/08/88 Potential Loss of Safe Shutdown Equipment Due to Premature

Silicon Controlled Rectifier Failure

Noodruff, Kang

Petrosino, Guillen

IH 88-058 08/08/88 Potential Problems»ith ASEA Brown Boveri ITE-51L

Tine-Overcurrent Relays

Haidu, Fields

!H 88-072 09/02/88 Inadequacies in the Design of DC Motor-Operated Valves

IH 88-075 09/16/88 Disabling of Diesel Generator Output Circuit Breakers by

Anti-Pump Circuitry

IH 88-075 1 04/17/89 Disabling of Diesel Generator Output Circuit Breakers by

Anti-Pump Circuitry

IH 88-086 10/21/88 Operating »ith Multiple Grounds in Direct Current Distribution
Systems

IH 88-086 1 03/31/89 Operating Nith Multiple Grounds in Direct Current Distribution
Systems

IH 88-096 12/14/88 Electrical Shock Fatal,ities at Nuclear Power Plants

IH 88-098 12/19/88 Electrical Relay Degradation Caused by Oxidation of Contact

Surfaces

Baranowsky, Fields

Lazevnick, Schulten, Burrows

Burro~s, Kendall

Falevits, Saba

Schin, Burro~s

Vickrey, Kirkpatrick

Kadambi, Petrosino

IH 89-07 01/25/89 Failures of Small-Diameter Tubing in Control Air, Fuel Oil, and Constable, Jankovich, Seidle

Lube Oil Systems Render Emergency Diesels Inoperable

IH 89-11 02/02/89 Failure of DC Motor-Operated Valves to Develop Rated Torque

Because of improper Cable Sizing

IH 89-16 02/16/89 Excessive Voltage Drop in DC Systems

Huang, Kang, Kiessel

Carter, Lazevnick

IN 89-17 02/22/89 Contamination and Degradation of Safety-Related Battery Cells Guillen

IN 89-21 02/27/89 Changes in Performance Characteristics of Molded-Case Circuit
Breakers

Jacobson

IN 89-29 03/15/89 Potential Failure of ASEA Brown Boveri Circuit Breakers During

Seismic Event

Guillen

IH 89-45 1 07/06/89 Metalclad, Low-Voltage Power Circuit Breakers Refurbished Nith Alexander, Potapovs

Substandard Parts
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09/04/91

R S Date

Type Humber V U Issued Title

GENERIC CDXXUNICATIDNS INDEX

Abbreviated Listing of
Communications Sorted per Program Menu Requests

Contact(s)

IH 89-45 2 12/15/89 Metalclad, Low-Voltage Po~er Circuit Breakers Refurbished Mith

Substandard Parts

Alexander, Potapovs

IH 89-49 05/22/89 Failure to Close Service Mater Cross-Connect Isolation Valves Carter

IH 89-50 05/30/89 Inadequate Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Supply

IN 89-64 09/07/89 Electrical Bus Bar Failures

Ramsey

Padovan, Toalston

IH 89-83 12/ll/89 Sustained Fegraded Voltage on the Offsite Grid and Loss of Other Chopra

Generating Stations as a Result of a Plant Trip

IH 89-84 12/12/89 Failure of Ingersoll Rand Air Start Hotors as a Result of Pinion Kirkpatrick

Gear Assembly Fitting Problems

IN 89-86 12/15/89 Type HK Circuit Breakers Missing Close Latch Anti-Shock Springs lamsey

IN 89-87 12/l9/89 Disabling of Emergency Diesel Generators by Their Neutral

Ground-Fault Protection Circuitry

IN 90-18 03/09/90 Potential Problems Mith Crosby Safety Relief Valves Used on

Diesel Generator Air Start Receiver Tanks

Burrows

Thompson

IH 90-22 03/23/90 Unanticipated Equipment Actuations Follwoing Restoration of

Power to Rosemount Transmitter Trip Units

IH 90-25 04/16/90 Loss of Vital AC Power Mith Subsequent Reactor Coolant System

Heat-Up

IN 90-25 1 03/11/91 Loss of Vital AC Power Mith Subsequent Reactor Coolant System

Heat-Up

IH 90-41 06/12/90 Potential Failure of General Electric Nagne-Blast Circuit
Breakers and AK Circuit Breakers

Magner, Nattson, Kendall

Fields, Trager

Mitt

Haidu

IH 90-42 06/19/90 Failure of Electrical Power Equipment Due to Solar Nagnetic

Di,sturbances

Hodge, Nazumdar

IH 90-43 06/29/90 Mechanical Interference Mith Thermal Trip Function in GE

Holded-Case Circuit Breakers

Haidu, Alexander

IH 90-43 1 03/13/91 Mechanical Interference Mith Thermal Trip Function in GE

Nolded-Case Circuit Breakers

Alexander

IH 90-46 07/16/90 Criminal Prosecution of Mrongdoing Committed by Suppliers of
Molded-Case Circuit Breakers and Related Components

IH 90-51 08/08/90 Failures of Voltage-Dropping Resistors in the Po~er Supply
Circuitry oi Electric Governor Systems

Potapovs

Fields, Haass, Butler
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09/04/91
GENERIC COHNUHICATIONS IHDEN

Abbreviated Listing of
Coosunications Sorted per Progran Henu Requests

Type Huober

R S Date

9 U Issued Title Contact(s)

IH 90-57

IH 90"80

IH 91-06

IH 91-13

IH 91-20

01/31/91

03/04/91

Lock-Up of Energency Diesel Generator and Load Sequencer Control

Circuits Preventing Restart of Tripped EDB

Inadequate Testing of Energency Diesel Generators (EDGs)

03/19/91 Electrical Mire Insulation Degradation Caused Failure in a

Safety-Related Motor Control Center

09/05/90 Substandard, Refurbished Potter fc Brunfield Relays

Hisrepresented As Hew

12/21/90 Sand Intrusion Resulting in Two Diesel Generators Becoaing

Inoperable

Haidu, Alexander

Rajan

Fields

MoodNard, Kugler

Thonpson

IH 91-22 03/19/91

IH 91-29 '4/15/91

Four Plant Outage Events Involving Loss of AC Pouer or Coolant

Spills

Deficiencies Identified During Electrical Distribution Systeo

Functional Inspections

Benedict, et al.

Jacobson

IH 91-'34 . Ob/03/91 Potential Probleos in Identifying Causes of Eaergency Diesel

Generator Malfunctions

Saba
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nun!ca!lans Sar!ca per rroolaa .enu Beaues!5

Date

Tv"e liunber 0 U !ssued Titie C"ntact!~1

7l-02 ,2/Oa/7{ No !4tle " .'..v'i'res j"6 Reactcr Trip ! !l'c !t ", sayers

BL 72-02
A
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